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1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE R&D UNIT 
 

1.1  Name of the R&D Unit 

IPO Porto Research Center/Centro de Investigação do IPO Porto 
 

1.2  Acronym 

CI-IPOP 
 

1.3  Coordinator 

Manuel R. Teixeira, MD, PhD 
 

1.4  Host Institution 

Instituto Português de Oncologia do Porto Francisco Gentil, EPE (IPO Porto) 
 

1.5  Keywords 

Cancer epigenetics 
Cancer genetics 
Clinical research 
Epidemiology and outcomes research 
Experimental therapy 
Medical physics and radiobiology 
Molecular oncology 
 

1.6  Website 

http://ipoporto.pt/centro-de-investigacao/ 
 

2. R&D UNIT DESCRIPTION 

2.1  R&D Unit Description and Objective 

The IPO Porto Research Center (CI-IPOP) is hosted by the Instituto Português de Oncologia do Porto 
Francisco Gentil, EPE (hereafter IPO Porto), the largest specialized Portuguese cancer institution (10.000 
new patients per year) with a triple role: patient care, teaching and research in Oncology 
(http://www.ipoporto.pt/). IPO Porto is a member of the Organization of European Cancer Institutes (OECI) 
and is accredited by OECI as a Comprehensive Cancer Center (Porto Comprehensive Cancer Center, P.CCC) 
in collaboration with Instituto de Investigação e Inovação em Saúde (i3S).  
CI-IPOP has the mission to coordinate and implement the research activity of IPO Porto and is formally 
recognized by the Portuguese Science Foundation (FCT) as an R&D unit since 2004, from which it obtained 
the classification of Excellent in the last international evaluation.  The general and long-term objective of CI-
IPOP is the understanding of the pathobiologic mechanisms of carcinogenesis, which ultimately will help 
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improve cancer prevention and/or treatment. CI-IPOP is organized in five research groups working on 
translational cancer research (Cancer Genetics Group, Cancer Biology and Epigenetics Group, Molecular 
Oncology and Viral Pathology Group, Experimental Pathology and Therapeutics Group, and Medical Physics, 
Radiobiology and Radiation Protection Group), as well as the Cancer Epidemiology Group, the 
Management, Outcomes Research and Economics in Healthcare Group and a Clinical Research Unit.  
 

2.2  Research Team 

CI-IPOP includes 231 members (at the end of 2019), of which 59 have a PhD degree and 102 have a Master 
degree. Of the CI-IPOP members, 148 are IPO-Porto staff, with main positions as medical doctors (67), 
laboratory health technicians/clinical scientists (35), higher technicians (13), researchers (12), and other 
roles (21). Other CI-IPOP members include 46 researchers with scholarships (10 postdocs, 24 PhD students 
and 12 other research positions), 26 MSc students or Research assistants and 11 staff from other 
institutions. The research team is organized in seven research groups and the respective team members are 
shown after page 17. 
 

2.3  Projects 

The active projects in 2019 registered at CI-IPOP are the following (more specific detains given in each 
groups/unit report): 

1. CI-IPOP 14-2015: EPoS - The European Polyp Surveillance trial group 
2. CI-IPOP 15-2015: Endocuff - Assisted vs conventional colonoscopy for the detection of colon 

adenomas: multicentre, randomized tandem colonoscopy study 
3. CI-IPOP 16-2015: Estado mutacional RAS, BRAF e PI3KCA na efectividade do tratamento neo-

adjuvante do cancro do recto 
4. CI-IPOP 17-2015: Epigenenetic signature of prostate cancer stem cells 
5. CI-IPOP 18-2015: Development of monoclonal antibodies for chemoresistant bladder cancer 

based on glycobiomarkers 
6. CI-IPOP 19-2015: Assessment and validation of a panel of methylation-based biomarkers in cell 

free DNA for detection of recurrent first primary cancer (RFPC) and second primary cancers (SPC) 
7. CI-IPOP 20-2015: Validação dos questionários EORTC-QLQ-OES 18 e OG25 e estudo prospetivo de 

avaliação da qualidade de vida após colocação de próteses endoscópicas esofágicas 
8. CI-IPOP 21-2015: Renal cell carcinoma-derived exosome: the microRNA content as a new disease 

predictive biomarker and an opportunity to invasive/metastatic disease management under the 
genetic background 

9. CI-IPOP 22-2015: Pharmacogenomic determinants of therapeutic response of urogynecological 
cancer: The European Pharmacogenetics Consortium Project (Eu-PIC) 

10. CI-IPOP 23-2015: Characterization of cytomegalovirus resistant strains in hemapoietic stem cell 
transplanted patients 

11. CI-IPOP 24-2015: Inherited predisposition to prostate cancer 
12. CI-IPOP 25-2015: Optimization of uncertainty parameters in advanced external radiotherapy 

procedures 
13. CI-IPOP 26-2015: Innovative autonomous electrical biosensor synergistically assembled inside a 

passive direct methanol fuel cell for screening cancer biomarkers. 
14. CI-IPOP 27-2015: Estudo prospetivo de avaliação do impacto do refluxo esofágico no 

desenvolvimento de fístulas pós-laringectomia total 
15. CI-IPOP 28-2015: MicroRNAs and microbioma in gastric carcinogenesis and their association with 

different innate immunity expression profiles. 
16. CI-IPOP 29-2015: Estudo dos mecanismos moleculares subjacentes ao acastanhamento do tecido 

adiposo branco induzido pelo cancro e do impacto do estilo de vida 
17. CI-IPOP 30-2015: Role of VIM in epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) in urothelial cancer 
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18. CI-IPOP 31-2015: Formas familiares de paragangliomas/feocromocitomas: perfil mutacional SDHx, 
penetrância clínica e impacto psicológico 

19. CI-IPOP 32-2015: Inflammatory and metabolic molecular markers in neuroendocrine tumors 
20. CI-IPOP 33-2015: Evaluation of the costs associated with colorectal cancer treatment, according to 

the phase of care 
21. CI-IPOP 34-2015: Capsule endoscopy and gastric lesions/Aplicabilidade da cápsula endoscópica na 

deteção de alterações gástricas 
22. CI-IPOP 35-2016: Identification of somatic and germline mutations in circulating tumor DNA in 

ovarian cancer patients and in germline BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers undergoing cancer 
screening 

23. CI-IPOP 36-2016: Detection of cancer specific genetic alterations in circulating free tumor DNA as 
a tool for early cancer diagnosis and follow up in Lynch syndrome patients 

24. CI-IPOP 37-2016: Circulating viral genomes in the blood of cervical cancer patients 
25. CI-IPOP 38-2016: Avaliação ao diagnóstico do valor prognóstico da expressão do gene CIP2A em 

doentes com leucemia mielóide crónica 
26. CI-IPOP 39-2016: Monitoring of hematopoietic lineage-specific chimerism after allogenic stem cell 

transplantation: comparison of real-time quantitative PCR and multiplex STR-PCR 
27. CI-IPOP 40-2016: Incidence and risk factors for advanced neoplasia after surgery for colo-rectal 

cancer 
28. CI-IPOP 41-2016: Uppergastroentestinal endoscopy reports quality evaluation 
29. CI-IPOP 42-2016: Deconstructing stromal-epithelial interactions in colorectal cancer: 

understanding the parts to fight the whole. 
30. CI-IPOP 43-2016: Impacto do património genético no comportamento biológico do mieloma 

múltiplo 
31. CI-IPOP 44-2016: Towards a single therapy against triple negative breast cancer and 

neuroblastoma by nucleolin-mediated multicellular targeting with a synesgistic drug combination 
32. CI-IPOP 45-2016: Patients perspectives towards quality of digestive endoscopy services 
33. CI-IPOP 46-2016: Narrow band imaging versus white light for colonic serrated lesions detection: a 

randomized controlled trial 
34. CI-IPOP 47-2016: Optimizing the treatment of colorectal cancer liver metastasis 
35. CI-IPOP 48-2016: Caracterização genómica da via da prostaglandina E2 no desenvolvimento de 

cancro gástrico: uma oportunidade de rastreio personalizado? 
36. CI-IPOP 49-2016: Early-stage cancer treatment, driven by context of molecular imaging (ESTIMA) 
37. CI-IPOP 50-2016: Identification of Men with a genetic predisposition to prostate cancer: targeted 

screening in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers and controls - The IMPACT study 
38. CI-IPOP 51-2016: Inherited predisposition to prostate cancer: finding the missing heritability by 

combining exome sequencing and haplotype analyses in a population with strong founder effects 
39. CI-IPOP 52-2017 Analysis of T315I mutation status in ALL Ph+ and CML patients using the castPCR 

technology 
40. CI-IPOP 53-2017: Glycan-based nanotherapeutics for selective drug delivery in gastric cancer 
41. CI-IPOP 54-2017: Validation of liquid biopsies for predictive biomarker testing, therapy response 

monitoring, and resistance mechanism identification in cancer patients 
42. CI-IPOP 55-2017: Identification of germline mutations by gene-panel next generation sequencing 

in familial non-medullary thyroid cancer 
43. CI-IPOP 56-2017: Identification of germline mutations by gene-panel next generation sequencing 

in familial tubular and mixed tubular-diffuse gastric cancer 
44. CI-IPOP 57-2017: Exome sequencing of families with strong cancer incidence of unknown genetic 

cause 
45. CI-IPOP 58-2017: Exploring glycobiomarkers as targets for bladder cancer chemoresistant cells 
46. CI-IPOP 59-2017: Development and application of a microchip to Circulation Tumour Cells 

glycoproteome research: A step towards metastasis biomarkers and novel therapeutics 
47. CI-IPOP 60-2017: Exploring glycobiomarkers for advanced stage bladder cancer: adding the 

influence of hypoxia and chemoresistance to the equation 
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48. CI-IPOP 61-2017: A chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T) cell therapy targeting abnormal MUC16 
glycoforms: A step toward novel therapeutics for bladder cancer 

49. CI-IPOP 62-2017: Identification and characterization of glycobiomarkers in bladder cancer stem 
cells 

50. CI-IPOP-63-2017: Comprehensive analysis of common genetic variants on inflammatory genes in 
gastric cancer: from bench to bedside 

51. CI-IPOP 64-2017: fMRI na delineação de fOAR em SRS cranial 
52. CI-IPOP 65-2017: Resposta radiobiológica renal em PRRT e dosimetria geral 
53. CI-IPOP 66-2017: microRNA-mediated viral regulation of the tumor microenvironment 
54. CI-IPOP 67-2017: Needleless connector devices: Acute leukemia patients, CLABSI and mucosal 

barrier injury microorganisms insight 
55. CI-IPOP 68-2017: Correlative analysis of gene expression changes and PD-L1 immunoexpression in 

non-small cell lung cancer 
56. CI-IPOP 69-2017: Modelo biológico in vitro e preditivo de resposta à Radioterapia no cancro da 

próstata de alto risco 
57. CI-IPOP 70-2017: Caracterização da dor e qualidade de vida em doentes oncológicos portugueses 

com metástases ósseas 
58. CI-IPOP 71-2017: Ensaio clínico de fase II, não-randomizado, para avaliar a eficácia e segurança da 

radioterapia de baixa dose em associação ao Rituximab, no tratamento de doentes com idade ≥65 
anos e linfoma folicular estadio III e IV. 

59. CI-IPOP 72-2017: Predição de acontecimentos adversos clinicamente relevantes em idosos com 
cancro colo-retal ou cancro gástrico metastizado que vão iniciar tratamento paliativo sistémico 

60. CI-IPOP 73-2017: Unveiling patterns of rare cancers: obtaining evidence from clinical data based 
on rare forms of breast cancer 

61. CI-IPOP 74-2017: Neoadjuvant immunotherapy in localized and locally advanced non-small cell 
lung cancer (NSCLC) expressing PD-L1 

62. CI-IPOP 75-2017: Squamous cell carcinoma: diagnostic tools to discriminate between pulmonary 
primary tumor and metastasis from the cervix 

63. CI-IPOP 76-2017: Construction of a clinical database in Breast Cancer Unit of IPO Porto 
64. CI-IPOP 77-2017: Desafios na abordagem cirúrgica e anátomo-patológica do gânglio sentinela no 

carcinoma do colo e endométrio 
65. CI-IPOP 78-2017: Effectiveness and costs in oncology - Metastatic gastric cancer, 2017 Audit 
66. CI-IPOP 79-2017: Definitive chemoradiotherapy response prediction in esophageal carcinoma 
67. CI-IPOP 80-2017: The potential role of MRI and biomarkers in the characterisation of prostate 

cancer 
68. CI-IPOP 81-2017: Estados emocionais, sua modulação inflamatória e fatores de resiliência e 

vulnerabilidade genéticas para a depressão em doentes com carcinoma de mama 
69. CI-IPOP 82-2017: ANXA1 and ARID1A as predictive biomarkers for trastuzumab resistance in 

breast cancer 
70. CI-IPOP 83-2017: Paliative stenting in intra-abdominal gastrointestinal obstruction: luminal versus 

extraluminal indication 
71. CI-IPOP-84-2017: BLIMPS - Blue light imaging for detection of premalignant stomach: a 

prospective controlled trial 
72. CI-IPOP-85-2017: HPV in the upper aerodigestive tract: prevalence and role in carcinogenesis 
73. CI-IPOP-86-2017: IMAGINE - Ileus Management International 
74. CI-IPOP-87-2017: Prospective evaluation of gastric microbiota after early gastric cancer resection: 

impact of proton-pump inhibitors 
75. CI-IPOP-88-2017: Uncovering novel prognostic and predictive epigenetic biomarkers in malignant 

testicular germ cell tumors 
76. CI-IPOP 89-2017: Real world epidemiology and clinical characteristics of patients with non-small 

cell lung cancer in Europe: I-O optimise study. 
77. CI-IPOP 90-2018: BRCA-STEM: Exploring stemness in high grade serous carcinoma of the ovary 

using hereditary breast-ovarian cancer syndrome as a model system 
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78. CI-IPOP 91-2018: GWAS and data science as putative approaches for identifying 
pharmacogemomics determinants of response to therapy 

79. CI-IPOP 92-2018: Monocarboxylate transporters (MCTs) in kidney cancer: The role of epigenetic 
mechanisms 

80. CI-IPOP 93-2018: Unraveling the interactome of phosphoprotein phosphatase 1: searching for 
biomarkers and putative therapeutic targets for human prostate cancer 

81. CI-IPOP 94-2018: TOGETHER - Connecting people and systems to support an effective 
psychosocial adjustment to genetic testing in the context of inherited cancer risk 

82. CI-IPOP95-2018: Assessing the trifecta of cancer circulating biomarkers: a combined microfluidics 
platform for detection of CTCs, exosomes and ctDNA (TRIMARKCHIP) 

83. CI-IPOP 96-2018: The role of chromosome segregation machinery defects in genetic 
predisposition to prostate cancer 

84. CI-IPOP 97-2018: Hydralazine: Testing an off-label effect in castration-resistant prostate cancer 
85. CI-IPOP 98-2018: Real world epidemiology and clinical characteristics of patients with small cell 

lung cancer in Europe: I-O Optimise Study 
86. CI-IPOP 99-2018: SIRNAC - novel siRNA terapies against metastatic colorectal cancer 
87. CI-IPOP 100-2018: Utilidade da deteção da resposta T-específica ao citomegalovirus na 

monitorização dos doentes submetidos a transplante de células progenitoras hematoploéticas 
88. CI-IPOP 101-2018: Hydralazine: Testing an off-label effect in castration-resistant prostate cancer 

(HyTherCaP) 
89. CI-IPOP 102-2018: Renal cancer detection: a translational metabolomics research based on 

volatile organic compounds fingerprinting 
90. CI-IPOP 103-2018: Estudo de coorte retrospectivo de real world data (RWD) em cancro do pulmão 

de não pequenas células 
91. CI-IPOP 104-2018: Decoding the role of neutrophils and microRNAs as drivers of HPV16-induced 

carcinogenesis and cancer cachexia 
92. CI-IPOP 105-2018: Doses de radiação em exames de mamografia: efeito dos tratamentos 

oncológicos 
93. CI-IPOP 106-2018: Inherited predisposition to gastric cancer: novel susceptibility genes and a 

minimally invasive screening strategy in germline mutation carriers 
94. CI-IPOP 107-2018: Alterações citogenéticas e a morfologia dos plasmócitos: alguma relação? 
95. CI-IPOP 108-2018: Sensibilization of urologic tumors therapy driven by nanotechnology 
96. CI-IPOP 109-2018: Development of a biomimetic multifunctional pre-clinical model to assist 

immunotherapy optimization 
97. CI-IPOP 110-2018: IPOscore: Prever o risco de complicações do tratamento cirúrgico e definir o 

prognóstico em pacientes com cancro através da integração de dados clínicos e biopatológicos 
98. CI-IPOP 111-2018: Novos compostos naturais e sintéticos para o tratamento de tumores 

hormono-resistentes (NASYTHOR) 
99. CI-IPOP 112-2018: Innovative combined cytogenetic and immunophenotypic follow-up studies for 

patients with Fanconi anemia and other bone marrow failure disorders: for an early detection of 
myelodysplasia previous to a malignant transformation 

100. CI-IPOP 113-2019: Synchronous and metachronous gastric cancer after endoscopic submucosal 
dissection: risk factors 

101. CI-IPOP 114-2019: Deteção automática de limites anatómicos em exames de tomografia 
computorizada (CT) 

102. CI-IPOP 115-2019: Hepatitis E virus (HEV) in hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients 
103. CI-IPOP 116-2019: Perda do cromossoma Y circulante e suas implicações na Medicina Legal 
104. CI-IPOP 117-2019: Delecções do DNA mitocondrial como biomarcadores moleculares 
105. CI-IPOP 118-2019: NeutroSAC - Cachexia anorexia syndrome and its clinical, pharmacogenomic 

and biochemical characterization 
106. CI-IPOP 119-2019: Radiobiologic effects of flattening filter free radiotherapy treatments 
107. CI-IPOP 120-2019: The role of immune system for treatment-free remission in CML patients who 

stopped TKI therapy 
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108. CI-IPOP 121-2019: Epigenetic regulation of non-coding RNAs in Prostate Cancer 
109. CI-IPOP 122-2019: Inherited predisposition to breast cancer: the missing heritability and 

molecular characterization of tumors from carriers of pathogenic germline mutations in known 
predisposition genes (IPOBCS) 

110. CI-IPOP 123-2019: BLI (Blue Laser Imaging) system for the diagnosis of precancerous conditions 
and cancerous lesions: European multicenter validation study 

111. CI-IPOP 124-2019: Neoplasia da junção esofagogástrica - caracterização clinico-patológica 
112. CI-IPOP 125-2019: Synergistic antitumor effect of combined laser thermotherapy and 

immunomodulators in malignant melanoma 
113. CI-IPOP 126-2019: Characterization of targeted therapy resistance mechanisms in 

EGFR/ALK/ROS1/BRAF-positive NSCLC by gene panel NGS in circulating cell-free DNA 
114. CI-IPOP 127-2019: EUTOS 5: Understanding differences in molecular outcome in relation to BCR-

ABL1 transcript type 
 

3. MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS 

3.1  Number of Publications 

The major achievements of CI-IPOP are best measured by the parameters involving publications in peer-
review international journals. The scientific output in 2019 includes a total of 218 peer reviewed 
publications in indexed journals (Pubmed and/or Scopus, including only those with final publication date in 
2019), representing a significant increase compared to 189 publications in 2018. The growth in the number 
of publications in CI-IPOP has been exponential in the last years, as shown below:  
 

 
The list of all publications in 2019 of CI-IPOP, as well as the abstract of every publication (whenever 
available), is shown after page 81 under the heading list of publications with abstracts. The list of 
publications of each research group/unit is shown in the group activity reports after page 17. 
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3.2  Impact Factor 

Of the 218 publications in 2019, 172 were in journals with impact factor. The average impact factor of the 
172 publications of CI-IPOP with this variable was 5.4, which represents a steady increase during the recent 
years: 
 

 
 
 
 
The sum of impact factors of the 172 publications is 2019 was 923,6.6, which is a significant increase 
compared with previous years: 
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The number of publications with impact factor above 5 and 10 in 2019 was 62 and 20, respectively, as 
shown below (first >5 and then >10), representing a significant improvement compared with previous 
years:  
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3.3  Citations 

According to the Scopus database, the number of citations of CI-IPOP publications during 2019 was 5735, as 
shown below, something that is also related with the increasing number of publications of CI-IPOP over the 
years.  
 

 
 
 

3.4  Internationalization 

The research performed at CI-IPOP has a high degree of internationalization, as evidenced by the fact that 
33% of the 218 publications in 2019 resulted from international collaborations and included researchers 
from foreign institutions as co-authors. The evolution over the years of this parameter is shown below:  
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3.5  Clinical Trials 

Although the number of active clinical trials increase in 2019 compared with previous years, there was a 
decrease in the number of randomized patients and the number of patients included in clinical trials. The 
evolution over the years is shown below:  
 

  
 

3.6  Publications by Area of Knowledge 

The publications in 2019 by CI-IPOP researchers reported research in the following areas of knowledge 
(data from SCOPUS):   
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3.7  Theses Completed 

During 2019, 8 PhD theses were successfully completed with direct supervision by members of the CI-IPOP 
reaseach groups, representing a significant increase compared with the previous year: 
 

 
 
During the same period, 38 MSc theses were successfully completed with direct supervision by members of 
the CI-IPOP reaseach groups, also representing a significant increase compared with the previous year: 
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3.8  Recruitment of Researchers 

In 2019, the number of researchers hired to work in CI-IPOP increased from 5 to 12 (figure below). This was 
made possible by external funding derived from competitive research projects that included hiring 
researchers with PhD (2 positions; POCI-01-0145-FEDER-29043 and PTDC/MED-QUI/29800/2017), from 
research contracts funding regulated by art. 23.º of D.L. n.º 57/2016, altered by Lei n.º 57/2017 (2 
positions), from research contract funding for individual applications (1 position; CEEIND-03186-2017), and 
from research contracts funding for institutional applications (2 positions; CEECINST/00091/2018).  
 

 
Of note, funding has already been secured in 2019 for 10 additional positions to be recruited during 2020, 
namelly 2 positions from a competitive research project that included hiring researchers with PhD (POCI-
01-0145-FEDER-028245) and 8 positions funded by the FCT basic and estrategic funding for 2020-2023 
(UIDB-00776-2020 and UIDP-00776-2020). 
 
 

3.9  International Evaluation by FCT 

In June 2019, CI-IPOP was informed that it obtained the classification of EXCELLENT for the period 2013-
2017 and activity plan for 2020-2023 after international evaluation by the panel HEALTH SCIENCES - Clinical 
and Translational Research organized by FCT. The resulting FCT basic and estrategic funding (UIDB-00776-
2020 and UIDP-00776-2020) amounts to a total of 1,242,000€ for the period 2020-2023, which includes 
new PhD researcher contracts. Additionally, the FCT international evaluation decided to award 8 PhD 
fellowships to CI-IPOP, which will be funded directly by FCT during the period 2020-2023. The full 
evaluation report in included in the following pages.  
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4. RESEARCH GROUPS/UNITS  
 

CI-IPOP was organized in 2019 in seven research groups (Cancer Biology and Epigenetics Group, Cancer 
Epidemiology Group, Cancer Genetics Group, Experimental Pathology and Therapeutics Group, 
Management, Outcomes and Economy in Health Group, Medical Physics, Radiobiology and Radiation 
Protection Group, Molecular Oncology and Viral Pathology Group) and a Clinical Research Unit. The activity 
report of each group is presented in the following pages (in alphabetical order), followed by that of the 
Clinical Research Unit. 
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4.1  Cancer Biology and Epigenetics Group 

 
1. Coordinator 

 
Carmen Jerónimo, PhD 
 
2. Research team (as of December 31st 2019) 
 

Name 
Academic 

degree 
Professional 

situation 
Category/position 

Time 

% 

Ana Catarina Lameirinhas  MSc Scholarship 
Research assistant FCT 
UID/DTP/00776/2013 

100 

Ana Catarina Macedo Silva MSc Scholarship 
PhD student 2019-UNA2CLE-
0170010 

100 

Ana Isabel Atanásio Varelas MSc Employed IPOP MD Resident in Pathology 20 

Ana Luísa Peixoto da Costa e Cunha MSc Employed IPOP MD Junior pathologist 10 

Ana Luísa Vilaça Pinheiro BSc Student MSc student 50 

Ana Paula Marques Silva Lopes 
Ambrosio 

BSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 30 

Ana Rita Cardoso BSc Student MSc student 100 

Ana Teresa Pinto Teixeira Martins MSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 20 

Ângelo Adroaldo do Amaral de Jesus 
Rodrigues 

MSc Employed IPOP MD Junior pathologist 20 

Bela Margarida Amaral Oliveira BSc Student MSc student 100 

Carla Maria Magno Bartosch PhD Employed IPOP 
MD Junior pathologist & 
researcher 

20 

Carmen De Lurdes Fonseca Jerónimo Aggregation Employed IPOP 
Assistant researcher; Group 
coordinator 

100 

Catarina Sofia Guimarães Teixeira MSc Student Research assistant 100 

Cláudia Martins Lima MSc Student Research assistant 100 

Daniela Cristina Barros Silva  MSc Scholarship 
PhD student FCT 
SFRH/BD/136007/2018 

100 

Davide Gigliano MSc Employed IPOP MD Resident in Pathology 20 

Diana Rita Soares Fernandes BSc Student MSc student 100 

Fernanda Maria Ferreira da Silva BSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 10 

Filipa Moreira Silva BSc Student MSc student 100 

Francisco Duarte Ferreira Menezes MSc Employed IPOP MD Junior pathologist 10 

Gonçalo Outeiro Pinho BSc Student MSc student 100 

Helena Sofia Casanova Estevão 
Pereira  

MSc Student Research assistant 100 

Isa Cristiana Silva Carneiro MSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 20 

Joana Vanessa P. Matos Loureiro MSc Employed IPOP MD Junior pathologist 10 

João Pedro da Silva Machado Lobo  MSc Scholarship 
PhD student FCT 
SFRH/BD/132751/2017; 
Resident in Pathology 

100 

João Pedro Oliveira Costa MSc Employed IPOP MD Resident in Pathology 10 

Jorge Silvério Torres Ferreira MSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 10 

Leonardo Moço BSc Student MSc student 50 

Madalena Souto Moura MSc Employed IPOP MD Resident in Pathology 10 

Margareta Isabel Pereira Correia PhD Employed IPOP 
Assistant researcher 
CEECINST/00091/2018 

100 

Mariana Cantante Cordeiro da Costa 
Ferreira 

BSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 10 
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Mariana Carvalho Dias Brutt Pacheco MSc Student Research assistant 100 

Mário Filipe Teixeira de Fontes e 
Sousa 

MSc Employed IPOP 
MD Resident in Oncology; 
PhD student 

30 

Mónica Alexandra Domingos Farinha MSc Employed IPOP MD Resident in Pathology 10 

Nair Susana da Costa Florim Ribeiro 
Lopes 

PhD Scholarship Postdoc P2020 ESTIMA 100 

Nuno David Monteiro Coimbra MSc Employed IPOP 
MD Junior pathologist; PhD 
student 

30 

Paula Cristina Magalhães de Sousa 
Monteiro 

BSc Employed IPOP MD Senior pathologist 20 

Paula Cristina Monteiro Dias BSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 20 

Renata Heloísa de Oliveira Lage Vieira BSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 10 

Rita Manuela Marques de Castro 
Guimarães 

BSc Employed IPOP Lab technician; MSc student 10 

Rita Patrícia Faria Dias Canário MSc Scholarship 
PhD student FCT 
PD/BD/128001/2016 

20 

Rui Manuel Ferreira Henrique Aggregation Employed IPOP 
MD Senior pathologist; Senior 
researcher 

30 

Sandra Isabel Pinto Nunes  MSc Scholarship Research assistant LPCC 100 

Sara Lopes Petronilho MSc Employed IPOP MD Resident in Pathology 20 

Sara Raquel Monteiro dos Reis MSc Scholarship 
PhD student FCT 
SFRH/BD/112673/2015 

100 

Sérgio Miguel Pereira Chacim MSc Employed IPOP MD Hematologist 20 

Sofia Margarida de Castro Paupério e 
Silva Paulino 

MSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 20 

Sofia Raquel Fernandes Salta MSc Scholarship PhD student P2020 ESTIMA 100 

Sónia Isabel Dias de Carvalho MSc Employed IPOP MD Resident in Pathology 20 

Vânia Raquel Gomes Camilo PhD Employed IPOP 
Junior researcher POCI-01-
0145-FEDER-29030 

100 

Vera Inês Salvado Constâncio MSc Student Research assistant 100 

Vera Mónica Miranda-Gonçalves PhD Employed IPOP 
Junior researcher POCI-01-
0145-FEDER-29043 

100 

Verónica Martins Ferreira BSc Employed IPOP Lab technician 10 

 

3. Group description and objectives 

 
The long-term core goal of the Cancer Biology and Epigenetics Group (CBE) is to portray the epigenetic 
mechanisms involved in the genesis of cancer, with an emphasis in urological tumors, and translate these 
into clinically useful tools for patient management. More recently, we started tackling the contribution of 
deregulated non-coding RNAs expression and its interaction with other epigenetic mechanisms that may 
induce/promote malignant transformation. 
Specifically, within the framework of Precision Medicine, we have four major lines of investigation ongoing: 
(1) Using body fluids - liquid biopsies (plasma or serum) and urine – to detect cell-free tumor-specific 
epigenetic biomarkers (methylated DNA or noncoding RNA) we aim at developing new cancer biomarkers 
for screening/ detection and to assist in patient’s clinical management. We have identified several putative 
markers in tissues of the four major human malignancies [those of breast (BrCa), prostate (PCa), colorectal 
(CRC) and lung (LCa)] as well in other urological cancers [bladder (BlCa), kidney (KCa) and testicular germ-
cell tumors (TGCT)] that are already being tested in body fluids (Costa-Pinheiro, Epigenomics 2015, Costa 
AL, epigenomics 2017 and 2018). 
(2) Due to the heterogeneous biology of PCa, only a limited proportion of tumors are deemed to be 
clinically significant. Because non-coding protein genes / non-coding RNA aberrations, particularly, long 
non-coding RNAs have been recently implicated in PCa carcinogenesis (Ramalho-Carvalho, CRM, 2017) we 
plan to focus our research to better understand their role in molecular pathways associated with PCa 
aggressiveness, AR and PTEN signaling pathways. Moreover, since long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) are target 
by also target by internal chemical modifications, such as N6-methyladenosine (m6A), that may impact in 
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various cellular processes, through post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression (Fu, NRG 2014 & 
Roundtree, cell 2017) we will attempt to discover their role in PCa onset. Thus, it is likely then that 
unravelling the biological functions of ncRNAs in PCa will provide new insights into their functions, 
mechanisms of action, and potential usefulness as tools for PCa management.  
(3) Despite nephrectomy is performed with curative intent, approximately 30% of patients with localized 
clear cell Renal Cell Carcinoma (ccRCC), develop metastases and die. Thus, we aim to discover Long non-
coding RNAs (LnCRNAs) that might regulate Von Hippel-Lindau Pathway and its implication in metastization. 
In parallel, we plan to explore the interplay between epigenetics and metabolism in this tumor subtype to 
unveil new therapeutic targets that may be more effective against advanced stages of this disease.  
(4) The potential of epigenetic modulators (e.g., DNA methyltransferase and histone deacetylases 
inhibitors) for cancer therapy is under investigation, through manipulation of cell lines, characterizing their 
biological effects and antineoplastic capabilities. Owing to the relevance that Immuno-oncology has 
demonstrated in recent years, we are also investigating the epigenetic modulation of expression of 
biomolecules involved in immune checkpoint regulation, aiming at the improvement of immunotherapeutic 
strategies by combination with epi-drugs. 
 
4. Active projects and funding  

 

• MehylBiom4Can-"Assessment and validation of a panel of methylation-based Biomarkers in cell 
free DNA for Detection of recurrent first primary cancer (RFPC) and second primary cancers (SPC)" 
funded by the Research Centre of Portuguese Oncology Institute (CI-IPOP-74-2016), Budget: 153,00 
€ (2016-2019). 

• Cancer Biology & Epigenetics (CI-IPOP-27-2016), Budget: 60 566,84 € (2016-2019). 

• ESTIMA "Early-stage cancer treatment, driven by context of molecular imaging" funded by NORTE-
01-0145-FEDER-000027; CBEG's Budget: 118.220,17 € (2017-2019) 

• MCTKidCancer-"Monocarboxylate Transporters (MCTs) in Kidney Cancer: The Role of Epigenetic 
Mechanisms" (CI-IPOP-98-2018), Budget: 35.000,00 € (2018-2019). 

• HyTherCaP-"Hydralazine: Testing an off-label effect in Castration-Resistant Prostate Cancer", 
Funding agency: Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia (Technology and Science Foundation)-POCI-
01-0145-FEDER-29030, Budget: 196K€ (2018-2020) (PI: Carmen Jerónimo; Co-PI João F. Mano). 

• EpiMarkGermCell-"DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL PROGNOSTIC AND PREDICTIVE EPIGENETIC 
BIOMARKERS FOR MALIGNANT TESTICULAR GERM CELL TUMORS", Funding agency: Fundação para 
a Ciência e Tecnologia (Technology and Science Foundation)-POCI-01-0145-FEDER-29043, Budget: 
240K€ (2018-2020) (PI: Rui Henrique; Co-PI Carmen Jerónimo). 

• Nasythor (Novel natural and synthetic compounds for treating hormone resistant tumors)- Isa 
Carneiro, Rui Henrique, Carmen Jerónimo (CBEG-CI-IPOP) & Regina Silva, Filipa Vieira (CISA-ESS- 
P.Porto); Budget: 149.961,96 €; Funding Agency: Portugal 2020; 2017-2019. 

• TRIMARKCHIP-"Assessing the trifecta of cancer circulating biomarkers: a combined microfluidics 
platform for detection of CTCs, exosomes and ctDNA" IN COLLABORATION with INEB/3S", Funding 
agency: Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia (Technology and Science Foundation) - POCI-01-
0145-FEDER-030831, Budget: 41K€ (2018-2020) (PI: Fernando J. Monteiro; Co-PI Carmen Jerónimo). 

• ACCuseD-"ACCuseD renAl Cell Carcinoma Detection Renal Cancer detection: a translational 
metabolomics research based on Volatile Organic Compounds fingerprinting, Budget 14K€ (2018-
2020) (PI-Paula Guedes) 

• MindGaP-"Bridging the gap between Mind, Brain and Body: Exosome role and monitoring"-H2020-
FETOPEN-2018-2020, Budget: 399K € (2019-2021) (PI-Goreti Sale; Co-PIs Rui Henrique; Carmen 
Jerónimo; Eunice Silva). 

 
5. Major achievements in 2019 (based on the 5 most relevant publication for the group) 
 

• Lobo, J, Gillis, AJM, van den Berg, A, Dorssers, LCJ, Belge, G, Dieckmann, KP, Roest, HP, van der 
Laan, LJW, Gietema, J, Hamilton, RJ, Jeronimo, C, Henrique, R, Salvatori, D and Looijenga, LHJ. 
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Identification and Validation Model for Informative Liquid Biopsy-Based microRNA Biomarkers: 
Insights from Germ Cell Tumor In Vitro, In Vivo and Patient-Derived Data. Cells. 2019;8(12):1637 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31847394 (Impact Factor: 5.656) 

• Bidarra, D, Constancio, V, Barros-Silva, D, Ramalho-Carvalho, J, Moreira-Barbosa, C, Antunes, L, 
Mauricio, J, Oliveira, J, Henrique, R and Jeronimo, C. Circulating MicroRNAs as Biomarkers for 
Prostate Cancer Detection and Metastasis Development Prediction. Frontiers in oncology. 
2019;9:900 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31572685 (Impact Factor: 4.137) 

• Estevao-Pereira, H, Lobo, J, Salta, S, Amorim, M, Lopes, P, Cantante, M, Reis, B, Antunes, L, Castro, 
F, Palma de Sousa, S, Goncalves, CS, Costa, BM, Henrique, R and Jeronimo, C. Overexpression of 
circulating MiR-30b-5p identifies advanced breast cancer. Journal of translational medicine. 
2019;17(1):435 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31888645 (Impact Factor: 4.098) 

In the context of our long quest for discovering circulating epimarkers which may assist in patients’ 
clinical management, we were able to demonstrate the usefulness of circulating miR-182 and miR-
375 for prostate cancer risk stratification, whereas MiR-30b-5p showed to be informative for breast 
cancer patients. Moreover, in testicular germ cell tumors, miR-885-5p, miR-448 and miR-197-3p 
were proven to be markers of teratoma. 

• Lobo, J, Rodrigues, A, Guimaraes, R, Cantante, M, Lopes, P, Mauricio, J, Oliveira, J, Jeronimo, C and 
Henrique, R. Detailed Characterization of Immune Cell Infiltrate and Expression of Immune 
Checkpoint Molecules PD-L1/CTLA-4 and MMR Proteins in Testicular Germ Cell Tumors Disclose 
Novel Disease Biomarkers. Cancers (Basel). 2019;11(10):1535 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31614500 (Impact Factor: 6.162) 

As first article from our new research line - interaction between epigenetic mechanisms and 
microenvironmental immune cells - we firstly characterized the immune infiltrate and expression of 
immune checkpoints PD-L1/CTLA-4 and mismatch repair (MMR) proteins in the testicular germ cell 
tumors. Herein, we demonstrated that immune infiltrate/checkpoints associated with patients' 
outcome, constituting novel (potentially targetable) disease biomarkers. 

• Constancio, V, Nunes, SP, Moreira-Barbosa, C, Freitas, R, Oliveira, J, Pousa, I, Oliveira, J, Soares, M, 
Dias, CG, Dias, T, Antunes, L, Henrique, R and Jeronimo, C. Early detection of the major male cancer 
types in blood-based liquid biopsies using a DNA methylation panel. Clinical epigenetics. 
2019;11(1):175 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31791387 (Impact Factor: 5.496) 

Following our previous findings published in 2018, within the framework of MehylBiom4Can Project, 
we developed a ccfDNA methylation-based test for simultaneous detection of PCa and LC which 
allowed us to propose an algorithm for screening and management of those 2 most common 
malignancies in males. 

Overall, our more recent findings confirm the biological and clinical relevance of epigenetic alterations 
in the most common cancers (Breast, Lung, Colorectal and Urological) setting the stage for the 
development of novel biomarkers detected in liquid biopsies to assist in clinical management. 

 
6. Scientific output in 2019 

 
a. Peer-reviewed indexed publications (final publication date in 2019) 

 

• Amorim M, Lobo J, Fontes-Sousa M, Estevao-Pereira H, Salta S, Lopes P, Coimbra N, Antunes L, 
Palma de Sousa S, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Predictive and prognostic value of selected micrornas in 
luminal breast cancer. Front Genet 2019, 10:815. Impact factor: 3.517 

• Antunes J, Gaspar VM, Ferreira L, Monteiro M, Henrique R, Jeronimo C, Mano JF: In-air production 
of 3d co-culture tumor spheroid hydrogels for expedited drug screening. Acta biomaterialia 2019, 
94:392-409. Impact factor: 6.638 

• Armas I, Brandao M, Guerreiro I, Guerreiro I, Lobo J, Freitas C, Pinto-de-Sousa J, de Sousa JA: 
Incidental diagnosis of breast cancer in the pursuit of the treatment of intestinal obstruction. 
Autopsy & case reports 2019, 9(1):e2018071. Impact factor: NA 
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• Avogbe PH, Manel A, Vian E, Durand G, Forey N, Voegele C, Zvereva M, Hosen MI, Meziani S, De 
Tilly B, Polo G, Lole O, Francois P, Delhomme TM, Carreira C, Monteiro-Reis S, Henrique R, Abedi-
Ardekani B, Byrnes G, Foll M, Weiderpass E, McKay J, Jeronimo C, Scelo G, Le Calvez-Kelm F: Urinary 
tert promoter mutations as non-invasive biomarkers for the comprehensive detection of urothelial 
cancer. EBioMedicine 2019, 44:431-438. Impact factor: 6.68 

• Bartosch C, Vilar I, Rodrigues M, Costa L, Botelho N, Brandao O: Fetal autopsy parameters 
standards: Biometry, organ weights, and long bone lengths. Virchows Archiv : an international 
journal of pathology 2019, 475(4):499-511. Impact factor: 2.868 

• Bidarra D, Constancio V, Barros-Silva D, Ramalho-Carvalho J, Moreira-Barbosa C, Antunes L, 
Mauricio J, Oliveira J, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Circulating micrornas as biomarkers for prostate 
cancer detection and metastasis development prediction. Frontiers in oncology 2019, 9:900. Impact 
factor: 4.137 

• Canberk S, Montezuma D, Tastekin E, Grangeia D, Demirhas MP, Akbas M, Tokat F, Ince U, Soares P, 
Schmitt F: "The other side of the coin": Understanding noninvasive follicular tumor with papillary-
like nuclear features in unifocal and multifocal settings. Human pathology 2019, 86:136-142. Impact 
factor: 2.74 

• Carneiro I, Carvalho S, Henrique R, Oliveira L, Tuchin V: Moving tissue spectral window to the deep-
ultraviolet via optical clearing. Journal of biophotonics 2019, 12(12):e201900181. Impact factor: 
3.763 

• Carneiro I, Carvalho S, Henrique R, Oliveira L, Tuchin VV: Kinetics of optical properties of colorectal 
muscle during optical clearing. IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics 2019, 
25(1):1-8. Impact factor: 4.681 

• Carneiro I, Carvalho S, Henrique R, Oliveira L, Tuchin VV: Measuring optical properties of human 
liver between 400 and 1000 nm. Quantum Electronics 2019, 49(1):13-19. Impact factor: 1,404 

• Carneiro I, Carvalho S, Henrique R, Oliveira LM, Tuchin VV: A robust ex vivo method to evaluate the 
diffusion properties of agents in biological tissues. Journal of biophotonics 2019, 12(4):e201800333. 
Impact factor: 3.763 

• Carneiro I, Quintela-Vieira F, Lobo J, Moreira-Barbosa C, Menezes FD, Martins AT, Oliveira J, Silva R, 
Jeronimo C, Henrique R: Expression of emt-related genes camk2n1 and wnt5a is increased in locally 
invasive and metastatic prostate cancer. Journal of Cancer 2019, 10(24):5915-5925. Impact factor: 
3.182 

• Constancio V, Barros-Silva D, Jeronimo C, Henrique R: Known epigenetic biomarkers for prostate 
cancer detection and management: Exploring the potential of blood-based liquid biopsies. Expert 
review of molecular diagnostics 2019, 19(5):367-375. Impact factor: 3.099 

• Constancio V, Nunes SP, Moreira-Barbosa C, Freitas R, Oliveira J, Pousa I, Oliveira J, Soares M, Dias 
CG, Dias T, Antunes L, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Early detection of the major male cancer types in 
blood-based liquid biopsies using a DNA methylation panel. Clinical epigenetics 2019, 11(1):175. 
Impact factor: 5.496 

• Costa M, Greenfield H, Pereira R, Chuva T, Henrique R, Cunha C: A rare case of renal aa amyloidosis 
secondary to sjogren's syndrome. European journal of case reports in internal medicine 2019, 
6(9):001226. Impact factor: NA 

• Estevao-Pereira H, Lobo J, Salta S, Amorim M, Lopes P, Cantante M, Reis B, Antunes L, Castro F, 
Palma de Sousa S, Goncalves CS, Costa BM, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Overexpression of circulating 
mir-30b-5p identifies advanced breast cancer. J Transl Med 2019, 17(1):435. Impact factor: 4,098 

• Flores AR, Lobo J, Nunes F, Rema A, Lopes P, Carvalho L, Bartosch C, Amorim I, Gartner F: Canine 
ovarian gonadoblastoma with dysgerminoma overgrowth: A case study and literature review. 
Journal of ovarian research 2019, 12(1):89. Impact factor: 2.469 

• Fontes-Sousa M, Amorim M, Salta S, Palma De Sousa S, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Predicting 
resistance to endocrine therapy in breast cancer: It's time for epigenetic biomarkers (review). Oncol 
Rep 2019, 41(3):1431-1438. Impact factor: 3.041 

• Ganesan A, Arimondo PB, Rots MG, Jeronimo C, Berdasco M: The timeline of epigenetic drug 
discovery: From reality to dreams. Clinical epigenetics 2019, 11(1):174. Impact factor: 5.496 
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• Henrique R, Nunes SP, Jeronimo C: Msh2 expression and resistance to cisplatin in muscle-invasive 
bladder cancer: A mix of progress and challenges. Eur Urol 2019, 75(2):251-252. Impact factor: 
17.298 

• Iracema-Morais C, Lobo J, Barreto J, Lobo C, Gonçalves N. Neuroendocrine Differentiation of 
Prostatic Adenocarcinoma  Neuroendocrine differentiation of prostatic adenocarcinoma – an 
important cause for castration-resistant disease recurrence. In: Journal of Laboratory Medicine. vol. 
43; 2019: 123. Impact factor: 0.389 

• Lameirinhas A, Miranda-Goncalves V, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: The complex interplay between 
metabolic reprogramming and epigenetic alterations in renal cell carcinoma. Genes 2019, 10(4). 
Impact factor: 3.331 

• Lima AR, Pinto J, Azevedo AI, Barros-Silva D, Jeronimo C, Henrique R, de Lourdes Bastos M, Guedes 
de Pinho P, Carvalho M: Identification of a biomarker panel for improvement of prostate cancer 
diagnosis by volatile metabolic profiling of urine. Br J Cancer 2019, 121(10):857-868. Impact factor: 
5.416 

• Lobo J, Costa AL, Cantante M, Guimaraes R, Lopes P, Antunes L, Braga I, Oliveira J, Pelizzola M, 
Henrique R, Jeronimo C: M(6)a rna modification and its writer/reader virma/ythdf3 in testicular 
germ cell tumors: A role in seminoma phenotype maintenance. J Transl Med 2019, 17(1):79. Impact 
factor: 4.098 

• Lobo J, Gillis AJM, Jeronimo C, Henrique R, Looijenga LHJ: Human germ cell tumors are 
developmental cancers: Impact of epigenetics on pathobiology and clinic. International journal of 
molecular sciences 2019, 20(2). Impact factor: 4.183 

• Lobo J, Gillis AJM, van den Berg A, Dorssers LCJ, Belge G, Dieckmann KP, Roest HP, van der Laan 
LJW, Gietema J, Hamilton RJ, Jeronimo C, Henrique R, Salvatori D, Looijenga LHJ: Identification and 
validation model for informative liquid biopsy-based microrna biomarkers: Insights from germ cell 
tumor in vitro, in vivo and patient-derived data. Cells 2019, 8(12). Impact factor: 5.656 

• Lobo J, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: The role of DNA/histone modifying enzymes and chromatin 
remodeling complexes in testicular germ cell tumors. Cancers 2019, 11(1). Impact factor: 6.162 

• Lobo J, Nunes SP, Gillis AJM, Barros-Silva D, Miranda-Goncalves V, Berg AVD, Cantante M, 
Guimaraes R, Henrique R, Jeronimo C, Looijenga LHJ: Xist-promoter demethylation as tissue 
biomarker for testicular germ cell tumors and spermatogenesis quality. Cancers 2019, 11(9). Impact 
factor: 6.162 

• Lobo J, Petronilho S, Newell AH, Coach J, Harlow G, Cruz A, Lopes P, Antunes L, Bai I, Walker E, 
Henrique R: E-cadherin clone 36 nuclear staining dictates adverse disease outcome in lobular breast 
cancer patients. Modern pathology : an official journal of the United States and Canadian Academy 
of Pathology, Inc 2019, 32(11):1574-1586. Impact factor: 6.365 

• Lobo J, Rodrigues A, Guimaraes R, Cantante M, Lopes P, Mauricio J, Oliveira J, Jeronimo C, Henrique 
R: Detailed characterization of immune cell infiltrate and expression of immune checkpoint 
molecules pd-l1/ctla-4 and mmr proteins in testicular germ cell tumors disclose novel disease 
biomarkers. Cancers 2019, 11(10). Impact factor: 6.162 

• Lobo J, Stoop H, Gillis AJM, Looijenga LHJ, Oosterhuis W: Interobserver agreement in vascular 
invasion scoring and the added value of immunohistochemistry for vascular markers to predict 
disease relapse in stage i testicular nonseminomas. The American journal of surgical pathology 
2019, 43(12):1711-1719. Impact factor: 6.155 

• Macedo-Silva C, Miranda-Goncalves V, Henrique R, Jeronimo C, Bravo I: The critical role of hypoxic 
microenvironment and epigenetic deregulation in esophageal cancer radioresistance. Genes 2019, 
10(11). Impact factor: 3.331 

• Mendik P, Dobronyi L, Hari F, Kerepesi C, Maia-Moco L, Buszlai D, Csermely P, Veres DV: 
Translocatome: A novel resource for the analysis of protein translocation between cellular 
organelles. Nucleic acids research 2019, 47(D1):D495-D505. Impact factor: 11.147 

• Monteiro-Reis S, Lobo J, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Epigenetic mechanisms influencing epithelial to 
mesenchymal transition in bladder cancer. International journal of molecular sciences 2019, 20(2). 
Impact factor: 4.183 
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• Montezuma D, Jerónimo C, Henrique R. Is it "hybrid" or "intermediate"?-more than just a semantic 
issue in oncocytic renal cell tumors. Ann Transl Med. 2019;7(Suppl 8):S356. Impact factor: 3.689 

• Montezuma D, Malheiros D, Schmitt FC: Breast fine needle aspiration biopsy cytology using the 
newly proposed iac yokohama system for reporting breast cytopathology: The experience of a 
single institution. Acta Cytol 2019, 63(4):274-279. Impact factor: NA 

• Nunes G, Libanio D, Castro R, Marques-de-Sa I, Gigliano D, Dinis-Ribeiro M: Endoscopic submucosal 
dissection of a large pedunculated gastric lesion: Avoiding massive bleeding to achieve en bloc 
resection. Endoscopy 2019, 51(12):E404-E405. Impact factor: 10.604 

• Nunes SP, Diniz F, Moreira-Barbosa C, Constancio V, Silva AV, Oliveira J, Soares M, Paulino S, Cunha 
AL, Rodrigues J, Antunes L, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Subtyping lung cancer using DNA methylation 
in liquid biopsies. Journal of clinical medicine 2019, 8(9). Impact factor: 5.688 

• Pereira SS, Pereira R, Santos AP, Costa MM, Morais T, Sampaio P, Machado B, Afonso LP, Henrique 
R, Monteiro MP: Higher il-6 peri-tumoural expression is associated with gastro-intestinal 
neuroendocrine tumour progression. Pathology 2019, 51(6):593-599. Impact factor: 3.163 

• Peters EEM, Bartosch C, McCluggage WG, Genestie C, Lax SF, Nout R, Oosting J, Singh N, Smit H, 
Smit V, Van de Vijver KK, Bosse T: Reproducibility of lymphovascular space invasion (lvsi) 
assessment in endometrial cancer. Histopathology 2019, 75(1):128-136. Impact factor: 3.294 

• Pinheiro M, Francisco I, Pinto C, Peixoto A, Veiga I, Filipe B, Santos C, Maia S, Silva J, Pinto P, Santos 
R, Claro I, Lage P, Lopes P, Ferreira S, Rosa I, Fonseca R, Rodrigues P, Henrique R, Chaves P, Pereira 
AD, Brandao C, Albuquerque C, Teixeira MR: The nonsense mutation msh2 c.2152c>t shows a 
founder effect in portuguese lynch syndrome families. Genes, chromosomes & cancer 2019, 
58(9):657-664. Impact factor: 2.940 

• Pires-Goncalves L, Farinha M, Guimaraes Dos Santos A, Araujo C, Leal C: Carbon breast granuloma: 
Case report with emphasis in contrast-enhanced spectral mammography findings. The breast 
journal 2019, 25(3):500-501. Impact factor: 2.433 

• Rodrigues D, Pinto J, Araujo AM, Jeronimo C, Henrique R, Bastos ML, Guedes de Pinho P, Carvalho 
M: Gc-ms metabolomics reveals distinct profiles of low- and high-grade bladder cancer cultured 
cells. Metabolites 2019, 9(1). Impact factor: 3.303 

• Santos AP, Castro C, Antunes L, Henrique R, Cardoso MH, Monteiro MP: Disseminated well-
differentiated gastro-entero-pancreatic tumors are associated with metabolic syndrome. Journal of 
clinical medicine 2019, 8(9). Impact factor: 5.688 

• Sousa H, Tavares A, Campos C, Marinho-Dias J, Brito M, Medeiros R, Baldaque I, Lobo C, Leca L, 
Monteiro P, Tavares F, Henrique R: High-risk human papillomavirus genotype distribution in the 
northern region of portugal: Data from regional cervical cancer screening program. Papillomavirus 
research (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 2019, 8:100179. Impact factor: NA 

• Tavares M, Ramalheira S, Chacim S, Henrique R, Oliveira A, Mariz JM: Successful treatment of 
refractory chylous ascites due to follicular lymphoma with very low-dose radiotherapy. Reports of 
practical oncology and radiotherapy : journal of Greatpoland Cancer Center in Poznan and Polish 
Society of Radiation Oncology 2019, 24(4):344-346. Impact factor: NA 

• Vieira-Silva TS, Monteiro-Reis S, Barros-Silva D, Ramalho-Carvalho J, Graca I, Carneiro I, Martins AT, 
Oliveira J, Antunes L, Hurtado-Bages S, Buschbeck M, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Histone variant 
macroh2a1 is downregulated in prostate cancer and influences malignant cell phenotype. Cancer 
cell international 2019, 19:112. Impact factor: 3.439 

 
b. PhD thesis completed 

 
None. 
 

c. Master thesis completed 

 

• Ana Rita da Silva Oliveira; Grade: 19/20; Clinical significance of ARID1A and ANXA1 in HER-2 positive 
breast cancer; Oncology , ICBAS-UP; Carmen Jerónimo, Susana P. Sousa; 30/10/2019 
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• Catarina Guimarães-Teixeira; Grade: 19/20; Epitranscriptomic deregulation in bladder cancer: 
Implications for tumor aggressiveness; Molecular Biology & Genetics, FCUL; Carmen Jerónimo, 
Margarida Gama Carvalho, 29/11/2019 

• Cláudia Martins-Lima, Grade: 18/20; Differential expression of cadherins in Bladder Cancer: Role in 
epithelial mesenchymal transition; Oncology, ICBAS-UP; Carmen Jerónimo, Rui Henrique; 
21/11/2019 

• Claudia Theys (S); Grade: Approved with distinction; Erasmus +; Methylation-based signature for 
detection and prognosis of prostate cancer; Biochemistry & Biotechnology, Faculty of 
Pharmaceutical, Biomedical and Veterinary Sciences, University of Antwerp, Belgium; Carmen 
Jerónimo, Wim Vanden Berghe; 27/06/2019 

• Mariana Brutt Pacheco; Grade: 18/20; Re-expression of the epigenetically silenced androgen 
receptor gene by DNA methyltransferase inhibitors in castration- resistant prostate cancer cell 
lines; Oncology, ICBAS-UP; Carmen Jerónimo, Vânia Camilo, C. Joana Marques; 19/11/2019 

• Marta Sofia Carvalho Ribeiro Viana Pereira; Grade: 19/20; Study of epigenetic silencing of the 
tumor suppressor gene SPINT2 in lung cancer; Medicine, ICBAS-UP; Rui Henrique, Carmen Jerónimo 

• Vera Constâncio; Grade: 20/20; Cell-free DNA methylation as a biomarker for early detection of the 
three major cancers in males; Oncology, ICBAS-UP; Carmen Jerónimo, Rui Henrique; 21/10/2019 

 

d. Other outputs 

 

Abstracts Published in Scientific Journals 

• Lobo J, Nunes SP, Barros-Silva D, Miranda-Gonçalves V, van den Berg A, Gillis AJM, Looijenga LHJ, 
Jerónimo C, Henrique R. XIST promoter methylation status as putative molecular biomarker for 
testicular germ cell tumours. 31st European Congress of Pathology. Nice, France, September 2019. 
Abstract in: Virchows Arch, Vol. 475, Supp. 1 

• Miranda-Gonçalves V, Lameirinhas A, Pereira-Pinto A, Macedo-Silva C, Pires-Luís A, Lobo J, Dias PC, 
Ferreira V, Henrique R, Jerónimo C. Metabolic reprogramming and epigenetic landscape: an 
interplay to renal cell carcinoma aggressiveness promotion. The 26th Meeting of the EAU Section of 
Urological Research (ESUR), 10-12th October 2019, IPO-Porto, Porto, Portugal. Abstract in: Eur Urol 
Suppl 18(8):e3042 

• Lobo J, Rodrigues A, Guimarães R, Cantante M, Lopes P, Maurício J, Oliveira J, Jerónimo C, Henrique 
R. Immune infiltrate, immune checkpoints and mismatch repair proteins in testicular germ cell 
tumors: A role in prognosis and patient outcome. ESUR Congress 2019, Porto, Portugal, October 
2019. Abstract in: Eur Urol Suppl 18(8):e3054 

• Barros-Silva D, Lobo J, Carneiro I, Oliveira J, Martens-Uzunova E.S, Henrique R, Jerónimo C. m6A-
regulated long non-coding RNAs in prostate cancer. The 26th Meeting of the EAU Section of 
Urological Research (ESUR), 10-12th October 2019, IPO-Porto, Porto, Portugal Abstract in: Eur Urol 
Suppl 18(8): e3059 

 

Oral Communications in International Scientific Meetings 

• Barros-Silva D, Lobo J, Carneiro I, Oliveira J, Martens-Uzunova E.S, Henrique R, Jerónimo C. “m6A-
regulated long non-coding RNAs in prostate cancer”. The 26th Meeting of the EAU Section of 
Urological Research (ESUR), 10-12th October 2019, Porto, Portugal 

• Camilo V, Graça I, Henrique R, Jerónimo C. Hydralazine, a new hope for castration resistant prostate 
cancer patients? CM1406 EpiChemBio Joint Workgroup Meeting, 21-22th- January 2019, Paris, 
France 

• Lobo J, Gillis AJM, van den Berg A, Dorssers LCJ, Belge G, Dieckmann KP, Roest HP, van der Laan L, 
Gietema J, Hamilton RJ, Jerónimo C, Henrique R, Salvatori D, Looijenga LHJ. Identification and 
validation model for informative liquid biopsy-based microRNA biomarkers: insights from germ cell 
tumor in vitro, in vivo and patient-derived data. Symposium Liquid Biopsies, November 2019, 
Utrecht, The Netherlands  
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•  Lobo J, Nunes SP, Barros-Silva D, Miranda-Gonçalves V, van den Berg A, Gillis AJM, Looijenga LHJ, 
Jerónimo C, Henrique R. XIST promoter methylation status as putative molecular biomarker for 
testicular germ cell tumours. . 31st European Congress of Pathology., September 2019, Nice, France  

•  Lobo J, Rodrigues A, Guimarães R, Cantante M, Lopes P, Maurício J, Oliveira J, Jerónimo C, Henrique 
R. Immune infiltrate, immune checkpoints and mismatch repair proteins in testicular germ cell 
tumors: A role in prognosis and patient outcome. The 26th Meeting of the EAU Section of 
Urological Research (ESUR), 10-12th October 2019, Porto, Portugal 

•  Lobo J, Stoop H, Gillis AJM, Looijenga LHJ, Oosterhuis JW. Improvement of vascular invasion scoring 
in stage I testicular nonseminomas to predict relapse during surveillance after orchiectomy. 31st 
European Congress of Pathology., September 2019, Nice, France  

•  Lobo J. Developmental biology as a driver for uncovering clinically relevant biomarkers for pediatric 
and young-adult germ cell tumor patients. Tom Voûte Awards 2019 –November 2019, Utrecht, The 
Netherlands 

•  Lobo J. The “genvironment” and the major role of epigenetics in human germ cell tumours: looking 
for disease biomarkers and novel treatment options. 26th Porto Cancer Meeting 2019 & 5th Porto-
Bordeaux Joint Meeting, May 2019, Porto, Portugal 

•  Miranda-Gonçalves V, Lameirinhas A, Macedo-Silva C, Lobo J, Dias PC, Ferreira V, Henrique R, 
Jerónimo C. Epigenetic-Metabolic interplay in renal cell carcinoma: role of lactate on sirtuin’ s 
modulation. ISCaM2019, 6th Annual Meeting: Cancer Metabolic Rewiring, 17-19th October 2019, 
Braga, Portugal 

•  Miranda-Gonçalves V, Lameirinhas A, Pereira-Pinto A, Macedo-Silva C, Pires-Luís A, Lobo J, Dias PC, 
Ferreira V, Henrique R, Jerónimo C. Metabolic reprogramming and epigenetic landscape: an 
interplay to renal cell carcinoma aggressiveness promotion. The 26th Meeting of the EAU Section of 
Urological Research (ESUR), 10-12th October 2019, Porto, Portugal  

• Nunes SP, Moreira-Barbosa C, Salta S, Palma de Sousa S, Pousa I, Oliveira J, Soares M, Rego L, Dias 
T, Antunes L, Henrique R, Jerónimo C. “Cell-Free DNA Methylation of Selected Genes Allows for 
Early Detection of the Major Cancers in Women”. EACR conference Tracking Cancer: Detection and 
Monitoring, from Diagnosis to Therapy, 4-6 February 2019, Barcelona, Spain 

 

Editorial Board Positions 

• Associate Editor of BMC Cancer (CJ) 

• Associate Editor of International Journal of Molecular Sciences (CJ) 

• Section Editor of Clinical Epigenetics (CJ) 

• Section Editor of International journal of Molecular Sciences (RH) 

• International Editorial Board Member of Tumori Journal (CJ & RH) 

• Associate Editor of Frontiers in Genetics, Section of Epigenomics and Epigenetics (RH) 

• Associate Editor of BMC Clinical Pathology, Section of Histopathology (RH) 

• Academic Editor of Plos ONE (RH) 
 

Peer Review 

• BMC Cancer; British Journal of Cancer; Cancer Letters; Cancers; Cells; Clinical Chemistry; Clinical 
Epigenetics; EBiomedicine; Epigenetics; Epigenomics; Expert Reviews; European Urology; Frontiers 
in Genetics; Histology & Histopathology; International Journal of Cancer; Journal of Celular and 
Molecular cancer; Journal of Urology; Mol Cancer; Nature Reviews in Urology; Neoplasia; 
Oncotargets & Therapy; PLOS One; Prostate; Therapeutic Advances in Medical Oncology; Thoracic 
Cancer; Virchows Archiv, etc. 

 

Grant Review 

• Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR)-France (CJ) 

• Dutch Cancer Society (KWF) - Research Grant Applications (RH) 

• Fondation Toulouse Cancer Santé (CJ) 
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• Fundació La Marató de TV3, The Agency for Health Quality and Assessment of Catalonia (AQuAS), 
Spain (CJ) 

• Swiss National Science Foundation (SFN) (RH) 

• UK Research and Innovation (CJ) 
 

Organization of Scientific Meetings/Courses/Workshops 

• 3rd Symposium of the Master in Oncology, Porto, 15 & 16 of April 2019 (CJ & RH) 

• 26th Meeting of EAU Section of Urological Research (ESUR19), Porto, 10-12 October 2019 
(Scientific Chair; CJ) 

• Monthly meetings of the Research Centre (CI-IPOP) & Department of Education (EPOP) (CJ & RH) 

• Basic Course on Cell Culture (20h); 5th edition (October) 

• Advanced Training Course in Introduction to Scientific activity (CJ) 
 

Participation as Opponent in MSc Evaluation Commitees 

• Bárbara Lopes Costa; Efficacy of repurposing drugs in breast cancer therapy; Forensic clinical and 
analytic toxicology, Faculty of Pharmacy-UP; Vânia Camilo 

• Rafaela Abrantes Batista; Role of carcinoembryogenic antigen specific glycoform in Kupffer cell 
activation and cancer cell invasionM; Biochemistry, Faculty of Sciences-UP; Vânia Camilo 

 
Participation as Opponent in PhD Evaluation Commitees 

• Cristina Segovia de Andrés; Preclinical study of potential therapeutic strategies based on 
epigenetics for bladder cancer; PhD in Cellular Signaling, Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, 
Univ. Of Alcalá, Spain; Carmen Jerónimo 

• Henrique José Matos Morão Mingote Cardoso; Prostate cancer cells metabolism on the interplay of 
androgenic regulation and metabolic environment; Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Beira 
Interior; Vera Miranda-Gonçalves 

• Jorge Manuel Trindade Rebola; Clinical application of the expression of molecular biomarkers in 
non-muscle-invasive bladder urothelial carcinoma (Epidemiology Specialty); Doctoral Program in 
Public Health, National School of Public Health, Nova Lisbon University; Rui Henrique 

• Ken Declerck; Epigenetic profiling of adverse lifestyle conditions and nutraceutical interventions in 
health and disease; PhD in Biochemistry and Biotechnology; Faculty of Pharmaceutical, Biomedical 
and Veterinary Sciences (FBD) - University of Antwerp, Belgium; Carmen Jerónimo 

• Lidio Conti; Unraveling the oncogenic role of CBX2 in human Leukemia: mechanisms regulating its 
protein stability and functional activity; PhD in Translational Medicine; European Degree, School in 
Life Sciences, Università degli studi della Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli", Italy; Carmen Jerónimo 

• Lucas Danilo Dias; Development of Metal Catalysts for Activation of CO andCO2.Synthesis of Small 
Ring Heterocycles with Potential Biological Activity; PhD in Chemistry-Catalysis and Sustainability 
Specialization, University of Coimbra; Carmen Jerónimo 

• Nuno João Santos Sineiro de Oliveira Vau; Predictive Value of Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition 
Markers, PTEN, ERG, Ki67 and Genetic Study in Biochemical Recurrence of Prostate Carcinoma 
Treated with Surgery; Doctoral Program in Medicine 

• Faculty of Medical Sciences, Nova Lisbon University; Rui Henrique 
 

Participation in Aggregation Degree 

• Helena Maria Vala Correia; Veterinary Sciences/Animal Health-School of Agricultural and Veterinary 
Sciences-UTAD; Rui Henrique 

• Lúcio José de Lara Santos; Medical Sciences-ICBAS-UP; Rui Henrique 

• António José de Freitas Duarte; Veterinary Sciences-Biological and Biomedical Sciences Faculty of 
Veterinary Medicine, University of Lisbon; Rui Henrique 

 

Teaching Activity & Coordination Positions by Group Members 

• Coordination of the Master Course in Oncology; ICBAS-UP 
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• Pathology I, Pathology II, Anatomic Pathology (Coordinator); Integrated M.Sc. course in Medicine; 
ICBAS-UP 

• Epigenetics and Cancer I (Coordinator); M.Sc. course in Molecular Medicine and Oncology; FMUP 

• Epigenetics and Cancer II (Coordinator); PhD Programme in Molecular Medicine and Oncology; 
FMUP/ICBAS-UP 

• Pathology of Neoplasia (Coordinator); PhD Programme in Pathology and Molecular Genetics; 
ICBAS-UP/ FMUP 

• Oncobiology (Coordinator); M.Sc. course in Biochemistry; ICBAS/FCUP 

• Laboratory Oncology (Coordinator); M.Sc. course in Oncology; ICBAS-UP 

• Pathological Oncology (Coordinator); M.Sc. course in Oncology; ICBAS-UP 
 

Training 

• José Pedro Serqueira; Research Training; UTAD; 18/02/2019 - 31/12/2019 

• Beatriz Cruz; Research Training; FCUP; 23/03/2018 - 29/06/2018 
 

Prizes, Honors and Awards 

• January 2019-December 2019: Liga Portuguesa Contra o Cancro/Pfizer fellowship: Project "DNA 
methylation as a prognostic biomarker for breast cancer in liquid biopsies"; Sandra P. Nunes 

• February 2019: Meeting bursary to attend the Congress "Tracking Cancer: Detection and 
Monitoring, from Diagnosis to Therapy" in Barcelona to present the work "Cell-Free DNA 
Methylation of Selected Genes Allows for Early Detection of the Major Cancers in Women"; Sandra 
P. Nunes 

• February 2019: STSM Grant ECOST - CM1406-EpiChemBio to; SCIENTIFIC MISSION Project: 
"Epigenetic Editing" February 25th to March 8th, 2019, University Medical Center Groningen, The 
Netherlands; Vânia Camilo 

• March 2019 - COST-TS-ECOST-TRAINING_SCHOOLCM1406-130319-103474 for "Training School: 
Bioinformatics Workshop: Introduction to NGS data analysis- from raw data to intelligible output" 
13-15th March, Barcelona, Spain; Sofia Salta & A. Catarina Macedo-Silva 

• June 2019: ITC Conference Grant - CA16120-EPITRAN COST Action to for attending “The 3rd ISFMS - 
RNA Regulatory Networks”, Lisbon, Portugal; Daniela Barros-Silva 

• September 2019: ESP Award for 2nd best Oral Communication at the 31st European Congress of 
Pathology- Nice, France; João Lobo 

• September 2019: ESP Bursary Award for the 31st European Congress of Pathology- Nice, France; 
João Lobo 

• October 2019: Scholarship to attend "Summer School in Translational Cancer Research" in Albufeira 
(Portugal) to present the work "Impact of lactate exposure in renal cell carcinoma aggressiveness: 
role of sirtuin's modulation"; Ana Lameirinhas 

• November 2019: Tom Voûte Young Investigator Award 2019 attributed by KiKa Foundation - 
Utrecht, the Netherlands; João Lobo 

 

Scientific Appointments 

• 2010-current: Member of the European Network of Urologic Pathology - ENUP (RH) 

• 2010-current: European Society of Pathology (ESP): Member of the Molecular Pathology and 
Uropathology Working Groups (RH) 

• 2012-current: European Organization of Cancer Institutes (OECI): Member of Biobanks and 
Pathobiology Working Group (RH) 

• 2017-current: Board member of EAU Section of Urological Research (ESUR) (CJ) 

• 2015-current:  MC member of Action Epigenetic Chemical Biology (EPICHEM) CMST COST Action 
CM1406 and Chair of Working group WG2 - Epigenetic Technology (CJ) 

• 2017-current: MC member of COST Action European Epitranscriptomics Network - CA16120-
EPITRAN (CJ) 
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e. National and international collaborations 

 

International 

• International Bladder Cancer Network (CJ) 

• COST ACTIONS (National Delegate: CJ): 
- Epigenetic Chemical Biology (EPICHEM) CMST COST Action CM1406  
- Epitranscriptomics Network - CA16120-EPITRAN 
- International Nucleome Consortium - CA18127 
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4.2  Cancer Epidemiology Group 

 
1. Coordinator 

 
Maria José Bento, MD, PhD 
 

2. Research team (as of December 31st 2019) 
 

Name Academic 

Degree 

Professional 

Situation 

Category/position Time 

% 

Ana Filipa dos Santos Gonçalves PhD Employed IPOP Higher technician 30 
Jessica Rocha Rodrigues MsC Scholarship Research assistant 30 
Luís Jorge Lopes Botelho Antunes PhD Employed IPOP Higher technician 10 

Maria José Afonso Teodósio Bento PhD Employed IPOP 
MD Senior public health 
physician 

30 

 

3. Group description and objectives 

 
The aims of this group are epidemiological research related to cancer etiology in priority areas, such as 
tobacco consumption and socio-economical level, as well as clinical epidemiological research related with 
predictive and prognostic factors of survival in cancer patients.   
The research activity encompasses two main levels: population level (Northern Region of Portugal) and 
hospital level (IPO Porto). The use of advanced statistical methods is allowing to deepen our knowledge 
about the epidemiology of cancer, namely the geographical distribution of incidence, the influence of the 
socio-economical level, the projection of the evolution of incidence, and the evaluation of the impact of the 
disease in the population through quantification of disease burden. Another aim is the evaluation of costs 
by disease staging. 
 

4. Active projects and funding  

 

• ODISSEIA (Oncology Disease Information System); Fundo Social Europeu (FSE); 2.291.315,67€ 

• Real World Epidemiology and Clinical Characteristics of Patients with Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer in 
Europe: I-O Optimise Study (CI-IPOP 89/2018); IQVIA; 23.500,00€ 

• Real World Epidemiology and Clinical Characteristics of Patients with Small Cell Lung Cancer in 
Europe: I-O Optimise Study (CI-IPOP 98/2018); IQVIA; 23.500,00€ 

 

5. Major achievements in 2019 (based on the 5 most relevant publication for the group) 
 

•••• Collaboration GBoDC (including Castro C): Global, regional, and national cancer incidence, 
mortality, years of life lost, years lived with disability, and disability-adjusted life-years for 29 cancer 
groups, 1990 to 2017: A systematic analysis for the global burden of disease study. JAMA oncology 
2019, 5(12):1749-1768. Impact factor: 22.416 

•••• Huang L, Jansen L, Balavarca Y, Molina-Montes E, Babaei M, van der Geest L, Lemmens V, Van 
Eycken L, De Schutter H, Johannesen TB, Fristrup CW, Mortensen MB, Primic-Zakelj M, Zadnik V, 
Becker N, Hackert T, Magi M, Cassetti T, Sassatelli R, Grutzmann R, Merkel S, Goncalves AF, Bento 
MJ, Hegyi P, Lakatos G, Szentesi A, Moreau M, van de Velde T, Broeks A, Sant M, Minicozzi P, 
Mazzaferro V, Real FX, Carrato A, Molero X, Besselink MG, Malats N, Buchler MW, Schrotz-King P, 
Brenner H: Resection of pancreatic cancer in europe and USA: An international large-scale study 
highlighting large variations. Gut 2019, 68(1):130-139. Impact factor: 17.943. 

•••• Vuik FE, Nieuwenburg SA, Bardou M, Lansdorp-Vogelaar I, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Bento MJ, Zadnik V, 
Pellise M, Esteban L, Kaminski MF, Suchanek S, Ngo O, Majek O, Leja M, Kuipers EJ, Spaander MC: 
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Increasing incidence of colorectal cancer in young adults in europe over the last 25 years. Gut 2019, 
68(10):1820-1826. Impact factor: 17.943. 

These three articles showed how countries manage cancer treatment differently and also how colon 
cancer incidence is reaching younger strata. The northern region shows the same patterns of 
incidence as in other European countries. 

•••• Miguel F, Bento MJ, de Lacerda GF, Weiderpass E, Santos LL: A hospital-based cancer registry in 
luanda, angola: The instituto angolano de controlo do cancer (iacc) cancer registry. Infect Agent 
Cancer 2019, 14:35. Impact factor: 2.470 

This was an important achievement for implementation of a cancer registry in Angola. 

•••• Minicozzi P, Van Eycken L, Molinie F, Innos K, Guevara M, Marcos-Gragera R, Castro C, Rapiti E, 
Katalinic A, Torrella A, Zagar T, Bielska-Lasota M, Giorgi Rossi P, Larranaga N, Bastos J, Sanchez MJ, 
Sant M, European HRWGobc: Comorbidities, age and period of diagnosis influence treatment and 
outcomes in early breast cancer. International journal of cancer Journal international du cancer 
2019, 144(9):2118-2127. Impact factor: 4.982 

This was an international collaborative study and it showed that in the Northern Region there is still 
room to improve the treatment of early breast cancers. 

 

6. Scientific output in 2019 

 

a. Peer-reviewed indexed publications (final publication date in 2019) 
 

•••• Amorim M, Lobo J, Fontes-Sousa M, Estevao-Pereira H, Salta S, Lopes P, Coimbra N, Antunes L, 
Palma de Sousa S, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Predictive and prognostic value of selected micrornas in 
luminal breast cancer. Front Genet 2019, 10:815. Impact factor: 3.517 

•••• Antunes L, Mendonca D, Ribeiro AI, Maringe C, Rachet B: Deprivation-specific life tables using 
multivariable flexible modelling - trends from 2000-2002 to 2010-2012, portugal. BMC public health 
2019, 19(1):276. Impact factor: 2.567 

•••• Antunes L, Rocha-Goncalves F, Chacim S, Lefevre C, Pereira M, Pereira S, Zagorska A, Bento MJ: 
Real-world treatment patterns, resource use and cost burden of multiple myeloma in portugal. Eur j 
cancer care 2019, 28(4):e13026. Impact factor: 2.421 

•••• Constancio V, Nunes SP, Moreira-Barbosa C, Freitas R, Oliveira J, Pousa I, Oliveira J, Soares M, Dias 
CG, Dias T, Antunes L, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Early detection of the major male cancer types in 
blood-based liquid biopsies using a DNA methylation panel. Clin epigenetics 2019, 11(1):175. 
Impact factor: 2.900  

•••• Estevao-Pereira H, Lobo J, Salta S, Amorim M, Lopes P, Cantante M, Reis B, Antunes L, Castro F, 
Palma de Sousa S, Goncalves CS, Costa BM, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Overexpression of circulating 
mir-30b-5p identifies advanced breast cancer. J Transl Med 2019, 17(1):435. Impact factor: 10.831 

•••• Fernandes A, Rodrigues J, Lages P, Lanca S, Mendes P, Antunes L, Santos CS, Castro C, Costa RS, 
Lopes CS, da Costa PM, Santos LL: Root causes and outcomes of postoperative pulmonary 
complications after abdominal surgery: A retrospective observational cohort study. Patient saf 
surgery 2019, 13:40. Impact factor: NA  

•••• Huang L, Jansen L, Balavarca Y, Molina-Montes E, Babaei M, van der Geest L, Lemmens V, Van 
Eycken L, De Schutter H, Johannesen TB, Fristrup CW, Mortensen MB, Primic-Zakelj M, Zadnik V, 
Becker N, Hackert T, Magi M, Cassetti T, Sassatelli R, Grutzmann R, Merkel S, Goncalves AF, Bento 
MJ, Hegyi P, Lakatos G, Szentesi A, Moreau M, van de Velde T, Broeks A, Sant M, Minicozzi P, 
Mazzaferro V, Real FX, Carrato A, Molero X, Besselink MG, Malats N, Buchler MW, Schrotz-King P, 
Brenner H: Resection of pancreatic cancer in europe and USA: An international large-scale study 
highlighting large variations. Gut 2019, 68(1):130-139. Impact factor: 17.943 

•••• Lobo J, Costa AL, Cantante M, Guimaraes R, Lopes P, Antunes L, Braga I, Oliveira J, Pelizzola M, 
Henrique R, Jeronimo C: M(6)a rna modification and its writer/reader virma/ythdf3 in testicular 
germ cell tumors: A role in seminoma phenotype maintenance. J Transl Med 2019, 17(1):79. Impact 
factor: 10.831 
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•••• Lobo J, Petronilho S, Newell AH, Coach J, Harlow G, Cruz A, Lopes P, Antunes L, Bai I, Walker E, 
Henrique R: E-cadherin clone 36 nuclear staining dictates adverse disease outcome in lobular breast 
cancer patients. Mod pathol 2019, 32(11):1574-1586. Impact factor: 13.735 

•••• Miguel F, Bento MJ, de Lacerda GF, Weiderpass E, Santos LL: A hospital-based cancer registry in 
luanda, angola: The instituto angolano de controlo do cancer (iacc) cancer registry. Infect Agent 
Cancer 2019, 14:35. Impact factor: 2.470 

•••• Minicozzi P, Van Eycken L, Molinie F, Innos K, Guevara M, Marcos-Gragera R, Castro C, Rapiti E, 
Katalinic A, Torrella A, Zagar T, Bielska-Lasota M, Giorgi Rossi P, Larranaga N, Bastos J, Sanchez MJ, 
Sant M, European HRWGobc: Comorbidities, age and period of diagnosis influence treatment and 
outcomes in early breast cancer. Int j cancer 2019, 144(9):2118-2127. Impact factor: 4.982 

•••• Morais A, Come J, Selemane C, Pires G, Tivane A, Cossa M, Tulsidas S, Antunes L, Costa MJ, Sidat M, 
Martins MDR, Carrilho C, Santos LL: Understanding the bricks to build better surgical oncology unit 
at maputo central hospital: Prevalent surgical cancers and residents knowledge. The Pan African 
med jl 2019, 32:83. Impact factor: NA 

•••• Morais S, Antunes L, Bento MJ, Lunet N: The contribution of second primary cancers to the 
mortality of patients with a gastric first primary cancer. Eur J Gastroenterol Hepatol 2019, 
31(4):471-477. Impact factor: 2.198  

•••• Morais S, Antunes L, Bento MJ, Lunet N: Risk and survival of third primary cancers in a population-
based cohort of gastric cancer patients. Dig liver dis 2019, 51(4):584-588. Impact factor: 3.037 

•••• Morais S, Castro C, Antunes L, Peleteiro B, Bento MJ, Lunet N: Second primary cancers and survival 
in patients with gastric cancer: Association with prediagnosis lifestyles. Eur j cancer prev 2019, 
28(3):159-166. Impact factor: 2.330 

•••• Nunes SP, Diniz F, Moreira-Barbosa C, Constancio V, Silva AV, Oliveira J, Soares M, Paulino S, Cunha 
AL, Rodrigues J, Antunes L, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Subtyping lung cancer using DNA methylation 
in liquid biopsies. J clin med 2019, 8(9). Impact factor: 2.315 

•••• Saleiro S, Rocha L, Bento J, Antunes L, Costa JTD: Occupational exposure to dust: An 
underestimated health risk? J bras pneumol 2019, 45(4):e20170396. Impact factor: 1.606 

•••• Santos AP, Castro C, Antunes L, Henrique R, Cardoso MH, Monteiro MP: Disseminated well-
differentiated gastro-entero-pancreatic tumors are associated with metabolic syndrome. J clin med 
2019, 8(9). Impact factor: 2.315 

•••• Sousa Correia J, Silva M, Castro C, Miranda L, Agrelo A: The efficacy of the ganglion impar block in 
perineal and pelvic cancer pain. Support care cancer 2019, 27(11):4327-4330. Impact factor: 11.975 

•••• Vieira-Silva TS, Monteiro-Reis S, Barros-Silva D, Ramalho-Carvalho J, Graca I, Carneiro I, Martins AT, 
Oliveira J, Antunes L, Hurtado-Bages S, Buschbeck M, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Histone variant 
macroh2a1 is downregulated in prostate cancer and influences malignant cell phenotype. Cancer 
cell int 2019, 19:112. Impact factor: 2.825 

•••• Vuik FE, Nieuwenburg SA, Bardou M, Lansdorp-Vogelaar I, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Bento MJ, Zadnik V, 
Pellise M, Esteban L, Kaminski MF, Suchanek S, Ngo O, Majek O, Leja M, Kuipers EJ, Spaander MC: 
Increasing incidence of colorectal cancer in young adults in europe over the last 25 years. Gut 2019, 
68(10):1820-1826. Impact factor: 17.943. 

•••• Silva ET, Spencer HB, Costa V, Gonçalves AF, Castro C, Bento MJ, Barbosa C, Santos LL: Cancer in 
Santiago Island, Cape Verde: data from the Hospital Agostinho Neto Cancer Registry (2017-2018). 
Ecancermedicalscience, 2019, 13, 995. Impact factor: NA. 

•••• Collaboration GBoDC (including Castro C): Global, regional, and national cancer incidence, 
mortality, years of life lost, years lived with disability, and disability-adjusted life-years for 29 cancer 
groups, 1990 to 2017: A systematic analysis for the global burden of disease study. JAMA oncol 
2019, 5(12):1749-1768. Impact factor: 22.416 

 

b. PhD thesis completed 

 
None.  
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c. Master thesis completed 

 

• Soraia Alexandra Cardoso da Silva; Estudo Epidemiológico da Incidência e Sobrevivência do Cancro 
em Pacientes da Região Norte de Portugal e IPO-Porto; Mestrado em Bioestatística de 
Bioinformática Aplicadas à Saúde; Escola Superior de Saúde – Politécnico do Porto; Supervisor: Luís 
Antunes; Public defense date: 4 December 2019 

• Irene Paula Guimarães e Castro; Bólus epidurais intermitentes programados versus perfusão 
epidural contínua para analgesia pós-operatória de gastrectomias em doentes oncológicos: um 
estudo comparativo; Master Degree in Oncology ICBAS, Porto; Supervisor: Maria José Bento; Public 
defense date: 4 December 2019 

• Filipa Lousinha Ribeiro Breda; Critérios de referenciação para a unidade de estudo e tratamento da 
dor nos doentes com cancro de mama; Master Degree in Medicine, ICBAS, Porto; Supervisor: Maria 
José Bento; Public defense date: 4 December 2019 

 

d. Other outputs 

 
Collaborators in Publications as Working Group 

• GBD 2017 Childhood Cancer Collaborators. The global burden of childhood and adolescent cancer 
in 2017: an analysis of the Global Burden of Disease Study 2017. Lancet Oncol, 2019, 20(9), 1211-
1225. Impact factor: 35.386. 

• Nicolai, N., Biasoni, D., Catanzaro, M. A., Colecchia, M., Trama, A., & RARECAREnet Working Group 
(including Bento MJ). Testicular germ-cell tumours and penile squamous cell carcinoma: 
Appropriate management makes the difference. Eur J Surg Oncol, 2019, 45(1), 60-66. Impact factor: 
3.379. 

• Lykoudis, P. M., Partelli, S., Muffatti, F., Caplin, M., Falconi, M., Fusai, G. K., & RARECARENet 
Working Group (including Bento MJ). Treatment challenges in and outside a specialist network 
setting: Pancreatic neuroendocrine tumours. Eur J Surg Oncol 2019, 45(1), 46-51. Impact factor: 
3.379. 

• Ray-Coquard, I., Trama, A., Seckl, M. J., Fotopoulou, C., Pautier, P., Pignata, S, RARECARENet 
Working Group (including Bento MJ). Rare ovarian tumours: Epidemiology, treatment challenges in 
and outside a network setting. Eur J Surg Oncol, 2019, 45(1), 67-74. Impact factor: 3.379. 

• Orlandi, E., Alfieri, S., Simon, C., Trama, A., Licitra, L., & RARECAREnet Working Group (including 
Bento MJ). Treatment challenges in and outside a network setting: Head and neck cancers. Eur J 
Surg Oncol, 2019, 45(1), 40-45. Impact factor: 3.379. 

• Pasquali, S., Bonvalot, S., Tzanis, D., Casali, P. G., Trama, A., Gronchi, A., & RARECARENet Working 
Group (including Bento MJ). Treatment challenges in and outside a network setting: Soft tissue 
sarcomas. Eur J Surg Oncol, 2019, 45(1), 31-39. Impact factor: 3.379. 

• Gatta, G., Trama, A., Capocaccia, R., & RARECARENet Working Group (including Bento MJ). 
Epidemiology of rare cancers and inequalities in oncologic outcomes. Eur J Surg Oncol 2019, 45(1), 
3-11. Impact factor: 3.379. 

• Imbimbo, M., Maury, J. M., Garassino, M., Girard, N., & RARECAREnet Working Group (including 
Bento MJ). Mesothelioma and thymic tumors: Treatment challenges in (outside) a network setting. 
Eur J Surg Oncol, 2019, 45(1), 75-80. Impact factor: 3.379. 

 
Participation as Opponent in BSc and PhD Evaluation Commitees 

• João Firmino Domingues Barbosa Machado; "Reshaping organized cervical cancer screening: 
strategies to increase the adherence and reduce invitation costs"; PhD in Public Health, Faculty of 
Medicine, Univ. Porto; Public defense date: 27 June 2019 

 

Peer Reviewer 

• Maria José Bento: Cancer Journal, Oncology Letters, Cancer Epidemiology Journal, American 
Journal of Men´s Health, Revista Nascer e Crescer  
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• Luís Antunes: Cancer, European Journal of Cancer Prevention, Cancer Medicine, Acta Médica 
Portuguesa 

• Clara Castro: PlosOne 
 

Organization of Scientific Meetings/Courses/Workshops 

• Encontro de Registos Oncológicos; 15 january 2019; IPO Porto 

• ODISSEIA, a Tecnologia ao Serviço da Saúde; 26 Mars 2019; IPO Porto 

• Course "Introduction to SPSS" - October 2019 (LA) 

• Course "Hypotheses Testing" - October 2019 (LA) 

• Course "Logistic Regression" - October 2019 (LA) 

• Course "Survival Analysis" - October 2019 (LA) 

• Course "Basic Statistics - Introduction to Research Activity" - October 2019 (LA) 
 

Teaching activity & coordination positions by group members 

• Epidemiologia; Rastreio e Prevenção em Oncologia; Metodologia de Investigação e Bioestatística I - 
Mestrado em Oncologia, Instituto de Ciências Biomédicas Abel Salazar da Universidade do Porto 
(ICBAS-UP) (MJB) 

• Epidemiologia e Saúde Pública; Epidemiologia Médica; Patologia II - Mestrado Integrado em 
Medicina, ICBAS-UP (MJB) 

• Metodologias de Investigação e Bioestatística I & II - Mestrado em Oncologia, ICBAS-UP (LA) 

• Fundamentos de Planeamento Experimental I & II; Estágio -Licenciatura em Farmácia, Escola 
Superior de Saúde, Instituto Politécnico do Porto (ESS-IPP) (LA) 

• Bioestatística – Licenciatura em Terapia da Fala, Escola Superior de Saúde, Instituto Politécnico do 
Porto (ESS-IPP) (LA) 

• Metodologias de Investigação - Mestrado em Terapia Ocupacional e Mestrado em Terapia da Fala 
(LA) 

• Métodos Quantitativos - Mestrado em Fisioterapia, ESS-IPP (LA) 

• Tratamento e Análise de Dados – Mestrado em Gestão das Organizações, ESS-IPP (LA) 

• Rastreio e Prevenção em Oncologia; – Mestrado em Oncologia, ICBAS-UP (CC) 
 

Bachelor Degree Completed 

• Jorge Miguel Cunha Faria; Extrapolação em análise de sobrevivência - Licenciatura em Estatística 
Aplicada; Escola de Ciências, Universidade do Minho; Supervisor: Luís Antunes; Public defense date: 
5 July 2019 

 
e. National and international collaborations 

 

• EUROCARE, Maria José Bento, Ana Filipa Gonçalves, no funding 

• Atlas do cancro, INSA, Maria José Bento, Jessica Rodrigues, no funding 

• RARECARE, Maria José Bento 

• IPAAC WP7 PILOT 2, Maria José Bento, Luis Antunes, Ana Filipa Gonçalves 

• WASABY project (WAter & Soil contamination and Awareness on Breast cancer risk in Young 
women), Luis Antunes, Jéssica Rodrigues 

• European High Resolution Working Group, Maria José Bento, Clara Castro 

• CONCORD, Luís Antunes 

• IICC (International Incidence of Childhood Cancer), Maria José Bento 

• TOGETHER, Maria José Bento 

• MINDGAP, Maria José Bento, Luís Antunes 
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4.3  Cancer Genetics Group 

 

1. Coordinator 

 
Manuel Teixeira, MD, PhD 
 
2. Research team (as of December 31st 2019) 
 

Name Academic 

degree 

Professional 

situation 

Category/position Time 

% 

Ana de Fátima Fernandes Barbosa BSc Scholarship PhD student 100 

Ana Luísa Pinto da Silva Lobo Peixoto de Moura PhD Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

Andreia Filipa Moreira Aguiar Brandão PhD Scholarship Postdoc 100 

Ariane Falconi BSc Student MSc student 100 

Carla Alexandra Cavaco Pinto MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

Carla Patrícia Brandão Gomes Paulo Escudeiro MSc Scholarship Research assistant 100 

Catarina Gomes Rodrigues Santos MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

Cecília Maria Gaspar Guedes Figueiredo e Correia MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

Daniel Ricardo Almeida dos Santos MSc Scholarship Research assistant 100 

Inês Ferreira Ribas BSc Student MSc student 100 

Isabel Maria da Silva Veiga dos Santos MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

Joana Cristina Gouveia Santos PhD External MSc student FMUP 30 

Joana Sofia Gonçalves Guerra MSc Scholarship PhD student FCT 100 

Joana Virgínia Pinto Valejo de Magalhães Vieira MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

João Fernando Pinho Silva BSc Employed IPOP MD Medical genetics 20 

Manuel António Rodrigues Teixeira Aggregation Employed IPOP 
Research coordinator; 
MD 

70 

Manuela Cristina Dias Pinheiro PhD Scholarship Postdoc 100 

Márcia Filipa Oliveira Cardoso MSc Scholarship Research assistant 100 

Maria de Lurdes Eiras Torres MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

Maria Pedro Pessoa de Barros Pereira da Silva MSc Scholarship PhD student FCT 100 

Marta Ribeiro José Cardoso MSc Scholarship PhD student FCT 100 

Nuno Manuel Botelho G. Sampaio Cerveira PhD Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 30 

Patrícia Maria Carvalho Rocha MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

Paula Cristina Martins dos Santos Paulo PhD Employed IPOP 
Assistant researcher 
CEECINST/00091/2018 

100 

Pedro Miguel Teixeira Pinto PhD Scholarship Postdoc 100 

Raquel Margarida Gomes Martins MSc External 
MD Endocrinologist 
IPOC 

10 

Sara Daniela Albuquerque Pinto BSc Student MSc student 100 

Sofia de Melo Feiteira Maia PhD External 
MD Medical genetics 
CHUC 

30 

Sónia Macedo Barros BSc Student MSc student 100 

Susana de Campos Bizarro MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 

Susana Lisboa Fernandes MSc Employed IPOP Clinical scientist 20 
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3. Group description and objectives 

 

The general objectives of the Cancer Genetics Group are to characterize the pattern of acquired genetic 
alterations that presumably give rise to cancer, as well as to understand the mechanisms of tumor 
progression and therapy response. In addition, we want to characterize the inherited mutations associated 
with cancer predisposition, as well as the pattern of somatic genetic changes that occur in hereditary 
cancer syndromes. Several biologically and clinically relevant tumor models are studied, as they can provide 
transversal input. To make possible tailor-made therapy specifically directed towards the altered 
metabolism of tumor cells, exact knowledge about the inherited and acquired genomic abnormalities of 
individual patients, not just about diagnostic categories, is becoming a decisive factor in the selection of the 
optimal therapy. 
One major line of research for the next years aims to identify and characterize genetic causes predisposing 
to inherited prostate cancer (PCa). This project is likely to result in the identification of at least part of the 
missing heritability associated with highly penetrant mutations that is expected to exist in up to 10% of the 
PCa cases, especially those with early onset and heavy family history of the disease. Besides providing the 
possibility for a molecular diagnosis of inherited predisposition for these families, finding the genes will 
allow pre-symptomatic testing of relatives at risk. This will enable offering targeted screening to high-risk 
carriers, since it is likely that this will result in increased positive predictive value for biopsy as compared to 
population-based studies. Pre-symptomatic testing for high-risk genes will also avoid unspecific PCa 
screening in non-carriers of a known high-risk family mutation, thereby avoiding the risk of overdiagnosis 
and overtreatment in men that have the population risk despite belonging to a high-risk family.  
The second major line of research for the next years involves using circulating cell-free tumor DNA (ctDNA) 
to perform molecular diagnosis, predictive testing for targeted therapy, and cancer screening. In theory, 
somatic genetic changes present in cancer cells can be used as markers for early cancer detection, as well 
as during follow up to evaluate therapy response. The detection of mutations in ctDNA has emerged has a 
noninvasive strategy to assess primary tumors as well as eventual secondary lesions. This strategy has 
already been implemented in our group for monitoring the response and the mechanisms of resistance to 
targeted therapy and will be tested also in high-risk carriers in the context of families with hereditary 
breast/ovarian cancer, Lynch syndrome, Hereditary diffuse gastric cancer, and metastatic prostate cancer. 
 
4. Active projects and funding  

 

• PTDC/DTPPIC/1308/2014: Inherited predisposition to prostate cancer: finding the missing 
heritability by combining exome sequencing and haplotype analyses in a population with strong 
founder effects; PI: Manuel Teixeira; Funded by FCT; Budget: 196.030,00€ (2016-2019) 

• POCI-01-0145-FEDER-028245: The role of chromosome segregation machinery defects in genetic 
predisposition to prostate cancer. PI: Paula Paulo; Co-PI: Manuel Teixeira; Funded by FCT/FEDER; 
Budget: 236.030,31€ (2019-2021). 

• ESTIMA "Early-stage cancer treatment, driven by context of molecular imaging" funded by NORTE-
01-0145-FEDER-000027; PI: João Santos; CGG's Budget: 65.500,00 € (2017-2019) 

• CI-IPOP 35-2016: Identification of somatic and germline mutations in circulating tumor DNA in 
ovarian cancer patients and in germline BRCA1/BRCA2 mutation carriers undergoing cancer 
screening; PI: Manuel Teixeira; Funded by IPO-Porto/CI-IPOP; Budget: 80.000,00€ (2016-2020) 

• CI-IPOP 36-2016: Detection of cancer specific genetic alterations in circulating free tumor DNA as a 
tool for early cancer diagnosis and follow up in Lynch syndrome patients; PI: Manuel Teixeira; 
Funded by IPO-Porto/CI-IPOP; Budget: 20.000,00€ (2016-2020) 

• CI-IPOP-54-2017: Validation of liquid biopsies for predictive biomarker testing, therapy response 
monitoring, and resistance mechanism identification in cancer patients; PI: Manuel Teixeira; 
Funded by IPO-Porto/CI-IPOP; Budget: 35.000,00€ (2017-2021) 

• CI-IPOP-55-2017: Identification of germline mutations by gene-panel next generation sequencing in 
familial non-medullary thyroid cancer; PI: Manuel Teixeira; Funded by IPO-Porto/CI-IPOP; Budget: 
20.000,00€ (2017-2021)  
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• CI-IPOP-56-2017: Identification of germline mutations by gene-panel next generation sequencing in 
familial tubular and mixed tubular-diffuse gastric cancer; PI: Manuel Teixeira; Funded by IPO-
Porto/CI-IPOP; Budget: 40.000,00€ (2017-2021) 

• CI-IPOP-57-2017: Exome sequencing of families with strong cancer incidence of unknown genetic 
cause; PI: Manuel Teixeira; Funded by IPO-Porto/CI-IPOP; Budget: 20.000,00€ (2017-2021) 

• CI-IPOP-120-2019: The role of immune system for treatment-free remission in CML patients who 
stopped TKI therapy; PI: Manuel Teixeira; Budget: 12.000,00€ (2019-2020)  

• Cancer Genetics group basic funding, funded by the IPO-Porto/CI-IPOP (21.873,36€) 
 
5. Major achievements in 2019 (based on the 5 most relevant publication for the group) 
 

• The nonsense mutation MSH2 c.2152c>t shows a founder effect in portuguese Lynch syndrome 

families.  

The MSH2 mutation c.2152C>T, p.(Gln718*), has occasionally been described in Lynch families 
worldwide, including in Portuguese Lynch syndrome families. During genetic testing for Lynch 
syndrome at the Portuguese Oncology Institutes of Porto and Lisbon, this mutation was identified 
in 28 seemingly unrelated families. In order to evaluate if this alteration is a founder mutation, 
haplotype analysis using microsatellite and SNP markers flanking the MSH2 gene was performed in 
the 28 probands and 87 family members. Additionally, the geographic origin of these families was 
evaluated and the age of the mutation estimated. Twelve different haplotypes were phased for 13 
out of the 28 families and shared a conserved region of approximately 3.6 Mb. Based on the 
mutation and recombination events observed in the microsatellite haplotypes and assuming a 
generation time of 25 years, the age estimate for the MSH2 mutation was 273 +/- 64 years. The 
geographic origins of these families were mostly from the Northern region of Portugal. These 
results suggest that the MSH2 c.2152C>T alteration is a founder mutation in Portugal with a 
relatively recent origin. Furthermore, its high proportion indicates that screening for this mutation 
as a first step, together with the previously reported Portuguese founder mutations, may be cost-
effective in genetic testing of Lynch syndrome suspects of Portuguese ancestry (Genes, 

Chromosomes & Cancer 2019, 58(9):657-664. Impact factor: 2.940). 
 

• Negative MR(4.0) chronic myeloid leukaemia and its possible implications for treatment-free 

remission.  

ABL1 tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) have dramatically improved the outcome for chronic myeloid 
leukaemia (CML) patients, resulting in a life expectancy that approaches that of the general 
population. Recently, several clinical discontinuation trials have demonstrated that 40–60% of 
chronic phase CML patients (CP-CML) who have achieved a stable deep molecular response (DMR) 
can stop therapy without relapsing. Recently, the EURO-SKI study evaluated the feasibility of 
treatment interruption in patients in confirmed MR4·0 for at least 1 year. We hypothesized that a 
discrepancy in the classification of the level of molecular response between laboratories involved in 
clinical trials could introduce a bias in the evaluation of the prognostic impact of treatment-free 
remission (TFR). In an attempt to clarify this issue, we evaluated a cohort of 1087 CML patients 
treated with TKIs in Portugal monitored by real-time quantitative reverse transcription polymerase 
chain reaction (qRT-PCR). Interestingly, none of the 169 patients classified as MR4.0 had 
undetectable disease. We compared our results to those of the EURO-SKI trial, which used the 
molecular monitoring data of patients from 61 centres in 11 European countries. Our data suggests 
that: (i) the molecular response criteria used to select patients for TFR trials should be modified, so 
that all patients with MR4.0 and undetectable disease should be excluded and (ii) the results of the 
distribution of patients by molecular response level should be published with the TFR data (Br J 

Haematol 2019, 186(6):e181-e184. Impact factor: 5.206). 
 

• Evidence for prostate-specific antigen screening in BRCA2 mutation carriers.  

This work aimed to evaluate the utility of PSA screening, prostate cancer (PrCa) incidence, positive 
predictive value of PSA, biopsy, and tumour characteristics after 3 yr of screening, by BRCA status in 
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the worldwide clinical trial IMPACT. A total of 3027 patients (2932 unique individuals) were 
recruited (919 BRCA1 carriers, 709 BRCA1 noncarriers, 902 BRCA2 carriers, and 497 BRCA2 
noncarriers). After 3 yr of screening, 527 men had PSA > 3.0 ng/ml, 357 biopsies were performed, 
and 112 PrCa cases were diagnosed (31 BRCA1 carriers, 19 BRCA1 noncarriers, 47 BRCA2 carriers, 
and 15 BRCA2 noncarriers). Cancer incidence rate per 1000 person years was higher in BRCA2 
carriers than in noncarriers (19.4 vs 12.0; p = 0.03); BRCA2 carriers were diagnosed at a younger 
age (61 vs 64 yr; p = 0.04) and were more likely to have clinically significant disease than BRCA2 
noncarriers (77% vs 40%; p = 0.01). No differences in age or tumour characteristics were detected 
between BRCA1 carriers and BRCA1 noncarriers. After 3 yr of screening, compared with 
noncarriers, BRCA2 mutation carriers were associated with a higher incidence of PrCa, younger age 
of diagnosis, and clinically significant tumours. Therefore, systematic PSA screening is indicated for 
men with a BRCA2 mutation. (Eur Urol 2019, 76(6):831-842. Impact factor: 17.298). 

 

• Height and body mass index as modifiers of breast cancer risk in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers: A 

mendelian randomization study.  

BRCA1/2 mutations confer high lifetime risk of breast cancer, although other factors may modify this 
risk. Whether height or body mass index (BMI) modifies breast cancer risk in BRCA1/2 mutation 
carriers remains unclear. Mendelian randomization approaches were used to evaluate the 
association of height and BMI on breast cancer risk, using data from the Consortium of 
Investigators of Modifiers of BRCA1/2 with 14 676 BRCA1 and 7912 BRCA2 mutation carriers, 
including 11 451 cases of breast cancer. We concluded that height is associated with overall breast 
cancer and BMI is associated with premenopausal breast cancer in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers. 
Incorporating height and BMI, particularly genetic score, into risk assessment may improve cancer 
management (Journal of the National Cancer Institute 2019, 111(4):350-364. Impact factor: 

10.211). 
 

• Genetic counselling and testing of susceptibility genes for therapeutic decision-making in breast 

cancer-an european consensus statement and expert recommendations.  

An international panel of experts representing 17 European countries and Israel convened to discuss 
current needs and future developments in BRCA testing and counselling and to issue consensus 
recommendations. The experts agreed that, with the increasing availability of high-throughput 
testing platforms and the registration of poly-ADP-ribose-polymerase inhibitors, the need for 
genetic counselling and testing will rapidly increase in the near future. In the therapeutic setting, 
for patients with a clinical suspicion of genetic susceptibility and if the results may have an 
immediate impact on the therapeutic strategy, the majority voted that BRCA1/2 testing should be 
performed after histological diagnosis of breast cancer, regardless of oestrogen receptor and 
human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) status. Experts also agreed that, in the predictive 
and therapeutic setting, genetic testing should be limited to individuals with a personal or family 
history suggestive of a BRCA1/2 pathogenic variant and should also include high-risk actionable 
genes beyond BRCA1/2 (European Journal of Cancer 2019, 106:54-60. Impact factor: 6.680). 

 
6. Scientific output in 2019 

 
a. Peer-reviewed indexed publications (final publication date in 2019) 

 

• Adams CD, Richmond R, Ferreira DLS, Spiller W, Tan V, Zheng J, Wurtz P, Donovan J, Hamdy F, Neal 
D, Lane JA, Smith GD, Relton C, Eeles RA, Haiman CA, Kote-Jarai Z, Schumacher FR, Olama AAA, 
Benlloch S, Muir K, Berndt SI, Conti DV, Wiklund F, Chanock SJ, Gapstur S, Stevens VL, Tangen CM, 
Batra J, Clements JA, Gronberg H, Pashayan N, Schleutker J, Albanes D, Wolk A, West CML, Mucci 
LA, Cancel-Tassin G, Koutros S, Sorensen KD, Maehle L, Travis RC, Hamilton RJ, Ingles SA, Rosenstein 
BS, Lu YJ, Giles GG, Kibel AS, Vega A, Kogevinas M, Penney KL, Park JY, Stanford JL, Cybulski C, 
Nordestgaard BG, Brenner H, Maier C, Kim J, John EM, Teixeira MR, Neuhausen SL, De Ruyck K, 
Razack A, Newcomb LF, Lessel D, Kaneva RP, Usmani N, Claessens F, Townsend PA, Dominguez MG, 
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Roobol MJ, Menegaux F, Khaw KT, Cannon-Albright LA, Pandha H, Thibodeau SN, Martin RM, 
consortium P: Circulating metabolic biomarkers of screen-detected prostate cancer in the protect 
study. Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention 2019, 28(1):208-216. Impact factor: 5.057 

• Almeida A, Pierdomenico F, Guerrero BP, Saraiva F, Montalvao A, Coutinho J, Mariz M, Melo T, 
Santos MJ, Pereira A, Cerveira N: Recommendations from a portuguese expert group for 
discontinuation of tyrosine kinase inhibitors in chronic myeloid leukemia patients in clinical 
practice. Acta Med Port 2019, 32(7-8):550-557. Impact factor: 0.581 

• Cerveira N, Almeida A: Evidence-based criteria for tyrosine kinase inhibitor interruption in 
pregnancy. Journal of Clinical Oncology 2019, 37(1):89-90. Impact factor: 28.245 

• Cerveira N, Diamond J, Matos S, Amorim ML, Coucelo M, Bizarro S, Simoes AT, Pierdomenico F, 
Lopes M, Ribeiro L, do Carmo-Fonseca M, Guimaraes JE, Almeida A, Teixeira MR: Negative MR(4.0) 
chronic myeloid leukaemia and its possible implications for treatment-free remission. Br J 
Haematol 2019, 186(6):e181-e184. Impact factor: 5.206 

• Escala-Garcia M, Guo Q, Dork T, Canisius S, Keeman R, Dennis J, Beesley J, Lecarpentier J, Bolla MK, 
Wang Q, Abraham J, Andrulis IL, Anton-Culver H, Arndt V, Auer PL, Beckmann MW, Behrens S, 
Benitez J, Bermisheva M, Bernstein L, Blomqvist C, Boeckx B, Bojesen SE, Bonanni B, Borresen-Dale 
AL, Brauch H, Brenner H, Brentnall A, Brinton L, Broberg P, Brock IW, Brucker SY, Burwinkel B, 
Caldas C, Caldes T, Campa D, Canzian F, Carracedo A, Carter BD, Castelao JE, Chang-Claude J, 
Chanock SJ, Chenevix-Trench G, Cheng TD, Chin SF, Clarke CL, Collaborators N, Cordina-Duverger E, 
Couch FJ, Cox DG, Cox A, Cross SS, Czene K, Daly MB, Devilee P, Dunn JA, Dunning AM, Durcan L, 
Dwek M, Earl HM, Ekici AB, Eliassen AH, Ellberg C, Engel C, Eriksson M, Evans DG, Figueroa J, Flesch-
Janys D, Flyger H, Gabrielson M, Gago-Dominguez M, Galle E, Gapstur SM, Garcia-Closas M, Garcia-
Saenz JA, Gaudet MM, George A, Georgoulias V, Giles GG, Glendon G, Goldgar DE, Gonzalez-Neira 
A, Alnaes GIG, Grip M, Guenel P, Haeberle L, Hahnen E, Haiman CA, Hakansson N, Hall P, Hamann 
U, Hankinson S, Harkness EF, Harrington PA, Hart SN, Hartikainen JM, Hein A, Hillemanns P, Hiller L, 
Holleczek B, Hollestelle A, Hooning MJ, Hoover RN, Hopper JL, Howell A, Huang G, Humphreys K, 
Hunter DJ, Janni W, John EM, Jones ME, Jukkola-Vuorinen A, Jung A, Kaaks R, Kabisch M, Kaczmarek 
K, Kerin MJ, Khan S, Khusnutdinova E, Kiiski JI, Kitahara CM, Knight JA, Ko YD, Koppert LB, Kosma 
VM, Kraft P, Kristensen VN, Kruger U, Kuhl T, Lambrechts D, Le Marchand L, Lee E, Lejbkowicz F, Li 
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b. PhD thesis completed 

 

• Ana Luísa Pinto da Silva Lobo Peixoto de Moura; Spectrum of BRCA1 and BRCA2 germline mutations 
in Portuguese Hereditary Breast and Ovarian cancer: ancestral origin of founder mutations and 
their implications for genetic testing criteria and strategy; Ciências Biomédicas, ICBAS, UP; 
Concluída em 23/09/2019 

 
c. Master thesis completed 

 

• Sara Daniela Albuquerque Pinto. Thesis: Characterization of a common germline SDHB deletion in 
patients with hereditary paraganglioma-pheochromocytoma. Master in Oncology, ICBAS-UP; 
Manuel Teixeira (16/12/2019) 

 
d. Other outputs 

 

Teaching 

• Coordidation and teaching in the Genes and Cancer curricular unit, Pathology and Molecular 
Genetics PhD Programme; ICBAS-UP 

• Coordidation and teaching in the Molecular Cytogenetics I and II curricular units, Molecular 
Medicine and Oncology Ph.D. and M.Sc. Programmes; FMUP-UP 

• Coordidation and teaching in the Oncobiology curricular unit, M.Sc. course in Oncology; ICBAS-UP 

• Teaching in the Medical Genetics curricular unit, integrated M.Sc. course in Medicine; ICBAS-UP 

• Teaching in the Pathology II curricular unit, integrated M.Sc. course in Medicine; ICBAS-UP 

• Teaching in the Molecular Biology Techniques curricular unit, Pathology and Molecular Genetics 
PhD Programme; ICBAS-UP 

• Teaching in the Oncobiology curricular unit, M.Sc. course in Biochemistry- ICBAS/ FSc-UP 

• Teaching in the Genomic Instability Associated Diseases curricular unit, integrated M.Sc. course in 
Medicine; FMUP-UP 

 
Supervision 

• The group coordinator was the main supervisor of four postdoc researchers (Paula Paulo, Pedro 
Pinto, Manela Pinheiro and Andreia Brandão) 

• The group coordinator was the main supervisor of four PhD students (Marta Cardoso, Maria Pedro 
Silva, Joana Guerra and Ana Peixoto) and the co-supervisor of two other PhD students (Raquel 
Martins and Rita Canário) 

• The group coordinator was the main supervisor of four master students (Sara Pinto, Inês Ribas, 
Sónia Barros e Ariane Falconi) 

 
Editorial Board Positions and Peer Reviewer 
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• The group coordinator is Editorial Board Member of Genes, Chromosomes and Cancer 

• The group coordinator has peer reviewed numerous manuscripts for several journals 
 

Meeting organization 

• PRACTICAL Consortium Meeting, IPO-Porto, May 19-21, 2019 
 

Invited Talks 

• Exploring 2 Experiences Breast Cancer Perceptorship; Cancer risk and genetic testing; IPO-Porto and 
Champalimaud Foundation, 28-29/10/2019 

• Workshop: Genetic Sequencing and Oncological Immunotherapy in Pathology Routine; Prostate 
Pathology and BRCA 1 & 2 Mutations, Universidade de Coimbra, 10/05/2019 

• 1º Encontro Cancro de Mama dos Açores; Genética do Cancro da Mama: Estudo molecular 
preditivo da resposta terapêutica; Ponta Delgada, 30/10/2019 

• Cancro: Da Medicina Personalizada À Medicina de Precisão; Custo-efectividade do perfil genómico 
dos doentes com cancro; LPCC, Coimbra, 22-23/10/2019  

 
Membership of Organizations and Commitees 

• Member of the European Association of Cancer Research 

• Member of Genturis: European Reference Network (ERN) for GENetic TUmour RIsk Syndromes 
 

e. National and international collaborations 

 

National 

• Project POCI-01-0145-FEDER-028245: The role of chromosome segregation machinery defects in 
genetic predisposition to prostate cancer. PI: Paula Paulo; Co-PI: Manuel Teixeira; collaboration 
with expert in chromosome segregation Hélder Maiato (i3S) and expert in computational 
proteomics Natércia Brás (REQUIMTE) 

• PhD project of Marta Cardoso (SFRH/BD/116557/2016): Recurrent germline mutations in patients 
with early-onset and/or familial prostate cancer. Main Supervisor: Manuel Teixeira; Co-supervision: 
Paula Paulo and José Bessa (i3S) 

• PhD project of Maria Pedro Silva (SFRH/BD/132441/2017): Germline mutations in genes involved in 
the chromosome segregation machinery associated with inherited prostate cancer predisposition. 
Main Supervisor: Manuel Teixeira; Co-supervision: Paula Paulo and Hélder Maiato (i3S) 

• PhD project of Rita Canário (PD/BD/128001/2016): BRCA-STEM: Exploring stemness in high grade 
serous carcinoma of the ovary using hereditary breast-ovarian cancer syndrome as a model system. 
Main supervisor: Joana Paredes (i3S); Co-supervisors: Carla Bartosch (CI-IPOP) and Manuel Teixeira 
(CI-IPOP). 

• PhD project of Joana Guerra (SFRH/BD/138670/2018): Inherited predisposition to gastric cancer: 
novel susceptibility genes and a minimally invasive screening strategy in germline mutation carriers. 
Main supervisor: Manuel Teixeira; Co-supervision: Carla Oliveira (i3S). 

• PhD project of Raquel Martins: Familial forms of paragangliomas/pheochromocytomas: SDHx 
mutational profile, penetrance and psychologic impact. Main supervisor: Maria João Bugalho (IPO-
Lisboa/FCM-UNL). Co-supervisors: Irene Carvalho (FM-UP) and Manuel Teixeira (CI-IPOP). 
Collaboration between the three Portuguese Oncology Institutes of Porto, Lisbon and Coimbra 

 

International 

• CIMBA (The Consortium of Investigators of Modifiers of BRCA1/2) 

• IMPACT (Identification of Men with a genetic predisposition to Prostate Cancer: Targeted screening 
in men at higher genetic risk and controls) 

• PRACTICAL (Prostate Cancer Association Group to Investigate Cancer Associated Alterations in the 
Genome) 

• BCAC (The Breast Cancer Association Consortium) 
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• COGENT (COlorectal cancer GENeTics) 

• Genturis: European Reference Network (ERN) for GENetic TUmour RIsk Syndromes 

• EU funded COST Action CA17118: Identifying biomarkers through translational research for 
prevention and stratification of colorectal cancer (National Delegate: MT)  
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4.4  Experimental Pathology and Therapeutics Group 

 
1. Coordinator 

 
Lúcio Santos, MD, PhD 
 
2. Research team (as of December 31st 2019) 
 

Name Academic 

degree 

Professional 

situation 

Category/position Time 

% 

Adriana Carneiro BSc Student MSc student 100 

Ana da Conceição Saraiva e Sousa 
Tavares 

MSc Employed IPOP Technician 20 

Ana Rita Pereira Azevedo PhD Scholarship Postdoc 100 

Andreia Filipa Ferreira Peixoto MSc Scholarship PhD student 80 

Beatriz Teixeira BSc Student MSc student 100 

Carlos Alberto Palmeira de Sousa PhD Employed IPOP Higher health technician 30 

Cristiana Milhazes Gaiteiro  MSc Scholarship PhD student 100 

Dora Maria Barrocas Bernardo MSc Employed IPOP 
Higher health technician/PhD 
student 

100 

Dylan Gomes Ferreira MSc Scholarship MSc student 100 

Eliana Janine de Paiva Soares MSc Scholarship PhD student 100 

Elisabete Cristina Nunes Fernandes PhD Scholarship Postdoc 60 

José Alexandre Ribeiro de Castro 
Ferreira 

PhD Employed IPOP 
Assistant researcher CEEIND-
03186-2017 

100 

Lúcio José de Lara Santos Aggregation Employed IPOP MD Surgery 30 

Luís Carlos Oliveira Lima PhD Employed IPOP 
Junior researcher Art. 23.º D.L. 
57/2016 + Lei 57/2017 

100 

Luís Pedro Fernandes Afonso BSc Employed IPOP MD Pathology 20 

Marta Filipa Relvas dos Santos MSc Scholarship PhD student 100 

Rui Filipe Neves Freitas MSc Student MSc student 100 

Sofia Ribeiro Cotton MSc Scholarship PhD student 100 

 
3. Group description and objectives 

 
The Experimental Pathology and Therapeutics Group, established in 2008 as one of the research groups of 
the IPO PORTO FG EPE, is coordinated by Professor Lúcio Santos (MD PhD). The group currently includes 6 
senior researchers (Phd level), 7 Phd students and 4 Msc student and 2 collaborators. The group also 
provides a solid platform for training and higher education in cancer research. Reflecting this commitment, 
over the past four years the group has welcomed several post-graduate students from the University of 
Aveiro, Porto, Coimbra, Minho and UTAD as well as international students from Angola. The group is also 
involved in GlyCoCan, a Marie Curie European Training Network composed of 15 leading European partners 
in the fields of glycobiology, glyco-immunology and biomarker research. It provides a multidisciplinary 
training for a new generation of researchers in the young field of glyco-oncology, bridging academic and 
industrial sectors. 
The Experimental Pathology and Therapeutics group will devote the efforts of the next years to both basic 
and translational cancer research with the purpose of identifying glycobiomarkers for early detection of the 
disease, prognosis, drug response and to guide therapeutic decision. Ultimately it will also focus on 
translating this knowledge into novel therapeutics. One of the main goal for 2019-2022 is to determine the 
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clinical relevance of circulating tumor cells (CTC) expressing the short chain O-glycan, STn, in gatrointestinal 
tumors using an innovative microfluidics device and development of CTC ex vivo models for individualized 
testing drug susceptibility. Regarding target therapeutics, the goal is to identify specific proteoglycoforms 
and develop specific ligands for CAR-T therapeutics and antibody development for glycan-based 
nanotherapeutics for cancer for this study.  Other study line will be the implementation of an 
immunological profile of patients who are candidates for therapeutic approaches in the field of 
immunology and the development of strategies for dendritic cell stimulation. 
 
4. Active projects and funding  

 

• Development of monoclonal antibodies for chemoresistant bladder cancer based on 
glycobiomarkers (CI-IPOP-58-2018); 28111€ 

• IPOscore ‒ Predicting the risk of complications of surgical treatment and define prognosis of cancer 
patients through the integration of clinical and biopathological data. FCT. 247056€ 

• Synergestic antitumor effect of combined laser thermotherapy and immunomodulators in 
malignant melanoma. Clinical Laserthermia Systems AB. 79347€ 

• ESTIMA: Early-stage cancer treatment, driven by context of molecular imaging. Sponsor: PORTUGAL 
2020 Partnership Agreement, through the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), ESTIMA 
NORTE- 45-2015-02 

 

5. Major achievements in 2019 (based on the 5 most relevant publication for the group) 
 

On the cancer glycosylation domain, we have contributed with the following advances:  
Identification of the STn antigen as a novel Circulating tumour cells (CTCs) biomarker that holds potential to 
increase the sensitivity of CTC analysis and bias associated with the identification of these cells, which are 
critical for disease dissemination. Exploring a size-based microfluidic device, we have demonstrated that 
the majority (>90%) of CTCs isolated from the blood of patients with metastatic bladder and colorectal 
cancers express the STn antigen, supporting a link with metastasis. STn+ CTC counts were significantly 
higher than EpCAM-based detection in colorectal cancer, providing a more efficient cell-surface biomarker 
for CTC isolation than conventional approaches. Exploring this concept, we constructed a glycan affinity-
based microfluidic device for selective isolation of STn+ CTCs and proposed an enzyme-based strategy for 
the recovery of viable cancer cells for downstream investigations. Finally, clinically relevant cancer 
biomarkers (transcripts and mutations) in bladder and colorectal tumours, were identified in cells isolated 
by microfluidics, confirming their malignant origin and highlighting the potential of this technology in the 
context of precision oncology. The foundations have been set for translational studies. 
The group has also revised the major alterations in protein glycosylation that decisively impact in all stages 
of disease and ultimately contribute to more aggressive cell phenotypes. We have further discussed the 
transversal nature of glycans throughout the currently accepted cancer hallmarks, with emphasis on the 
crosstalk between glycans and the tumor microenvironment stromal components. Focus was also set on 
the pressing need to include glycans and glycoconjugates in comprehensive panomics models envisaging 
molecular-based precision medicine capable of improving patient care. We foresee that this may provide 
the necessary rationale for more comprehensive studies and molecular-based intervention. 
Finally, the group has developed poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles loaded with 5-fluorouracil 
(5-FU) and paclitaxel and surface-functionalized with a monoclonal antibody targeting sialyl-Lewis A (sLeA), 
a known glycan mediating hematogenous metastasis. These cells showed enhanced capacity for controlled 
delivery of chemotherapy to cancer cells expressing this antigen. We anticipate that this may constitute an 
important milestone towards improved targeted therapeutics against gastric cancer. Given the 
pancarcinomic nature of the sLeA antigen, the translation of this solution to other models may be also 
envisaged. 
A program was carried out that allowed the training of specialists in oncology of the PALOPs and the 
realization of the cancer registry in Luanda and the city of Praia, which allows knowing the dimension of the 
problem in these locations. 
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6. Scientific output in 2019 

 
a. Peer-reviewed indexed publications (final publication date in 2019) 

 

• Armas I, Vidoedo J, Afonso LP, Moreira A, Abreu de Sousa J: Epithelioid hemangioendothelioma of 
the internal jugular vein. Revista portuguesa de cirurgia cardio-toracica e vascular: orgao oficial da 
Sociedade Portuguesa de Cirurgia Cardio-Toracica e Vascular 2019, 26(2):155-157. Impact factor: 
NA 

• Baiocchi GL, Giacopuzzi S, Marrelli D, Reim D, Piessen G, Matos da Costa P, Reynolds JV, Meyer HJ, 
Morgagni P, Gockel I, Lara Santos L, Jensen LS, Murphy T, Preston SR, Ter-Ovanesov M, Fumagalli 
Romario U, Degiuli M, Kielan W, Monig S, Kolodziejczyk P, Polkowski W, Hardwick R, Pera M, 
Johansson J, Schneider PM, de Steur WO, Gisbertz SS, Hartgrink H, van Sandick JW, Portolani N, 
Holscher AH, Botticini M, Roviello F, Mariette C, Allum W, De Manzoni G: International consensus 
on a complications list after gastrectomy for cancer. Gastric cancer: official journal of the 
International Gastric Cancer Association and the Japanese Gastric Cancer Association 2019, 
22(1):172-189. Impact factor: 5.554 

• Castro R, Esposito G, Libanio D, Afonso L, Annibale B, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes P: A single 
vial is enough in the absence of endoscopic suspected intestinal metaplasia - less is more! Scand J 
Gastroenterol 2019, 54(5):673-677. Impact factor: 2.152  

• Come J, Cambaza E, Ferreira R, da Costa JMC, Carrilho C, Santos LL: Esophageal cancer in 
mozambique: Should mycotoxins be a concern? The Pan African medical journal 2019, 33:187. 
Impact factor: NA 

• Fernandes A, Rodrigues J, Lages P, Lanca S, Mendes P, Antunes L, Santos CS, Castro C, Costa RS, 
Lopes CS, da Costa PM, Santos LL: Root causes and outcomes of postoperative pulmonary 
complications after abdominal surgery: A retrospective observational cohort study. Patient safety in 
surgery 2019, 13:40. Impact factor: NA 

• Fernandes E, Ferreira D, Peixoto A, Freitas R, Relvas-Santos M, Palmeira C, Martins G, Barros A, 
Santos LL, Sarmento B, Ferreira JA: Glycoengineered nanoparticles enhance the delivery of 5-
fluoroucil and paclitaxel to gastric cancer cells of high metastatic potential. International journal of 
pharmaceutics 2019, 570:118646. Impact factor: 4.213  

• Ferreira R, Neuparth MJ, Nogueira-Ferreira R, Magalhaes S, Aroso M, Bovolini JA, Lara Santos L, 
Oliveira P, Vitorino R, Moreira-Goncalves D: Exercise training impacts cardiac mitochondrial 
proteome remodeling in murine urothelial carcinoma. International journal of molecular sciences 
2019, 20(1). Impact factor: 4.183 

• Madeira D, Mendonca V, Madeira C, Gaiteiro C, Vinagre C, Diniz MS: Molecular assessment of wild 
populations in the marine realm: Importance of taxonomic, seasonal and habitat patterns in 
environmental monitoring. The Science of the total environment 2019, 654:250-263. Impact factor: 
5.589 

• Miguel F, Bento MJ, de Lacerda GF, Weiderpass E, Santos LL: A hospital-based cancer registry in 
luanda, angola: The instituto angolano de controlo do cancer (iacc) cancer registry. Infect Agent 
Cancer 2019, 14:35. Impact factor: 2.470 

• Monteiro C, Pinheiro D, Maia M, Faria MA, Lameiras C, Pinto E: Aspergillus species collected from 
environmental air samples in portugal-molecular identification, antifungal susceptibility and 
sequencing of cyp51a gene on a. Fumigatus sensu stricto itraconazole resistant. Journal of applied 
microbiology 2019, 126(4):1140-1148. Impact factor: 2.683 

• Morais A, Come J, Selemane C, Pires G, Tivane A, Cossa M, Tulsidas S, Antunes L, Costa MJ, Sidat M, 
Martins MDR, Carrilho C, Santos LL: Understanding the bricks to build better surgical oncology unit 
at maputo central hospital: Prevalent surgical cancers and residents knowledge. The Pan African 
medical journal 2019, 32:83. Impact factor: NA 

• Neves M, Azevedo R, Lima L, Oliveira MI, Peixoto A, Ferreira D, Soares J, Fernandes E, Gaiteiro C, 
Palmeira C, Cotton S, Mereiter S, Campos D, Afonso LP, Ribeiro R, Fraga A, Tavares A, Mansinho H, 
Monteiro E, Videira PA, Freitas PP, Reis CA, Santos LL, Dieguez L, Ferreira JA: Exploring sialyl-tn 
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expression in microfluidic-isolated circulating tumour cells: A novel biomarker and an analytical tool 
for precision oncology applications. New biotechnology 2019, 49:77-87. Impact factor: 3.739 

• Peixoto A, Relvas-Santos M, Azevedo R, Santos LL, Ferreira JA: Protein glycosylation and tumor 
microenvironment alterations driving cancer hallmarks. Frontiers in oncology 2019, 9:380. Impact 
factor: 4.137  

• Pereira SS, Pereira R, Santos AP, Costa MM, Morais T, Sampaio P, Machado B, Afonso LP, Henrique 
R, Monteiro MP: Higher il-6 peri-tumoural expression is associated with gastro-intestinal 
neuroendocrine tumour progression. Pathology 2019, 51(6):593-599. Impact factor: 3.163 

• Ribeiro J, Malta M, Galaghar A, Afonso LP, Libanio D, Medeiros R, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes 
P, Sousa H: Epstein-barr virus is absent in gastric superficial neoplastic lesions. Virchows Archiv : an 
international journal of pathology 2019, 475(6):757-762. Impact factor: 2.868 

• Santos LL, Spencer HB, Miguel F, Tulsidás S, Rodrigues B, Lopes LV: Fight against cancer in 
portuguese-speaking african countries: Echoes from the last cancer meetings. Infectious Agents and 
Cancer 2019, 14(1):6. Impact factor: 2.470 

• Silva ET, Spencer HB, Costa V, Gonçalves AF, Castro C, Bento MJ, Barbosa C, Santos LL. Cancer in 
Santiago Island, Cape Verde: data from the Hospital Agostinho Neto Cancer Registry (2017-2018). 
Ecancermedicalscience. 2019 Dec 18;13:995. doi: 10.3332/ecancer.2019.995. eCollection 2019. 
Impact factor: NA 

 
b. PhD thesis completed 

 

• Ana Rita Pereira Azevedo. Development of monoclonal antibodies for bladder cancer based on 
glycobiomarkers: identification of relevant glycoantigens and synthesis methodologies thereof. PhD 
in Pathology and Molecular Genetics, ICBAS-UP. Alexandre Ferreira (supervisor), Lúcio Santos (co-
supervisor). 04-JUL- 2019 

• Elisabete Cristina Nunes Fernandes. Glycan-based nanotherapeutics for selective drug delivery in 
gastric cancer. PhD in Biomedical Sciences, ICBAS-UP. Lúcio Santos (supervisor), Alexandre Ferreira 
(co-supervisor). 14-NOV- 2019 

 
c. Master thesis completed 

 

• Dylan Ferreira Gomes. Improvement of metastatic gastric cancer management glyco-exploring 
circulating tumor cells. Master in Medicine and Molecular Oncology., FMUP. Luís Lima (supervisor), 
Alexandre Ferreira (co-supervisor). 04-DEZ-2019 

• Rui Filipe Neves Freitas. Development of cancer vaccines based on glycol-neoantigens. Master in 
Biochemistry, Universidade Aveiro. Alexandre Ferreira (supervisor). 18-DEZ-2019 

 
d. Other outputs 

 

• The group is involved in the “Partnerships for development program”. The program reflects the 
Gulbenkian Foundation’s opening to the world and its commitments to future generations. It 
operates in the PALOP countries (Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and São Tomé 
and Príncipe) and East Timor. This is a program to reinforce the institutional capacity of 
Mozambique and Cape Verde, in integrated care for cancer patients, by improving the screening, 
diagnosis, treatment and registration of oncological diseases. 

• The group coordinator belongs to the AORTIC (African oncology organization) education and 
research steering committee. 

 
e. National and international collaborations 

 

• We are involved in a translation research program with the Swedish company laserthermia, with 
the Portuguese company Luzitin (translation and phase I / IIa clinical trial).  
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4.5  Management, Outcomes Research, and Economics in Healthcare Group 

 
1. Coordinator 

 
Marina Borges, MSc 
 

2. Research team (as of December 31st 2019) 
 

Name Academic 

Degree 

Professional 

Situation 

Category/position Time 

% 

Ana Sofia Dias de Oliveira BSc Employed IPOP Higher technician 10 

Isabel Vicência Franco Campos Matias 
da Veiga Malta 

PhD Employed IPOP Higher technician 20 

João Pedro Castro Coelho Oliveira 
Gomes 

MSc Scholarship Research assistant 100 

Marina Andrea Marques Borges MSc Employed IPOP Economist/Management 20 

Patrícia Vagos Redondo BSc Employed IPOP Higher technician 10 

Pedro Filipe da Silva Medeiros BSc Employed IPOP Higher technician 10 

Sandra Rebelo Sarmento PhD Employed IPOP Medical physicist 20 

 

3. Group description and objectives 

 
Given the level of challenges that healthcare systems face worldwide, established areas of knowledge such 
as applied management or economics are summoned to contribute to the resolution of prominent and 
delicate questions. Moreover, nowadays we can only conceptualize healthcare management with a strong 
component of clinical outcomes. Value based healthcare is moving in a fast pace to be considered the 
golden standard in the field of healthcare management. 
Health economics is a recent discipline in the field of economics, but already well established. Considering 
the increasing cost of cancer treatment, due to the introduction of new and expensive drugs, the tools 
provided by health technology assessment are critical to optimize the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
healthcare provided. 
MOREHealth research group aims to impact healthcare local and globally by producing knowledge in the 
following areas: 

o Healthcare management;  
o Outcomes research; 
o Health economics. 

As IPO Porto Research Center is based in a cancer institute, we can leverage the role of a research group in 
these areas, because of the strong integration with the clinical practice. 
The group will incorporate a multidisciplinary perspective; will seek national and international partnerships 
for the projects; will publish and communicate; will support observational studies at IPO Porto or with 
partner institutions; will enlarge the number of members with PhD. 
 

4. Active projects and funding  

 

• FAROL - implementation of a financing model based on the measurement of clinical and non-clinical 
outcomes and integrated disease management in lung cancer at IPO Porto. (No funding) 

• ABC-Benchmarking - Achieving Best possible Cancer treatment outcomes in treatment pathways 
through Benchmarking in breast and prostate cancer. (No funding) 

• ESTIMA - early-stage cancer treatment, driven by context of molecular imaging. 
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• IPOP Score - predicting the risk of surgical treatment complications and defining prognosis in cancer 
patients by integrating clinical and biopathological data. 

• IMI Pain - Prompt - Providing Standardized Consented PROMs (Patient Reported Outcome 
Measures) for Improving Pain Treatment. 

• Risk, survival rates and healthcare resources use on second primary tumors related to female 
breast cancer, prostate cancer, colorectal cancer, lung cancer and thyroid cancer. (No funding) 

• European Oncology Evidence Network (E-OEN). 

• VOICE: Value based healthcare for Outcomes In breast and lung Cancer in Europe (lung cancer). (No 
funding) 

• Healthcare use and costs in early breast cancer: a patient-level data analysis according to stage and 
breast cancer subtype. (No funding) 

• Treatment and other healthcare use of breast cancer patients with a previous cancer diagnosis. (No 
funding) 

• Cost-effectiveness study of neoadjuvant pertuzumab therapy for breast cancer treatment. (No 
funding) 

• Evaluation of the cost of treatment and its aggressivity among oncology patients at end-of-life. (No 
funding) 

• Other internal studies (no funding). 
 

5. Major achievements in 2019 (based on the 5 most relevant publication for the group) 
 

The MOREHealth research group was created in 2018. In the first 2 years the priorities were to build the 
research team, define the scope of the research activities of the group and submit articles and studies to 
scientific journals and conferences. 
In 2019, besides the number of posters presented in scientific conferences, I would like to highlight the 
TOP10 we accomplished with the poster presented at ISPOR Europe 2019. We must be aware that ISPOR is 
a world leading society in health technology assessment, the study was the first we performed in this field 
and it was completely executed by an IPO Porto multidisciplinary team. 
 

6. Scientific output in 2019 

 

a. Peer-reviewed indexed publications (final publication date in 2019) 
 

• Alves JG, Sarmento S, Pereira JS, Pereira MF, Sousa MJ, Cunha L, Dias A, Oliveira AD, Cardoso JV, 
Santos LM, Lencart J, Gouvea M, Santos JAM: Dose to the interventional radiologist in ctf-guided 
procedures. Radiation and environmental biophysics 2019, 58(3):373-384. Impact factor: 1,267 

• Antunes L, Rocha-Goncalves F, Chacim S, Lefevre C, Pereira M, Pereira S, Zagorska A, Bento MJ: 
Real-world treatment patterns, resource use and cost burden of multiple myeloma in portugal. 
European journal of cancer care 2019, 28(4):e13026. Impact factor: 2,421  

• Redondo P, Ribeiro M, Lopes M, Borges M, Goncalves FR: Holistic view of patients with melanoma 
of the skin: How can health systems create value and achieve better clinical outcomes? 
Ecancermedicalscience 2019, 13:959. Impact factor: NA 

 
b. PhD thesis completed 

 
No PhD thesis completed. 
One PhD thesis ongoing by Marina Borges; Title: Breast cancer treatment cost; Program: Public 
Health; Area of expertise: Policy, Management and Health Administration; University: National 
School of Public Health (Nova University of Lisbon); Supervisor team: Prof. Doutor Carlos Manuel 
Morais da Costa, Prof. Doutor António da Silva Dias Alves and Prof.a Doutora Maria Deolinda Paulino 
Pereira de Sousa Pereira. 
 

c. Master thesis completed 
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No master thesis completed. 

 

d. Other outputs 

 
Posters/oral presentations: 

• Marta Soares, Luís Antunes, Patrícia Redondo, Marina Borges, Ruben Hermans, Dony Patel, Fiona 
Grimson, Robin Munro, Carlos Chaib, Laure Lacoin, Melinda Daumont, John R Penrod, John C 
O’Donnell, Maria José Bento, Francisco Rocha Gonçalves (2019). Treatment (Tx) patterns and 
overall survival (OS) in patients (pts) with stage IIIB–IV NSCLC in Portugal: An IPO-PORTO database 
analysis from the I-O Optimise initiative. Poster presentation at European Lung Cancer Congress 
(ELCC), 10-13 April 2019, Geneva, Switzerland. (Annals of Oncology, Volume 30, Supplement 2, April 
2019, Pages ii15-ii16; https://doi.org/10.1093/annonc/mdz070.003) (BEST POSTER AWARD) 

• Encored at the 16.° Congresso Nacional de Oncologia 2019, 28–30 November 2019, Estoril, 
Portugal. Presented as a poster and oral communication. [Padrões de tratamento (Tx) e 
sobrevivência global (SG) em doentes (dts) com CPCNP, estadios IIIB–IV, em Portugal: análise de 
dados da iniciativa I-O Optimise]. (BEST STUDY AWARD IN LUNG CANCER) 

• Redondo P, Queirós L, França M, Silva S, Borges P, Benevides de Melo A, Pereira N, Freitas da Costa 
A, Carvalho M, Borges M, Sequeira I, Rocha-Gonçalves F, Laranja Pontes J, Lemos J (2019). 
Implementing ICHOM’s Standard Set for Cataract Surgery at IPO Porto (Portugal): clinical outcomes, 
quality of life and costs. Poster presentation at ICHOM 2019, May 1-3, 2019 in Rotterdam, 
Netherlands. 

• Ferreira A, Redondo P, Lopes AR, Borges M, Sousa S, Pereira D, Rocha-Gonçalves F (2019). Real 
World Evidence of Trastuzumab Emtansina (Kadcyla) for HER2-Positive Advanced Breast Cancer in 
an Oncology Center in Portugal. Poster presentation at ISPOR 2019, May 18-22, in New Orleans, 
USA. (Value in Health, Volume 22, Supplement 2, May 2019, Page S60; 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2019.04.148) 

• Ferraz Gonçalves J.A., Luís M., Lisboa M., Machado J., Redondo P (2019). Aggressiveness of Cancer 
Treatment at the End of Life in a Single Centre. Poster presentation at EAPC 2019 - 16th World 
Congress of the European Association for Palliative Care, 23-25 May 2019, Berlin. 

• Ferraz Gonçalves J.A., Luís M., Machado J., Lisboa M., Redondo P. (2019). Systemic Anticancer 
Therapy at the End-of-Life: Has Something Changed after 15 Years? Poster presentation at EAPC 
2019 - 16th World Congress of the European Association for Palliative Care, 23-25 May 2019, Berlin. 

• Anke Wind, Maud Bessems, Ramon RJP van Eekeren, Carl J Wijburg, Rob P.W.F. Wijn, Johanna 
Mattson, Marina Borges, Joaquim Abreu de Sousa, Jorge Oliveira, Jana Halamkova, Marek Svoboda, 
Wim H van Harten (2019). Achieving best possible cancer treatment outcomes in care pathways 
through benchmarking: ABC benchmarking. Poster presentation at ASCO Quality Care Symposium, 
6-7 September 2019, San Diego EUA. (Journal of Clinical Oncology, 37(27_suppl), September 2019, 
pages 268-268; DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2019.37.27_suppl.268)  

• Marta Soares, Luís Antunes, Patrícia Redondo, Marina Borges, Ruben Hermans, Dony Patel, Carlos 
Chaib, Laure Lacoin, Melinda Daumont, John R. Penrod, John C O’Donnell, Maria José Bento, 
Francisco Rocha Gonçalves (2019). Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) treatment and survival in Portugal: 
An IPO-PORTO analysis from the I-O Optimise initiative. Poster presentation at World Conference 
on Lung Cancer, Sept 2019, Barcelona. (Journal of Thoracic Oncology, Volume 14, Issue 10, 
Supplement, October 2019, Pages S820–S821; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtho.2019.08.1764) 

• Isabel Malta (2019). Effects of storage conditions on reprocessed chemical indicators. Poster 
presentation at 20th Annual World Sterilization Congress, 30 October - 2 November 2019, The 
Hague, The Netherlands. 

• Andreia Borges, Filipa Pereira, Patrícia Redondo, Luís Antunes, Cláudia Vieira, Pedro Antunes, Maria 
José Bento, Susana Sousa, José Machado Lopes, Francisco Rocha-Gonçalves, Joaquim Abreu de 
Sousa, Deolinda Sousa Pereira, Marina Borges (2019). Cost-estimate of adding neoadjuvant 
pertuzumab for the treatment of HER2+ breast cancer in an institution in Portugal. Poster 
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presentation accepted at ISPOR Europe 2019, Nov 02-06, in Copenhagen, Denmark. (Value in 
Health, Volume 22, Supplement 3, November 2019, Page S475; 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jval.2019.09.400) (TOP 10% (AWARD FINALIST)). 

 
e. National and international collaborations 

 

• FAROL - implementation of a financing model based on the measurement of clinical and non-clinical 
outcomes and integrated disease management in lung cancer at IPO Porto. (No funding) 

• ABC-Benchmarking (Achieving Best possible Cancer treatment outcomes in treatment pathways 
through Benchmarking) in breast and prostate cancer. (No funding) 

• ESTIMA - early-stage cancer treatment, driven by context of molecular imaging. 

• IPOP Score - predicting the risk of surgical treatment complications and defining prognosis in cancer 
patients by integrating clinical and biopathological data. 

• IMI Pain - Prompt - Providing Standardized Consented PROMs (Patient Reported Outcome 
Measures) for Improving Pain Treatment. 

• Risk, survival rates and healthcare resources use on second primary tumors related to female 
breast cancer, prostate cancer, colorectal cancer, lung cancer and thyroid cancer. (No funding) 

• European Oncology Evidence Network (E-OEN). 

• ALL.CAN: improving value in cancer care (lung cancer). (No funding) 

• Healthcare use and costs in early breast cancer: a patient-level data analysis according to stage and 
breast cancer subtype. (No funding) 

• Treatment and other healthcare use of breast cancer patients with a previous cancer diagnosis. (No 
funding) 
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4.6  Medical Physics, Radiobiology and Radiation Protection Group  

 
1. Coordinator 

 
João Santos, PhD 
 
2. Research team (as of December 31st 2019) 
 

Name 
Academic 

degree 

Professional 

situation 
Category/position 

Time 

% 

Alexandre Baptista Mendes Pereira BSc Employed IPOP Medical physics expert 20 

Anabela Gregório Dias PhD Employed IPOP Medical physicist 30 

Bárbara Adélia Meireles Barbosa MSc Employed IPOP Technologist 20 

Bruno Miguel Ferreira Mendes MSc Employed IPOP Medical physicist 20 

Carla Isabel Vaz Tavares Figueiredo Capelo BSc Employed IPOP Radiopharmacist 20 

Diana Jorge Pimparel Alves Nuno Pinto MSc Employed IPOP Medical physicist 20 

Filipe Augusto Madeira Dias MSc Employed IPOP Medical physicist 20 

Firas Ghareeb MSc Scholarship PhD student 100 

Inês Campos Monteiro Sabino Domingues PhD Scholarship Postdoc 100 

Inês Magalhães da Silva de Lucena e 
Sampaio 

BSc Employed IPOP 
Physician (Nuclear 
Medicine) 

20 

Isabel Maria Guedes Bravo PhD Employed IPOP Assistant researcher 50 

Joana Borges Lencart e Silva BSc Employed IPOP Medical physics expert 20 

Joana Filipa Ferreira Moreira MSc Scholarship Research assistant 100 

João António Miranda dos Santos PhD Employed IPOP Medical physics expert 30 

Jorge Eduardo Nunes Oliveira MSc External Medical physicist 10 

José Miguel Ferreira Gonçalves MSc Student Research assistant 100 

José Pedro Amorim MSc Scholarship PhD student 100 

Luís Hugo da Silva Trindade Duarte BSc Employed IPOP 
Physician (Nuclear 
Medicine) 

20 

Luís Paulo Teixeira Cunha MSc Employed IPOP Medical physicist 20 

Miriam Raquel Seoane Pereira Seguro 
Santos 

MSc Scholarship PhD student 50 

Pedro Filipe Conde Andrade Silva MSc Employed IPOP Technologist 20 

Rogéria Maria Craveiro Pereira MSc Employed IPOP Radiobiologist 50 

Sara Patrícia de Almeida Pinto MSc Employed IPOP Medical physicist 20 

Sofia Isabel de Castro e Silva PhD Employed IPOP Medical physicist 30 

Susana Margarida Oliveira Gonçalves MSc Employed IPOP Technologist 20 

Vera Catarina Marques Antunes MSc Employed IPOP Medical physicist 20 

 
3. Group description and objectives 

 
The Medical Physics, Radiobiology and Radiation Protection Group was formed in the beginning of 2008 
housed by the IPO-Porto Research Center. Its members are mainly physicists and radiobiologists but also 
include other expertises such as radiopharmacy and clinical practitioners. It is the only Medical Physics and 
Radiobiology research group in Portugal whose activities are developed entirely in a hospital environment. 
The work of the group focuses on the application of the methodology of physics and radiobiology to solve 
specific problems related to health care, especially in the area of ionizing radiation, both from the 
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perspective of the patient procedures optimization or in the perspective of the protection in the event of 
professional exposure to ionizing radiation. Being focused in the interaction of ionizing radiation and 
biological tissues, the question of radiation protection arises immediately. The group embraced already 
critical personal exposure due to highly heterogeneous radiation fields during the project “Dose 
distribution mapping and Monte Carlo simulations in CT-fluoroscopy” (PTDC/SAU-ENB/115792/2009) and 
patient exposure during intra-operatory radiotherapy during the project “IORT: the effect of shielding on 
dose distributions in intra-operative electron radiotherapy: a Monte Carlo simulations study.” (PTDC/SAU-
ENB/117631/2010). Both these studies were complemented by Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. This 
methodology, with increasing computer power over the last years, is becoming a benchmark method to 
simulate “difficult-to-execute-in-practice” procedures in ionizing radiation physics, where exposure of 
subjects must be very well justified. Over the year of 2017, the group extended this methodology to 
external radiotherapy using Penelope based PRIMO software, which has become one of the main strategic 
lines of research. Monte Carlo methods are being used also in the field of Nuclear Medicine, both for 
imaging and radiation spectrum analysis and optimization. 
The group is involved in several national and international collaborations such as Faculdade de Ciências da 
Universidade do Porto, Instituto de Ciências Biomédicas Abel Salazar da Universidade do Porto, Instituto 
Superior Técnico (IST/CTN), INESC Porto, Universidade de Aveiro (Dep. Eng. Mecânica; ), Universidade de 
Coimbra (Centro de Informática e Sistemas da Universidade de Coimbra; LIP), Faculdade de Ciências da 
Universidade de Lisboa, Universidade do Minho (MEMS), Institute of Nuclear Physics PAN, Radzikowskiego 
152, PL 31-342 Krakow, Radiation Chemistry and Dosimetry Laboratory, Bijenička c. 54, HR-10000 Zagreb, 
Croatia, Greek Atomic Energy Commission (EEAE), Dosimetry and Calibration Department P.O. Box 60092, 
153 10 Agia Paraskevi, Athens, Greece, SCK•CEN ǀ  Belgian Nuclear Research Centre, Unit Research in 
Dosimetric Applications, Boeretang 200 - BE-2400 Mol, among others. 
The group has one Full Member (J.A.M. Santos) in the European Radiation Dosimetry Group (Eurados), and 
one Corresponding Member (J. Lencart), in the Workgroup 9, WG9 (Radiation Protection in Radiotherapy). 
 
4. Active projects and funding  

 

• “Incertezas geométricas em radioterapia externa” (CI-IPO 25 2015) 

• “Resposta Biológica renal em PRRT e dosimetria geral” (CI-IPOP-65-2017) 

• “fMRI na delineação de fOAR em SRS cranial” (CI-IPOP-65-2017) 

• “PRO-DOSE – Dispositivo para dosimetria in-vivo em braquiterapia”, Projeto: 17816 : NU-RISE LDA 
(33/SI/2015): € 153.744,01 (IPO-Porto share to be used through 2018 and September 2019) 

 
5. Major achievements in 2019 (based on the 5 most relevant publications for the group) 
 

• Out-of-field scattered and transmitted extrafocal radiation may induce secondary cancer in long-
term survivors of external radiotherapy. Pediatric patients have higher life expectancy and tend to 
receive higher secondary radiation damage due to geometric and biological factors. The goal of this 
study is to characterize the location and the magnitude of extrafocal dose regions in the case of 
three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy and volumetric arc therapy, to apply this information to 
clinical treatment cases, and to provide mitigation strategies. Extrafocal dose has been investigated 
in a Varian TrueBeam linac equipped with a high-definition 120 multileaf collimator using different 
physical and virtual phantoms, dose calculation (including Monte Carlo techniques), and dose 
measurement methods. All Monte Carlo calculations showed excellent agreement with 
measurements. Treatment planning system calculations failed to provide reliable results out of the 
treatment field. Both Monte Carlo calculations and dose measurements showed regions with 
higher dose (extrafocal dose areas) when compared to the background. These areas start to be 
noticeable beyond 11 cm from the isocenter in the direction perpendicular to the multileaf 
collimator leaves' travel direction. Out-of-field extrafocal doses up to 160% of the mean dose 
transmitted through the closed multileaf collimator were registered. Two overlapping components 
were observed in the extrafocal distribution: the first is an almost elliptical blurred dose 
distribution, and the second is a well-defined rectangular dose distribution. Extra precautions 
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should be taken into consideration when treating pediatric patients with a high-definition 120 
multileaf collimator to avoid directing the extrafocal radiation into a radiosensitive organ during 
external beam therapy. (Characterization of extrafocal dose influence in the out-of-field dose 
distribution by Monte Carlo simulation and dose measurements, Firass Ghareeb, Joana Lencart, 
Jorge Oliveira, João A. M. Santos, Health Physics 2019 Nov;117(5):489-503, Localized extra focal 
dose collimator angle dependence during VMAT: An out-of-field Monte Carlo study using PRIMO 
software, Firass Ghareeb, Alessandro Espositob, Joana Lencart, João A.M.Santos, Radiation Physics 
and Chemistry Available online 8 January 2020, DOI: 10.1016/j.radphyschem.2020.108694) 

• The IAEA newly developed "end-to-end" audit methodology for on-site verification of IMRT dose 
delivery has been carried out in Portugal in 2018. The main goal was to evaluate the physical 
aspects of the head and neck (H&N) cancer IMRT treatments. This paper presents the national 
results. All institutions performing IMRT treatments in Portugal, 20 out of 24, have voluntarily 
participated in this audit. Following the adopted methodology, a Shoulder, Head and Neck End-to-
End phantom (SHANE) - that mimics an H&N region, underwent all steps of an IMRT treatment, 
according to the local practices. The measurements using an ionization chamber placed inside the 
SHANE phantom at four reference locations (three in PTVs and one in the spinal cord) and an EBT3 
film positioned in a coronal plane were compared with calculated doses. FilmQA Pro software was 
used for film analysis. For ionization chamber measurements, the percent difference was within the 
specified tolerances of ±5% for PTVs and ±7% for the spinal cord in all participating institutions. 
Considering film analysis, gamma passing rates were on average 96.9%±2.9% for a criterion of 3%/3 
mm, 20% threshold, all above the acceptance limit of 90%. The national results of the H&N IMRT 
audit showed a compliance between the planned and the delivered doses within the specified 
tolerances, confirming no major reasons for concern. At the same time the audit identified factors 
that contributed to increased uncertainties in the IMRT dose delivery in some institutions resulting 
in recommendations for quality improvement (IMRT national audit in Portugal, Tania Santos, Maria 
do Carmo Lopes, Eduard Gershkevitshc, FilipaVinagre, David Faria, LilianaCarita, Miguel Pontes, 
SandraVieira, Esmeralda Poli, Sofia Faustino, Filipa Ribeiro, Mauro Trindade, Fernanda Ponte, Carlos 
Marcelino. Cláudio Batista, Susana Oliveira, Rita Figueira, Joana Lencart, Ester Gallego, Diazs 
KatiaJacob, Sandra Brás, Rui Pirraco, Joanna Izewska, Physica Medica, 65 (2019)128-136) 

• Insulinomas are a rare type of pancreatic neuroendocrine tumours characterized by insulin 
hypersecretion. They are considered malignant when metastases are present. Traditional therapies 
often promote only temporarily symptomatic relief and may be associated with severe adverse 
effects. There is scarce experience in treating malignant insulinomas with peptide receptors 
radionuclide therapy (PRRNT). We describe PRRNT results in four patients with inoperable 
malignant insulinomas with poorly controllable hypoglycaemia. All patients received therapy with 
177Lu-DOTA-TATE after conventional therapies failed in controlling disease progression and 
symptoms. The activity administered per cycle was 4.8-7.4 GBq. The interval between cycles was 
10-16 weeks. Haematology, liver and kidney function tests were performed before treatment 
initiation and 5 and 10 weeks after each cycle. Patient 1 presented significant clinical benefit for 13 
months after PRRNT, with imaging improvement. Patient 2 obtained reduction of the number and 
severity of hypoglycaemic episodes during 15 months after therapy. Patient 3 is asymptomatic 
since PRRNT first cycle performed 23 months ago and revealed significant imaging improvement. 
Patient 4 had resolution of hypoglycaemia only 3 days after PRRNT first cycle and today, 16 months 
after therapy, the disease seems to be in remission and the patient maintains euglycaemic state. 
PRRNT was well tolerated, with only hematologic grade 2 toxicity in patient 1 and mild kidney 
toxicity in patient 3. After the start of 177Lu-DOTA-TATE all patients achieved hypoglycaemia 
symptomatic control and had evident improvement of their quality of life. Three patients showed 
imagiological improvement suggesting reduced tumour load. (Peptide receptor radionuclide 
therapy with 177Lu-DOTA-TATE as a promising treatment of malignant insulinoma: a series of case 
reports and literature review, D. Magalhães*, I. L. Sampaio*, G. Ferreira, P. Bogalho, D. Martins-
Branco, R. Santos, H. Duarte, Journal of Endocrinological Investigation 2019 Mar;42(3):249-260 *D. 
Magalhães and I. L. Sampaio contributed equally to this work.) 
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• CT-Fluoroscopy dose to the interventional radiologist has been a main concern over the last 
decade. The occupational dose received by an interventional radiologist (IR) during computed 
tomography fluoroscopy (CTF)-guided procedures was assessed to identify the most exposed areas 
of the body including the hands and fingers to suggest recommendations for individual monitoring 
and to improve radiation safety of the practice. A total of 53 CTF-guided procedures were studied. 
Twelve whole-body dosimeters were worn by the IR in each procedure for the assessment of the 
personal dose equivalent, Hp(10), on the chest, waist, and back, both over and under the lead 
apron, as well as the personal dose equivalent, Hp(0.07), on both arms, knees, and feet. Special 
gloves with casings to fit extremity dosimeters were prepared to assess Hp(0.07) to the fingers. The 
measured chest dose values were higher than those on the waist and back; the dominant hand or 
the left side was the most exposed. In general, the ring, middle, and index fingers of the dominant 
hand were the most exposed (maximum in the 36–39 mSv range), while wrist dose was negligible 
compared to finger doses. Based on the results obtained the following recommendations are 
suggested: protective devices (lead aprons, thyroid shield, and goggles) should be worn; Hp(10) 
should be assessed at the chest level both above and below the lead apron; finger doses can be 
measured on the basis of each middle finger; the arm closer to the beam should be monitored; and 
finally, a wrist dosimeter will not provide useful information (Dose to the interventional radiologist 
in CTF-guided procedures, J.G. Alves, S. Sarmento, J.S. Pereira, M.F. Pereira, M.J. Sousa, L. Cunha, A. 
Dias, A.D. Oliveira, J.V. Cardoso, L.M. Santos, J. Lencart, M. Gouvêa, J.A.M. Santos, Radiation and 
Environmental Biophysics (2019) 58: 373). 

 
6. Scientific output in 2019 

 
a. Peer-reviewed indexed publications (final publication date in 2019) 

 

• Alves JG, Sarmento S, Pereira JS, Pereira MF, Sousa MJ, Cunha L, Dias A, Oliveira AD, Cardoso JV, 
Santos LM, Lencart J, Gouvea M, Santos JAM: Dose to the interventional radiologist in ctf-guided 
procedures. Radiation and environmental biophysics 2019, 58(3):373-384. Impact factor: 1.267 

• Dias AG, Pinto DFS, Borges MF, Pereira MH, Santos JAM, Cunha LT, Lencart J: Optimization of skin 
dose using in-vivo mosfet dose measurements in bolus/non-bolus fraction ratio: A vmat and a 3dcrt 
study. Journal of applied clinical medical physics / American College of Medical Physics 2019, 
20(2):63-70. Impact factor: 1.544 

• Domingues I, Sampaio IL, Duarte H, Santos J, Abreu PH, Computer vision in esophageal cancer: a 
literature review, IEEE Access 7 (2019) Pages 103080 – 103094; Impact factor: 4.098 

• Ghareeb F, Lencart J, Oliveira J, Santos JAM: Characterization of extrafocal dose influence on the 
out-of-field dose distribution by monte carlo simulations and dose measurements. Health Physics 
2019, 117(5):489-503. Impact factor: 0.993 

• Gouveia PB, Violante LCS, Teixeira RJV, da Silva Trindade Duarte LH: 68ga-psma uptake in prostate 
cancer sciatic nerve metastasis. Clinical Nuclear Medicine 2019, 44(4):e301-e302. Impact factor: 
6.073 

• Macedo-Silva C, Miranda-Goncalves V, Henrique R, Jeronimo C, Bravo I: The critical role of hypoxic 
microenvironment and epigenetic deregulation in esophageal cancer radioresistance. Genes 2019, 
10(11). Impact factor: 3.331 

• Magalhaes D, Sampaio IL, Ferreira G, Bogalho P, Martins-Branco D, Santos R, Duarte H: Peptide 
receptor radionuclide therapy with (177)lu-dota-tate as a promising treatment of malignant 
insulinoma: A series of case reports and literature review. J Endocrinol Invest 2019, 42(3):249-260. 
Impact factor: 3.166 

• Marques F, Duarte H, Santos J, Domingues I, Amorim JP, Abreu PH: An iterative oversampling 
approach for ordinal classification. In: Proceedings of the 34th ACM/SIGAPP Symposium on Applied 
Computing. Limassol, Cyprus: Association for Computing Machinery; 2019: 771–774.: Impact 
Factor: NA 
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• Oliveira AC, Domingues I, Duarte H, Santos J, Abreu PH: Going back to basics on volumetric 
segmentation of the lungs in ct: A fully image processing based technique. In: Pattern Recognition 
and Image Analysis: 2019; Cham: Springer International Publishing; 2019: 322-334; Impact Factor: 
NA 

• Oliveira J, Esposito A, Santos J: Configuration of volumetric arc radiotherapy simulations using 
primo software: A feasibility study. In: World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical 
Engineering 2018: 2019; Singapore: Springer Singapore; 2019: 499-503. Impact Factor: NA 

• Pereira RC, Santos MS, Rodrigues PP, Abreu PH: Mnar imputation with distributed healthcare data. 
In: EPIA Conference on Artificial Intelligence: 2019; Cham: Springer International Publishing; 2019: 
184-195. Impact factor: NA 

• Santos MS, Pereira RC, Costa AF, Soares JP, Santos J, Abreu PH: Generating synthetic missing data: 
A review by missing mechanism. IEEE Access 2019, 7:11651-11667. Impact factor: 4.098 

• Santos T, Maria do Carmo Lopes, Eduard Gershkevitshc, FilipaVinagre, David Faria, LilianaCarita, 
Miguel Pontes, Sandra Vieira, Esmeralda Poli, Sofia Faustino, Filipa Ribeiro, Mauro Trindade, 
Fernanda Ponte, Carlos Marcelino. Cláudio Batista, Susana Oliveira, Rita Figueira, Joana Lencart, 
Ester Gallego, Diazs Katia Jacob, Sandra Brás, Rui Pirraco, Joanna Izewska, IMRT national audit in 
Portugal, Physica Medica, 65 (2019)128-136: Impact factor: 2.532 

• Silva G, Domingues I, Duarte H, Santos JAM: Automatic generation of lymphoma post-treatment 
pets using conditional-gans. In: 2019 Digital Image Computing: Techniques and Applications 
(DICTA): 2-4 Dec. 2019 2019; 2019: 1-6. Impact Factor: NA 

• Souteiro P, Gouveia P, Ferreira G, Belo S, Costa C, Carvalho D, Duarte H, Sampaio IL: (68)ga-dotanoc 
and (18)f-fdg pet/ct in metastatic medullary thyroid carcinoma: Novel correlations with tumoral 
biomarkers. Endocrine 2019, 64(2):322-329. Impact factor: 3.296 

 
b. PhD thesis completed 

 
None 
 

c. Master thesis completed 

 

• José Miguel Ferreira Gonçalves, Diagnostic Reference Levels (DRL’s); Nuclear Medicine; 
Administered Activities (AA); PET/CT; 18F-FDG; 68Ga-DOTANOC; 68Ga-PSMA, Mestrado em Física 
Médica da Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade do Porto; Concluído em 06-DEZ-2019; 
Orientadores: João António Miranda dos Santos; Coorientadores: Vera Catarina Marques Antunes 

• Ana Rita Carvalho Teixeira, Clinical dosimetry and pharmacokinetic modelling of radiolabeled 
Sarabesin 3 with 68Ga and 177Lu: A new approach for prostate cancer theranostics, Mestrado em 
Física Médica da Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade do Porto; Concluído em 06-DEZ-2019; 
Orientadores: João António Miranda dos Santos, Mark W. Konijnenberg 

• Guilherme Filipe Pinto Campos, Development of an independent MU calculation methodology for 
treatments with small fields, Mestrado em Física Médica da Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade 
do Porto; Concluído em 03-DEZ-2019; Orientadores: Anabela Gregorio Dias; Coorientadores: Ana 
Catarina Santos Souto 

• Carlos Miguel Figueiredo de Carvalho, Integration of fMRI data in radiosurgery treatment planning 
of benign pathologies Mestrado em Física Médica da Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade do 
Porto; Concluído em 27-NOV-2019; Orientadores: Sofia Isabel Silva; Coorientadores: Sara Pinto 

• Pedro Filipe Conde Andrade Silva, PET/CT radiomics em linfomas de Hodgkin, Mestrado em 
Tecnologias de Imagem Médica, Universidade de Aveiro, 2019; Orientador: Augusto Marques 
Ferreira Silva; Co-orientadores: Ângelo Paiva Oliveira, João António Miranda dos Santos 

• Ana Catarina Morais Martins Teixeira, Optimização do processo de fabrico aditivo para a produção 
de bólus individualizados em Radioterapia Externa no cancro da mama, Mestrado em Engenharia 
Metalúrgica e dos Materiais, Faculdade de Engenharia da Universidade do Porto, 2019; 
Orientadores: Anabela Dias 
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• António Pedro Soares Teixeira da Rede, Influência dosimétrica dos dispositivos de imobilização na 
radioterapia externa, Universidade do Minho, Portugal (Licenciatura em Física), 2019; Orientadores: 
Luís Cunha e Anabela Dias 

• Joana Santos, “The role of 18F-FDG PET/CT in staging of Breast Cancer Patients proposed to 
Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy: comparative analysis with breast MRI and bone scintigraphy”, MSc 
dissertation, Coimbra University; Co-orientação: Inês Domingues 

• Ana Oliveira, “Segmentation of organs and tumors on PET and CT: tools to aid Radiotherapy 
planning”, MSc dissertation, Coimbra University; Co-orientação: Inês Domingues 

 
d. Other outputs 

 

• Analysing the Footprint of Classifiers in Overlapped and Imbalanced Contexts, Marta Mercier, 
Miriam S. Santos, Pedro H. Abreu, Carlos Soares, Jastin P. Soares, and Joao Santos, Advances in 
Intelligent Data Analysis XVII (2018) 200–212; doi: 10.1007/978-3-030-01768-2_17 

• J. F. S. Ferreira, I. Domingues and J. Santos, “Classifying very small multi-modal data: application 
oesophagic early-stage cancers”, in Portuguese Conference on Pattern Recognition (RECPAD), 2019 

• João A. M. Santos was president of the organizing committee of the “Congresso Nacional de 
Medicina Nuclear” of the Nuclear Medicine Portuguese Society (SPMN), Porto, Portugal. 

• João A. M. Santos integrated the scientific committee of the “Congresso Nacional de Medicina 
Nuclear” of the Nuclear Medicine Portuguese Society (SPMN), Porto, Portugal. 

• Vera C. M. Antunes integrated the organizing committee of the “Congresso Nacional de Medicina 
Nuclear” of the Nuclear Medicine Portuguese Society (SPMN), Porto, Portugal. 

• Carla Capelo integrated the organizing committee of the “Congresso Nacional de Medicina Nuclear” 
of the Nuclear Medicine Portuguese Society (SPMN), Porto, Portugal. 

• João A. M. Santos integrates the scientific committee of the Master Course in Medical Physics of 
the Sciences Faculty of Porto University 

• Sofia Castro, Gonçalo Ferreira; Liliana Violante; Vera Antunes; Hugo Duarte, Avaliação cintigráfica 
pré-radioembolização hepática: 99mTc-MAA vs 166Ho-microesferas, a propósito de um caso 
clínico, XVII Congresso Nacional de Medicina Nuclear 

• José Gonçalves, Vera Antunes, João Santos, Single centre evaluation of 18F-FDG, 68Ga-DOTANOC 
and 68Ga-PSMA administered activities (AA) and comparison with international guidelines, 2nd 
International Conference on Radiations and Applications 

• Ghareeb F, Lencart J, Oliveira J, Santos JAM. PV-0477 A Monte Carlo study of collimator angle 
dependence of extra focal dose during VMAT. Radiotherapy and Oncology. 2019;133:S244-S5. doi: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0167-8140(19)30897-7, European Society for Radiotherapy and Oncology 
ESTRO 38. April 26 -30, 2019 Milan, Italy. 

• Gonçalves S, Monteiro FJ, Neto R, Machado M, Lencart J, Dias AG, Produção de bólus 
individualizados via impressão tridimensional para Radioterapia Externa no cancro da mama, I 
Encontro Nacional de Jovens Investigadores (I ENJIO), Setembro 2019, Porto, Portugal. 

• Dina Gonçalves, Isabel Bravo, Bárbara Barbosa, Celeste Oliveira, Digital Skills Development 
Assessment Among Therapeutic Radiographers, "International Conference on Medical Imaging and 
Radiotherapy", Malta, 2019 

• Bárbara Barbosa, Anabela Dias, Isabel Bravo, Celeste Oliveira Digital Skills for Therapy 
Radiographers (TR) - a document analysis "International Conference on Medical Imaging and 
Radiotherapy", Malta, 2019 

• Susana Gonçalves, membro da Comissão Científica e da Comissão Organizadora do Congresso 
Nacional da Associação Portuguesa de Radioterapeutas (CNART), Novembro de 2019, Lisboa, 
Portugal. 

• Gonçalves S, Monteiro FJ, Neto R, Machado M, Lencart J, Dias AG, Produção de bólus 
individualizados via impressão tridimensional para Radioterapia Externa no cancro da mama, I 
Encontro Nacional de Jovens Investigadores (I ENJIO), Setembro 2019, Porto, Portugal (painel). 
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• Hugo Duarte, Avaliação da Resposta nas Recidivas - Em que Situações Poderá a Medicina Nuclear 
Complementar o Estudo Radiológico, Controvérsias e Atualidades no Cancro do Ovário - Uma 
Abordagem Multidisciplinar 1ª Edição, 2019 (capítulo) 

• Hugo Duarte, Avaliação metabólica do tumor primário pré e pós-tratamento – deve ser 
considerada? XVIII Jornadas de Senologia Carvoeiro-Algarve, 11-12.10.2019 (palestra convidada) 

• Joana Lencart, Reunião de follow-up do Grupo de trabalho do ensaio clínico: Stereotactic body 
radiotherapy for cT1c - cT3a prostate cancer with a low risk of nodal metastases (≤ 20%, Roach 
index): a Novalis Circle Phase II prospective randomized Trial. 

• Luís Cunha, Controlo do movimento respiratório: Como o utilizar a nosso favor, Curso avançado em 
inovação e desenvolvimento em SBRT: da teoria à prática clínica, Congresso Nacional da Associação 
Portuguesa de Radioterapeutas, Lisboa, 2019 

• Inês Domingues, Secretary of the presidency of APRP (Associação Portuguesa de Reconhecimento 
de Padrões - The Portuguese Association of Pattern Recognition) 

• Inês Domingues, Membro da comissão científica: 25th Portuguese Conference on Pattern 
Recognition (RECPAD) 

• Inês Domingues, Membro da comissão científica: XVWorkshop em Visao Computacional (WVC) 

• Inês Domingues, Membro da comissão científica: International Conference in Engineering 
Applications (ICEA) 

• Inês Domingues, Membro da comissão científica: European Conference on the Impact of AI and 
Robotics (ECIAIR) 

• Inês Domingues, Membro da comissão científica: VII ECCOMAS Thematic Conference on 
Computational Vision and Medical Image Processing (VipIMAGE) 

• Inês Domingues, Membro da comissão científica: 14th Iberian Conference on Information Systems 
and Technologies (CISTI) 

• Inês Domingues, Membro da comissão científica: WorldCIST Workshop ASDACS - Applied Statistics 
and Data Analysis using Computer Science 

• Inês Domingues, Summer school organization: VISUM - VISion Understanding and Machine 
intelligence summer school. Role: Finance and registrations 

 
e. National and international collaborations 

 

• Consórcio Europeu no projecto Safe and Free Exchange of EU Radiography Professionals across 
Europe (SAFE EUROPE). Bárbara Barbosa e Isabel Bravo como Manager do Work Package atribuído 
ao IPO. 

• European Radiation Dosimetry Group - EURADOS (https://eurados.sckcen.be/). 

• Stereotactic body radiotherapy for cT1c - cT3a prostate cancer with a low risk of nodal metastases 
(≤ 20%, Roach index): a Novalis Circle Phase II prospective randomized Trial  
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4.7  Molecular Oncology and Viral Pathology Group 

 
1. Coordinator 

 
Rui Medeiros, PhD 
 

2. Research team (as of December 31st 2019) 
 

Name 
Academic 

Degree 

Professional 

Situation 
Category/position 

Time 

% 

Ana Carina Martins Pereira PhD Scholarship 
Postdoc FCT 
SFRH/BPD/114803/2016 

50 

Ana Catarina Almeida BSc Student MSc student ML-ICBAS 100 

Ana Luísa Pereira Teixeira PhD 
Employed 
IPOP 

Junior researcher Art. 23.º 
D.L. 57/2016 + Lei 57/2017 

100 

Augusto José André Nogueira MSc Scholarship 
PhD student FCT 
SFRH/BD/124155/2016 

100 

Áurea Rosa Nunes Pereira Lima PhD External Resident oncololy HSS 30 

Bruna Ines Azevedo Barbosa BSc Student MSc student MO-ICBAS 100 

Catarina Conceição Costa Ribeiro BSc Student MSc student MO-ICBAS 100 

Catarina Filipa Pereira Lopes MSc Scholarship Research assistant SIRNAC 100 

Cristina Sofia de Jesus Almeida BSc Student MSc student MO-ICBAS 100 

David Mata Martins BSc Student MSc student MIM-ICBAS 30 

Francisca Guilherme Carvalho Dias MSc Scholarship PhD student P2020 ESTIMA 100 

Hugo Manuel Lopes de Sousa PhD 
Employed 
IPOP 

Clinical scientist 20 

Ines Cristiana Martins Nogueira MSc Scholarship PhD student FMUP-MMOM 100 

Jani Viviana Alves Vital da Silva PhD Scholarship Postdoc 100 

Joana Isabel Gomes Assis PhD 
Employed 
IPOP 

Clinical scientist 10 

Joana Maria de Oliveira Santos MSc Scholarship PhD student FCT 50 

Joana Sousa Gonçalves de Marinho Dias PhD 
Employed 
IPOP 

Clinical scientist 20 

Mara Sofia Aires Fernandes MSc Scholarship PhD student LPCC 100 

Maria Natália Rios Vieira da Costa PhD Scholarship Postdoc P2020 ESTIMA 100 

Mariana Gomes Morais MSc Scholarship PhD student LPCC 100 

Marlene Elisabete dos Santos PhD External Adjunt professor CESPU 30 

Mónica Patrícia Silva Gomes PhD External Clinical scientist LPCC 100 

Rui Manuel de Medeiros Melo Silva Aggregation 
Employed 
IPOP 

Group coordinator/Assessor 50 

Rui Miguel Gil da Costa Oliveira PhD External 
Invited professor Univ 
Maranhão 

40 

Tânia Rôlo Dias BSc Student MSc student MOM-FMUP 100 

Valéria Delgado Tavares MSc Scholarship Research assistant LPCC 100 

Vera Alexandra Pereira Machado PhD 
Employed 
IPOP 

Junior researcher PTDC/MED-
QUI/29800/2017 

100 

 

3. Group description and objectives 
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The main goal of the Molecular Oncology and Viral Pathology Group, established in 2002, is the 
characterization of the molecular mechanisms associated with the cancer onset and with therapeutic 
outcome, through the identification of molecular biomarkers.   
Within the framework of Precision Medicine, the Group is especially focused on the study and validation of 
circulating cancer biomarkers with clinical relevance.  Patients’ stratification and optimization of current 
therapy approaches are important outcomes (Pharmacogenomics and Molecular Epidemiology) from this 
knowledge. Since the beginning, Molecular Oncology and Viral Pathology Group research on 
Pharmacogenomics and Comparative Personalized Medicine incorporated individualized genetic 
information to understand how this individuality may influence therapeutic responses, drug efficacy, drug 
side effects, and adverse events related to drug therapy. Furthermore, nowadays we try to clarify the 
dynamic network that is established between the host and tumor microenvironment, analyzing several 
types of molecular biomarkers (genetic polymorphisms, microRNAs and viral genomes) to improve our 
predictive capacity. The ultimate goal of our research will be the development of rational therapeutic 
algorithms based on a patient's genomic profile in association with other molecular biomarkers, 
demographics factors, disease state, as well as other co-administered drugs to improve patient’s 
management using mainly liquid biopsy approaches. The long-term goals of the research being conducted 
are not only identifying responders and non-responders to therapy, but also avoid adverse events, optimize 
drug dose and understand the dynamic between the cells.  Furthermore, considering the key role of several 
virus in oncobiology, the group also develops studies in the field of tumor virology, studying the association 
of viral pathogenesis (especially Human Papillomavirus, CMV and Epstein-Barr Virus) with carcinogenesis.  
Keywords: Pharmacogenomics and Precision Medicine, Molecular Oncology, Cancer Associated Virus. 
 

4. Active projects and funding  

 

• Nanowar2UrCancer: Sensitization of urologic tumors therapy driven by nanotechnology 
(PTDC/MED-QUI/29800/2017); FCT, Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia; 239.937,55 Euro 

• SIRNAC- Novel Therapies Against Metastatic Colorectal Cancer ( NORTE-01-0247-FEDER-033399); 
Fundos FEDER através do Sistema de Incentivos à Investigação e Desenvolvimento Tecnológico; 
total 758 401,00 Euro (IPO 169 378,34 Euro) 

• Renal cell carcinoma-derived exosome: the microRNA content as a new disease predictive 
biomarker and an opportunity to invasive/metastatic disease management under the genetic 
background. CI-IPOP-21-2015 (30 000 Euro) 

• Pharmacogenomic determinants of therapeutic response of urogynecological cancer: (Eu-PIC). CI-
IPOP-22-2015 (30 000 Euro) 

• Circulating viral genomes in the blood of cervical cancer patients. CI-IPO- 37-2016 (12 500 Euro) 

• microRNA-mediated viral regulation of the tumor microenvironment. CI-IPOP-66-2017 (10 000 
Euro) 

• GWAS and Data Science as putative approaches for identifying pharmacogemomics determinants of 
response to therapy. CI-IPOP-91-2018 (7500 Euro) 

• Early stage cancer treatment, driven by context of molecular imaging (ESTIMA) project NORTE-01-
0145-FEDER-000027, supported by Norte Portugal Regional Operational Programme (NORTE 2020), 
under the PORTUGAL 2020 Partnership Agreement, through the European Regional Development 
Fund (ERDF) (15 000 E from the total Institutional Founding Budget). 

• Comprehensive analysis of common genetic variants on inflammatory genes in gastric cancer: from 
bench to bedside | Heritability Enrichment of Specifically Expressed Genes in Gastric Carcinogenesis 
Associated with Gastric Cancer Development | SFRH/BPD/114803/2016 IPO Porto  and Center for 
Human Genetics, University Hospital of Marburg, Germany 

• Caraterização genómica da via da prostaglandina E2 no desenvolvimento de cancro gástrico: uma 
oportunidade de rastreio personalizado? Sociedade Port. de Gastrenterologia: € 15.000 

• MicroRNAs and microbioma in gastric carcinogenesis and their association with different innate 
immunity expression profiles.  Sociedade Port. de Gastrenterologia: € 12.500 

 

5. Major achievements in 2019 (based on the 5 most relevant publication for the group) 
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The scientific output of Molecular Oncology and Viral Pathology Group from its beginning has achieved in 
2019 a total of 379 international peer reviewed publications and 30 PhD Thesis concluded. During 2019, we 
published 29 manuscripts and 1 Book Chapters. The average impact factor of the 5 most relevant 
publications was 4,8. This scientific output is linked to the fundamental objective of the group that includes 
the molecular characterization of the mechanisms associated with the onset of cancer and the definition of 
new predictive circulating biomarkers that can contribute for a Comprehensive Comparative Precision 
Medicine. Under special relevance is to observe that from the top 5 published manuscripts 4 have as the 
first author a PhD/MSc Student of the Molecular Oncology and Viral Pathology Group resulting from direct 
intramural/internal laboratory research (Nogueira A et al 2019, Fernandes M et al 2019, Albuquerque A et 
al 2019, Estevão D et al 2019). Evidence suggests that variations in RAD52 expression can influence the 
predisposition and treatment efficacy of cancer. We present several reports in which the down or 
upregulation of RAD52 seems to be associated with different carcinogenic processes and RAD52 inhibition 
in DDR-defective cancers as a possible target to improve cancer therapy efficacy. Our result includes the 
largest study on HPV genotyping for Cervical Cancer Screening in European populations and provides 
critical data for program management and vaccine policy. We also evaluated the expression of miR-16, miR-
20a, miR-150 and miR-155 in several grades of ASIL (anal squamous intraepithelial lesions). We also report 
that the action of E6, E7 and E5 over key regulatory targets, promote all known hallmarks of cancer with an 
approach to the possibility of targeting E6, E7 and E5 for therapeutic applications in cancer. Another of our 
results indicates that for clear cell renal cell carcinoma, miRNA-101 may be a biomarker of anti-mTOR 
therapy response and the resistance to mTOR inhibitors related with the overexpression of HIF-2α. When 
evaluating Pharmacogenomics in epithelial ovarian cancer first-line treatment outcome we propose the 
validation of GWAS-associated NRG3 rs1649942 and BRE rs7572644 variants in an independent cohort. 
Finally, we discuss the function of exosomes highlighting their potential as diagnosis and prognosis 
biomarkers. 
 

6. Scientific output in 2019 

 

a. Peer-reviewed indexed publications (final publication date in 2019) 
 

• Albuquerque A, Fernandes M, Stirrup O, Teixeira AL, Santos J, Rodrigues M, Rios E, Macedo G, 
Medeiros R: Expression of micrornas 16, 20a, 150 and 155 in anal squamous intraepithelial lesions 
from high-risk groups. Scientific reports 2019, 9(1):1523. Impact factor: 4.011 

• Albuquerque A, Medeiros R: New insights into the role of human papillomavirus in anal cancer and 
anal wart development. Acta Cytol 2019, 63(2):118-123. Impact factor: NA 

• Albuquerque A, Rios E, Medeiros R: Beyond p16 immunostaining: An overview of biomarkers in 
anal squamous intraepithelial lesions. Histology and histopathology 2019, 34(3):201-212. Impact 
factor: 1.777 

• Brito LMO, Brito HO, Correa R, de Oliveira Neto CP, Costa JPL, Monteiro SCM, Vidal FCB, 
Nascimento M, de Figueiredo Neto JA, Gil da Costa RM, Galvao-Moreira LV, da Silva I: Human 
papillomavirus and coronary artery disease in climacteric women: Is there an association? Scientific 
World Journal 2019, 2019:1872536. Impact factor: NA 

• Canadas A, Franca M, Pereira C, Vilaca R, Vilhena H, Tinoco F, Silva MJ, Ribeiro J, Medeiros R, 
Oliveira P, Dias-Pereira P, Santos M: Canine mammary tumors: Comparison of classification and 
grading methods in a survival study. Vet Pathol 2019, 56(2):208-219. Impact factor: 2.116 

• Canadas A, Santos M, Medeiros R, Dias-Pereira P: Influence of e-cadherin genetic variation in 
canine mammary tumour risk, clinicopathological features and prognosis. Veterinary and 
comparative oncology 2019, 17(4):489-496. Impact factor: 2.379 

• Canadas-Sousa A, Santos M, Leal B, Medeiros R, Dias-Pereira P: Estrogen receptors genotypes and 
canine mammary neoplasia. BMC veterinary research 2019, 15(1):325. Impact factor: 1.792 

• Canadas-Sousa A, Santos M, Medeiros R, Dias-Pereira P: Single nucleotide polymorphisms influence 
histological type and grade of canine malignant mammary tumours. J Comp Pathol 2019, 172:72-
79. Impact factor: 1.249 
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• Cruz D, Pinto R, Freitas-Silva M, Nunes JP, Medeiros R: Gwas contribution to atrial fibrillation and 
atrial fibrillation-related stroke: Pathophysiological implications. Pharmacogenomics 2019, 
20(10):765-780. Impact factor: 2.265 

• Cruz S, Campos C, Timoteo M, Tavares A, Jose Nascimento MS, Medeiros R, Sousa H: Hepatitis e 
virus in hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients: A systematic review. Journal of clinical 
virology : the official publication of the Pan American Society for Clinical Virology 2019, 119:31-36. 
Impact factor: 3.020 

• Estevao D, Costa NR, Gil da Costa RM, Medeiros R: Hallmarks of hpv carcinogenesis: The role of e6, 
e7 and e5 oncoproteins in cellular malignancy. Biochimica et biophysica acta Gene regulatory 
mechanisms 2019, 1862(2):153-162. Impact factor: 4.599 

• Fernandes M, Teixeira AL, Medeiros R: The opportunistic effect of exosomes on non-hodgkin 
lymphoma microenvironment modulation. Critical reviews in oncology/hematology 2019, 
144:102825. Impact factor: 5.012 

• Ferreira T, Campos S, Silva MG, Ribeiro R, Santos S, Almeida J, Pires MJ, Gil da Costa RM, Cordova C, 
Nogueira A, Neuparth MJ, Medeiros R, Monteiro Bastos M, Gaivao I, Peixoto F, Oliveira MM, 
Oliveira PA: The cyclooxigenase-2 inhibitor parecoxib prevents epidermal dysplasia in hpv16-
transgenic mice: Efficacy and safety observations. International journal of molecular sciences 2019, 
20(16). Impact factor: 4.183 

• Gabriel C, Grenho L, Cerqueira F, Medeiros R, Dias AM, Ribeiro AI, Proenca MF, Fernandes MH, 
Sousa JC, Monteiro FJ, Ferraz MP: Inhibitory effect of 5-aminoimidazole-4-carbohydrazonamides 
derivatives against candida spp. Biofilm on nanohydroxyapatite substrate. Mycopathologia 2019, 
184(6):775-786. Impact factor: 2.278 

• Marinho-Dias J, Baldaque I, Pinho-Vaz C, Leite L, Branca R, Campilho F, Campos A, Jr., Medeiros R, 
Sousa H: Association of epsteinbarr virus infection with allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation in patients in portugal. Mol Med Rep 2019, 19(3):1435-1442. Impact factor: 1.851 

• Nogueira A, Fernandes M, Catarino R, Medeiros R: Rad52 functions in homologous recombination 
and its importance on genomic integrity maintenance and cancer therapy. Cancers 2019, 11(11). 
Impact factor: 6.162 

• Nogueira I, Dias F, Morais M, Teixeira AL, Medeiros R: Everolimus resistance in clear cell renal cell 
carcinoma: Mirna-101 and hif-2alpha as molecular triggers? Future oncology (London, England) 
2019, 15(20):2361-2370. Impact factor: 2.279 

• Pereira C, Areia M, Dinis-Ribeiro M: Cost-utility analysis of genetic polymorphism universal 
screening in colorectal cancer prevention by detection of high-risk individuals. Digestive and liver 
disease : official journal of the Italian Society of Gastroenterology and the Italian Association for the 
Study of the Liver 2019, 51(12):1731-1737. Impact factor: 3.037 

• Pereira da Silva A, Matos A, Aguiar L, Ramos-Marques N, Ribeiro R, Gil A, Gorjao-Clara J, Bicho M: 
Hypertension and longevity: Role of genetic polymorphisms in renin-angiotensin-aldosterone 
system and endothelial nitric oxide synthase. Molecular and cellular biochemistry 2019, 455(1-
2):61-71. Impact factor: 2.884 

• Pinto R, Assis J, Nogueira A, Pereira C, Coelho S, Brandao M, Dias J, Alves S, Pereira D, Medeiros R: 
Pharmacogenomics in epithelial ovarian cancer first-line treatment outcome: Validation of gwas-
associated nrg3 rs1649942 and bre rs7572644 variants in an independent cohort. The 
pharmacogenomics journal 2019, 19(1):25-32. Impact factor: 3.503 

• Ribeiro J, Malta M, Galaghar A, Afonso LP, Libanio D, Medeiros R, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes 
P, Sousa H: Epstein-barr virus is absent in gastric superficial neoplastic lesions. Virchows Archiv: an 
international journal of pathology 2019, 475(6):757-762. Impact factor: 2.868 

• Rocha-Pereira C, Silva V, Costa VM, Silva R, Garcia J, Goncalves-Monteiro S, Duarte-Araujo M, 
Santos-Silva A, Coimbra S, Dinis-Oliveira RJ, Lopes C, Silva P, Long S, Sousa E, de Lourdes Bastos M, 
Remiao F: Histological and toxicological evaluation, in rat, of a p-glycoprotein inducer and activator: 
1-(propan-2-ylamino)-4-propoxy-9h-thioxanthen-9-one (tx5). EXCLI journal 2019, 18:697-722. 
Impact factor: 2.112 
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• Santos JMO, Moreira-Pais A, Neto T, Peixoto da Silva S, Oliveira PA, Ferreira R, Mendes J, Bastos M, 
Lopes C, Casaca F, Silva S, Sweeney C, Medeiros R, Gil da Costa RM: Dimethylaminoparthenolide 
reduces the incidence of dysplasia and ameliorates a wasting syndrome in hpv16-transgenic mice. 
Drug development research 2019, 80(6):824-830. Impact factor: 1.742 

• Santos S, Ferreira T, Almeida J, Pires MJ, Colaco A, Lemos S, Gil da Costa RM, Medeiros R, Bastos M, 
Neuparth MJ, Abreu H, Pereira R, Pacheco M, Gaivao I, Rosa E, Oliveira PA: Dietary 
supplementation with the red seaweed porphyra umbilicalis protects against DNA damage and pre-
malignant dysplastic skin lesions in hpv-transgenic mice. Marine drugs 2019, 17(11). Impact factor: 
3.772 

• Silva V, Cerqueira F, Nazareth N, Medeiros R, Sarmento A, Sousa E, Pinto M: 1,2-
dihydroxyxanthone: Effect on a375-c5 melanoma cell growth associated with interference with thp-
1 human macrophage activity. Pharmaceuticals 2019, 12(2). Impact factor: NA 

• Silva-Carvalho R, Silva JP, Ferreirinha P, Leitao AF, Andrade FK, Gil da Costa RM, Cristelo C, Rosa MF, 
Vilanova M, Gama FM: Inhalation of bacterial cellulose nanofibrils triggers an inflammatory 
response and changes lung tissue morphology of mice. Toxicological research 2019, 35(1):45-63. 
Impact factor: NA 

• Sousa H, Tavares A, Campos C, Marinho-Dias J, Brito M, Medeiros R, Baldaque I, Lobo C, Leca L, 
Monteiro P, Tavares F, Henrique R: High-risk human papillomavirus genotype distribution in the 
northern region of portugal: Data from regional cervical cancer screening program. Papillomavirus 
research (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 2019, 8:100179. Impact factor: NA 

• Vieira C, Fragoso M, Pereira D, Medeiros R: Pain prevalence and treatment in patients with 
metastatic bone disease. Oncol Lett 2019, 17(3):3362-3370. Impact factor: 1.871 

• Vieira CMP, Fragoso M, Ferreira M, Pereira FF, Pereira D, Medeiros R: The history of cancer pain 
and bone-targeted agents: 10 most commonly asked questions. Cancer management and research 
2019, 11:37-46. Impact factor: 2.243 

• Vieira CMP, Fragoso RM, Pereira D, Medeiros R: Pain polymorphisms and opioids: An evidence 
based review. Mol Med Rep 2019, 19(3):1423-1434. Impact factor: 1.851 

 

b. PhD thesis completed 

 

• Cláudia Margarida Pereira Vieira, MD, PhD; PhD in Medicine and Molecular Oncology, FMUP-
Uporto; Title: Characterization of Pain and Genetic Variants Associated with Pain in Patients with 
Metastatic Bone Disease; Supervisor: Rui Medeiros; 09.07.2019  

• Joana Isabel Gomes Assis, PhD; PhD in Biomedicine, FMUP-Uporto; Title: Pharmacogenomic profile 
of ovarian cancer patients submitted to taxane-based chemotherapy; Supervisor: Rui Medeiros; 
14.10.2019 

• Ana Maria Canadas Pereira de Sousa, Vet MD, PhD; PhD in Pathology and Molecular Genetics, 
ICBAS-Uporto; Title: Genetic polymorphisms - An approach to canine mammary tumors; Supervisor: 
Rui Medeiros e Patricia Rodrigues; 19.07.2019. 

• Andreia Fernanda de Albuquerque Dias, MD, PhD; PhD in Medicine and Molecular Oncology, FMUP-
Uporto; Title: Anal squamous intraepithelial lesions; Supervisor: Rui Medeiros e Guilherme Macedo; 
05.02.2019 

• Joana Sousa Gonçalves de Marinho Dias, PhD; PhD in Pathology and Molecular Genetics, ICBAS-
Uporto; Title: Epstein-Barr virus and development of PTLD in hematopoietic stem cell transplant 
recipients: viral activity and host susceptibility; Supervisor: Rui Medeiros e Hugo Sousa; 09.01.2019 

  
c. Master thesis completed 

 

• Name: Diogo Miguel Monteiro Estêvão; Title: K14-HPV16 mouse model: A journey towards early 
HPV-induced head and neck versus anal, penile and uterine carcinogenesis; Program: Master in 
Medicine and Molecular Oncology; University: Faculty of Medicine – University of Porto; Supervisor 
Team: Rui Medeiros (or.) and Rui Gil da Costa; Public Defense: 08-JAN-2019  
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• Name: Diana Vanessa Marques Cruz; Title: GWAS contribution to Atrial Fibrillation and Atrial 
Fibrillation-related Stroke: pathophysiological implications; Program: Master in Medicine; 
University: Faculty of Medicine – University of Porto; Supervisor Team: Rui Medeiros (or.); Public 
Defense: 27-JUN-2019 

• Name: Joana Raquel Rodrigues Pinto; Title: MicroRNA as Biomarkers of Circadian Rhythm; Program: 
Master in Legal Medicine; University: ICBAS – University of Porto; Supervisor Team: Francisca Dias 
and Ana Luisa Teixeira (or.); Public Defense: 14-NOV-2019  

• Name: Ana Bela Coelho Barros; Title: Loss of chromosome Y (LOY) in blood cells and its potential as 
a molecular biomarker of age-related diseases; Program: Master in Legal Medicine; University: 
ICBAS – University of Porto; Supervisor Team: Rui Medeiros and Ana Luisa Teixeira (or.); Public 
Defense:  08-NOV-2019 

• Name: Sara Vanessa Peixoto da Silva; Title: Expression of let-7b, miR-21 and miR-301a in HPV-
induced carcinogenesis and cancer cachexia: studies in K14-HPV16 transgenic mice; Program: 
Master in Medicine and Molecular Oncology; University: Faculty of Medicine – University of Porto; 
Supervisor Team: Rui Gil da Costa and Rui Medeiros (or.); Public Defense:  21-NOV-2019 

• Name: Brunelly Cavalcante Rodrigues; Title: Mitochondrial 4977 pb deletion as age diseases; 
Program: Master in Legal Medicine; University: ICBAS – University of Porto; Supervisor Team: Ana 
Luisa Teixeira, Ines Nogueira and Rui Medeiros (or.); Public Defense: 02-DEZ-2019  

• Name: Mafalda Cristina Basílio Timóteo; Title: Murine Double Minute 2 characterization in Epstein-
Barr Virus associated Gastric Cancers; Program: Master in Oncology; University: ICBAS – University 
of Porto; Supervisor Team: Rui Medeiros and Hugo Sousa (or.); Public Defense:  02-DEZ-2019 

• Name: Andreia Raquel Pinto Machado; Title: Genetic Markers and Eye Colour; Program: Master in 
Legal Medicine; University: ICBAS – University of Porto; Supervisor Team: Luisa Teixeira, Augusto 
Nogueira and Rui Medeiros (or.); Public Defense:  03-DEZ-2019 

• Name: Beatriz Medeiros Fonseca; Title: Development of an HPV16-transgenic mouse model of 
penile cancer; Program: Master in Molecular, Comparative and Technological Genetics; University: 
University of Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro; Supervisor Team: Paula Oliveira and Rui Gil da Costa 
(or.); Public Defense: 02-DEZ-2019  

• Name: José Carlos Félix Ribeiro de Almeida; Title: Efeitos fisiológicos da suplementação oral de uma 
alga da costa portuguesa em murganhos K14HPV16; Program: Master in Biotechnology for Life 
Sciences; University: University of Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro; Supervisor Team: Paula Oliveira 
(or.) and Rui Gil da Costa; Public Defense: 02-DEZ-2019  

• Name: Veronica Filipe Alves Mestre; Title: Characterizing a mouse model of HPV-related 
oropharyngeal cancer: observations from HPV16-transgenic mice; Program: Master in Molecular, 
Comparative and Technological Genetics; University: University of Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro; 
Supervisor Team: Paula Oliveira and Rui Gil da Costa (or.); Public Defense: 02-DEZ-2019  

• Name: Susana Manuela Coelho dos Santos; Title: Avaliação in vivo de efeitos antigenotóxicos da 
suplementação alimentar com algas marinhas em murganhos K14HPV16; Program: Master in 
Biotechnology for Life Sciences; University: University of Trás-os-Montes and Alto Douro; 
Supervisor Team: Paula Oliveira (or.) and Rui Gil da Costa; Public Defense: 02-DEZ-2019  

• Name: Catarina Filipa Pereira Lopes; Title: Caracterização genómica da via da prostaglandina E2 no 
desenvolvimento de cancro gástrico: uma oportunidade de rastreio personalizado?; Program: 
Master in Biochemistry; University: ICBAS – University of Porto; Supervisor Team: Rui Medeiros and 
Ana Carina Pereira (or.); Public Defense: 04-DEZ-2019  

• Name: Márcia Cristina da Silva Ferreira; Title:The impact of aspirin resistance - associated genetic 
variants in the clinical outcome of epithelial ovarian cancer patients; Program: Master in Oncology; 
University: ICBAS – University of Porto; Supervisor Team: Deolinda Pereira and Rui Medeiros (or.); 
Public Defense: 09-DEZ-2019  

• Name: Valéria Delgado Tavares; Title: GWAS-reported SNPs related to venous thromboembolism 
and their impact on the clinical outcome of ovarian cancer patients; Program: Master in Oncology; 
University: ICBAS – University of Porto; Supervisor Team: Rui Deolinda Pereira and Rui Medeiros 
(or.); Public Defense: 09-DEZ-2019  
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• Name: Ana Rita Mendes Pinto; Title: Aggressive prostate cancer GWAS SNPs and its association 
with clinical outcome; Program: Master in Oncology; University: ICBAS – University of Porto; 
Supervisor Team: Rui Medeiros (or.); Public Defense: 09-DEZ-2019 

 

e. Other outputs 

 
Book Chapters 

• Adhemar Longatto-Filho, Hugo Sousa, Rui Medeiros. DIAGNÓSTICO PRECOCE E PREVENÇÃO DO 
CANCRO DO COLO DO ÚTERO PARA DIMINUIÇÃO DO CUSTO TOTAL DO TRATAMENTO. Auditoria 
Prática na Oncologia – Associação brasileira de Enfermeiros Auditores. Fortaleza LCR 2019. ISBN: 
978-85-7915-362-4. 

 
Peer reviewer activity 

Researchers from the group have been invited to participate as reviewers/referees for leading journals in 
their working field as follows: Archives of Virology, Jornal of Medical Virology, Annals of Human Genetics, 
BMC Cancer,  BMC Medical Genetics, Brazilian Journal Biological Research, Carcinogenesis, Cancer 
Detection and Prevention,  Cancer Genetics and Cytogenetics, Cancer Letters,  Cancer Drugs,  Cancer 
Research, Disease Biomarkers, European Journal of Cancer, Gynecologic Oncology, Human Mutation, 
Human Reproduction, International Journal of  Obesity,  Indian Journal of Cancer, International Journal of 
Cancer, International Journal of Gynecologic Cancer, Journal of Clinical Pathology, Molecular Human 
Reproduction,  Oncotarget, Pharmacogenomics, Pharmacogenomics Journal, PLOS One, Tumour Biology 
and Virology 
 
Grant reviewer 

• FCT 2019, Clinical Medicine and Health Sciences Jury, Rui Medeiros 

• Health Research Ireland Projects Jury, Rui Medeiros 

• FNRS (Belgian Res found.) Projects Jury, Rui Medeiros 

• Bolsa de Investigação em Oncologia LPCC (júri), LIGA PORTUGUESA CONTRA O CANCRO, Rui 
Medeiros 

• GRADUATE WOMEN IN SCIENCE Jury (https://www.gwis.org), Hugo Sousa 

• Bolsa de Investigação em Oncologia LPCC-NRN / UMinho 2019 (júri), LIGA PORTUGUESA CONTRA O 
CANCRO – NRN, Hugo Sousa 

 
Teaching activity 

Researchers from the group actively participate in teaching activities for undergratuate, MSc or PhD 
Programs lecturing curricular units as Virology, Pharmacogenomics, Pharmacogenonics and Molecular 
Epidemiology, and Forensic Biology and Forensic Anthropology. Participation in the Master in Pharmacy | 
Master in Health Biochemistry – ESS – IPP. Participation in the BScH in Biosciences and MSc in Applied 
Microbiology), Superior School of Biotechnology (ESB-UCP). Participation in the MSc and PhD Program on 
Medicine and Molecular Oncology, Faculty of Medicine at University of Porto. Participation in the MSc in 
Oncology and in the PhD Program on Pathology and Molecular Genetics, ICBAS, Biomedical School, Faculty 
of Medicine at University of Porto. 
 
International Organization Board  

• Rui Medeiros, Vice-President of ECL- Association of the European Cancer Leagues, Bruxels, Belgium 
 
Scientific Board 

• Rui Medeiros, Scientific Board PhD Project University Medical Center Groningen, The Netherlands 

• Rui Medeiros, Post-graduation in Oncology 5th edition LPCC-RNR 

• Ana Luísa Teixeira; Post-graduation in Oncology 5th edition LPCC-RNR 
 
Awards 
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• Morais M, Dias F, Resende T, Nogueira I, Oliveira J, Maurício J, Teixeira AL, Medeiros R. Leukocyte 
telomere length and hTERT genetic polymorphism rs2735940 influence renal cell carcinoma clinical 
outcome. Best Poster Award in the 11th Symposium on Metabolism – Ageing and Metabolism 

 
e. National and international collaborations 

 

• Nanowar2UrCancer: Sensitization of urologic tumors therapy driven by nanotechnology 
(PTDC/MED-QUI/29800/2017) Collaboration: IPO-Porto; Team: Rui Medeiros, Ana Luísa Teixeira, 
Francisca Dias, Mónica Gomes, Mariana Morais, Deolinda Pereira Carla Castro, Tiago Ramos, Angelo 
Oliveira, Carolina Ferreira; REQUIMTE; Team: João Prior, Universidade do Porto; Team: Alberto 
Araujo 

• SIRNAC- Novel Therapies Against Metastatic Colorectal Cancer (NORTE-01-0247-FEDER-033399) 
Collaboration: PHYZAT Biopharmaceuticals, LDA: Team: Patrício Soares da Silva; INEB-Instituto 
Nacional de Engenharia Biomédica; Team: IPO-Porto; Team: Rui Medeiros, Ana Luísa Teixeira, 
Carina Pereira, Mário Dinis Ribeiro, Rui Henrique, Mónica Farinha, Rita Guimarães, Mariana Ferreira 

• Carina Pereira, Mário Dinis-Ribeiro, project GLYCAN1. in collaboration with the Immunology, 
Cancer Glycomedicine Group at i3s-IPATIMUP/i3s: € 70.000 

• Ana Luisa Teixeira, Francisca Dias and Rui Medeiros, project “Renal cell carcinoma-derived 
exosome: the microRNA content as a new predictive biomarker and metastatic disease 
management”. in Collaboration with Bruno Costa-Silva. Systems Oncology Group of Champallimaud 
Foundation.  

• Rui Gil da Costa, project Immune checkpoints como novos alvos para o tratamento do câncer de 
pênis (FAPEMA 01337/19,).  

• Rui Gil da Costa, project Influência do tabagismo e da infecção por HPV no  desenvolvimento 
do câncer de pênis: estudos pré-clínicos e clínicos FAPEMA  UNIVERSAL-01285/17 (ongoing),. 
Funding: 39 488 BRL 

• Rui Gil da Costa, project Preclinical efficacy of sulforaphane or Brassica whole extract: a strategy to 
fight obesity and valorize Brassica byproducts. (Fundação para a Ciência  e Tecnologia, PTDC/ASP-
HOR/29152/2017, 029152). 

• Carina Pereira, Rui Medeiros, Mário Dinis-Ribeiro, project staR: European Network on the Study of 
Germline Genetics of Gastric Cancer | Identifikation von Risikogenen fur das Adenokarzinom des 
Magens | SCHU 2596/6-1 in collaboration with  the Center for Human Genetics, University Hospital 
of Marburg, Germany, Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) - Research Grants: € 434.940. 

• Dr. Klaas Kok, PhD; Department of Genetics, University Medical Center Groningen, The Netherlands 

• Dr. Peter S. Nelson, MD, PhD, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center (FHCRC), Seattle, USA 

• Dr. Jamila Perini, Pharm D, PhD, Professor, Public Health and Environment, National School of 
Public Health, Oswald Cruz Foundation, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

• Dra. Paula A.M. Oliveira, PhD, Professor, Department of Veterinary Sciences, University of Trás-os-
Montes and Alto Douro (CECAV-UTAD/IBB), Vila Real, Portugal 

• Dr. Adhemar Longatto, PhD, Professor, Escola de Ciencias da Vida e da Saude da Universidade do 
Minho 

• Dr. José Carlos Machado, PhD, Professor, IPATIMUP – Instituto de Patologia e Imunologia Molecular 
da Universidade do Porto, Faculdade de Medicina, Universidade do Porto 

• Dr. Herlander Marques, MD, Escola de Ciencias da Vida e da Saude, Universidade do Minho 

• Dr. Fatima Cerqueira, PhD, Professor; Faculdade de Ciencias da Saúde, Universidade Fernando 
Pessoa 

• Dr. Margarida Bastos, PharmD, PhD, Professor, Laboratory for Process, Environmental and Energy 
Engineering (LEPAE), Chemical Engineering Dept., Faculty of Engineering, University of Porto (FEUP) 

• Dr. David Boutolleau, PharmD, PhD, Sorbonne Universités, UPMC Université Paris 06, CR7, Centre 
d'Immunologie et des Maladies Infectieuses (CIMI-Paris), Paris, France 

• Dr. Paul J Farrell, PhD, EBV Laboratory, Virology Department, Imperial College Faculty of Medicine 

• Imperial College Faculty of Medicine, London, UK 
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4.8  Clinical Research Unit 

 

1. Coordinator 

 
José Dinis, MD 
 

2. Number of active clinical trials and patients enrolled 

 

 
 

3. List of active clinical trials 

 

• A randomized, double-blind, multicenter study of denosumab compared with zoledronic acid 
(Zometa) in the treatment of bone disease in subjects with newly diagnosed multiple myeloma 
(20090482, Investigadora Principal Dra. Isabel Oliveira) 

• A randomized, open-label, controlled phase 3 adaptive trial to investigate the efficacy, safety, and 
tolerability of the BiTE® antibody blinatumomab as consolidation therapy versus conventional 
consolidation chemotherapy in pediatric subjects with high-risk first relapse B-precursor acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) (20120215, Investigador Principal Dr. Ana Maia Ferreira) 

• A randomized phase II study of fulvestrant in combination with the dual mTOR inhibitor AZD2014 or 
everolimus or fulvestrant alone in estrogen receptor positive advanced or metastatic breast cancer 
(009175QM MANTA, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Ferreira) 

• A multicenter, randomized, double-blind Phase III trial to evaluate efficacy and safety of BI 695502 
plus chemotherapy versus Avastin® plus chemotherapy in patients with advanced non-squamous 
non-small cell lung cancer (1302.5, Investigador Principal Dr. Júlio Oliveira) 

• A phase 3 open-label, randomized, multicenter study of NKTR-102 versus treatment of physician's 
choice (TPC) in patients with metastatic breast cancer who have stable brain metastases and have 
been previously treated with an anthracycline, a taxane, and capecitabine (15-102-14 ATTAIN, 
Investigadora Principal Prof. Dra. Cláudia Vieira) 
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• A phase III, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study evaluating the efficacy and safety 
of copanlisib in combination with rituximab in patients with relapsed indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin's 
lymphoma (iNHL) - CHRONOS-3 (17067 CHRONOS-3, Investigador Principal Dr. Sérgio Chacim) 

• A phase III, randomized, double-blind, controlled, multicenter study of intravenous PI3K inhibitor 
copanlisib in combination with standard immunochemotherapy versus standard 
immunochemotherapy in patients with relapsed indolent non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (iNHL) - 
CHRONOS-4 (17833 CHRONOS-4, Investigadora Principal Dra. Cláudia Moreira) 

• A phase 2, single-arm study of bempegaldesleukin (NKTR-214) in combination with nivolumab in 
cisplatin ineligible, locally advanced or metastatic urothelial cancer patients (18-214-10 / CA045-
012, Investigadora Principal Dra. Cátia Faustino) 

• A phase 1b/3 multicenter, trial of talimogene laherparepvec in combination with pembrolizumab 
(MK-3475) for treatment of unresectable stage IIIB to IVM1c melanoma (MASTERKEY-265) 
(20110265 MASTERKEY-265, Investigadora Principal Dra. Paula Ferreira) 

• A phase 3 multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of the FLT3 inhibitor 
gilteritinib (ASP2215) administered as maintenance therapy following induction/consolidation 
therapy for subjects with FLT3/ITD AML in first complete remission (2215-CL-0302 GOSSAMER, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Espirito Santo) 

• A multinational, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controled, phase III efficacy and safety study of 
ODM-201 in men with high-risk non-metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (3104007 
ARAMIS, Investigadora Principal Dra. Joaquina Maurício) 

• A phase 3, randomized, controlled, open-label study of VELCADE (bortezomib) melphalan-
prednisone (VMP) compared to daratumumab in combination with VMP (D-VMP), in subjects with 
previously untreated multiple myeloma who are ineligible for high-dose therapy 
(54767414MMY3007 ALCYONE, Principal Dr. Ângelo Martins) 

• An open-label, randomized phase 3 study to evaluate enfortumab vedotin vs chemotherapy in 
subjects with previously treated locally advanced or metastatic urothelial cancer (EV-301) (7465-CL-
0301, Investigadora Principal Dra. Filipa Carneiro) 

• A phase 1b study of ASP8374, an immune checkpoint inhibitor, as a single agent and in combination 
with pembrolizumab in subjects with advanced solid tumors (8374-CL-0101, Investigador Principal 
Dr. Júlio Oliveira) 

• A phase 3, global, multi-center, double-blind, randomized, efficacy study of zolbetuximab 
(IMAB362) plus CAPOX compared with placebo plus CAPOX as first-line treatment of subjects with 
claudin (CLDN) 18.2-Positive, HER2-negative, locally advanced unresectable or metastatic gastric or 
gastroesophageal junction (GEJ) adenocarcinoma (8951-CL-0302 GLOW, Investigadora Principal 
Dra. Cátia Faustino) 

• Multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase 3 trial of fulvestrant (FASLODEX) 
with or without PD-0332991 (PALBOCICLIB) ± goserelin in women with hormone receptor-positive, 
HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer whose disease progressed after prior endocrine therapy 
(A5481023 PALOMA, Investigadora Principal Dra. Joana Bordalo e Sá) 

• A multicentre, stratified, open, randomized, comparator-controlled, parallel-group phase III study 
comparing treatment with 177Lu-DOTA0-Tyr3-octreotate to octreotide LAR in patients with 
inoperable, progressive, somatostatin receptor positive, midgut carcinoid tumours. (AAA-III-01 
NETTER-1, Investigadora Principal Dra. Isabel Azevedo) 

• PALbociclib CoLlaborative Adjuvant Study: A randomized phase III trial of Palbociclib with standard 
adjuvant endocrine therapy versus standard adjuvant endocrine therapy alone for hormone 
receptor positive (HR+) / human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-negative early breast 
cancer (ABGSG 42 PALLAS, Investigadora Principal Dra. Susana Sousa) 

• A phase 3, double-Blind, placebo-controlled study of quizartinib (AC220) administered in 
combination with induction and consolidation chemotherapy, and administered as maintenance 
therapy in subjects 18 to 75 years old with newly diagnosed FLT3-ITD (+) Acute Myeloid Leukemia 
(QuANTUM-First) (AC220-A-U302 QuANTUM-First, Investigador Principal Dr. Ângelo Martins) 
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• A phase 3, open-label, randomized study to compare the efficacy and safety of luspatercept (ACE-
536) versus epoetin alfa for the treatment of anemia due to IPSS-R very low, low or intermediate 
risk myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) in ESA naïve subjects who require red blood cell transfusions 
(ACE-536-MDS-002 COMMANDS, Investigador Principal Dr. Márcio Tavares) 

• A phase 1/2 open-label, multi-center, safety, preliminary efficacy and pharmacokinetic (PK) study of 
isatuximab in combination with other anti-cancer therapies in participants with lymphoma 
(ACT15320, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ilídia Moreira) 

• A phase 3, multicenter, multinational, randomized, open-label, parallel-arm study of avelumab 
(MSB0010718C) plus best supportive care versus best supportive care alone as a maintenance 
treatment in patients with locally advanced or metastatic urothelial cancer whose disease did not 
progress after completion of first-line platinum-containing chemotherapy (B9991001, Investigadora 
Principal Dra. Cátia Faustino) 

• A randomized double-blind phase 3 study of avelumab in combination with standard of care 
chemoradiotherapy (cisplatin plus definitive radiation therapy) versus standard of care 
chemoradiotherapy in the front-line treatment of patients with locally advanced squamous cell 
carcinoma of the head and neck (B9991016 JAVELIN Head and Neck 100, Investigador Principal Dr. 
José Dinis) 

• An open-label, multicenter extension study of trastuzumab emtansine administered as a single 
agent or in combination with other anti-cancer therapies in patients previously enrolled in a 
Genentech and /or F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd. - sponsored trastuzumab emtansine study (BO25430, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Inés Pousa) 

• Randomized, multicenter, phase III, open label study of alectinib versus crizotinib in treatment 
naïve anaplastic lymphoma kinase-positive advanced non-small cell lung cancer (BO28984 ALEX, 
Investigador Principal Dr. Júlio Oliveira) 

• A multicenter, open-label, single-arm safety study of Herceptin® SC in combination with Perjeta® 
and docetaxel in treatment of patients with HER2-positive advanced breast cancer (metastatic or 
locally recurrent) (BO29159 MetapHer, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Ferreira) 

• A phase III; open-label, randomized, study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of adjuvant platinum-
bases chemotherapy in patients with completely resected stage IB (tumors  4 cm) to stage IIIA 
anaplastic lymphoma kinase-positive non-small cell lung cancer  (BO40336 ALINA, Investigador 
Principal Dr. Júlio Oliveira) 

• A phase 3, randomized, double-blind, multicenter study comparing oral MLN9708 plus lenalidomide 
and dexamethasone versus placebo plus lenalidomide and dexamethasone in adult patients with 
relapsed and/or refractory multiple myeloma (C16010, Investigadora Principal Dra. Luísa Viterbo) 

• A phase 3, randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study of oral ixazomib citrate (MLN9708) 
maintenance therapy in patients with multiple myeloma following autologous stem cell transplant 
(C16019, Investigador Principal Dr. Luís Cláudio Leite) 

• A phase 3, randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study of oral ixazomib maintenance 
therapy after initial therapy in patients with newly diagnosed multiple myeloma not treated with 
stem cell transplantation (C16021, Investigador Principal Dr. Nelson Domingues) 

• A phase 4, open-label, single-arm study of brentuximab vedotin in patients with relapsed or 
refractory systemic anaplastic large cell lymphoma (C25006, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana 
Espírito Santo) 

• A phase 3, randomized, open-label study of NKTR-214 combined with nivolumab versus nivolumab 
in participants with previously untreated unresectable or metastatic melanoma (CA045-001, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Dânia Marques) 

• A single-arm, open-label, multicenter clinical trial with nivolumab (BMS-936558) for subjects with 
histologically confirmed stage III (unresectable) or stage IV melanoma progressing post prior 
treatment containing an anti-CTLA-4 monoclonal antibody (CA209172 CheckMate 172, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Dânia Marques) 

• An open-label, randomized phase 3 trial of combinations of nivolumab, elotuzumab, pomalidomide 
and dexamethasone in relapsed and refractory multiple myeloma (CheckMate 602: CHECKpoint 
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pathway and nivoluMAb clinical Trial Evaluation 602) (CA209602 CheckMate 602, Investigador 
Principal Dr. José Mário Mariz) 

• A randomized phase 3 study of nivolumab plus ipilimumab or nivolumab combined with 
fluorouracil plus cisplatin versus fluorouracil plus cisplatin in subjects with unresectable advanced, 
recurrent or metastatic previously untreated esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (CheckMate 
648: CHECKpoint pathway and nivoluMab clinical Trial Evaluation 648) (CA209648 CheckMate 648, 
Investigador Principal Dr. Ivo Julião) 

• A randomized, multicenter, open-label, phase 3 study of nivolumab plus ipilimumab or nivolumab 
in combination with oxaliplatin plus fluoropyrimidine versus oxaliplatin plus fluoropyrimidine in 
subjects with previously untreated advanced or metastatic gastric or gastroesophageal junction 
cancer (CheckMate 649: CHECKpoint pathway and nivoluMab clinical Trial Evaluation 649) 
(CA209649 CheckMate 649, Investigador Principal Dr. Nuno Sousa) 

• A phase 2, multi-center, open-label, randomized study of oral asciminib added to imatinib versus 
continued imatinib versus switch to nilotinib in patients with CML-CP who have been previously 
treated with imatinib and have not achieved deep molecular response (CABL001E2201 ASC4MORE, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Isabel Oliveira) 

• A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase III study evaluating the efficacy and safety 
of pembrolizumab plus platinum-based doublet chemotherapy with or without canakinumab as 
first line therapy for locally advanced or metastatic non-squamous and squamous non-small cell 
lung cancer subjects (CACZ885U2301 CANOPY-1, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Soares) 

• A prospective, randomized, open label two arm phase III study to evaluate treatment free 
remission (TFR) rate in patients with Philadelphia-positive CML after two different durations of 
consolidation treatment with nilotinib 300mg BID (CAMN107AIC05 ENEST Path, Investigadora 
Principal Dra. Ilídia Moreira) 

• A phase III study of BBI-608 plus nab-paclitaxel with gemcitabine in adult patients with metastatic 
pancreatic adenocarcinoma. (CanStem111P, Investigadora Principal Dra. Manuela Machado) 

• A phase 3, multicenter, randomized, open-label study to compare the efficacy and safety of 
pomalidomide (POM), bortezomib (BTZ) and low-dose dexamethasone (LD-DEX) versus bortezomib 
and low-dose dexamethasone in subjects with relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma (MM) (CC-
4047-MM-007 OPTIMISMM, Investigadora Principal Dra. Luísa Viterbo) 

• A phase 3, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study to compare efficacy and safety of 
oral azacitidine plus best supportive care versus best supportive care as maintenance therapy in 
subjects with acute myeloid leukemia in complete remission (CC-486-AML-001, Investigadora 
Principal Dra. Isabel Oliveira) 

• A phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-group study of the 
efficacy and safety of lenalidomide (REVLIMID®) as maintenance therapy for patients with B-cell 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia following second line therapy (The CONTINUUM Trial) (CC-5013-CLL-
002 CONTINUUM, Investigador Principal Dr. José Mário Mariz) 

• A phase 3, multicenter, randomized, open-label, parallel-group study of the efficacy and safety of 
lenalidomide (REVLIMID®) versus chlorambucil as first-line therapy for previously untreated elderly 
patients with B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (The ORIGIN Trial) (CC-5013-CLL-008 ORIGIN, 
Investigador Principal Dr. Nelson Domingues) 

• A phase 3, double-blind, randomized study to compare the efficacy and safety of rituximab Plus 
lenalidomide (CC-5013) versus rituximab plus placebo in subjects with relapsed/refractory indolent 
lymphoma (CC-5013-NHL-007 AUGMENT, Investigadora Principal Dra. Cláudia Moreira) 

• Open-label, phase IIIb study of dabrafenib in COMBInation with trametinib in the Adjuvant 
treatment of stage III BRAF V600 mutation-positive melanoma after complete resection to evaluate 
the impact on pyrexia related outcomes of an adapted pyrexia AE-management algorithm (Plus) 
(CDRB436F2410 COMBI-APlus, Investigador Principal Dr. Ivo Julião) 

• Phase II trial of the addition of lapatinib to capecitabine versus capecitabine alone as radio-
sensitizers in KRAS wild type resectable rectal cancer (LaRRC Trial) (CI-IPOP.22-2012 LaRRC, 
Investigador Principal Dr. Nuno Sousa) 
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• A phase III randomized open-label multi-center study of ruxolitinib vs. best available therapy in 
patients with corticosteroid-refractory chronic graft vs host disease after allogenic stem cell 
transplantation (REACH 3) (CINC424D2301 REACH 3, Investigador Principal Dr. António Campos 
Júnior) 

• An open-label early access phase IIIb study of trifluridine / tipiracil (S 95005/TAS-102) in patients 
with a pretreated metastatic colorectal cancer (CL3-95005-004 SOLSTICE, Investigadora Principal 
Dra. Dânia Marques) 

• A multicenter, randomized, open-label phase 2 study evaluating the safety and efficacy of three 
different regimens of oral panobinostat in combination with subcutaneous bortezomib and oral 
dexamethasone in patients with relapsed or relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma who have been 
previously exposed to immunomodulatory agents (CLBH589D2222 PANORAMA-3, Investigador 
Principal Dr. José Mário Mariz) 

• A phase II, multicenter, randomized, open-label study to evaluate the safety and efficacy of 400 mg 
of ribociclib in combination with non-steroidal aromatase inhibitors for the treatment of pre- and 
postmenopausal women with hormone receptor-positive, HER2-negative advanced breast cancer 
who received no prior therapy for advanced disease (CLEE011A2207 AMALEE, Investigadora 
Principal Dra. Ana Ferreira) 

• An open-label, multicenter, phase IIIb study to assess the safety and efficacy of ribociclib (LEE011) 
in combination with letrozole for the treatment of men and pre/postmenopausal women with 
hormone receptor-positive (HR+) HER2-negative (HER2-) advanced breast cancer (aBC) with no 
prior hormonal therapy for advanced disease (CLEE011A2404 COMPLEEMENT-1, Investigadora 
Principal Dra. Ana Ferreira) 

• A phase III randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of LEE011 or placebo in 
combination with tamoxifen and goserelin or a non-steroidal aromatase inhibitor (NSAI) and 
goserelin for the treatment of premenopausal women with hormone receptor positive, HER2-
negative, advanced breast cancer (CLEE011E2301 MONALEESA-7, Investigadora Principal Dra. 
Susana Sousa) 

• A randomized double-blind, placebo controlled study of ribociclib in combination with fluvestrant 
for the treatment of postmenopausal women with hormone receptor positive, HER2-negative, 
advanced breast cancer who have received no or only one line of prior endocrine treatment 
(CLEE011F2301 MONALEESA-3, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Ferreira) 

• A randomized Phase III, open label, multicenter, two-arm study comparing MEK162 versus 
dacarbazine in patients with advanced unresectable or metastatic NRAS mutation-positive 
melanoma (CMEK162A2301 NEMO, Investigadora Principal Dra. Paula Ferreira) 

• A 2-part phase III randomized, open label, multicenter study of LGX818 plus MEK162 versus 
vemurafenib and LGX818 monotherapy in patients with unresectable or metastatic BRAF V600 
mutant melanoma (CMEK162B2301 COLUMBUS, Investigadora Principal Dra. Paula Ferreira) 

• A phase III, double-blinded, randomized, placebo-controlled study of atezolizumab plus cobimetinib 
and vemurafenib versus placebo plus cobimetinib and vemurafenib in previously untreated 
BRAFV600 mutation?positive patients with unresectable locally advanced or metastatic melanoma 
(CO39262 TRILOGY, Investigadora Principal Dra. Paula Ferreira) 

• A phase III, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter trial testing ipatasertib plus 
abiraterone plus prednisone/prednisolone, relative to placebo plus abiraterone plus 
prednisone/prednisolone in adult male patients with asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic, 
previously untreated, metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer (CO39303 IPATential 150, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Cátia Faustino) 

• A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase III study comparing the combination of 
PDR001, Dabrafenib and trametinib versus placebo, dabrafenib and Trametinib in previously 
untreated patients with unresectable or metastatic BRAF V600 mutant melanoma (CPDR001F2301 
COMBI-i, Investigadora Principal Dra. Dânia Marques) 

• A phase III, randomized, double-blind study of chemotherapy with daunorubicin or idarubicin and 
cytarabine for induction and intermediate dose cytarabine for consolidation plus midostaurin 
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(PKC412) or chemotherapy plus placebo in newly diagnosed patients with FLT-3 mutation negative 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML) (CPKC412E2301, Investigador Principal Dr. Sérgio Chacim) 

• A phase 3, randomized study of margetuximab plus chemotherapy vs trastuzumab plus 
chemotherapy in the treatment of patients with HER2+ metastatic breast cancer who have received 
two prior anti-HER2 therapies and require systemic treatment (CP-MGAH22-04 SOPHIA, 
Investigador Principal Prof. Dr. Miguel Abreu) 

• An open-label, phase II, single-arm study of everolimus in combination with letrozole in the 
treatment of postmenopausal women with estrogen receptor positive HER2 negative metastatic or 
locally advanced breast cancer (CRAD001Y24135 BOLERO 4, Investigadora Principal Dra. Inés Pousa) 

• A phase 3, randomised, parallel-group, active-controlled, double-blind study to compare efficacy 
and safety between CT-P10 and Rituxan in patients with low tumour burden follicular lymphoma 
(CT-P10 3.4, Investigador Principal Dr. José Mário Mariz) 

• An open-label, comparative trial to evaluate the effect of imILT in patients with advanced disease or 
stage IV pancreatic carcinoma (CTP-2015-006, Investigador Principal Dr. Belarmino Gonçalves) 

• A phase IIIb, single-arm, open-label multicentre study of olaparib maintenance monotherapy in 
platinum sensitive relapsed non germline BRCA mutated ovarian cancer patients who are in 
complete or partial response following platinum based chemotherapy (D0816C00020 OPINION, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Ferreira) 

• A randomised, double-blind, parallel group, placebo-controlled multi-centre phase III study to 
assess the efficacy and safety of olaparib versus placebo as adjuvant treatment in patients with 
germline BRCA1/2 mutations and high risk HER2 negative primary breast cancer who have 
completed definitive local treatment and neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy (D081CC00006 
OLYMPIA, Investigador Principal Prof. Dr. Miguel Abreu) 

• A phase III randomized, open-label, multi-center, global study of MEDI4736 in combination with 
tremelimumab therapy versus standard of care platinum-based chemotherapy in first-line 
treatment of patients with advanced or metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) 
(D419AC00003 NEPTUNE, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Soares) 

• A phase III, double-blind, randomised study to assess the efficacy and safety of AZD9291 versus a 
standard of care epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor as first-line treatment 
in patients with epidermal growth factor receptor mutation positive, locally advanced or metastatic 
non-small cell lung cancer (D5160C00007 FLAURA-1, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Soares) 

• A phase 2, open-label, multicenter, randomized, multidrug platform study of durvalumab alone or 
in combination with novel agents in subjects with locally advanced, unresectable, stage III non-
small cell lung cancer  (D9108C00001 COAST, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Rodrigues) 

• A phase 2 open-label, multicenter, randomized, multidrug platform study of neoadjuvant 
durvalumab alone or in combination with novel agents in subjects with resectable, early-stage (I [> 
2 cm] to IIIA) non-small cell lung cancer (D9108C00002 NeoCOAST, Investigador Principal Dr. Júlio 
Oliveira) 

• A phase 3, multicenter, randomized, open-label, active-controlled trial of DS-8201a, an anti-HER2-
antibody drug conjugate (ADC), versus treatment of physician's choice for HER2-low, unresectable 
and/or metastatic breast cancer subjects (DS8201-A-U303 DESTINY, Investigadora Principal Dra. 
Cristina Oliveira) 

• A randomized, open-label (formerly double-blind), phase 2 trial to assess safety and efficacy of 
lenvatinib at two different starting doses (18 mg vs 14 mg QD) in combination with everolimus (5 
mg QD) in renal cell carcinoma following one prior VEGF-targeted treatment (E7080-G000-218, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Joaquina Maurício) 

• A phase 3 randomized, open-label, multicenter study assessing the clinical benefit of isatuximab 
(SAR650984) in combination with bortezomib (Velcade®), lenalidomide (Revlimid®) and 
dexamethasone versus bortezomib, lenalidomida and dexamethasone in patients with newly 
diagnosed multiple myeloma not eligible for transplant (EFC12522 IMROZ, Investigador Principal Dr. 
Ângelo Martins) 
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• A phase 3 randomized, open-label, multicenter study comparing Isatuximab (SAR650984) in 
Combination with pomalidomide and low-dose dexamethasone versus pomalidomide and low-dose 
dexamethasone in patients with refractory or relapsed and refractory multiple myeloma (EFC14335 
ICARIA-MM, Investigadora Principal Dra. Cláudia Moreira) 

• A phase III trial to compare the safety and efficacy of lapatinib plus trastuzumab plus an aromatase 
inhibitor (AI) versus trastuzumab plus an AI versus lapatinib plus an AI as first-line therapy in 
postmenopausal subjects with hormone receptor positive, HER2-positive metastatic breast cancer 
(MBC) who have received trastuzumab and endocrine therapy in the neoadjuvant and/or adjuvant 
setting (EGF114299 ALTERNATIVE, Investigadora Principal Dra. Inês Pousa) 

• A phase III, open-label, multicenter trial of avelumab (MSB0010718C) versus platinum based 
doublet as a first line treatment of recurrent or stage IV PD L1+ non small cell lung cancer (EMR 
100070-005 JAVELIN Lung 100, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Soares) 

• INtegratioN of trastuzumab, with or without pertuzumab, into periOperatiVe chemotherApy of 
HER-2 posiTIve stOmach caNcer: the INNOVATION-TRIAL (EORTC-1203-GITCG INNOVATION, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Cátia Faustino) 

• Apixaban for the treatment of venous thromboembolism in patients with cancer: a prospective 
randomized open blinded end-point (PROBE) study - the Caravaggio study (FADOI 03.2016 
CARAVAGGIO, Investigadora Principal Dra. Maria Rosales Sueiro) 

• A phase 3 randomized, double-blind, controlled study evaluating FPA144 and modified FOLFOX6 in 
patients with previously untreated advanced gastric and gastroesophageal cancer: phase 3 
preceded by dose-finding in phase 1 (FPA144-004 FIGHT, Investigadora Principal Dra. Alina Rosinha) 

• Phase III clinical trial for evaluation of prophylactic treatment with minocycline versus reactive 
treatment of dermatological toxicity secondary to cetuximab in patients with metastatic colorectal 
cancer (GEOS-01-2011, Investigador Principal Dr. Nuno Sousa) 

• A prospective randomised phase III study of androgen deprivation therapy (+/- docetaxel) with or 
without local radiotherapy with or without abiraterone acetate and prednisone in patient with 
metastatic hormone-naïve prostate cancer (GETUG-AFU 21 PEACE 1, Investigador Principal Dr. 
Nuno Sousa) 

• A phase III, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of vemurafenib (RO5185426) 
adjuvant therapy in patients with surgically resected, cutaneous BRAF-mutant melanoma at high 
risk for recurrence (GO27826 BRIM8, Investigadora Principal Dra. Paula Ferreira) 

• An open-label, extension (rollover) study of vemurafenib in patients with BRAFV600 mutation-
positive malignancies previously enrolled in an antecedent vemurafenib protocol (GO28399, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Dânia Marques) 

• A phase III, double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized study of taselisib plus fulvestrant versus 
placebo plus fulvestrant in postmenopausal women with estrogen receptor-positive and HER2-
negative locally advanced or metastatic breast cancer who have disease recurrence or progression 
during or after aromatase inhibitor therapy (GO29058 SANDPIPER, Investigadora Principal Dra. 
Susana Sousa) 

• A phase III, open-Label, randomized study of MPDL3280A (anti-PD-L1 antibody) in combination with 
carboplatin + paclitaxel with or without bevacizumab compared with carboplatin + paclitaxel + 
bevacizumab in chemotherapy-naïve patients with stage IV non-squamous non-small cell lung 
cancer (GO29436, Investigadora Principal Dra. Isabel Azevedo) 

• A phase III, open-label, multicenter, randomized study evaluating the efficacy and safety of 
MPDL3280A (anti-PD-L1 antibody) in combination with carboplatin + paclitaxel or MPDL3280A in 
combination with carboplatin + nab-paclitaxel versus carboplatin + nab-paclitaxel in chemotherapy 
naïve patients with stage IV squamous non-small cell lung cancer (GO29437, Investigadora Principal 
Dra. Ana Rodrigues) 

• A phase III, open-label, randomized study to investigate the efficacy and safety of atezolizumab 
(anti-PD-L1 antibody) compared with best supportive care following adjuvant cisplatin-based 
chemotherapy in PD-L1-selected patients with completely resected stage IB?IIIA non-small cell lung 
cancer (GO29527, Investigador Principal Dr. Júlio Oliveira) 
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• A randomized, open-label, phase 3 study of abemaciclib combined with standard adjuvant 
endocrine therapy versus standard adjuvant endocrine therapy alone in patients with high risk, 
node positive, early stage, hormone receptor positive, human epidermal receptor 2 negative, 
breast cancer (I3Y-MC-JPCF MonarchE, Investigador Principal Prof. Dr. Miguel Abreu) 

• A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 3 study of itacitinib or placebo in 
combination with corticosteroids for the treatment of first-line acute graft-versus-host disease 
(INCB 39110-301 GRAVITAS-301, Investigador Principal Dr. Carlos Pinho Vaz) 

• International study for treatment of standard risk childhood relapsed ALL 2010: A randomized 
phase III study conducted by the Resistant Disease Committee of the International BFM study group 
(IntReALL SR 2010, Investigador Principal Dr. Vitor Costa) 

• A phase 3 randomized, open-label study comparing Pexa-Vec (vaccinia GM-CSF / thymidine kinase-
deactivated virus) followed by sorafenib versus sorafenib in patients with advanced hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC) without prior systemic therapy (JX594-HEP024 PHOCUS, Investigadora Principal 
Dra. Maria Fragoso) 

• A phase II basket study of the oral TRK inhibitor LOXO-101 in subjects with NTRK fusion-positive 
tumors (LOXO-TRK-15002 NAVIGATE, Investigador Principal Dr. Nuno Sousa) 

• An open-label study to investigate the tolerability, pharmacokinetics and anti-tumour effect 
following photodynamic therapy (PDT) with single-ascending doses of LUZ11 in patients with 
advanced head and neck cancer (LUZ11-CDU-001, Investigador Principal Prof. Dr. Lúcio Lara Santos) 

• A phase III randomized, placebo-controlled trial of carboplatin and paclitaxel with or without the 
PARP inhibitor veliparib (ABT-888) in HER-2 negative metastatic or locally advanced unresectable 
BRCA-associated breast cancer (M12-914, Investigador Principal Prof. Dr. Miguel Abreu) 

• Open-Label, single arm, phase 3b, multi-center study evaluating the efficacy of venetoclax (ABT-
199) in relapsed/refractory subjects with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (VENICE I) (M15-550 
VENICE-I, Investigador Principal Dr. José Mário Mariz) 

• A randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled phase 3 study of venetoclax in combination with 
azacitidine versus azacitidine in treatment naïve subjects with acute myeloid leukemia who are 
ineligible for standard induction therapy (M15-656, Investigador Principal Dr. Ângelo Martins) 

• A randomized, open-label, multicenter, phase 3 study of rovalpituzumab tesirine compared with 
topotecan for subjects with advanced or metastatic DLL3high small cell lung cancer (SCLC) who 
have first disease progression during or following front-line platinum-based chemotherapy (TAHOE) 
(M16-289 TAHOE, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Rodrigues) 

• A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 3 study of rovalpituzumab tesirine as 
maintenance therapy following first-line platinum-based chemotherapy in subjects with extensive 
stage small cell lung cancer (MERU) (M16-298 MERU, Investigadora Principal Dra. Inés Pousa) 

• Phase 2 study of MCLA-128-based combinations in metastatic breast cancer (MBC): MCLA-
128/trastuzumab/chemotherapy in HER2-positive MBC and MCLA-128/endocrine therapy in 
estrogen receptor positive and low HER2 expression MBC (MCLA-128-CL02, Investigadora Principal 
Dra. Ana Ferreira) 

• A randomized multicenter, open-label, phase 2 study evaluating the efficacy and safety of 
azacitidine subcutaneous in combination with durvalumab (MEDI4736) in previously untreated 
subjects with higher-risk myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) or in elderly (? 65 years) acute myeloid 
leukemia (AML) subjects not eligible for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) 
(MEDI4736-MDS-001 FUSION, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ilídia Moreira) 

• A phase II/III randomized trial of two doses of MK-3475 (SCH900475) versus docetaxel in previously 
treated subjects with non-small cell lung cancer (MK3475-010, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta 
Soares) 

• A phase III randomized trial of MK-3475 (pembrolizumab) versus standard treatment in subjects 
with recurrent or metastatic head and neck cancer (MK3475-040, Investigador Principal Dr. José 
Dinis) 

• Adjuvant immunotherapy with anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody pembrolizumab (MK-3475) versus 
placebo after complete resection of high-risk stage III melanoma: A randomized, double-blind 
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phase 3 trial of the EORTC Melanoma Group (MK3475-054 EORTC 1325, Investigadora Principal Dra. 
Paula Ferreira) 

• A phase II clinical trial of pembrolizumab as monotherapy and in combination with cisplatin+5-
fluorouracil in subjects with recurrent or metastatic gastric or gastroesophageal junction 
adenocarcinoma (KEYNOTE-059) (MK3475-059, Investigadora Principal Dra. Manuela Machado) 

• A randomized, phase 3 trial with anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody pembrolizumab (MK-3475) versus 
placebo for patients with early stage NSCLC after resection and completion of standard adjuvant 
therapy (MK3475-091 PEARLS, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Soares) 

• A phase III randomized open-label study of single agent pembrolizumab vs physicians' choice of 
single agent docetaxel, paclitaxel, or irinotecan in subjects with advanced/metastatic 
adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma of the esophagus that have progressed after first-
line standard therapy (MK3475-181 KEYNOTE-181, Investigadora Principal Dra. Paula Ferreira) 

• A phase III, randomized, double-blind study to evaluate pembrolizumab plus chemotherapy vs 
placebo plus chemotherapy as neoadjuvant therapy and pembrolizumab vs placebo as adjuvant 
therapy for triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) (MK3475-522, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta 
Ferreira) 

• A phase 3, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study to evaluate pembrolizumab versus 
placebo as adjuvant therapy following surgery and radiation in participants with high-risk locally 
advanced cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (LA cSCC) (MK3475-630 KEYNOTE-630, Investigadora 
Principal Dra. Paula Ferreira) 

• A phase 3 randomized, open-label clinical study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of 
pembrolizumab plus epacadostat, pembrolizumab monotherapy, and the EXTREME regimen as first 
line treatment for recurrent or metastatic head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (KEYNOTE-
669/ECHO-304) (MK3475-669, Investigador Principal Dr. José Dinis) 

• A phase 3, randomized, comparator-controlled clinical trial to study the efficacy and safety of 
pembrolizumab (MK-3475) in combination with Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) in participants with 
high-risk non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (HR NMIBC) that is persistent or recurrent following 
BCG induction (MK3475-676 KEYNOTE-676, Investigador Principal Dr. Jorge Oliveira) 

• A phase III, randomized, open-label study to evaluate pembrolizumab as neoadjuvant therapy and 
in combination with standard of care as adjuvant therapy for stage III-IVA resectable locoregionally 
advanced head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (LA HNSCC) (MK3475-689 KEYNOTE-689, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Isabel Azevedo) 

• A randomized, double-blind, phase III study of pembrolizumab versus placebo in combination with 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy and adjuvant endocrine therapy for the treatment of high-risk early-
stage estrogen receptor-positive, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2-negative (ER+/HER2-) 
breast cancer (MK3475-756 KEYNOTE-756, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Ferreira) 

• A phase 3 randomized study of the efficacy and safety of posaconazole versus voriconazole for the 
treatment of invasive Aspergillosis in adults (MK5592-069, Investigador Principal Dr. José Mário 
Mariz) 

• A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial to evaluate the safety, tolerability, 
pharmacokinetics, and efficacy of a single infusion of bezlotoxumab (MK-6072, human monoclonal 
antibody to C. difficile toxin B) in children aged 1 to <18 Years receiving antibacterial drug 
treatment for C. difficile infection (MODIFY III) (MK6072-001 MODIFY III, Investigadora Principal 
Dra. Ana Maia Ferreira) 

• A multicenter, open-label, single-arm study of pertuzumab in combination with trastuzumab and a 
taxane in first line treatment of patients with HER2-positive advanced (metastatic or locally 
recurrent) breast cancer (MO28047 PerUse, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Ferreira) 

• A phase III prospective, two-cohort non-randomized, multi-centre, multinational, open label study 
to assess the safety of assisted- and self-administered subcutaneous trastuzumab as adjuvant 
therapy in patients with operable HER2-positive early breast cancer (MO28048 SafeHer, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Ferreira) 
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• A multicenter, open-label, single-arm, phase IIIb, international study evaluating the safety of 
obinutuzumab alone or in combination with chemotherapy in patients with previously untreated or 
relapsed/refractory chronic lymphocytic leukemia (MO28543 GREEN, Investigador Principal Dr. 
Sérgio Chacim) 

• A single-arm open-label multi-centre extension study of pertuzumab administered as a single agent 
or in combination with other anti-cancer therapies in patients previously enrolled in a Hoffmann-La 
Roche-sponsored pertuzumab study (MO29406 PereX, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Ferreira) 

• A multicentre open-label single-arm phase II study evaluating the safety and efficacy of 
bevacizumab in combination with carboplatin and paclitaxel in patients with metastatic, recurrent 
or persistent cervical cancer (MO29594 CECILIA, Investigadora Principal Prof. Dra. Deolinda Pereira) 

• A phase III, open-label, multicenter, randomized study to investigate the efficacy and safety of 
atezolizumab compared with chemotherapy in patients with treatment-naïve advanced or 
recurrent (stage IIIB not amenable for multimodality treatment) or metastatic (stage IV) non-small 
cell lung cancer who are deemed unsuitable for platinum-containing therapy (MO29872 IPSOS, 
Investigador Principal Dr. Júlio Oliveira) 

• An open label, single arm, multicenter, safety study of atezolizumab in locally advanced or 
metastatic urothelial or non-urothelial carcinoma of the urinary tract (MO29983 SAUL, 
Investigadora Principal: Dra. Filipa Carneiro) 

• An open-label, phase IIIB, single arm multicenter safety study of atezolizumab (Tecentriq) plus 
nabpaclitaxel or paclitaxel in the treatment of unresectable locally advanced or metastatic triple-
negative breast cancer (MO39874 EL1SSAR, Investigador Principal Prof. Dr. Miguel Abreu) 

• A randomized, multicenter, open-label cross-over study to evaluate patient preference and 
satisfaction of subcutaneous administration of the fixed-dose combination of pertuzumab and 
trastuzumab in patients with HER2-positive early breast cancer (MO40628 PHranceSCa, 
Investigadora Principal: Dra. Susana Sousa) 

• A phase II/III, randomised, multicentre study of MOR00208 with bendamustine versus rituximab 
with bendamustine in patients with relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (R-R 
DLBCL) who are not eligible for high-dose chemotherapy (HDC) and autologous stem-cell 
transplantation (ASCT) - B-MIND (MOR208C204 B-MIND, Investigadora Principal: Dra. Dulcineia 
Pereira) 

• A phase II, randomized, active-controlled multi-center study comparing the efficacy and safety of 
targeted therapy or cancer immunotherapy guided by genomic profiling versus platinum-based 
chemotherapy in patients with cancer of unknown primary site who have received three cycles of 
platinum doublet chemotherapy (MX39795 CUPISCO, Investigadora Principal: Dra. Ana Ferreira) 

• Phase 2 randomized, double-blinded, controlled study of tucatinib vs. placebo in combination with 
capecitabine and trastuzumab in patients with pretreated unresectable locally advanced or 
metastatic HER2+ breast carcinoma (HER2CLIMB) (ONT-380-206 HER2CLIMB, Investigadora 
Principal: Dra. Inés Pousa) 

• A phase 3b, multicenter, open-label, PCI-32765 (Ibrutinib) long-term extension study (PCI-
32765CAN3001, Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Espírito Santo) 

• Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 3 study of ibrutinib, a Bruton's tyrosine kinase 
(BTK) inhibitor, in combination with bendamustine and rituximab (BR) in subjects with relapsed or 
refractory chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lymphoma (PCI32765CLL3001 HELIOS, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Espírito Santo) 

• A multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 3 study of the Bruton's tyrosine 
kinase (BTK) inhibitor, ibrutinib, in combination with rituximab versus placebo in combination with 
rituximab in treatment naïve subjects with follicular lymphoma (PCYC-1141-CA, Investigador 
Principal Dr. José Mário Mariz) 

• Randomised phase II study comparing, as first-line chemotherapy, single-agent oral vinorelbine 
administered with two different schedules in patients with advanced breast cancer (PM 0259 CA 
233 BO TempoBreast-1, Investigadora Principal Dra. Rosário Couto) 
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• Phase III randomized clinical trial of lurbinectedin (PM01183)/doxorubicin (DOX) versus 
cyclophosphamide (CTX), doxorubicin (DOX) and vincristine (VCR) (CAV) or topotecan as treatment 
in patients with small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) who failed one prior platinum-containing line 
(ATLANTIS Trial) (PM1183-C-003-14 ATLANTIS, Investigadora Principal Dra. Marta Soares) 

• A study of neratinib plus capecitabine versus lapatinib plus capecitabine in patients with HER2+ 
metastatic breast cancer who have received two or more prior HER2-directed regimens in the 
metastatic setting (PUMA-NER-1301 NALA, Investigadora Principal Dra. Susana Sousa) 

• Double blind randomized phase III study of lenalidomide (REVLIMID®) maintenance versus placebo 
in responding elderly patients with DLBCL and treated with R-CHOP in first line (REMARC, 
Investigador Principal Dr. José Mário Mariz) 

• A randomized, double blind, multicenter, parallel-group, phase III study to evaluate efficacy and 
safety of DCVAC/PCa versus placebo in men with metastatic castration resistant prostate cancer 
eligible for 1st line chemotherapy (SP005 VIABLE, Investigador Principal Dr. Nuno Sousa) 

• A phase 1/2 study for the safety, efficacy, pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics evaluation of 
SAR439859, administered orally as monotherapy, then in combination with palbociclib in 
postmenopausal women with estrogen receptor-positive advanced breast cancer (TED14856, 
Investigadora Principal Dra. Ana Rodrigues) 

• Phase 1/2 study of TAS-120 in patients with advanced solid tumors harboring FGF/FGFR aberrations 
(TPU-TAS-120-101, Investigador Principal Dr. Júlio Oliveira) 

• A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter study to evaluate the efficacy and 
safety of vedolizumab in the prophylaxis of intestinal acute graft-versus-host disease in subjects 
undergoing allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (Vedolizumab-3035 Graphite, 
Investigador Principal Dr. Luís Cláudio Leite) 

• A multicenter, multinational, phase II study to evaluate pertuzumab in combination with 
trastuzumab and standard neoadjuvant anthracycline-based chemotherapy in patients with KER2-
positive, locally advanced, inflammatory, or early-stage breast cancer (WO29217 BERENICE, 
Investigadora Principal Prof. Dra. Claúdia Vieira) 

• A phase III, multicenter, randomized, placebo-controlled study of atezolizumab (anti?PD-L1 
antibody) as monotherapy and in combination with platinum-based chemotherapy in patients with 
untreated locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma (WO30070 IMvigor130, Investigador 
Principal Dr. Nuno Sousa) 

• A phase III, multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of atezolizumab (anti-
PD-L1 antibody) as adjuvant therapy after definitive local therapy in patients with high-risk locally 
advanced squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (WO40242 IMvoke010, Investigador 
Principal Dr. José Dinis) 

 
4. Publications of clinical trials 

 

• Burtness B, Haddad R, Dinis J, Trigo J, Yokota T, Viana LS, Romanov I, Vermorken J, Bourhis J, Tahara 
M, Segalla JGM, Psyrri A, Vasilevskaya I, Nangia CS, Chaves-Conde M, Kiyota N, Homma A, 
Holeckova P, Del Campo JM, Asarawala N, Nicolau UR, Rauch D, Even C, Wang B, Gibson N, 
Ehrnrooth E, Harrington K, Cohen EEW, LUX-Head ft, investigators N: Afatinib vs placebo as 
adjuvant therapy after chemoradiotherapy in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck: A 
randomized clinical trial. JAMA oncology 2019, 5(8):1170-1180. Impact factor: 22.416 

• Cohen EEW, Soulieres D, Le Tourneau C, Dinis J, Licitra L, Ahn MJ, Soria A, Machiels JP, Mach N, 
Mehra R, Burtness B, Zhang P, Cheng J, Swaby RF, Harrington KJ, investigators K-: Pembrolizumab 
versus methotrexate, docetaxel, or cetuximab for recurrent or metastatic head-and-neck squamous 
cell carcinoma (keynote-040): A randomised, open-label, phase 3 study. Lancet 2019, 
393(10167):156-167. Impact factor: 59.102 

• Hofmans M, Suciu S, Ferster A, Van Vlierberghe P, Mazingue F, Sirvent N, Costa V, Yakouben K, 
Paillard C, Uyttebroeck A, Plantaz D, Plat G, Simon P, Millot F, Poiree M, van der Werff Ten Bosch J, 
Piette C, Minckes O, Rohrlich P, Girard S, Cave H, Bertrand Y, De Moerloose B: Results of successive 
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eortc-clg 58 881 and 58 951 trials in paediatric t-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (all). Br J 
Haematol 2019, 186(5):741-753. Impact factor: 5.206 

• Leonard JP, Trneny M, Izutsu K, Fowler NH, Hong X, Zhu J, Zhang H, Offner F, Scheliga A, 
Nowakowski GS, Pinto A, Re F, Fogliatto LM, Scheinberg P, Flinn IW, Moreira C, Cabecadas J, Liu D, 
Kalambakas S, Fustier P, Wu C, Gribben JG, Investigators AT: Augment: A phase iii study of 
lenalidomide plus rituximab versus placebo plus rituximab in relapsed or refractory indolent 
lymphoma. Journal of clinical oncology: official journal of the American Society of Clinical Oncology 
2019, 37(14):1188-1199. Impact factor: 28.245 

• Ortega V, Anton A, Garau I, Afonso N, Calvo L, Fernandez Y, Martinez-Garcia M, Blanco E, Zamora P, 
Garcia M, Illarramendi JJ, Rodriguez Sanchez CA, Sampayo M, Aguirre E, Perez-Garcia JM, Cortes J, 
Llombart-Cussac A: Phase ii, multicenter, single-arm trial of eribulin as first-line therapy for patients 
with aggressive taxane-pretreated her2-negative metastatic breast cancer: The meribel study. Clin 
Breast Cancer 2019, 19(2):105-112. Impact factor: 2.762 

• Perol M, Pavlakis N, Levchenko E, Platania M, Oliveira J, Novello S, Chiari R, Moran T, Mitry E, 
Nuesch E, Liu T, Balas B, Konopa K, Peters S: Patient-reported outcomes from the randomized 
phase iii alex study of alectinib versus crizotinib in patients with alk-positive non-small-cell lung 
cancer. Lung cancer 2019, 138:79-87. Impact factor: 4.599 

• Schmid P, Zaiss M, Harper-Wynne C, Ferreira M, Dubey S, Chan S, Makris A, Nemsadze G, Brunt AM, 
Kuemmel S, Ruiz I, Perelló A, Kendall A, Brown J, Kristeleit H, Conibear J, Saura C, Grenier J, Máhr K, 
Schenker M, Sohn J, Lee KS, Shepherd CJ, Oelmann E, Sarker S-J, Prendergast A, Marosics P, Moosa 
A, Lawrence C, Coetzee C, Mousa K, Cortés J: Fulvestrant plus vistusertib vs fulvestrant plus 
everolimus vs fulvestrant alone for women with hormone receptor–positive metastatic breast 
cancer: The manta phase 2 randomized clinical trial. JAMA oncology 2019, 5(11):1556-1563. Impact 
factor: 22.416  
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5. LIST OF PUBLICATIONS WITH ABSTRACTS 
 

The list of publications of CI-IPOP in 2019 in indexed journals, including the respective abstract whenever 
available, is indicated below (only those with final date of publication in 2019 are included): 
 

1. Circulating metabolic biomarkers of screen-detected prostate cancer in the ProtecT study.  
Adams CD, Richmond R, Ferreira DLS, Spiller W, Tan V, Zheng J, Wurtz P, Donovan J, Hamdy F, Neal D, Lane JA, Smith 

GD, Relton C, Eeles RA, Haiman CA, Kote-Jarai Z, Schumacher FR, Olama AAA, Benlloch S, Muir K, Berndt SI, Conti DV, 

Wiklund F, Chanock SJ, Gapstur S, Stevens VL, Tangen CM, Batra J, Clements JA, Gronberg H, Pashayan N, Schleutker J, 

Albanes D, Wolk A, West CML, Mucci LA, Cancel-Tassin G, Koutros S, Sorensen KD, Maehle L, Travis RC, Hamilton RJ, 

Ingles SA, Rosenstein BS, Lu YJ, Giles GG, Kibel AS, Vega A, Kogevinas M, Penney KL, Park JY, Stanford JL, Cybulski C, 

Nordestgaard BG, Brenner H, Maier C, Kim J, John EM, Teixeira MR, Neuhausen SL, De Ruyck K, Razack A, Newcomb LF, 

Lessel D, Kaneva RP, Usmani N, Claessens F, Townsend PA, Dominguez MG, Roobol MJ, Menegaux F, Khaw KT, Cannon-

Albright LA, Pandha H, Thibodeau SN, Martin RM, consortium P: Cancer epidemiology, biomarkers & prevention : a 

publication of the American Association for Cancer Research, cosponsored by the American Society of Preventive 

Oncology 2019, 28(1):208-216. Impact factor: 5.057.  

BACKGROUND: Whether associations between circulating metabolites and prostate cancer are causal is unknown. We 
report on the largest study of metabolites and prostate cancer (2,291 cases and 2,661 controls) and appraise causality 
for a subset of the prostate cancer-metabolite associations using two-sample Mendelian randomization (MR). 
METHODS: The case-control portion of the study was conducted in nine UK centers with men ages 50-69 years who 
underwent prostate-specific antigen screening for prostate cancer within the Prostate Testing for Cancer and 
Treatment (ProtecT) trial. Two data sources were used to appraise causality: a genome-wide association study (GWAS) 
of metabolites in 24,925 participants and a GWAS of prostate cancer in 44,825 cases and 27,904 controls within the 
Association Group to Investigate Cancer Associated Alterations in the Genome (PRACTICAL) consortium. RESULTS: 
Thirty-five metabolites were strongly associated with prostate cancer (P < 0.0014, multiple-testing threshold). These 
fell into four classes: (i) lipids and lipoprotein subclass characteristics (total cholesterol and ratios, cholesterol esters 
and ratios, free cholesterol and ratios, phospholipids and ratios, and triglyceride ratios); (ii) fatty acids and ratios; (iii) 
amino acids; (iv) and fluid balance. Fourteen top metabolites were proxied by genetic variables, but MR indicated 
these were not causal. CONCLUSIONS: We identified 35 circulating metabolites associated with prostate cancer 
presence, but found no evidence of causality for those 14 testable with MR. Thus, the 14 MR-tested metabolites are 
unlikely to be mechanistically important in prostate cancer risk. IMPACT: The metabolome provides a promising set of 
biomarkers that may aid prostate cancer classification. 
 
2. Expression of microRNAs 16, 20a, 150 and 155 in anal squamous intraepithelial lesions from high-risk groups.  
Albuquerque A, Fernandes M, Stirrup O, Teixeira AL, Santos J, Rodrigues M, Rios E, Macedo G, Medeiros R: Scientific 

reports 2019, 9(1):1523. Impact factor: 4.011.  

Anal squamous intraepithelial lesions (ASIL) or anal intraepithelial neoplasia (AIN) are precancerous lesions. 
microRNAs (miRNAs) have been implicated in cervical carcinogenesis, but have never been assessed in anal 
precancerous lesions. Our aim was to evaluate the expression of miR-16, miR-20a, miR-150 and miR-155 in several 
grades of ASIL obtained from high-risk patients, submitted to anal cancer screening from July 2016 to January 2017. 
Lesions were classified according to the Lower Anogenital Squamous Terminology (LAST) in low-grade (LSIL) and high-
grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (HSIL), and the AIN classification in AIN1, AIN2 and AIN3. A hundred and five 
biopsies were obtained from 60 patients. Ten samples were negative (9.5%), 63 were LSIL (60%) and 32 were HSIL 
(30.5%) according to the LAST. Twenty seven (26%) were negative for dysplasia, 46 were classified as AIN1 (44%), 14 
as AIN2 (13%) and 18 as AIN3 (17%) according to the AIN classification. There was no statistically significant difference 
in the fold expression of miR-16, miR-20a, miR-150 and miR-155, according to either classification. Although non- 
significant, there was an increasing trend in the miR-155 fold expression from negative samples to HSIL, with the 
highest fold expression increase in both LSIL and HSIL compared to the other miRNAs. 
 
3. New insights into the role of Human Papillomavirus in anal cancer and anal wart development.  
Albuquerque A, Medeiros R: Acta Cytol 2019, 63(2):118-123. Impact factor: NA.  

Human papillomavirus is associated with several anogenital and oropharyngeal lesions, including warts, premalignant 
lesions, and cancer. There are specific groups that were identified as high-risk groups for anal squamous cell 
carcinoma and anal human papillomavirus infection, namely HIV-positive patients, men who have sex with men, 
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women with genital tract neoplasia, and solid organ transplant recipients. Condylomas have classically been 
considered to be a benign lesion, with an exception made for the Buschke-Loewenstein tumor, but several 
publications have shown that a high percentage of condylomas harbor high-grade lesions. Due to the similarities 
between anal and cervical carcinogenesis, anal cancer screening based on anal cytology and referral to high-resolution 
anoscopy, in case of abnormalities, have been advocated. Testing for anal human papillomavirus is not routinely done 
in anal cancer screening, because of the very high prevalence in high-risk populations. The large majority of anal 
cancers are squamous cell carcinomas (SCC), and around 90% are attributed to human papillomavirus. Human 
papillomavirus positivity in anal SCC seems to have a prognostic value, with better survival in those patients with 
positive tumors. Prophylactic vaccination has been shown to be important for prevention of anal human 
papillomavirus-related lesions. 
 
4. Beyond p16 immunostaining: an overview of biomarkers in anal squamous intraepithelial lesions.  
Albuquerque A, Rios E, Medeiros R: Histology and histopathology 2019, 34(3):201-212. Impact factor: 1.777.  

Histological grading of squamous intraepithelial lesions or intraepithelial neoplasia is fundamental for clinical 
management and for assessment of the risk of progression. Biomarkers are important for assisting correct grading of 
these lesions, reducing inter and intraobserver variability and most promising, for prognosis. Although p16 is the most 
studied biomarker in this setting, there are several other biomarkers that have been studied, reflecting also the need 
to find a better single or association option that can be more suitable, especially for classification purposes. A PubMed 
and Embase search was conducted from their inception until April 2018, aiming to identify biomarkers evaluated in 
histological samples of anal squamous intraepithelial lesions, other than p16. Information on "Ki-67", "ProExTM C", 
"p53", "human papillomavirus L1 capsid protein", "stathmin-1", "minichromosome maintenance protein", "p21", 
"proliferating cell nuclear antigen", "histones", "human papillomavirus E4", "chromosomal abnormalities" and 
"methylation" was collected and reviewed. From these, the most studied biomarker was by far Ki-67. In many cases 
there were few studies performed for each biomarker, with no clear standardized interpretation of the 
immunostaining. An increased positive rate with more severe grades of lesions was shown in many cases. Prognostic 
data are limited and need to be further validated. 
 
5. Recommendations from a portuguese expert group for discontinuation of tyrosine kinase inhibitors in chronic 

myeloid leukemia patients in clinical practice.  
Almeida A, Pierdomenico F, Guerrero BP, Saraiva F, Montalvao A, Coutinho J, Mariz M, Melo T, Santos MJ, Pereira A, 

Cerveira N: Acta Med Port 2019, 32(7-8):550-557. Impact factor: 0.581.  

Until recently, the main goal of chronic myeloid leukemia therapy was disease control with the best overall survival, 
which required lifelong treatment. However, currently, the treatment-free remission concept is becoming an 
important goal in clinical practice, and several tyrosine kinase inhibitors discontinuation studies have shown that 
round 50% of patients with a durable deep molecular response beyond major molecular response successfully 
interrupt tyrosine kinase inhibitors for at least three years without loss of molecular response. However, and 
regardless of the existing evidence, the exact conditions for attempting treatment-free remission remain poorly 
defined. Different authors tried to guide the clinical decision regarding this topic but there are some points that differ, 
namely with respect to the recommended duration of tyrosine kinase inhibitors therapy and the appropriate 
molecular response prior to treatment-free remission. The goal of this article is to propose an algorithm to guide 
clinical practice in Portugal concerning chronic phase-chronic myeloid leukemia patients who wish to attempt 
treatment-free remission, since there are no national guidelines. 
 
6. Fear of cancer recurrence: a qualitative systematic review and meta-synthesis of patients' experiences.  
Almeida SN, Elliott R, Silva ER, Sales CMD: Clin Psychol Rev 2019, 68:13-24. Impact factor: 9.904.  

Fear of cancer recurrence (FCR) is a significant issue for most cancer survivors, with nearly half of cancer survivors 
reporting it at moderate to high levels of intensity. We aimed to further explore the experience of having FCR from the 
point of view of patients by systematically reviewing qualitative studies. Following PRISMA guidelines, 87 qualitative 
studies were selected. All participants' quotes about FRC were extracted, then analysed using a conceptual framework 
based on the emotion-focused therapy theory of emotion schemes, which consist of experienced/implicit emotions, 
along with perceptual-situational, bodily-expressive, symbolic-conceptual and motivational-behavioral elements. 
According to participant descriptions, FCR was found to be an intense, difficult, multi-dimensional experience. 
Considering the diversity of experiences identified, it is useful to look at FCR as an emotional experience that extends 
along a continuum of adaptive and maladaptive responses. For some participants, FCR was described in trauma-like 
terms, including forms of re-experiencing, avoidance, negative thoughts and feelings, and arousal or reactivity related 
to cancer-related triggers or memories. Vivid metaphors expressing vulnerability and conflict also reflect the strong 
impact of FCR in patients' lives and can help therapists empathize with their clients. 
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7. Elderly patients with advanced NSCLC: the value of geriatric evaluation and the feasibility of CGA alternatives in 

predicting chemotherapy toxicity.  
Almodovar T, Teixeira E, Barroso A, Soares M, Queiroga HJ, Cavaco-Silva J, Barata F: Pulmonology 2019, 25(1):40-50. 

Impact factor: NA.  

Cancer is primarily a disease of the elderly, with the incidence of older patients with cancer expected to increase in 
the coming years. Despite remarkable advances during the last decade, lung cancer remains a leading cause of 
mortality worldwide, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) being the dominant (85-90%) subtype. At diagnosis, 50% of 
NSCLC patients are >/=70 years and 15%, over 80 years of age. Due to their under-representation in clinical trials, 
current treatment decisions for older patients with cancer are based on a low level of scientific evidence. The little 
evidence that exists suggests that chemotherapy is effective in elderly NSCLC patients, but also indicates that they are 
at more risk of chemotherapy toxicity than younger adults. However, if carefully selected and monitored, elderly 
patients can benefit from standard chemotherapy regimens. The Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA) has 
historically been adopted to identify elderly patients who are unfit for chemotherapy, yet in clinical practice this is 
often not feasible as it is too time-consuming. Two promising new tools have emerged - the CRASH and CARG scores - 
to assign patients to varying intensities of chemotherapy based on a pre-therapy risk assessment. The strengths and 
shortcomings of each tool were discussed by a group of six advisors with expertise in the treatment of NSCLC. Based 
on a literature review and on their personal experience, CRASH and CARG were considered feasible toxicity prediction 
tools, appropriate for implementation in routine clinical practice, with a potentially high impact in optimizing therapy 
selection for elderly patients with cancer. 
 
8. Dose to the interventional radiologist in CTF-guided procedures.  
Alves JG, Sarmento S, Pereira JS, Pereira MF, Sousa MJ, Cunha L, Dias A, Oliveira AD, Cardoso JV, Santos LM, Lencart J, 

Gouvea M, Santos JAM: Radiation and environmental biophysics 2019, 58(3):373-384. Impact factor: 1.267.  

The aim of this work was to assess the occupational dose received by an interventional radiologist (IR) during 
computed tomography fluoroscopy (CTF)-guided procedures; to identify the most exposed areas of the body including 
the hands and fingers; to suggest recommendations for individual monitoring; and to improve radiation safety of the 
practice. A total of 53 CTF-guided procedures were studied. Twelve whole-body dosimeters were worn by the IR in 
each procedure for the assessment of the personal dose equivalent, Hp(10), on the chest, waist, and back, both over 
and under the lead apron, as well as the personal dose equivalent, Hp(0.07), on both arms, knees, and feet. Special 
gloves with casings to fit extremity dosimeters were prepared to assess Hp(0.07) to the fingers. The measured chest 
dose values were higher than those on the waist and back; the dominant hand or the left side was the most exposed. 
In general, the ring, middle, and index fingers of the dominant hand were the most exposed (maximum in the 36-39 
mSv range), while wrist dose was negligible compared to finger doses. Based on the results obtained the following 
recommendations are suggested: protective devices (lead aprons, thyroid shield, and goggles) should be worn; Hp(10) 
should be assessed at the chest level both above and below the lead apron; finger doses can be measured on the basis 
of each middle finger; the arm closer to the beam should be monitored; and finally, a wrist dosimeter will not provide 
useful information. 
 
9. Predictive and prognostic value of selected microRNAs in luminal breast cancer.  
Amorim M, Lobo J, Fontes-Sousa M, Estevao-Pereira H, Salta S, Lopes P, Coimbra N, Antunes L, Palma de Sousa S, 

Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Front Genet 2019, 10:815. Impact factor: 3.517.  

Breast cancer (BrC) is the most frequent malignancy and the leading cause of cancer death among women worldwide. 
Approximately 70% of BrC are classified as luminal-like subtype, expressing the estrogen receptor. One of the most 
common and effective adjuvant therapies for this BrC subtype is endocrine therapy. However, its effectiveness is 
limited, with relapse occurring in up to 40% of patients. Because microRNAs have been associated with several 
mechanisms underlying endocrine resistance and sensitivity, they may serve as predictive and/or prognostic 
biomarkers in this setting. Hence, the main goal of this study was to investigate whether miRNAs deregulated in 
endocrine-resistant BrC may be clinically relevant as prognostic and predictive biomarkers in patients treated with 
adjuvant endocrine therapy. A global expression assay allowed for the identification of microRNAs differentially 
expressed between luminal BrC patients with or without recurrence after endocrine adjuvant therapy. Then, six 
microRNAs were chosen for validation using quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction in a larger 
set of tissue samples. Thus, miR-30c-5p, miR-30b-5p, miR-182-5p, and miR-200b-3p were found to be independent 
predictors of clinical benefit from endocrine therapy. Moreover, miR-182-5p and miR-200b-3p displayed independent 
prognostic value for disease recurrence in luminal BrC patients after endocrine therapy. Our results indicate that 
selected miRNAs' panels may constitute clinically useful ancillary tools for management of luminal BrC patients. 
Nevertheless, additional validation, ideally in a multicentric setting, is required to confirm our findings. 
 
10. In-air production of 3D co-culture tumor spheroid hydrogels for expedited drug screening.  
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Antunes J, Gaspar VM, Ferreira L, Monteiro M, Henrique R, Jeronimo C, Mano JF: Acta biomaterialia 2019, 94:392-409. 

Impact factor: 6.638.  

Three-dimensional (3D) in vitro tumor spheroids are becoming popular as pre-clinical platforms for testing the 
performance of existing drugs or for discovery of innovative anti-cancer therapeutics. This focus is correlated with in 
vitro 3D tumor models ability to mimic the multicellular compact structure and spatial architecture of human solid 
tumors. However, these microphysiological systems generally lack the pre-existence of tumor-ECM, a critical aspect 
that can affect the overall therapeutic performance and the decision of advancing candidate drugs to later stages of 
the pipeline. Aiming to face this drawback and mimic tumors-ECM, herein we rapidly fabricated in-air hyaluronan-
methacrylate (HA-MA) and gelatin-methacrylate (GelMA) photocrosslinkable 3D spheroid microgels by using 
superhydrophobic surfaces. These platforms were used for establishing heterotypic 3D co-culture models of prostate 
cancer cells (PC-3) and human osteoblasts (hOB) to mimic prostate cancer-to-bone metastasis cellular heterogeneity 
and the tumor-ECM microenvironment. 3D microgel microtumors morphology, size and cell number were easily 
controlled via digital droplet generation on polystyrene superhydrophobic surfaces and under solvent-free conditions 
when compared to microfluidics or electrospray. Co-culture 3D microgels formed by 2.5%HA-MA-5%GelMA and 
5%HA-MA-5%GelMA ratios showed the highest calcium deposition after 14days of culture, evidencing osteoblasts 
viability and the establishment of functional mineralization in the 3D hydrogel matrix. Cisplatin cytotoxicity evaluation 
showed that 3D microgels are more resistant to platin chemotherapeutics than single or co-culture 3D multicellular 
spheroid counterparts. Overall, our findings indicate that solvent-free, in-air produced 3D microgel 
microenvironments are cost-effective and robust tumor mimicking platforms for in vitro high-throughput screening of 
therapeutics targeted to prostate-to-bone metastasis microenvironments. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: The 
generation of robust microphysiological systems that recapitulate the complexity of the metastatic prostate-to-bone 
tumor microenvironment is crucial for pre-clinical evaluation of new therapeutics that can eradicate these secondary 
tumors. In this study, we employed superhydrophobic (SH) surfaces to rapidly fabricate photocrosslinkable 
hyaluronan-methacrylate/gelatin-methacrylate 3D spheroid microgels for prostate cancer cells and human osteoblasts 
co-culture models that simultaneously mimic the cellular and ECM tumor components. The use of SH platforms 
overcomes the issues of standard in-liquid microgel production technologies by providing a robust control over 3D 
microgels size/morphology and cell-cell co-encapsulation numbers, while avoiding the use of oil-based microgel 
droplets generation. Overall, SH surfaces allowed a solvent-free, cost-effective, reproducible and adaptable 
fabrication of heterotypic 3D spherical microgels for high throughput drug screening. 
 
11. Deprivation-specific life tables using multivariable flexible modelling - trends from 2000-2002 to 2010-2012, 

Portugal.  
Antunes L, Mendonca D, Ribeiro AI, Maringe C, Rachet B: BMC public health 2019, 19(1):276. Impact factor: 2.567.  

BACKGROUND: Completing mortality data by information on possible socioeconomic inequalities in mortality is crucial 
for policy planning. The aim of this study was to build deprivation-specific life tables using the Portuguese version of 
the European Deprivation Index (EDI) as a measure of area-level socioeconomic deprivation, and to evaluate mortality 
trends between the periods 2000-2002 and 2010-2012. METHODS: Statistics Portugal provided the counts of deaths 
and population by sex, age group, calendar year and area of residence (parish). A socioeconomic deprivation level was 
assigned to each parish according to the quintile of their national EDI distribution. Death counts were modelled within 
the generalised linear model framework as a function of age, deprivation level and calendar period. Mortality Rate 
Ratios (MRR) were estimated to evaluate variations in mortality between deprivation groups and periods. RESULTS: 
Life expectancy at birth increased from 74.0 and 80.9 years in 2000-2002, for men and women, respectively, and to 
77.6 and 83.8 years in 2010-2012. Yet, life expectancy at birth differed by deprivation, with, compared to least 
deprived population, a deficit of about 2 (men) and 1 (women) years among most deprived in the whole study period. 
The higher mortality experienced by most deprived groups at birth (in 2010-2012, mortality rate ratios of 1.74 and 
1.29 in men and women, respectively) progressively disappeared with increasing age. CONCLUSIONS: Persistent 
differences in mortality and life expectancy were observed according to ecological socioeconomic deprivation. These 
differences were larger among men and mostly marked at birth for both sexes. 
 
12. Real-world treatment patterns, resource use and cost burden of multiple myeloma in Portugal.  
Antunes L, Rocha-Goncalves F, Chacim S, Lefevre C, Pereira M, Pereira S, Zagorska A, Bento MJ: European journal of 

cancer care 2019, 28(4):e13026. Impact factor: 2.421.  

OBJECTIVE: We provide a real-world overview of multiple myeloma (MM) treatment patterns, outcomes and 
healthcare resource use (HRU) in Portugal. METHODS: Data were collected retrospectively from consecutive patients 
diagnosed/treated at the Portuguese Oncology Institute of Porto (IPO-Porto) between 2012 and 2015. Primary 
objectives were progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS), with treatment patterns and HRU secondary. 
Analysis was by line of therapy (LOT), and post hoc by age (<65/>/=65 years). RESULTS: 165, 73 and 32 patients 
received first, second and third LOTs respectively (N = 187). OS probabilities were 91.5%, 83.2% (<65 years) and 86.6%, 
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65.3% (>/=65 years) at 12, 24 months respectively. PFS decreased from the start of each LOT for both age groups and 
was less for patients >/=65 years. Younger patients received more combination treatment (immunomodulatory drugs 
+ proteasome inhibitors) and stem cell transplants, and had higher mean costs than older patients (euro81,213 vs. 
euro36,864 where three LOTs were received). Cost drivers were medications, transplantations and hospitalisations. 
CONCLUSION: Our results suggest divergence between younger and older MM patients. Older patients had lower OS 
and PFS probabilities, HRU costs and fewer stem cell transplantations. The treatment patterns in each LOT may differ 
from other countries' findings, suggesting treatment heterogeneity. 
 
13. Cost-utility analysis of colonoscopy or faecal immunochemical test for population-based organised colorectal 

cancer screening.  
Areia M, Fuccio L, Hassan C, Dekker E, Dias-Pereira A, Dinis-Ribeiro M: United European gastroenterology journal 2019, 

7(1):105-113. Impact factor: 3.453.  

Background: Organised programmes for colorectal cancer screening demand a high burden of medical and economic 
resources. The preferred methods are the faecal immunochemical test and primary colonoscopy. Objective: The 
purpose of this study was to perform an economic analysis and comparison between these tests in Europe. Methods: 
We used a Markov cost-utility analysis from a societal perspective comparing biennial faecal immunochemical test or 
colonoscopy every 10 years screening versus non-screening in Portugal. The population was screened, aged from 50-
74 years, and efficacy was evaluated in quality-adjusted life years. For the base-case scenario, the faecal 
immunochemical test cost was euro3 with 50% acceptance and colonoscopy cost was euro397 with 38% acceptance. 
The threshold was set at euro39,760/quality-adjusted life years and the primary outcome was the incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio. Results: Screening by biennial faecal immunochemical test and primary colonoscopy every 10 
years resulted in incremental utilities of 0.00151 quality-adjusted life years and 0.00185 quality-adjusted life years at 
additional costs of euro4 and euro191, respectively. The faecal immunochemical test was the most cost-effective 
option providing an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of euro2694/quality-adjusted life years versus 
euro103,633/quality-adjusted life years for colonoscopy. Colonoscopy capacity would have to increase 1.3% for a 
faecal immunochemical test programme or 31% for colonoscopy. Conclusion: Biennial faecal immunochemical test 
screening is better than colonoscopy as it is cost-effective, allows more individuals to get screened, and provides a 
more rational use of the endoscopic capacity available. 
 
14. Incidental diagnosis of breast cancer in the pursuit of the treatment of intestinal obstruction.  
Armas I, Brandao M, Guerreiro I, Guerreiro I, Lobo J, Freitas C, Pinto-de-Sousa J, de Sousa JA: Autopsy & case reports 

2019, 9(1):e2018071. Impact factor: NA.  

Intestinal lipomatosis is rare and often asymptomatic but can present with intestinal obstruction. Occasionally, 
metastatic breast cancer is identified in the ovary before a breast primary is discovered. We report the case of a 50-
year-old woman diagnosed with synchronous intestinal obstruction due to lipomatosis, and incidental ovarian 
metastases from breast cancer. The patient presented with a 12-day history of nausea, diffuse abdominal pain, and 
constipation. An abdominal x-ray showed air-fluid levels, and computed tomography documented small bowel 
distention. An explorative laparotomy was performed, which revealed small bowel distention, an obstructive lesion of 
the ileocecal valve, three terminal ileum lesions, ascites, and heterogeneous ovaries. Right ileocolic resection and left 
oophorectomy were performed. The pathological diagnosis revealed lipomatous submucosal lesion of the ileocecal 
valve and ileum, and 17 lymph nodes, which were all negative for malignant cells. The oophorectomy revealed ovarian 
metastasis from breast carcinoma. Ascitic fluid was positive for malignant cells. Mammography and breast/axillary 
ultrasonography showed a solid nodule of the left breast, ductal carcinoma, and multiple enlarged left axillary lymph 
nodes, which were positive for neoplastic cells. Immunohistochemical evaluation showed hormonal receptor positivity 
and C-erb2 negativity. Breast magnetic resonance imaging showed a 14 mm left nodule and a positron emission 
tomography scan revealed (18)F-FDG uptake in the left breast, left axillary lymph nodes, right ovary, and peritoneum. 
The tumor was staged as stage IV ductal breast carcinoma, cT1N1M1, Grade 2, Luminal B-like. The multidisciplinary 
oncological meeting proposed chemotherapy, and a re-staging breast MRI after chemotherapy, which showed a 
complete response. The patient started treatment with letrozole and remains disease-free 22 months after finishing 
chemotherapy. 
 
15. Epithelioid hemangioendothelioma of the internal jugular vein.  
Armas I, Vidoedo J, Afonso LP, Moreira A, Abreu de Sousa J: Revista portuguesa de cirurgia cardio-toracica e vascular : 

orgao oficial da Sociedade Portuguesa de Cirurgia Cardio-Toracica e Vascular 2019, 26(2):155-157. Impact factor: NA.  

Ephitelioid Hemangioendothelioma (EHE) is a rare type of tumor with vascular and sarcomatous components. There's 
only another case published of an internal jugular vein (IJV) EHE. A case of a 50 years-old woman with a palpable and 
pulsatile mass on the left cervical area is reported. Doppler ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging showed an 
IVJ' 4 cm mass. Cytology was inconclusive. Surgical treatment was therefore decided and during surgery a mass inside 
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the left IJV, with local nonsuspicious lymph nodes, was confirmed. The mass was resected including a segmental 
resection of the IJV and one affected tributary vessel. Lymphadenectomy of the adjacent cervical levels was 
performed. Histologic examination depicted an EHE without metastatic lymph nodes. Tumor was staged as pT1bN0M0 
and a multidisciplinary sarcoma group proposed surveillance. Patient remained well, without evidence of disease and 
without complications in a twenty-four months follow-up period. 
 
16. Urinary TERT promoter mutations as non-invasive biomarkers for the comprehensive detection of urothelial 

cancer.  
Avogbe PH, Manel A, Vian E, Durand G, Forey N, Voegele C, Zvereva M, Hosen MI, Meziani S, De Tilly B, Polo G, Lole O, 

Francois P, Delhomme TM, Carreira C, Monteiro-Reis S, Henrique R, Abedi-Ardekani B, Byrnes G, Foll M, Weiderpass E, 

McKay J, Jeronimo C, Scelo G, Le Calvez-Kelm F: EBioMedicine 2019, 44:431-438. Impact factor: 6.680.  

BACKGROUND: Recurrent mutations in the promoter of the telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) gene (C228T and 
C250T) detected in tumours and cells shed into urine of urothelial cancer (UC) patients are putative biomarkers for UC 
detection and monitoring. However, the possibility of detecting these mutations in cell-free circulating DNA (cfDNA) in 
blood and urine, or DNA from urinary exfoliated cells (cellDNA) with a single-gene sensitive assay has never been 
tested in a case-control setting. METHODS: We developed a single-plex assay (UroMuTERT) for the detection of low-
abundance TERT promoter mutations. We tested 93 primary and recurrent UC cases and 94 controls recruited in 
France (blood, urine samples and tumours for the cases), and 50 primary UC cases and 50 controls recruited in 
Portugal (urinary exfoliated cell samples). We compared our assay with urine cytology. FINDINGS: In the French series, 
C228T or C250T were detected in urinary cfDNA or cellDNA in 81 cases (87.1%; 95% CI 78.6-93.2), and five controls 
(Specificity 94.7%; 95%CI 88.0-98.3), with 98.6% (95% CI 92.5-99.96) concordance in matched tumours. Detection rate 
in plasma cfDNA among cases was 7.1%. The UroMuTERT sensitivity was (i) highest for urinary cfDNA and cellDNA 
combined, (ii) consistent across primary and recurrent cases, tumour stages and grades, (iii) higher for low-risk non-
muscle invasive UC (86.1%) than urine cytology (23.0%) (P<0.0001) and (iv) 93.9% when combined with cytology. In 
the Portuguese series - the sensitivity and specificity for detection of UC with urinary cellDNA was 68.0% (95% CI 53.3-
80.5) and 98.0% (95% CI 89.3-100.0). INTERPRETATION: TERT promoter mutations detected by the UroMuTERT assay 
in urinary DNA (cfDNA or cellDNA) show excellent sensitivity and specificity for the detection of UC, significantly 
outperforming that of urine cytology notably for detection of low-grade early stages UC. FUND: French Cancer League; 
French Foster Research in Molecular Biology and European Commission FP7 Marie Curie COFUND. 
 
17. Going through the mesh: argon plasma trimming of a metal biliary stent.  
Azevedo R, Libanio D, Bastos P, Dinis Ribeiro M, Brandao C: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 26(4):295-297. Impact 

factor: NA.  

 

18. International consensus on a complications list after gastrectomy for cancer.  
Baiocchi GL, Giacopuzzi S, Marrelli D, Reim D, Piessen G, Matos da Costa P, Reynolds JV, Meyer HJ, Morgagni P, Gockel 

I, Lara Santos L, Jensen LS, Murphy T, Preston SR, Ter-Ovanesov M, Fumagalli Romario U, Degiuli M, Kielan W, Monig S, 

Kolodziejczyk P, Polkowski W, Hardwick R, Pera M, Johansson J, Schneider PM, de Steur WO, Gisbertz SS, Hartgrink H, 

van Sandick JW, Portolani N, Holscher AH, Botticini M, Roviello F, Mariette C, Allum W, De Manzoni G: Gastric cancer : 

official journal of the International Gastric Cancer Association and the Japanese Gastric Cancer Association 2019, 

22(1):172-189. Impact factor: 5.554.  

BACKGROUND: Perioperative complications can affect outcomes after gastrectomy for cancer, with high mortality and 
morbidity rates ranging between 10 and 40%. The absence of a standardized system for recording complications 
generates wide variation in evaluating their impacts on outcomes and hinders proposals of quality-improvement 
projects. The aim of this study was to provide a list of defined gastrectomy complications approved through 
international consensus. METHODS: The Gastrectomy Complications Consensus Group consists of 34 European gastric 
cancer experts who are members of the International Gastric Cancer Association. A group meeting established the 
work plan for study implementation through Delphi surveys. A consensus was reached regarding a set of standardized 
methods to define gastrectomy complications. RESULTS: A standardized list of 27 defined complications (grouped into 
3 intraoperative, 14 postoperative general, and 10 postoperative surgical complications) was created to provide a 
simple but accurate template for recording individual gastrectomy complications. A consensus was reached for both 
the list of complications that should be considered major adverse events after gastrectomy for cancer and their 
specific definitions. The study group also agreed that an assessment of each surgical case should be completed at 
patient discharge and 90 days postoperatively using a Complication Recording Sheet. CONCLUSION: The list of defined 
complications (soon to be validated in an international multicenter study) and the ongoing development of an 
electronic datasheet app to record them provide the basic infrastructure to reach the ultimate goals of standardized 
international data collection, establishment of benchmark results, and fostering of quality-improvement projects. 
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19. British Society of Gastroenterology guidelines on the diagnosis and management of patients at risk of gastric 

adenocarcinoma.  
Banks M, Graham D, Jansen M, Gotoda T, Coda S, di Pietro M, Uedo N, Bhandari P, Pritchard DM, Kuipers EJ, 

Rodriguez-Justo M, Novelli MR, Ragunath K, Shepherd N, Dinis-Ribeiro M: Gut 2019, 68(9):1545-1575. Impact factor: 

17.943.  

Gastric adenocarcinoma carries a poor prognosis, in part due to the late stage of diagnosis. Risk factors include 
Helicobacter pylori infection, family history of gastric cancer-in particular, hereditary diffuse gastric cancer and 
pernicious anaemia. The stages in the progression to cancer include chronic gastritis, gastric atrophy (GA), gastric 
intestinal metaplasia (GIM) and dysplasia. The key to early detection of cancer and improved survival is to non-
invasively identify those at risk before endoscopy. However, although biomarkers may help in the detection of 
patients with chronic atrophic gastritis, there is insufficient evidence to support their use for population screening. 
High-quality endoscopy with full mucosal visualisation is an important part of improving early detection. Image-
enhanced endoscopy combined with biopsy sampling for histopathology is the best approach to detect and accurately 
risk-stratify GA and GIM. Biopsies following the Sydney protocol from the antrum, incisura, lesser and greater 
curvature allow both diagnostic confirmation and risk stratification for progression to cancer. Ideally biopsies should 
be directed to areas of GA or GIM visualised by high-quality endoscopy. There is insufficient evidence to support 
screening in a low-risk population (undergoing routine diagnostic oesophagogastroduodenoscopy) such as the UK, but 
endoscopic surveillance every 3 years should be offered to patients with extensive GA or GIM. Endoscopic mucosal 
resection or endoscopic submucosal dissection of visible gastric dysplasia and early cancer has been shown to be 
efficacious with a high success rate and low rate of recurrence, providing that specific quality criteria are met. 
 
20. Narrow-band imaging: clinical application in gastrointestinal endoscopy.  
Barbeiro S, Libânio D, Castro R, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes P: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 26(1):40-53. Impact 

factor: NA.  

Narrow-band imaging is an advanced imaging system that applies optic digital methods to enhance endoscopic images 
and improves visualization of the mucosal surface architecture and microvascular pattern. Narrow-band imaging use 
has been suggested to be an important adjunctive tool to white-light endoscopy to improve the detection of lesions in 
the digestive tract. Importantly, it also allows the distinction between benign and malignant lesions, targeting 
biopsies, prediction of the risk of invasive cancer, delimitation of resection margins, and identification of residual 
neoplasia in a scar. Thus, in expert hands it is a useful tool that enables the physician to decide on the best treatment 
(endoscopic or surgical) and management. Current evidence suggests that it should be used routinely for patients at 
increased risk for digestive neoplastic lesions and could become the standard of care in the near future, at least in 
referral centers. However, adequate training programs to promote the implementation of narrow-band imaging in 
daily clinical practice are needed. In this review, we summarize the current scientific evidence on the clinical 
usefulness of narrow-band imaging in the diagnosis and characterization of digestive tract lesions/cancers and 
describe the available classification systems. 
 
21. Changes in health behaviours and body mass index after a breast cancer diagnosis: results from a prospective 

cohort study.  
Barbosa A, Costa AR, Fontes F, Dias T, Pereira S, Lunet N: European journal of cancer prevention : the official journal of 

the European Cancer Prevention Organisation (ECP) 2019, 28(4):330-337. Impact factor: 2.330.  

The aim of the study was to describe changes in health behaviours and BMI after breast cancer diagnosis, depicting 
the potential influence of sociodemographic, clinical and psychological characteristics. A total of 428 breast cancer 
patients were prospectively followed for 3 years, since diagnosis. At the end of follow-up, women were classified 
regarding their adherence to recommendations for cancer prevention, prediagnosis and after 3 years, including not 
smoking, alcohol consumption up to one drink per day, intake of at least five portions per day of fruits and/or 
vegetables, physical activity and body mass index (BMI) less than 25.0 kg/m. To quantify associations between 
patients' characteristics and changes in adherence to each recommendation, age, education and cancer stage-
adjusted odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated. Among women adhering to each 
recommendation before diagnosis, 54.1% reduced their physical activity, 32.4% became overweight or obese and 
6.1% reduced fruits and/or vegetables intake, but there were virtually no changes in alcohol consumption or smoking. 
Older and more educated participants were more likely to reduce their physical activity (OR=4.71, 95% CI: 1.17-18.99; 
OR=11.53, 95% CI: 2.20-60.53, respectively). Among participants not following each recommendation before 
diagnosis, 29.1% stopped smoking, 24.6% reduced alcohol consumption, 9.9% became physically active, 7.8% 
increased fruits and/or vegetables intake and 3.3% reduced their BMI to less than 25.0 kg/m. Older women were less 
likely to become physically active (OR=0.32, 95% CI: 0.14-0.75). Breast cancer patients showed some positive changes 
in their health behaviours after diagnosis. However, there is a large margin for improvement, which highlights the 
importance of health promotion interventions in this context. 
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22. Fetal autopsy parameters standards: biometry, organ weights, and long bone lengths.  
Bartosch C, Vilar I, Rodrigues M, Costa L, Botelho N, Brandao O: Virchows Archiv : an international journal of pathology 

2019, 475(4):499-511. Impact factor: 2.868.  

Fetal and perinatal growth charts and tables are essential for proper interpretation of autopsy anthropometric 
parameters. These parameters depend on factors that may vary between populations; thus, it is recommended that 
standards be developed from local target populations to ensure that they are truly representative. In this study, we 
established standards for a complete set of autopsy fetal parameters, including biometrical measurements, organ 
weights and long bone lengths, based on autopsy data collected retrospectively from a sample of Portuguese fetuses 
and neonates. Using a robust statistical regression methodology, to fit mean and standard deviation models, we 
constructed growth curves for gestational ages between 12 and 42 weeks, which aim to be useful for autopsy 
examination, particularly in the Portuguese population. 
 
23. How to brush your way into the bile duct.  
Bastos P, Pita I, Ferreira A: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 26(1):1-2. Impact factor: NA.  

 

24. Diabetes-related symptoms, acute complications and management of diabetes mellitus of patients who are 

receiving palliative care: a protocol for a systematic review.  
Bettencourt-Silva R, Aguiar B, Sa-Araujo V, Barreira R, Guedes V, Marques Ribeiro MJ, Carvalho D, Ostlundh L, Paulo 

MS: BMJ open 2019, 9(6):e028604. Impact factor: 2.376.  

INTRODUCTION: Worldwide, an estimated 40 million people are in need of palliative care each year, but only 14% 
receive it. The incidence of diabetes mellitus (DM) in patients receiving palliative care is higher than in the general 
population. This association is intended to grow as a result of the rising burden of DM worldwide, ageing populations 
and the improved overall survival time of several diseases over the last few decades. Recommendations for DM 
management in the context of palliative care are mainly based on expert opinion as there is a lack of suitable evidence 
base and randomised clinical trials in palliative care are scarce. The aim of our systematic review is to identify the best 
DM management practices in order to reduce important DM-related symptoms and acute complications in patients 
receiving palliative care. METHODS AND ANALYSIS: The authors will study the DM treatment and management 
literature, surveying the different approaches employed to treat adult palliative patients. Core health bibliographic 
databases will be searched from January 1990 to May 2019. Data sources will include Ovid MEDLINE, Embase, 
PubMed, Web of Sciences, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, 
Scopus, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature and grey literature. Details regarding diet, oral and 
injectable glucose-lowering medicines, insulin regimens and blood glucose monitoring strategies will be evaluated. We 
defined the primary outcomes to compare between DM management approaches as the presence of symptoms 
(polyuria, polydipsia and polyphagia) and acute complications of DM (hypoglycaemia, hyperglycaemic hyperosmolar 
state and diabetic ketoacidosis), and secondary outcomes as hospital admissions and deaths due to DM-related 
complications, health-related quality of life and glycaemic control. ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION: The systematic 
review methodology does not require ethics approval due to the nature of the study design. The results of the 
systematic review will be published in a peer-reviewed journal and will be publicly available. PROSPERO 
REGISTRATION NUMBER: CRD42018115772. 
 
25. Circulating microRNAs as biomarkers for prostate cancer detection and metastasis development prediction.  
Bidarra D, Constancio V, Barros-Silva D, Ramalho-Carvalho J, Moreira-Barbosa C, Antunes L, Mauricio J, Oliveira J, 

Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Frontiers in oncology 2019, 9:900. Impact factor: 4.137.  

Prostate Cancer (PCa) overdiagnosis and overtreatment, as a consequence of the limited specificity of current 
detection and prognostication methods, remains a major challenge in clinical practice. Therefore, development and 
validation of new molecular biomarkers amenable of detecting clinically significant disease is crucial. MicroRNAs 
(miRNA) deregulation is common in cancer, constituting potential non-invasive biomarkers for PCa detection and 
prognostication. Herein, we evaluated the screening and prognostic biomarker potential of two onco-microRNAs (miR-
182-5p and miR-375-3p) in liquid biopsies (plasma) of PCa patients with clinically localized disease undergoing 
curative-intent treatment. A first cohort of 98 PCa and 15 normal prostates were used to assess PCa-specificity of miR-
182-5p in tissues. A cohort composed of PCa 252 patients and 52 asymptomatic controls allowed for assessment of 
diagnostic and prognostic value in plasmas. After RNA extraction from tissue and plasma samples, cDNA synthesis 
specific for miRNAs was performed followed by measurement of miR-182-5p and miR-375-3p relative expression by 
RT-qPCR, using U6 snRNA gene as reference. MiR-182-5p was significantly overexpressed in PCa tissues (p < 0.0001) 
and in plasma of PCa patients (p = 0.0020), compared to respective controls. Moreover, miR-182-5p expression 
identified PCa with AUC = 0.81 (95% CI: 0.725-0.892, p = 0.0001) in tissue and with 77% specificity and 99% NPV (AUC 
= 0.64, 95% CI: 0.561-0.709, p = 0.0021) in plasma. Both circulating miR-182-5p and miR-375-3p levels associated with 
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more advanced pathologic stage and the former was significantly higher in patients that developed metastasis (p = 
0.0145). Indeed, at the time of diagnosis, circulating miR-375-3p levels predicted which patients would develop 
metastasis, with almost 50% sensitivity, 76% specificity, and a NPV of 89% (AUC = 0.62, 95% CI: 0.529-0.713, p = 
0.0149). We conclude that these two circulating miRNAs might be clinical useful as non-invasive biomarkers for 
detection and prediction of metastasis development at the diagnosis together with clinical variables used in routine 
practice. 
 
26. European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) curricula development for postgraduate training in 

advanced endoscopic procedures: rationale and methodology.  
Bisschops R, Dekker E, East JE, Johnson G, Pimentel-Nunes P, Sanders DS, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Ponchon T: Endoscopy 2019, 

51(10):976-979. Impact factor: 6.381.  

 

27. Association between nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and cardiac function and structure-a meta-analysis.  
Borges-Canha M, Neves JS, Libanio D, Von-Hafe M, Vale C, Araujo-Martins M, Leite AR, Pimentel-Nunes P, Carvalho D, 

Leite-Moreira A: Endocrine 2019, 66(3):467-476. Impact factor: 3.296.  

PURPOSE: Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease is increasingly recognized as the hepatic counterpart of metabolic 
syndrome. It is hypothesized that structural and functional cardiac changes may be associated with this metabolic 
disease. We aimed to gather the existing information on the association of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease with cardiac 
alterations, and to evaluate a possible correlation between them. METHODS: Systematic review of Medline searching 
results for original articles studying NAFLD and cardiac parameters until August 2018. A meta-analysis was conducted 
to each parameter of cardiac structure and function selected, using Review Manager 5.3 software. This study was 
conducted according to preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analysis (PRISMA). RESULTS: A 
total of 16 studies met the eligibility criteria and were included in the meta-analysis. There was a significant 
association between nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and (1) higher left ventricle mass and ratios between left ventricle 
mass and both height and body surface area; (2) higher LVEDD; (3) higher left atrium diameter and ratio between left 
atrial volume and body surface area; (4) higher posterior wall and septum thickness; (5) lower E/A wave ratio; (6) 
higher E/E' ratio; (7) longer deceleration time and (8) longer relaxation time. CONCLUSION: NAFLD associates with 
adverse structural alterations and cardiac dysfunction. Our results highlight the importance of identifying NAFLD in 
patients with metabolic dysfunction as this may represent an additional contributor to cardiovascular risk. 
 
28. Cervical cancer screening uptake in women aged between 15 and 64 years in Mozambique.  
Brandao M, Tulsidas S, Damasceno A, Silva-Matos C, Carrilho C, Lunet N: European journal of cancer prevention : the 

official journal of the European Cancer Prevention Organisation (ECP) 2019, 28(4):338-343. Impact factor: 2.330.  

Cervical cancer is the most common cancer in Mozambique, reflecting the high prevalence of both human 
papillomavirus and HIV infections. A national screening program for cervical cancer was started in 2009, using the 
visual inspection with acetic acid and cryotherapy, targeting women aged 30-55 years. We aimed to estimate the self-
reported prevalence and determinants of cervical cancer screening uptake in Mozambique. A cross-sectional study of 
a representative sample of the women aged 15-64 years (n=1888) was carried out in 2014/2015 following the WHO-
Stepwise Approach to Chronic Disease Risk Factor Surveillance. The prevalence of screening uptake using visual 
inspection with acetic acid or cervical cytology, at least once in a lifetime, was 3.0% [95% confidence interval (CI): 2.2-
4.1]; the prevalence was the lowest in the center region (1.4%) and the highest in the capital city of Maputo (11.1%). 
Among women aged 30-55 years, the prevalence was 3.4% (95% CI: 2.3-5.2) and the factors independently associated 
with a greater frequency of screening uptake were education (>/=8 schooling years vs. none: prevalence ratio=5.57, 
95% CI: 1.34-23.16) and use of oral contraceptives (prevalence ratio=2.33, 95% CI: 1.05-5.15). This was the first 
national Mozambican survey on cervical cancer screening uptake ever carried out and it showed a very low prevalence 
of screening, even in the more urban and affluent areas. There is an urgent need to raise public awareness of cervical 
cancer screening and to increase the number of screening units and trained personnel throughout the country. 
 
29. Human Papillomavirus and coronary artery disease in climacteric women: is there an association?  
Brito LMO, Brito HO, Correa R, de Oliveira Neto CP, Costa JPL, Monteiro SCM, Vidal FCB, Nascimento M, de Figueiredo 

Neto JA, Gil da Costa RM, Galvao-Moreira LV, da Silva I: Scientific World Journal 2019, 2019:1872536. Impact factor: 

NA.  

Background: Cardiovascular diseases are leading causes of death worldwide. Recent studies suggest that infection by 
some viruses, including the human papillomavirus (HPV), may increase the risk of developing atheromatous lesions on 
coronary arteries. However, there is a lack of data regarding the possible association between HPV infection and 
coronary artery disease (CAD) in women. Objective: To investigate whether HPV infection is associated with the 
occurrence of CAD among climacteric women. Methods: The presence of CAD and cervical HPV DNA was investigated 
in 52 climacteric women. Social and demographic variables and metabolic profiles were also investigated. Results: 
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Among 27 women with CAD, 16 were positive for HPV, whereas 11 were negative. The presence of cervical HPV was 
strongly associated with CAD, after adjusting for demographic variables, health and sexual behaviors, comorbidities, 
and known cardiovascular risk factors. HPV-positive women showed a greater likelihood of having CAD (odds ratio 
[OR] = 3.74; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.16 to 11.96) as compared with HPV-negative women, particularly those 
infected with high-risk HPV types (OR = 4.90; 95% CI: 1.26 to 19.08). Conclusion: These results support the hypothesis 
that HPV infection might be associated with CAD among climacteric women, though further studies are needed to 
investigate the mechanisms involved. 
 
30. Afatinib vs placebo as adjuvant therapy after chemoradiotherapy in squamous cell carcinoma of the head and 

neck: a randomized clinical trial.  
Burtness B, Haddad R, Dinis J, Trigo J, Yokota T, Viana LS, Romanov I, Vermorken J, Bourhis J, Tahara M, Segalla JGM, 

Psyrri A, Vasilevskaya I, Nangia CS, Chaves-Conde M, Kiyota N, Homma A, Holeckova P, Del Campo JM, Asarawala N, 

Nicolau UR, Rauch D, Even C, Wang B, Gibson N, Ehrnrooth E, Harrington K, Cohen EEW, LUX-Head ft, investigators N: 

JAMA oncology 2019, 5(8):1170-1180. Impact factor: 22.416.  

Locoregionally advanced head and neck squamous cell cancer (HNSCC) is treated curatively; however, risk of 
recurrence remains high among some patients. The ERBB family blocker afatinib has shown efficacy in recurrent or 
metastatic HNSCC.To assess whether afatinib therapy after definitive chemoradiotherapy (CRT) improves disease-free 
survival (DFS) in patients with HNSCC.This multicenter, phase 3, double-blind randomized clinical trial (LUX-Head 
&amp; Neck 2) studied 617 patients from November 2, 2011, to July 4, 2016. Patients who had complete response 
after CRT, comprising radiotherapy with cisplatin or carboplatin, with or without resection of residual disease, for 
locoregionally advanced high- or intermediate-risk HNSCC of the oral cavity, hypopharynx, larynx, or oropharynx were 
included in the study. Data analysis was of the intention-to-treat population.Patients were randomized (2:1) to 
treatment with afatinib (40 mg/d) or placebo, stratified by nodal status (N0-2a or N2b-3) and Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group performance status (0 or 1). Treatment continued for 18 months or until disease recurrence, 
unacceptable adverse events, or patient withdrawal.The primary end point was DFS, defined as time from the date of 
randomization to the date of tumor recurrence or secondary primary tumor or death from any cause. Secondary end 
points were DFS at 2 years, overall survival (defined as time from the date of randomization to death), and health-
related quality of life.A total of 617 patients were studied (mean [SD] age, 58 [8.4] years; 528 male [85.6%]). 
Recruitment was stopped after a preplanned interim futility analysis on July 4, 2016, on recommendation from an 
independent data monitoring committee. Treatment was discontinued. Median DFS was 43.4 months (95% CI, 37.4 
months to not estimable) in the afatinib group and not estimable (95% CI, 40.1 months to not estimable) in the 
placebo group (hazard ratio, 1.13; 95% CI, 0.81-1.57; stratified log-rank test P = .48). The most common grade 3 and 4 
drug-related adverse effects were acneiform rash (61 [14.8%] of 411 patients in the afatinib group vs 1 [0.5%] of 206 
patients in the placebo group), stomatitis (55 [13.4%] in the afatinib group vs 1 [0.5%] in the placebo group), and 
diarrhea (32 [7.8%] in the afatinib group vs 1 [0.5%] in the placebo group).This study’s findings indicate that treatment 
with afatinib after CRT did not improve DFS and was associated with more adverse events than placebo in patients 
with primary, unresected, clinically high- to intermediate-risk HNSCC. The use of adjuvant afatinib after CRT is not 
recommended.ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01345669. 
 
31. PTX3 polymorphisms influence cytomegalovirus reactivation after stem-cell transplantation.  
Campos CF, Leite L, Pereira P, Vaz CP, Branca R, Campilho F, Freitas F, Ligeiro D, Marques A, Torrado E, Silvestre R, 

Lacerda JF, Campos A, Jr., Cunha C, Carvalho A: Front Immunol 2019, 10:88. Impact factor: 4.716.  

Background: Reactivation of latent human cytomegalovirus (CMV) in patients undergoing allogeneic stem-cell 
transplantation (HSCT) predisposes to several clinical complications and is therefore a major cause of morbidity and 
mortality. Although pentraxin-3 (PTX3) has been previously described to bind both human and murine CMV and 
mediate several host antiviral mechanisms, whether genetic variation in the PTX3 locus influences the risk of CMV 
infection is currently unknown. Methods: To dissect the contribution of genetic variation within PTX3 to the 
development of CMV infection, we analyzed described loss-of-function variants at the PTX3 locus in 394 recipients of 
HSCT and their corresponding donors and assessed the associated risk of CMV reactivation. Results: We report that 
the donor, but not recipient, h2/h2 haplotype in PTX3 increased the risk of CMV reactivation after 24 months 
following transplantation, with a significant effect on survival. Among recipients with h2/h2 donors, CMV seropositive 
patients as well as those receiving grafts from unrelated donors, regardless of the CMV serostatus, were more prone 
to develop viral reactivation after transplantation. Most importantly, the h2/h2 haplotype was demonstrated to 
display an influence toward risk of CMV reactivation comparable to that conferred by the unrelated status of the 
donor alone. Conclusions: Our findings demonstrate the important contribution of genetic variation in donor PTX3 to 
the risk of CMV reactivation in patients undergoing HSCT, highlighting a promising prognostic value of donor PTX3 to 
predict risk of CMV reactivation in this clinical setting. 
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32. Canine mammary tumors: comparison of classification and grading methods in a survival study.  
Canadas A, Franca M, Pereira C, Vilaca R, Vilhena H, Tinoco F, Silva MJ, Ribeiro J, Medeiros R, Oliveira P, Dias-Pereira P, 

Santos M: Vet Pathol 2019, 56(2):208-219. Impact factor: 2.116.  

Histopathology remains the cornerstone for diagnosing canine mammary tumors (CMTs). Recently, 2 classification 
systems (the World Health Organization [WHO] classification of 1999 and the proposal of 2011) and 2 grading 
methods based on the human Nottingham grade have been used by pathologists. Despite some evidence that the 
histological subtype and grade are prognostic factors, there is no comprehensive comparative study of these 
classification and grading systems in the same series of CMTs. In this study, the 2 classifications and the 2 grading 
methods were simultaneously applied to a cohort of 134 female dogs with CMTs. In 85 animals with malignant 
tumors, univariable and multivariable survival analyses were performed. Using the 2 systems, the proportion of 
benign (161/305, 53%) and malignant (144/305, 47%) tumors was similar and no significant differences existed in 
categorization of benign tumors. However, the 2011 classification subdivided malignant tumors in more categories-
namely, those classified as complex, solid, and tubulopapillary carcinomas by the WHO system. Histological subtype 
according to both systems was significantly associated with survival. Carcinomas arising in benign tumors, complex 
carcinomas, and mixed carcinomas were associated with a better prognosis. In contrast, carcinosarcomas and 
comedocarcinomas had a high risk of tumor-related death. Slight differences existed between the 2 grading methods, 
and grade was related to survival only in univariable analysis. In this cohort, age, completeness of surgical margins, 
and 2 index formulas adapted from human breast cancer studies (including tumor size, grade, and vascular/lymph 
node invasion) were independent prognostic factors. 
 
33. Influence of E-cadherin genetic variation in canine mammary tumour risk, clinicopathological features and 

prognosis.  
Canadas A, Santos M, Medeiros R, Dias-Pereira P: Veterinary and comparative oncology 2019, 17(4):489-496. Impact 

factor: 2.379.  

E-cadherin is a cell adhesion molecule that participates in several cellular processes that guarantee the maintenance 
of structural and functional integrity of epithelial tissues. E-cadherin plays an important role in mammary 
carcinogenesis, and various studies have demonstrated the effect of CDH1 genetic variation in risk, progression and 
biological behaviour of human breast cancer. Although there are some recognized genetic variations in canine CDH1 
gene, their influence in canine mammary tumour development and progression has not been previously evaluated. In 
this study, we aim to assess the influence of CDH1 SNPs rs850805755, rs852280880 and rs852639930 in the risk, 
clinicopathological features and clinical outcome of canine mammary tumours. A case-control study was conducted 
involving 206 bitches with mammary tumours and 161 bitches free of mammary neoplasia. CDH1 SNPs rs850805755 
and rs852280880 were associated with a decreased risk and a later onset of mammary tumour development. 
Furthermore, these SNPs were related to the development of small size carcinomas, of low histological grade and low 
nuclear pleomorphism. SNP rs852639930 was associated with the development of small size tumours with a non-
infiltrative, non-invasive growth pattern. Data from the present investigation demonstrate that these CDH1 genetic 
variants could have a protective role in canine mammary tumours, by being associated with low risk of tumour 
development, delayed onset of the disease and less aggressive clinicopathological features. 
 
34. Estrogen receptors genotypes and canine mammary neoplasia.  
Canadas-Sousa A, Santos M, Leal B, Medeiros R, Dias-Pereira P: BMC veterinary research 2019, 15(1):325. Impact 

factor: 1.792.  

BACKGROUND: Estrogens are essential for the development and proper function of several hormone-dependent 
organs. There are, however, several lines of evidence associating estrogens with mammary carcinogenesis. A marked 
individual genetic variability concerning estrogens biosynthesis, metabolism and mechanism of action was recognized 
and associated with human breast cancer susceptibility, clinical features and progression. Although some genetic 
variations in canine ESR1 gene were reported, their influence in clinicopathological features and progression of canine 
mammary tumors has not been fully evaluated. This study aims to assess the influence of SNPs in ESR1 gene 
(rs397512133, rs397510462, rs851327560, rs397510612, rs852887655, rs852684753 and rs852398698) in canine 
mammary tumors characteristics and progression. A group of 155 non-neutered bitches with mammary tumors was 
included in the study. Follow-up information was assessed 24 months after surgery. RESULTS: Genetic profiles 
associated with a later onset of mammary tumors and less aggressive clinicopathological features, namely smaller 
tumor size (</= 3 cm) with extensive tubular differentiation and low canine-adapted prognostic index (vet-NPI), were 
identified in this study. CONCLUSIONS: Our data suggest that the ESR1 genetic profile may help on the decision 
regarding the selection of individual tailored preventive measures against canine mammary tumors development, 
such as early neutering. 
 
35. Single nucleotide polymorphisms influence histological type and grade of canine malignant mammary tumours.  
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Canadas-Sousa A, Santos M, Medeiros R, Dias-Pereira P: J Comp Pathol 2019, 172:72-79. Impact factor: 1.249.  

Histological examination of canine mammary tumours is mandatory for determining the histological type and grade of 
the lesions, features that provide relevant information regarding the biological behaviour of the disease. Different 
histological classification systems and grading methods have been used to characterize canine mammary tumours. In 
this study, the relationship between the genetic profile of 87 female dogs (i.e. single nucleotide polymorphisms [SNPs] 
in genes known to be involved in mammary carcinogenesis) and the histological type and grade of malignant 
mammary tumours was assessed. The results demonstrated a significant relationship between genetic variation in 
genes RAD51, BRCA2, CHEK2, HER2, CDH1, COMT and PGR and these morphological features of the mammary lesions. 
Specifically, SNPs in RAD51 (rs23623251 and rs23642734), CHEK2 (rs397511718), HER2 (rs24537329) and PGR 
(rs8875007) were related to aggressive histotypes, with moderate to high histological grade. In contrast, SNPs in 
BRCA2 (rs23255542), HER2 (rs24537331), CDH1 (rs852280880 and rs850805755) and COMT (rs851328636, 
rs853133060 and rs85346495) were associated with tumour histotypes of good prognosis and of low histological 
grade. These data provide preliminary evidence for a genotypic-phenotypic correlation in canine mammary tumours, 
highlighting the mechanisms of their genesis, development and progression. 
 
36. "The other side of the coin": understanding noninvasive follicular tumor with papillary-like nuclear features in 

unifocal and multifocal settings.  
Canberk S, Montezuma D, Tastekin E, Grangeia D, Demirhas MP, Akbas M, Tokat F, Ince U, Soares P, Schmitt F: Human 

pathology 2019, 86:136-142. Impact factor: 2.740.  

The recent description of noninvasive follicular tumor with papillary-like nuclear features (NIFTP) creates several 
diagnostic and therapeutic challenges for both the pathologist and the attending clinician. Given the concern about 
overtreatment of these neoplasms, the best way to manage the patients by a surgical procedure and postsurgical 
follow-up is still under discussion. We aimed to identify predictors of synchronous disease (eg, bilateral cancers) that 
can influence the appropriate type of surgery and long-term surveillance. We reevaluated the original diagnosis and 
the presence of contralateral lesions in 94 cases retrieved from our archives that were seen between 2010 and 2017. 
In 74 cases, the diagnosis was NIFTP, and in 20 cases, the diagnosis was infiltrative follicular variant of papillary thyroid 
carcinoma (IFVPTC). Bilateral disease was found in 17% of the cases. In 13 (18%) of those cases, NIFTP was the primary 
lesion, and in 3 (15%), it was IFVPTC. The contralateral disease was predominantly invasive: 6 cases of micropapillary 
carcinoma, 5 of papillary thyroid carcinoma, 3 of IFVPTC, and 2 of NIFTP. Despite the higher frequency of contralateral 
disease in NIFTP, there was no statistically significant difference with IFVPTC. In the patients with multifocal NIFTP, 2 
(15%) of the contralateral malignancies showed microscopic extrathyroidal extension (P < .05). We conclude that close 
monitoring of the contralateral lobe is appropriate in patients with FVPTC, particularly NIFTP, if they are not submitted 
to total thyroidectomy. 
 
37. Outcomes of single-operator cholangioscopy-guided lithotripsy in patients with difficult biliary and pancreatic 

stones.  
Canena J, Lopes L, Fernandes J, Alexandrino G, Lourenco L, Libanio D, Horta D, Giestas S, Reis J: GE Port J Gastroenterol 

2019, 26(2):105-113. Impact factor: NA.  

Background and Aims: Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography is the preferred strategy for the 
management of biliary and pancreatic duct stones. However, difficult stones occur, and electrohydraulic (EHL) and 
laser lithotripsy (LL) have emerged as treatment modalities for ductal clearance. Recently, single-operator 
cholangioscopy was introduced, permitting the routine use of these techniques. We aimed to evaluate the clinical 
effectiveness of cholangioscopy-guided lithotripsy using LL or EHL in patients with difficult biliary or pancreatic stones. 
Methods: This is a prospective clinical study - conducted at two affiliated university hospitals - of 17 consecutive 
patients with difficult biliary and pancreatic stones who underwent single-operator cholangioscopy-guided lithotripsy 
using two techniques: holmium laser lithotripsy (HL) or bipolar EHL. We analyzed complete ductal clearance as well as 
the impact of the location and number of stones on clinical success and evaluated the efficacy of the two techniques 
used for cholangioscopy-guided lithotripsy and procedural complications. Results: Twelve patients (70.6%) had stones 
in the common bile duct/common hepatic duct, 2 patients (17.6%) had a stone in the cystic stump, and 3 patients 
(17.6%) had stones in the pancreas. Sixteen patients (94.1%) were successfully managed in 1 session, and 1 patient 
(5.9%) achieved ductal clearance after 3 sessions including EHL, LL, and mechanical lithotripsy. Eleven patients were 
successfully submitted to HL in 1 session using a single laser fiber. Six patients were treated with EHL: 4 patients 
achieved ductal clearance in 1 session with a single fiber, 1 patient obtained successful fragmentation in 1 session 
using two fibers, and 1 patient did not achieve ductal clearance after using two fibers and was successfully treated 
with a single laser fiber in a subsequent session. Complications were mild and were encountered in 6/17 patients 
(35.2%), including fever (n = 3), pain (n = 1), and mild pancreatitis (n = 1). Conclusions: Cholangioscopy-guided 
lithotripsy using LL or EHL in patients with difficult biliary or pancreatic stones is highly effective with transient and 
minimal complications. There is a clear need to further compare EHL and HL in order to assess their role in the success 
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of cholangioscopy-guided lithotripsy. 
 
38. Laparoscopic colorectal resection for a giant colonic diverticulum - a video vignette.  
Cardoso Louro H, Fonte Boa A, Lencastre L, Leao P, Vilaca J: Colorectal Dis 2019, 21(2):246-247. Impact factor: 2.997.  

 

39. Moving tissue spectral window to the deep-ultraviolet via optical clearing.  
Carneiro I, Carvalho S, Henrique R, Oliveira L, Tuchin V: Journal of biophotonics 2019, 12(12):e201900181. Impact 

factor: 3.763.  

The optical immersion clearing technique has been successfully applied through the last 30 years in the visible to near 
infrared spectral range, and has proven to be a promising method to promote the application of optical technologies 
in clinical practice. To investigate its potential in the ultraviolet range, collimated transmittance spectra from 200 to 
1000 nm were measured from colorectal muscle samples under treatment with glycerol-water solutions. The 
treatments created two new optical windows with transmittance efficiency peaks at 230 and 300 nm, with magnitude 
increasing with glycerol concentration in the treating solution. Such discovery opens the opportunity to develop 
clinical procedures to perform diagnosis or treatments in the ultraviolet. 
 
40. Kinetics of optical properties of colorectal muscle during optical clearing.  
Carneiro I, Carvalho S, Henrique R, Oliveira L, Tuchin VV: IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics 2019, 

25(1):1-8. Impact factor: 4.681.  

In this paper, we describe a simple and indirect method to evaluate the kinetics of the optical properties for biological 
tissues under optical clearing treatments. We use the theoretical formalism in this method to process experimental 
data obtained from colorectal muscle samples to evaluate and characterize the dehydration and refractive index 
matching mechanisms. 
 
41. Measuring optical properties of human liver between 400 and 1000 nm.  
Carneiro I, Carvalho S, Henrique R, Oliveira L, Tuchin VV: Quantum Electronics 2019, 49(1):13-19. Impact factor: 1.404.  

Laser diagnostics and treatment procedures are commonly performed for visible and near-IR wavelengths. The 
knowledge of the wavelength dependences for the optical properties of various biological tissues in this spectral range 
is useful for clinical applications. Since the optical properties of human liver have been previously known only for near-
IR wavelengths, the aim is to estimate their wavelength dependences between 400 and 1000 nm. Using spectral 
measurements from liver samples in this range, we determine their optical properties with the inverse adding-
doubling method. The obtained results indicate the presence of bile, oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin in 
human liver. The combination of these biological components results in strong absorption for wavelengths between 
400 and 600 nm, with peaks at unusual wavelengths. For wavelengths above 600 nm, the wavelength dependences 
for all optical properties present the typical behavior, but strong and shifted absorption observed for wavelengths 
below 600 nm has been previously unknown and can be useful for clinical procedures with lasers working in this 
range. 
 
42. A robust ex vivo method to evaluate the diffusion properties of agents in biological tissues.  
Carneiro I, Carvalho S, Henrique R, Oliveira LM, Tuchin VV: Journal of biophotonics 2019, 12(4):e201800333. Impact 

factor: 3.763.  

A robust method is presented for evaluating the diffusion properties of chemicals in ex vivo biological tissues. Using 
this method that relies only on thickness and collimated transmittance measurements, the diffusion properties of 
glycerol, fructose, polypropylene glycol and water in muscle tissues were evaluated. Amongst other results, the 
diffusion coefficient of glycerol in colorectal muscle was estimated with a value of 3.3 x 10(-7) cm(2) /s. Due to the 
robustness and simplicity of the method, it can be used in other fields of biomedical engineering, namely in organ 
cryoprotection and food industry. 
 
43. Expression of EMT-related genes CAMK2N1 and WNT5A is increased in locally invasive and metastatic prostate 

cancer.  
Carneiro I, Quintela-Vieira F, Lobo J, Moreira-Barbosa C, Menezes FD, Martins AT, Oliveira J, Silva R, Jeronimo C, 

Henrique R: Journal of Cancer 2019, 10(24):5915-5925. Impact factor: 3.182.  

Purpose: Prostate cancer (PCa) varies clinically from very indolent, not requiring therapeutic intervention, to highly 
aggressive, entailing radical treatment. Currently, stratification of PCa aggressiveness is mostly based on Gleason 
score, serum PSA and TNM stage, but outcome prediction in an individual basis is suboptimal. Thus, perfecting pre-
therapeutic discrimination between indolent and aggressive PCa, avoiding overtreatment is a major challenge. 
Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) allows epithelial cells to acquire mesenchymal properties, constituting a 
critical step in tumor invasion and metastization. Thus, we hypothesized that EMT-related markers might allow for 
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improved assessment of PCa aggressiveness. Methods and Results: Using RealTime ready Custom Panel 384 assay, 93 
EMT-related genes were assessed in normal prostate tissues (NPT, n=5), stage pT2a+b-PCa (n=5) and stage pT3b-PCa 
(n=5), from which CAMK2N1, CD44, KRT14, TGFbeta3 and WNT5A genes emerged as the most significantly altered. 
Expression levels were then evaluated in a larger series (16 NPT and 94 PCa) of frozen tissues using quantitative RT-
PCR. Globally, CAMK2N1, CD44 and WNT5A displayed higher expression levels at higher stages and less differentiated 
PCa. CAMK2N1 and WNT5A immunoexpression analysis disclosed significantly lower expression in NPT and increasing 
proportion of high-expression cases from pT2a+b to pT3b and metastatic PCa. Furthermore, higher CAMK2N1 and 
WNT5A transcript levels associated with shorter disease-free and disease-specific survival. In multivariable analysis, a 
trend for WNT5A expression levels to independently predict DFS was disclosed (p=0.056). Conclusions: Globally, our 
findings suggest an association between PCa aggressiveness and increased expression of CAMK2N1 and WNT5A, 
reflecting the acquisition of effective EMT characteristics by PCa cells. 
 
44. Cancer incidence in Mozambique in 2015-2016: data from the Maputo Central Hospital Cancer Registry.  
Carrilho C, Fontes F, Tulsidas S, Lorenzoni C, Ferro J, Brandao M, Ferro A, Lunet N: European journal of cancer 

prevention : the official journal of the European Cancer Prevention Organisation (ECP) 2019, 28(4):373-376. Impact 

factor: 2.330.  

There is scarce information on cancer incidence in Mozambique. We aimed to describe cancer incidence data from the 
Cancer Registry of the Maputo Central Hospital (MCH) in 2015-2016, for Maputo City dwellers, and to compare the 
incidence rates with those observed in 1956-1961. Cancers with incidence data in 2015-2016 were identified by the 
Cancer Registry of the MCH. Crude and age-standardized incident rates (ASIR, per 100 000) - direct method, world 
standard population - were computed for Maputo City, under the assumption that most cancer cases among this 
population were identified at the MCH. A total of 1707 incident cases in Maputo City dwellers were registered (76.6% 
confirmed histologically). Prostate cancer, Kaposi sarcoma, and liver cancer were the most frequent in men (ASIR: 
24.5, 19.8, and 13.3, respectively). Cervical and breast cancers, and Kaposi sarcoma were the most common among 
women (ASIR: 32.4, 11.8, and 9.5, respectively). Compared with the data from 1956 to 1961, the most pronounced 
declines in ASIR were for bladder and liver cancers, in both sexes, and increases were greater for prostate cancer 
among men (172.2%) and breast cancer (237.1%) among women. Our study highlights the high frequency of infection-
related cancers in Maputo, but also of those related to the ongoing demographic and socioeconomic transition. 
 
45. A single vial is enough in the absence of endoscopic suspected intestinal metaplasia - less is more!  
Castro R, Esposito G, Libanio D, Afonso L, Annibale B, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes P: Scand J Gastroenterol 2019, 

54(5):673-677. Impact factor: 2.152.  

Background: For the correct staging of chronic atrophic gastritis (AG) and gastric intestinal metaplasia (GIM) at least 4 
biopsies are recommended: 2 from the antrum/incisura and 2 from the body sent in two different vials. As virtual 
chromoendoscopy with narrow-band-imaging (NBI) is valid both in the diagnosis and staging of GIM, it is reasonable to 
question the need to separate biopsy samples in all procedures. Aims: To evaluate if biopsy samples can be placed in 
the same vial without implications in the diagnosis and follow-up of the patient, if during gastroscopy no typical 
endoscopic pattern of GIM with NBI is observed. Methods: Multicentre prospective study of a consecutive sample of 
patients (n = 183) submitted to gastroscopy using NBI with no superficial neoplastic lesions and no suggestive areas of 
GIM. Biopsies of both antrum/incisure and body were performed in all patients and samples were placed in the same 
vial for histologic assessment [according to OLGA (operative link for gastritis assessment) and OLGIM (operative link 
for gastric intestinal metaplasia)], blinded to endoscopic features. Results: In all patients, OLGA and OLGIM calculation 
was possible as the pathologists could distinguish biopsy samples from antrum/incisure from those of gastric body. 
The negative predictive value was 100% for advanced stages of GIM or AG as 179 (98%) patients presented OLGIM 0 
and only 4 (2%) presented OLGIM I. Regarding AG, 150 (82%) presented OLGA 0, 23 (13%) OLGA I and 10 (6%) OLGA II. 
Conclusion: In the absence of a typical endoscopic pattern of GIM using NBI, it is effective to place biopsies' specimens 
in the same vial (for Helicobacter pylori diagnosis) or even to abstain from biopsies as no single patient with significant 
changes seems to be missed. This change in clinical practice can have a significant impact on endoscopy costs. 
 
46. Solutions for submucosal injection: what to choose and how to do it.  
Castro R, Libanio D, Pita I, Dinis-Ribeiro M: World journal of gastroenterology : WJG 2019, 25(7):777-788. Impact 

factor: 3.411.  

During the past decades, endoscopic resection techniques have gradually improved and gained more importance for 
the management of premalignant lesions and early cancers. These endoscopic resection techniques can be divided in 
3 major groups: snare polipectomy, endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) and endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD). 
The use of submucosal injection is essential for the majority of EMR techniques and is an integral part of ESD, whereas 
during polipectomy it is not crucial in most cases except to prevent bleeding in large polyps and/or those with large 
stalks as an alternative to mechanical methods. Injection provides a lifting up effect of the lesion separating it from 
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the muscular layer, thereby reducing thermal injury and the risk of perforation and bleeding while also facilitating en-
bloc resection by improving technical feasibility. With this work, we aim to review the most common endoscopic 
resection techniques and the importance of submucosal injection in each one of them. For that, we present some of 
the most commonly used submucosal injection solutions, taking into account their advantages and disadvantages. We 
also discuss, based on current recommendations and our own experience, how and when to preform submucosal 
injection, depending on lesions features and endoscopic resection technique that s being used, to assure complete 
resection and to prevent associated adverse events. Finally, we also present and discuss some new proposed 
submucosal injection solutions, endoscopic resection techniques and devices that may have a major impact on the 
future of therapeutic endoscopy. 
 
47. Reliability and accuracy of blue light imaging for staging of intestinal metaplasia in the stomach.  
Castro R, Rodriguez M, Libanio D, Esposito G, Pita I, Patita M, Santos C, Pimentel-Nunes P, Dinis-Ribeiro M: Scand J 

Gastroenterol 2019, 54(11):1301-1305. Impact factor: 2.152.  

Background and aims: An endoscopic grading system (EGGIM) using narrow-band-imaging (NBI) has shown to 
accurately identify patients with extensive gastric intestinal metaplasia (GIM). However, description with alternative 
systems such as blue-light-imaging (BLI) is limited. The aim of this study is to determine the reliability and accuracy of 
BLI-bright regarding diagnosis and staging of GIM.Methods: Reliability of WLE (white-light-endoscopy) and BLI among 
6 observers was assessed using a standard classification based on endoscopic images. Afterward, 37 patients were 
submitted to gastroscopy using FujifilmEG-760Z and endoscopists had to determine EGGIM score using BLI-bright and 
to perform gastric biopsies for operative-link-of-gastric-intestinal-metaplasia (OLGIM) calculation. BLI-bright accuracy 
was determined by comparing results with prior EGGIM scores with NBI and current OLGIM.Results: Compared with 
WLE, the interobserver reliability between observers was substantially better with BLI (Weighted Kappa: 0.8 vs 0.41). 
There was an 84% agreement between BLI and NBI assessing EGGIM intervals (EGGIM 0-4vs5-10). The area under the 
ROC curve was 0.90 (95%CI: 0.79-1.0) using the cut-off of EGGIM > 4 to determine advanced GIM, with a sensitivity of 
100% (95%CI: 88-100%).Discussion: BLI-bright is reliable for the diagnosis of gastric intestinal metaplasia and agrees 
significantly with NBI evaluation. Preliminary data suggests high sensitivity for identifying patients with increased risk 
of gastric cancer. 
 
48. Evidence-based criteria for tyrosine kinase inhibitor interruption in pregnancy.  
Cerveira N, Almeida A: Journal of clinical oncology : official journal of the American Society of Clinical Oncology 2019, 

37(1):89-90. Impact factor: 28.245.  

 

49. Negative MR(4.0) chronic myeloid leukaemia and its possible implications for treatment-free remission.  
Cerveira N, Diamond J, Matos S, Amorim ML, Coucelo M, Bizarro S, Simoes AT, Pierdomenico F, Lopes M, Ribeiro L, do 

Carmo-Fonseca M, Guimaraes JE, Almeida A, Teixeira MR: Br J Haematol 2019, 186(6):e181-e184. Impact factor: 

5.206.  

 

50. Hemophagocytic syndrome in adults. Experience of a tertiary center.  
Coelho S, Marques P, Lourenço P, Bettencourt P: Gazzetta Medica Italiana 2019, 178(5):327-334. Impact factor: NA.  

 

51. Pembrolizumab versus methotrexate, docetaxel, or cetuximab for recurrent or metastatic head-and-neck 

squamous cell carcinoma (KEYNOTE-040): a randomised, open-label, phase 3 study.  
Cohen EEW, Soulieres D, Le Tourneau C, Dinis J, Licitra L, Ahn MJ, Soria A, Machiels JP, Mach N, Mehra R, Burtness B, 

Zhang P, Cheng J, Swaby RF, Harrington KJ, investigators K-: Lancet 2019, 393(10167):156-167. Impact factor: 59.102.  

BACKGROUND: There are few effective treatment options for patients with recurrent or metastatic head-and-neck 
squamous cell carcinoma. Pembrolizumab showed antitumour activity and manageable toxicity in early-phase trials. 
We aimed to compare the efficacy and safety of pembrolizumab versus standard-of-care therapy for the treatment of 
head-and-neck squamous cell carcinoma. METHODS: We did a randomised, open-label, phase 3 study at 97 medical 
centres in 20 countries. Patients with head-and-neck squamous cell carcinoma that progressed during or after 
platinum-containing treatment for recurrent or metastatic disease (or both), or whose disease recurred or progressed 
within 3-6 months of previous multimodal therapy containing platinum for locally advanced disease, were randomly 
assigned (1:1) in blocks of four per stratum with an interactive voice-response and integrated web-response system to 
receive pembrolizumab 200 mg every 3 weeks intravenously or investigator's choice of standard doses of 
methotrexate, docetaxel, or cetuximab intravenously (standard-of-care group). The primary endpoint was overall 
survival in the intention-to-treat population. Safety was analysed in the as-treated population. This trial is registered 
with ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT02252042, and is no longer enrolling patients. FINDINGS: Between Dec 24, 2014, 
and May 13, 2016, 247 patients were randomly allocated to pembrolizumab and 248 were randomly allocated to 
standard of care. As of May 15, 2017, 181 (73%) of 247 patients in the pembrolizumab group and 207 (83%) of 248 
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patients in the standard-of-care group had died. Median overall survival in the intention-to-treat population was 8.4 
months (95% CI 6.4-9.4) with pembrolizumab and 6.9 months (5.9-8.0) with standard of care (hazard ratio 0.80, 0.65-
0.98; nominal p=0.0161). Fewer patients treated with pembrolizumab than with standard of care had grade 3 or 
worse treatment-related adverse events (33 [13%] of 246 vs 85 [36%] of 234). The most common treatment-related 
adverse event was hypothyroidism with pembrolizumab (in 33 [13%] patients) and fatigue with standard of care (in 43 
[18%]). Treatment-related death occurred in four patients treated with pembrolizumab (unspecified cause, large 
intestine perforation, malignant neoplasm progression, and Stevens-Johnson syndrome) and two patients treated 
with standard of care (malignant neoplasm progression and pneumonia). INTERPRETATION: The clinically meaningful 
prolongation of overall survival and favourable safety profile of pembrolizumab in patients with recurrent or 
metastatic head and neck squamous cell carcinoma support the further evaluation of pembrolizumab as a 
monotherapy and as part of combination therapy in earlier stages of disease. FUNDING: Merck Sharp & Dohme, a 
subsidiary of Merck & Co. 
 
52. Global, regional, and national cancer incidence, mortality, years of life lost, years lived with disability, and 

disability-adjusted life-years for 29 cancer groups, 1990 to 2017: a systematic analysis for the global burden of 

disease study.  
Collaboration GBoDC: JAMA oncology 2019, 5(12):1749-1768. Impact factor: 22.416.  

Cancer and other noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) are now widely recognized as a threat to global development. 
The latest United Nations high-level meeting on NCDs reaffirmed this observation and also highlighted the slow 
progress in meeting the 2011 Political Declaration on the Prevention and Control of Noncommunicable Diseases and 
the third Sustainable Development Goal. Lack of situational analyses, priority setting, and budgeting have been 
identified as major obstacles in achieving these goals. All of these have in common that they require information on 
the local cancer epidemiology. The Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study is uniquely poised to provide these crucial 
data.To describe cancer burden for 29 cancer groups in 195 countries from 1990 through 2017 to provide data needed 
for cancer control planning.We used the GBD study estimation methods to describe cancer incidence, mortality, years 
lived with disability, years of life lost, and disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs). Results are presented at the national 
level as well as by Socio-demographic Index (SDI), a composite indicator of income, educational attainment, and total 
fertility rate. We also analyzed the influence of the epidemiological vs the demographic transition on cancer 
incidence.In 2017, there were 24.5 million incident cancer cases worldwide (16.8 million without nonmelanoma skin 
cancer [NMSC]) and 9.6 million cancer deaths. The majority of cancer DALYs came from years of life lost (97%), and 
only 3% came from years lived with disability. The odds of developing cancer were the lowest in the low SDI quintile (1 
in 7) and the highest in the high SDI quintile (1 in 2) for both sexes. In 2017, the most common incident cancers in men 
were NMSC (4.3 million incident cases); tracheal, bronchus, and lung (TBL) cancer (1.5 million incident cases); and 
prostate cancer (1.3 million incident cases). The most common causes of cancer deaths and DALYs for men were TBL 
cancer (1.3 million deaths and 28.4 million DALYs), liver cancer (572 000 deaths and 15.2 million DALYs), and stomach 
cancer (542 000 deaths and 12.2 million DALYs). For women in 2017, the most common incident cancers were NMSC 
(3.3 million incident cases), breast cancer (1.9 million incident cases), and colorectal cancer (819 000 incident cases). 
The leading causes of cancer deaths and DALYs for women were breast cancer (601 000 deaths and 17.4 million 
DALYs), TBL cancer (596 000 deaths and 12.6 million DALYs), and colorectal cancer (414 000 deaths and 8.3 million 
DALYs).The national epidemiological profiles of cancer burden in the GBD study show large heterogeneities, which are 
a reflection of different exposures to risk factors, economic settings, lifestyles, and access to care and screening. The 
GBD study can be used by policy makers and other stakeholders to develop and improve national and local cancer 
control in order to achieve the global targets and improve equity in cancer care. 
 
53. Esophageal cancer in Mozambique: should mycotoxins be a concern?  
Come J, Cambaza E, Ferreira R, da Costa JMC, Carrilho C, Santos LL: The Pan African medical journal 2019, 33:187. 

Impact factor: NA.  

Fumonisin B1 (FB1) is a mycotoxin frequently found in agricultural commodities. The toxin poses a considerable risk 
for human and animal health. FB1 is among several mycotoxins produced by Fusarium spp. contaminating virtually any 
cereal and other Poaceae. Their intracellular action includes the promotion of oxidative stress through the generation 
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that damage biomolecules such as DNA. These toxic effects were observed in vivo 
and in vitro. However, the association between esophageal lesions and oxidative stress induced by FB1. Studies in 
China, Iran and South Africa showed higher exposure to fumonisins in areas with higher risk of esophageal cancer (EC). 
Exposure to mycotoxins may be inevitable in Mozambique. How mycotoxins, particularly fumonisins from the 
contaminated food, can be associated with the emergence of EC in Mozambique? Herein, we revise the literature and 
present some pieces of evidence in order to highlight the burden of mycotoxins and to provide evidence-based 
considerations for the stakeholders involved in the management of the EC agenda in Mozambique. The information 
presented herein supports the need to implement novel and/or to revisit the existent detoxification methods to 
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reduce the global burden of mycotoxins and its outcomes in health management. 
 
54. Known epigenetic biomarkers for prostate cancer detection and management: exploring the potential of blood-

based liquid biopsies.  
Constancio V, Barros-Silva D, Jeronimo C, Henrique R: Expert review of molecular diagnostics 2019, 19(5):367-375. 

Impact factor: 3.099.  

INTRODUCTION: Although prostate cancer (PCa) stands as an important cause of cancer-related deaths, a sizeable 
proportion of diagnosed cases are clinically insignificant. Hence, novel and more specific biomarkers to identify 
clinically significant PCa are needed. Liquid biopsies offer the potential to accurately identify cancer markers, including 
PCa. Epigenetic biomarkers such as cell-free DNA and circulating RNAs have emerged as minimally invasive cancer 
markers. Areas covered: Herein, we provide an overview of epigenetic biomarkers current state based on a 
comprehensive review of the relevant literature in blood-based liquid biopsies and challenges/limitations of this new 
and growing field of cancer biomarkers. Expert opinion: The epigenetic-based biomarkers characteristics make them 
attractive to the clinics and their minimally invasive assessment are a promising opportunity for PCa 
detection/management. The main limitations are the lack of robust validation studies and integrated approaches. 
Future studies would benefit from a change in focus to a 'selected PCa detection'. 
 
55. Early detection of the major male cancer types in blood-based liquid biopsies using a DNA methylation panel.  
Constancio V, Nunes SP, Moreira-Barbosa C, Freitas R, Oliveira J, Pousa I, Oliveira J, Soares M, Dias CG, Dias T, Antunes 

L, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Clinical epigenetics 2019, 11(1):175. Impact factor: 5.496.  

BACKGROUND: Lung (LC), prostate (PCa) and colorectal (CRC) cancers are the most incident in males worldwide. 
Despite recent advances, optimal population-based cancer screening methods remain an unmet need. Due to its early 
onset, cancer specificity and accessibility in body fluids, aberrant DNA promoter methylation might be a valuable 
minimally invasive tool for early cancer detection. Herein, we aimed to develop a minimally invasive methylation-
based test for simultaneous early detection of LC, PCa and CRC in males, using liquid biopsies. RESULTS: Circulating 
cell-free DNA was extracted from 102 LC, 121 PCa and 100 CRC patients and 136 asymptomatic donors' plasma 
samples. Sodium-bisulfite modification and whole-genome amplification was performed. Promoter methylation levels 
of APCme, FOXA1me, GSTP1me, HOXD3me, RARbeta2me, RASSF1Ame, SEPT9me and SOX17me were assessed by 
multiplex quantitative methylation-specific PCR. SEPT9me and SOX17me were the only biomarkers shared by all three 
cancer types, although they detected CRC with limited sensitivity. A "PanCancer" panel (FOXA1me, RARbeta2me and 
RASSF1Ame) detected LC and PCa with 64% sensitivity and 70% specificity, complemented with "CancerType" panel 
(GSTP1me and SOX17me) which discriminated between LC and PCa with 93% specificity, but with modest sensitivity. 
Moreover, a HOXD3me and RASSF1Ame panel discriminated small cell lung carcinoma from non-small cell lung 
carcinoma with 75% sensitivity, 88% specificity, 6.5 LR+ and 0.28 LR-. An APCme and RASSF1Ame panel independently 
predicted disease-specific mortality in LC patients. CONCLUSIONS: We concluded that a DNA methylation-based test in 
liquid biopsies might enable minimally invasive screening of LC and PCa, improving patient compliance and reducing 
healthcare costs. Moreover, it might assist in LC subtyping and prognostication. 
 
56. A rare case of renal AA amyloidosis secondary to Sjogren's syndrome.  
Costa M, Greenfield H, Pereira R, Chuva T, Henrique R, Cunha C: European journal of case reports in internal medicine 

2019, 6(9):001226. Impact factor: NA.  

AA amyloidosis is a rare complication of chronic inflammatory disorders and has been associated with rheumatoid 
arthritis and ankylosing spondylitis. We present a case of AA amyloidosis secondary to Sjogren's syndrome (SS). A 79-
year-old woman presented with rapidly progressive renal failure and complaints of asthenia, anorexia and generalized 
oedema. She had severe renal failure (creatinine 6.0 mg/dl), with microscopic haematuria, nephrotic proteinuria and 
low serum albumin levels, and an increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate. Serum protein electrophoresis revealed a 
peak in the gamma globulin zone. The patient was started on haemodialysis and corticosteroids. Clinical results 
showed the patient met the diagnostic criteria for primary SS, and neoplastic haematological disease was excluded. 
Renal biopsy revealed a diagnosis of AA amyloidosis. Renal AA amyloidosis is a rare condition in patients with primary 
SS. However, in patients with proteinuria and/or renal failure, it should be included in the differential diagnosis and a 
renal biopsy should be performed. LEARNING POINTS: Sjogren's syndrome should be regarded as a predisposing 
condition for the development of renal AA amyloidosis.Sjogren's syndrome and renal AA amyloidosis have been 
diagnosed simultaneously in some patients.A renal biopsy should be performed in patients with Sjogren's syndrome 
and proteinuria and/or renal failure. 
 
57. Extra-pleural solitary fibrous tumors: a review.  
Costa NA, Fonseca D, Santos J: Egyptian Journal of Radiology and Nuclear Medicine 2019, 50. Impact factor: NA.  

Solitary fibrous tumor (SFT) is a rare mesenchymal ubiquitous tumor reported in the pleura and a wide variety of 
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extrapleural locations, most frequently in the orbits and extremities. Approximately 78–88% of SFTs are benign and 
12–22% are malignant. Although tumor characteristics are highly dependent on the location there are unifying 
features in MR imaging suggesting SFT: well-circumscribed, often lobulated nodular lesion, delayed contrast 
enhancement and the presence of fibrous contents which are hypointense on T1 and T2-weighted MRI imaging. There 
are many SFT differential diagnosis, highly dependent to the tumor location. Due to its rarity the diagnosis of 
extrapleural SFTs may be challenging. Histopathologic analysis is always required to confirm the diagnosis and to allow 
the distinction between the benign and malignant forms. We review pleural and extrapleural SFTs, presenting 
diagnostic clues, differential diagnosis and prognostic factors. 
 
58. Quality of recovery in elderly patients with postoperative delirium.  
Cristelo D, Ferreira MN, Castro JSE, Teles AR, Campos M, Abelha F: Saudi J Anaesth 2019, 13(4):285-289. Impact factor: 

NA.  

Background: Our study aimed to evaluate quality of recovery in elderly patients with postoperative delirium (POD). 
Subjects and Methods: An observational prospective study was conducted. Patients aged >60 submitted to elective 
surgery and admitted to Post Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) in a tertiary hospital from May to July 2017 were included. 
POD was evaluated with the Nursing Delirium Screening Scale (NuDESC). Quality of recovery-15 (QoR-15) was used 
before (T0) and 24 h (T24) after surgery to assess quality of recovery. Data collection include patient's characteristics, 
respiratory events at the PACU, and other perioperative variables. The Chi-square, Fisher's exact, or Mann-Whitney U-
tests were used for comparisons. Results: Of a total of 235 patients, 12.3% developed POD at PACU. POD was more 
frequently in patients older than 80 years (P = 0.017), patients with neurological disease (P = 0.026), dementia (P = 
0.026), peripheral vascular disease (P = 0.016), and diabetes mellitus (P = 0.037). At T0, there were no differences at 
median total QoR-15, whereas at T24, patients POD scored lower in 10 items (including "severe pain" with P = 0.001 
and "nausea or vomiting" with P = 0.009) of QoR-15 and in total median lower scores (P = 0.001). POD patients stayed 
longer at PACU (P = 0.017) and they stayed longer at hospital (P = 0.002). Conclusions: POD patients were older and 
had more comorbidities. POD patients had lower QoR scores at T24 suggesting an adverse impact of delirium in 
postoperative quality of recovery. POD patients stayed for long in the PACU and at hospital. 
 
59. GWAS contribution to atrial fibrillation and atrial fibrillation-related stroke: pathophysiological implications.  
Cruz D, Pinto R, Freitas-Silva M, Nunes JP, Medeiros R: Pharmacogenomics 2019, 20(10):765-780. Impact factor: 2.265.  

Atrial fibrillation (AF) and stroke are included in a group of complex traits that have been approached regarding of 
their study by susceptibility genetic determinants. Since 2007, several genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 
aiming to identify genetic variants modulating AF risk have been conducted. Thus, 11 GWAS have identified 26 SNPs (p 
< 5 x 10(-2)), of which 19 reached genome-wide significance (p < 5 x 10(-8)). From those variants, seven were also 
associated with cardioembolic stroke and three reached genome-wide significance in stroke GWAS. These associations 
may shed a light on putative shared etiologic mechanisms between AF and cardioembolic stroke. Additionally, some of 
these identified variants have been incorporated in genetic risk scores in order to elucidate new approaches of stroke 
prediction, prevention and treatment. 
 
60. Hepatitis E virus in hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients: A systematic review.  
Cruz S, Campos C, Timoteo M, Tavares A, Jose Nascimento MS, Medeiros R, Sousa H: Journal of clinical virology : the 

official publication of the Pan American Society for Clinical Virology 2019, 119:31-36. Impact factor: 3.020.  

BACKGROUND: In developed countries, Hepatitis E virus (HEV) infections, especially by HEV-3, are frequently 
associated with asymptomatic infection or self-limiting acute hepatitis, although it has been described as a cause of 
chronic infection, especially in immunocompromised hots. Hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) recipients have 
been recognized as an important risk group for HEV infection due to their prolonged immunosuppression state. 
OBJECTIVES: We aimed to perform a systematic review of published data to evaluate HEV infection prevalence among 
HSCT recipients. STUDY DESIGN: Literature search was performed concerning published manuscripts regarding 
'hepatitis E virus AND stem cell transplantation' following the Preferred Reporting of Systematic Reviews and 
MetaAnalyses (PRISMA) guidelines. Statistical analysis was performed using the MetaXL software to estimate the 
overall prevalence of HEV infection according to the different diagnostic approaches (HEV RNA and anti-HEV IgM 
and/or IgG detection). RESULTS: A total of 7 manuscripts were included for data analysis, with 6 studies performed in 
Europe and 1 study in China. Regarding HEV RNA detection, the overall HEV infection prevalence was 1.50% (95% CI: 
0.70-2.60). The overall anti-HEV IgM seroprevalence was 2.00% (95% CI: 0.30-4.50), and anti-HEV IgG was 11.4% (95% 
CI: 1.80-26.3). CONCLUSIONS: This systematic review reveals that the overall prevalence of HEV infection in HSCT 
patients differ according to the diagnostic, thus emphasizing the need of more studies to increase the data regarding 
prevalence and incidence in HSCT recipients. 
 
61. High-risk symptoms do not predict gastric cancer precursors.  
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Da B, Jani N, Gupta N, Jayaram P, Kankotia R, Yao Yu C, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Buxbaum J: Helicobacter 2019, 24(1):e12548. 

Impact factor: 3.352.  

BACKGROUND & STUDY AIMS: Gastric intestinal metaplasia (GIM) is the most common precursor of gastric cancer. 
Our aim is to determine if presenting symptoms predict gastric cancer precursor lesions in a high-risk population. 
PATIENT AND METHODS: Consecutive unique patients evaluated by endoscopy for upper gastrointestinal symptoms at 
the Los Angeles County Hospital between 2010 and 2014 were evaluated. Presenting symptoms were classified as 
low- or high-risk depending on the procedure indication as coded using the Clinical Outcomes Research Initiative 
(CORI) system. Endoscopy and histology results were used to classify findings as benign, GIM, high-risk GIM, or 
malignant. The primary outcome was the proportion of patients with premalignant or malignant gastric findings who 
had high-risk clinical indications for endoscopy relative to those with benign results. RESULTS: A total of 3699 patients 
underwent endoscopy to evaluate upper gastrointestinal symptoms. There were 373 (10.1%) patients with GIM of 
which 278 had high-risk GIM. One hundred and sixty (4.3%) patients were diagnosed with gastric cancer. High-risk 
indications for upper endoscopy predicted gastric cancer (OR 1.8 [95% CI 1.3-2.6]) but not GIM (OR 1.0 [0.8-1.3]) or 
high-risk GIM (OR 0.9 [0.7-1.2]). Hispanic or Asian patients and patients >50 years old were more likely to have GIM, 
high-risk GIM, and cancer. CONCLUSIONS: Performance of upper endoscopy for high-risk indications is inadequate to 
detect GIM and marginal for malignancy. At risk patients should undergo upper endoscopy for both low- and high-risk 
symptoms. Screening certain populations deserve additional study and may, in fact, be cost-effective. 
 
62. Optimization of skin dose using in-vivo MOSFET dose measurements in bolus/non-bolus fraction ratio: A VMAT 

and a 3DCRT study.  
Dias AG, Pinto DFS, Borges MF, Pereira MH, Santos JAM, Cunha LT, Lencart J: Journal of applied clinical medical physics 

/ American College of Medical Physics 2019, 20(2):63-70. Impact factor: 1.544.  

In-phantom and in-vivo three dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3DCRT) and volumetric modulated arc 
therapy (VMAT) skin doses, measured with and without bolus in a female anthropomorphic phantom RANDO and in 
patients, were compared against treatment planning system calculated values. A thorough characterization of the 
metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor measurement system was performed prior to the measurements in 
phantoms and patients. Patients with clinical indication for postoperative external radiotherapy were selected. Skin 
dose showed higher values with 3DCRT technique compared with VMAT. The increase in skin dose due to the use of 
bolus was quantified. It was observed that, in the case of VMAT, the bolus effect on the skin dose was considerable 
when compared with 3DCRT. From the point of view of treatment time, bolus cost, and positioning reproducibility, the 
use of bolus in these situations can be optimized. 
 
63. Computer vision in esophageal cancer: a literature review.  
Domingues I, Sampaio IL, Duarte H, Santos JAM, Abreu PH: IEEE Access 2019, 7:103080-103094. Impact factor: 4.098.  

Esophageal cancer is a disease with a high prevalence that can be evaluated by a variety of imaging modalities, 
including endoscopy, computed tomography, and positron emission tomography. Computer-aided techniques could 
provide a valuable help in the analysis of these images, decreasing the medical workflow time and human errors. The 
goal of this paper is to review the existing literature on the application of computer vision techniques in the domain of 
esophageal cancer. After an initial phase where a set of keywords was chosen, the selected terms were used to 
retrieve papers from four well-known databases: Web of Science, Scopus, PubMed, and Springer. The results were 
scanned by merging identical entries, and eliminating the out of scope works, resulting in 47 selected papers. These 
were organized according to the image modality. Major results were then summarized and compared, and main 
shortcomings were identified. It could be concluded that, even though the scientific community has already paid 
attention to the esophageal cancer problem, there are still several open issues. Two major findings of this review are 
the nonexistence of works on MRI data and the under-exploration of recent techniques using deep learning strategies, 
showing the need for further investigation. 
 
64. Defining the in vivo characteristics of acute myeloid leukemia cells behavior by intravital imaging.  
Duarte D, Amarteifio S, Ang H, Kong IY, Ruivo N, Pruessner G, Hawkins ED, Lo Celso C: Immunology and cell biology 

2019, 97(2):229-235. Impact factor: 3.947.  

The majority of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients have a poor response to conventional chemotherapy. The 
survival of chemoresistant cells is thought to depend on leukemia-bone marrow (BM) microenvironment interactions, 
which are not well understood. The CXCL12/CXCR4 axis has been proposed to support AML growth but was not 
studied at the single AML cell level. We recently showed that T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) cells are 
highly motile in the BM; however, the characteristics of AML cell migration within the BM remain undefined. Here, we 
characterize the in vivo migratory behavior of AML cells and their response to chemotherapy and CXCR4 antagonism, 
using high-resolution 2-photon and confocal intravital microscopy of mouse calvarium BM and the well-established 
MLL-AF9-driven AML mouse model. We used the Notch1-driven T-ALL model as a benchmark comparison and 
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AMD3100 for CXCR4 antagonism experiments. We show that AML cells are migratory, and in contrast with T-ALL, 
chemoresistant AML cells become less motile. Moreover, and in contrast with T-ALL, the in vivo exploratory behavior 
of expanding and chemoresistant AML cells is unaffected by AMD3100. These results expand our understanding of 
AML cells-BM microenvironment interactions, highlighting unique traits of leukemia of different lineages. 
 
65. Tobacco smoking and alcohol consumption as risk factors for thymoma - a European case-control study.  
Eriksson M, Kaerlev L, Johansen P, Afonso N, Ahrens W, Costa-Pereira A, Guenel P, Jockel KH, Gonzalez AL, Merletti F, 

Suarez-Varela MM, Tretarre B, Wingren G, Richiardi L, Sabroe S: Cancer epidemiology 2019, 61:133-138. Impact factor: 

2.619.  

PURPOSE: Hardly anything is known about the aetiology of thymoma. This paper presents data regarding tobacco 
smoking and alcohol consumption in relation to thymoma from the first case-control study performed on this rare 
tumour. METHODS: A European multi-centre case-control study including incident cases aged 35-69 years with 
thymoma between 1995 and 1997, was conducted in seven countries. A set of controls, used in seven parallel case-
control studies by the same research group was used, including population-based controls from five countries and 
hospital controls with colon cancer from two countries. Altogether 103 cases, accepted by a reference pathologist, 
712 colon cancer controls, and 2071 population controls were interviewed. RESULTS: Tobacco smoking was 
moderately related with thymoma (OR 1.4, 95% CI 0.9-2.2), and a tendency to dose-response was shown (p = 0.04), 
with an increased risk for heavy smokers defined as >/=41 pack-years (OR 2.1, 95% CI 1.1-3.9). A high consumption of 
spirits defined as >/=25 g of alcohol per day was associated with an increased risk of thymoma (OR 2.4, 95% CI 1.1-
5.4), whereas no association was found with beer or wine. CONCLUSIONS: Tobacco smoking and a high intake of 
spirits were indicated as risk factors for thymoma. 
 
66. Genome-wide association study of germline variants and breast cancer-specific mortality.  
Escala-Garcia M, Guo Q, Dork T, Canisius S, Keeman R, Dennis J, Beesley J, Lecarpentier J, Bolla MK, Wang Q, Abraham 

J, Andrulis IL, Anton-Culver H, Arndt V, Auer PL, Beckmann MW, Behrens S, Benitez J, Bermisheva M, Bernstein L, 

Blomqvist C, Boeckx B, Bojesen SE, Bonanni B, Borresen-Dale AL, Brauch H, Brenner H, Brentnall A, Brinton L, Broberg P, 

Brock IW, Brucker SY, Burwinkel B, Caldas C, Caldes T, Campa D, Canzian F, Carracedo A, Carter BD, Castelao JE, Chang-

Claude J, Chanock SJ, Chenevix-Trench G, Cheng TD, Chin SF, Clarke CL, Collaborators N, Cordina-Duverger E, Couch FJ, 

Cox DG, Cox A, Cross SS, Czene K, Daly MB, Devilee P, Dunn JA, Dunning AM, Durcan L, Dwek M, Earl HM, Ekici AB, 

Eliassen AH, Ellberg C, Engel C, Eriksson M, Evans DG, Figueroa J, Flesch-Janys D, Flyger H, Gabrielson M, Gago-

Dominguez M, Galle E, Gapstur SM, Garcia-Closas M, Garcia-Saenz JA, Gaudet MM, George A, Georgoulias V, Giles GG, 

Glendon G, Goldgar DE, Gonzalez-Neira A, Alnaes GIG, Grip M, Guenel P, Haeberle L, Hahnen E, Haiman CA, Hakansson 

N, Hall P, Hamann U, Hankinson S, Harkness EF, Harrington PA, Hart SN, Hartikainen JM, Hein A, Hillemanns P, Hiller L, 

Holleczek B, Hollestelle A, Hooning MJ, Hoover RN, Hopper JL, Howell A, Huang G, Humphreys K, Hunter DJ, Janni W, 

John EM, Jones ME, Jukkola-Vuorinen A, Jung A, Kaaks R, Kabisch M, Kaczmarek K, Kerin MJ, Khan S, Khusnutdinova E, 

Kiiski JI, Kitahara CM, Knight JA, Ko YD, Koppert LB, Kosma VM, Kraft P, Kristensen VN, Kruger U, Kuhl T, Lambrechts D, 

Le Marchand L, Lee E, Lejbkowicz F, Li L, Lindblom A, Lindstrom S, Linet M, Lissowska J, Lo WY, Loibl S, Lubinski J, Lux 

MP, MacInnis RJ, Maierthaler M, Maishman T, Makalic E, Mannermaa A, Manoochehri M, Manoukian S, Margolin S, 

Martinez ME, Mavroudis D, McLean C, Meindl A, Middha P, Miller N, Milne RL, Moreno F, Mulligan AM, Mulot C, 

Nassir R, Neuhausen SL, Newman WT, Nielsen SF, Nordestgaard BG, Norman A, Olsson H, Orr N, Pankratz VS, Park-

Simon TW, Perez JIA, Perez-Barrios C, Peterlongo P, Petridis C, Pinchev M, Prajzendanc K, Prentice R, Presneau N, 

Prokofieva D, Pylkas K, Rack B, Radice P, Ramachandran D, Rennert G, Rennert HS, Rhenius V, Romero A, Roylance R, 

Saloustros E, Sawyer EJ, Schmidt DF, Schmutzler RK, Schneeweiss A, Schoemaker MJ, Schumacher F, Schwentner L, 

Scott RJ, Scott C, Seynaeve C, Shah M, Simard J, Smeets A, Sohn C, Southey MC, Swerdlow AJ, Talhouk A, Tamimi RM, 

Tapper WJ, Teixeira MR, Tengstrom M, Terry MB, Thone K, Tollenaar R, Tomlinson I, Torres D, Truong T, Turman C, 

Turnbull C, Ulmer HU, Untch M, Vachon C, van Asperen CJ, van den Ouweland AMW, van Veen EM, Wendt C, 

Whittemore AS, Willett W, Winqvist R, Wolk A, Yang XR, Zhang Y, Easton DF, Fasching PA, Nevanlinna H, Eccles DM, 

Pharoah PDP, Schmidt MK: Br J Cancer 2019, 120(6):647-657. Impact factor: 5.416.  

BACKGROUND: We examined the associations between germline variants and breast cancer mortality using a large 
meta-analysis of women of European ancestry. METHODS: Meta-analyses included summary estimates based on Cox 
models of twelve datasets using ~10.4 million variants for 96,661 women with breast cancer and 7697 events (breast 
cancer-specific deaths). Oestrogen receptor (ER)-specific analyses were based on 64,171 ER-positive (4116) and 
16,172 ER-negative (2125) patients. We evaluated the probability of a signal to be a true positive using the Bayesian 
false discovery probability (BFDP). RESULTS: We did not find any variant associated with breast cancer-specific 
mortality at P < 5 x 10(-8). For ER-positive disease, the most significantly associated variant was chr7:rs4717568 (BFDP 
= 7%, P = 1.28 x 10(-7), hazard ratio [HR] = 0.88, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.84-0.92); the closest gene is AUTS2. 
For ER-negative disease, the most significant variant was chr7:rs67918676 (BFDP = 11%, P = 1.38 x 10(-7), HR = 1.27, 
95% CI = 1.16-1.39); located within a long intergenic non-coding RNA gene (AC004009.3), close to the HOXA gene 
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cluster. CONCLUSIONS: We uncovered germline variants on chromosome 7 at BFDP < 15% close to genes for which 
there is biological evidence related to breast cancer outcome. However, the paucity of variants associated with 
mortality at genome-wide significance underpins the challenge in providing genetic-based individualised prognostic 
information for breast cancer patients. 
 
67. Endoscopic grading of gastric intestinal metaplasia (EGGIM): a multicenter validation study.  
Esposito G, Pimentel-Nunes P, Angeletti S, Castro R, Libanio D, Galli G, Lahner E, Di Giulio E, Annibale B, Dinis-Ribeiro 

M: Endoscopy 2019, 51(6):515-521. Impact factor: 6.381.  

BACKGROUND: Random biopsies are recommended to identify individuals at risk of gastric adenocarcinoma. 
Cumulative evidence suggests that narrow-band imaging (NBI) can be used to grade gastric intestinal metaplasia 
(GIM). We aimed to externally validate a classification of endoscopic grading of gastric intestinal metaplasia (EGGIM). 
METHODS: Consecutive patients in two centers were submitted to high resolution white-light gastroscopy followed by 
NBI to estimate EGGIM - a score (0 - 10) resulting from the sum of endoscopic assessments of GIM, scored as 0, 1, or 2 
for no GIM, </= 30 %, or > 30 % of the mucosa, respectively, in five areas (lesser and greater curvature of both antrum 
and corpus, and incisura). If GIM was endoscopically suspected, targeted biopsies were performed; if GIM was not 
noticeable, random biopsies were performed according to the Sydney system to estimate the operative link on gastric 
intestinal metaplasia (OLGIM; the gold standard). RESULTS: 250 patients (62 % female; median age 55 years) were 
included. GIM was staged as OLGIM 0, I, II, III, IV in 136 (54 %), 15 (6 %), 52 (21 %), 34 (14 %), and 13 (5 %) patients, 
respectively. All patients with GIM except three were identifiable with targeted biopsies. For the diagnosis of OLGIM 
III/IV, the area under the ROC curve was 0.96 (95 % confidence interval [CI] 0.93 - 0.98) and by using the cutoff > 4, 
sensitivity, specificity, and positive likelihood ratio were 89 %, 95 %, and 16.5, respectively; results were similar (91 %, 
95 %, and 18.1) when excluding patients with foveolar hyperplasia. CONCLUSIONS: For the first time, an endoscopic 
approach was externally validated to determine the risk of gastric cancer without the need for biopsies. This can be 
used to simplify and individualize the management of patients with gastric precancerous conditions. 
 
68. Hallmarks of HPV carcinogenesis: The role of E6, E7 and E5 oncoproteins in cellular malignancy.  
Estevao D, Costa NR, Gil da Costa RM, Medeiros R: Biochimica et biophysica acta Gene regulatory mechanisms 2019, 

1862(2):153-162. Impact factor: 4.599.  

Human papillomavirus (HPV) is the most common sexually transmitted infectious agent worldwide, being also 
responsible for 5% of all human cancers. The integration and hypermethylation mechanisms of the HPV viral genome 
promote the unbalanced expression of the E6, E7 and E5 oncoproteins, which are crucial factors for the carcinogenic 
cascade in HPV-induced cancers. This review highlights the action of E6, E7 and E5 over key regulatory targets, 
promoting all known hallmarks of cancer. Both well-characterized and novel targets of these HPV oncoproteins are 
described, detailing their mechanisms of action. Finally, this review approaches the possibility of targeting E6, E7 and 
E5 for therapeutic applications in the context of cancer. 
 
69. Overexpression of circulating MiR-30b-5p identifies advanced breast cancer.  
Estevao-Pereira H, Lobo J, Salta S, Amorim M, Lopes P, Cantante M, Reis B, Antunes L, Castro F, Palma de Sousa S, 

Goncalves CS, Costa BM, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: J Transl Med 2019, 17(1):435. Impact factor: 4.098.  

BACKGROUND: Breast cancer (BrC) remains the leading cause of cancer-related death in women, mainly due to 
recurrent and/or metastatic events, entailing the need for biomarkers predictive of progression to advanced disease. 
MicroRNAs hold promise as noninvasive cancer biomarkers due to their inherent stability and resilience in tissues and 
bodily fluids. There is increasing evidence that specific microRNAs play a functional role at different steps of the 
metastatic cascade, behaving as signaling mediators to enable the colonization of a specific organ. Herein, we aimed 
to evaluate the biomarker performance of microRNAs previously reported as associated with prognosis for predicting 
BrC progression in liquid biopsies. METHODS: Selected microRNAs were assessed using a quantitative reverse 
transcription-polymerase chain reaction in a testing cohort of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded primary (n = 16) and 
metastatic BrC tissues (n = 22). Then, miR-30b-5p and miR-200b-3p were assessed in a validation cohort #1 of 
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded primary (n = 82) and metastatic BrC tissues (n = 93), whereas only miR-30b-5p was 
validated on a validation cohort #2 of liquid biopsies from BrC patients with localized (n = 20) and advanced (n = 25) 
disease. ROC curve was constructed to evaluate prognostic performance. RESULTS: MiR-30b-5p was differentially 
expressed in primary tumors and paired metastatic lesions, with bone metastases displaying significantly higher miR-
30b-5p expression levels, paralleling the corresponding primary tumors. Interestingly, patients with advanced disease 
disclosed increased circulating miR-30b-5p expression compared to patients with localized BrC. CONCLUSIONS: MiR-
30b-5p might identify BrC patients at higher risk of disease progression, thus, providing a useful clinical tool for 
patients' monitoring, entailing earlier and more effective treatment. Nonetheless, validation in larger multicentric 
cohorts is mandatory to confirm these findings. 
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70. Root causes and outcomes of postoperative pulmonary complications after abdominal surgery: a retrospective 

observational cohort study.  
Fernandes A, Rodrigues J, Lages P, Lanca S, Mendes P, Antunes L, Santos CS, Castro C, Costa RS, Lopes CS, da Costa PM, 

Santos LL: Patient safety in surgery 2019, 13:40. Impact factor: NA.  

Background: Postoperative pulmonary complications (PPCs) contribute significantly to overall postoperative morbidity 
and mortality. In abdominal surgery, PPCs remain frequent. The study aimed to analyze the profile and outcomes of 
PPCs in patients submitted to abdominal surgery and admitted in a Portuguese polyvalent intensive care unit. 
Methods: From January to December 2017 in the polyvalent intensive care unit of Hospital Garcia de Orta, Almada, 
Portugal, we conducted a retrospective, observational study of inpatients submitted to urgent or elective abdominal 
surgery who had severe PPCs. We evaluated the perioperative risk factors and associated mortality. Logistic regression 
was performed to find which perioperative risk factors were most important in the occurrence of PPCs. Results: Sixty 
patients (75% male) with a median age of 64.5 [47-81] years who were submitted to urgent or elective abdominal 
surgery were included in the analysis. Thirty-six patients (60%) developed PPCs within 48 h and twenty-four developed 
PPCs after 48 h. Pneumonia was the most frequent PPC in this sample. In this cohort, 48 patients developed acute 
respiratory failure and needed mechanical ventilation. In the emergency setting, peritonitis had the highest rate of 
PPCs. Electively operated patients who developed PPCs were mostly carriers of digestive malignancies. Thirty-day 
mortality was 21.7%. The risk of PPCs development in the first 48 h was related to the need for neuromuscular 
blocking drugs several times during surgery and preoperative abnormal arterial blood gases. Median abdominal 
surgical incision, long surgery duration, and high body mass index were associated with PPCs that occurred more than 
48 h after surgery. The American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status score 4 and COPD/Asthma determined 
less mechanical ventilation needs since they were preoperatively optimized. Malnutrition (low albumin) before 
surgery was associated with 30-day mortality. Conclusion: PPCs after abdominal surgery are still a major problem 
since they have profound effects on outcomes. Our results suggest that programs before surgery, involve preoperative 
lifestyle changes, such as nutritional supplementation, exercise, stress reduction, and smoking cessation, were an 
effective strategy in mitigating postoperative complications by decreasing mortality. 
 
71. Glycoengineered nanoparticles enhance the delivery of 5-fluoroucil and paclitaxel to gastric cancer cells of high 

metastatic potential.  
Fernandes E, Ferreira D, Peixoto A, Freitas R, Relvas-Santos M, Palmeira C, Martins G, Barros A, Santos LL, Sarmento B, 

Ferreira JA: International journal of pharmaceutics 2019, 570:118646. Impact factor: 4.213.  

Gastric cancer is the third leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide, with half of patients developing 
metastasis within 5years after curative treatment. Moreover, many patients cannot tolerate or complete systemic 
treatment due severe side-effects, reducing their effectiveness. Thus, targeted therapeutics are warranted to improve 
treatment outcomes and reduce toxicity. Herein, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles loaded with 5-
fluorouracil (5-FU) and paclitaxel were surface-functionalized with a monoclonal antibody targeting sialyl-Lewis A 
(sLeA), a known glycan mediating hematogenous metastasis. Nanoparticles, ranging from 137 to 330nm, enabled the 
controlled release of cytotoxic drugs at neutral and acid pH, supporting potential for intravenous and oral 
administration. Nanoencapsulation also reduced the initial toxicity of the drugs against gastric cells, suggesting it may 
constitute a safer administration vehicle. Furthermore, nanoparticle functionalization significantly enhanced targeting 
to sLeA cells in vitro and ex vivo (over 40% in comparison to non-targeted nanoparticles). In summary, a 
glycoengineered nano-vehicle was successfully developed to deliver 5-FU and paclitaxel therapeutic agents to 
metastatic gastric cancer cells. We anticipate that this may constitute an important milestone to establish improved 
targeted therapeutics against gastric cancer. Given the pancarcinomic nature of the sLeA antigen, the translation of 
this solution to other models may be also envisaged. 
 
72. Hybrid NOTES: complete endoscopic resection of the gastric wall assisted by laparoscopy in a gastric fundus 

gastrointestinal stromal tumor.  
Fernandes J, Libanio D, Giestas S, Araujo T, Ramada J, Canena J, Lopes L: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 26(3):215-217. 

Impact factor: NA.  

 

73. Esophageal anastomotic stricturotomy: electroincision therapy with a needle knife.  
Fernandes J, Libanio D, Giestas S, Ramada J, Martinez-Ares D, Canena J, Lopes L: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 

26(2):137-138. Impact factor: NA.  

 

74. The opportunistic effect of exosomes on non-Hodgkin lymphoma microenvironment modulation.  
Fernandes M, Teixeira AL, Medeiros R: Critical reviews in oncology/hematology 2019, 144:102825. Impact factor: 

5.012.  

There has been a shift in the paradigm of Non-Hodgkin lymphomas, changing from the classical genetic aberration-
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based model to a more complex and dynamic model involving tumor microenvironment interactions. In this instance, 
exosomes have emerged as important mediators in intercellular communication by providing survival and 
proliferation signals, licensing immune evasion and acquisition of drug resistance. The capability to transfer molecular 
cargo made exosomes a focus of research to understand cancer pathogenesis and its progression pathways. Several 
studies identified exosomes transporting tumor-released components in peripheral blood and focused on 
understanding their clinical relevance in the diagnosis, prognostic and in monitoring cancer progression. Moreover, 
due to their biophysical properties and physiological function, exosomes have drawn attention as potential 
therapeutic target and drug delivery vehicles. This review will discuss the function of exosomes in Non-Hodgkin 
lymphomagenesis, highlight their potential as diagnosis and prognosis biomarkers, and as new therapeutic 
opportunities in lymphoma management. 
 
75. Intra-individual comparison of (68)Ga-PSMA-11 and (18)F-DCFPyL normal-organ biodistribution.  
Ferreira G, Iravani A, Hofman MS, Hicks RJ: Cancer imaging : the official publication of the International Cancer 

Imaging Society 2019, 19(1):23. Impact factor: 3.153.  

PURPOSE: Detailed data comparing the biodistribution of PSMA radioligands is still scarce, raising concerns regarding 
the comparability of different compounds. We investigated differences in normal-organ biodistribution and uptake 
variability between the two most commonly PSMA tracers in clinical use, (68)Ga-PSMA-11 and (18)F-DCFPyL. 
METHODS: This retrospective analysis included 34 patients with low tumor burden referred for PET/CT imaging with 
(68)Ga-PSMA-11 and subsequently (18)F-DCFPyL. Images were acquired with 4 cross-calibrated PET/CT systems. 
Volumes of interest were placed on major salivary and lacrimal glands, liver, spleen, duodenum, kidneys, bladder, 
blood-pool and muscle. Normal-organ biodistribution of both tracers was then quantified as SUVpeak and compared 
using paired tests, linear regression and Bland-Altman analysis. Between-patient variability was also assessed. Clinical 
and protocol variables were investigated for possible interference. RESULTS: For both tracers the highest uptake was 
found in the kidneys and bladder and low background activity was noted across all scans. In the quantitative analysis 
there was significantly higher uptake of (68)Ga-PSMA-11 in the kidneys, spleen and major salivary glands (p < 0.001), 
while the liver exhibited slightly higher (18)F-DCFPyL uptake (p = 0.001, mean bias 0.79 +/- 1.30). The lowest solid-
organ uptake variability was found in the liver (COV 21.9% for (68)Ga-PSMA-11, 22.5% for (18)F-DCFPyL). There was a 
weak correlation between (18)F-DCFPyL uptake time and liver SUVpeak (r = 0.488, p = 0.003) and, accordingly, 
patients scanned at later time-points had a larger mean bias between the two tracers' liver uptake values (0.05 vs 
1.46, p = 0.001). CONCLUSION: Normal tissue biodistribution patterns of (68)Ga-PSMA-11 and (18)F-DCFPyL were 
similar, despite subtle differences in quantitative values. Liver uptake showed an acceptable intra-patient agreement 
and low inter-patient variability between the two tracers, allowing its use as a reference organ for thresholding scans 
in the qualitative comparison of PSMA expression using these different tracers. 
 
76. Genome-wide association and transcriptome studies identify target genes and risk loci for breast cancer.  
Ferreira MA, Gamazon ER, Al-Ejeh F, Aittomaki K, Andrulis IL, Anton-Culver H, Arason A, Arndt V, Aronson KJ, Arun BK, 

Asseryanis E, Azzollini J, Balmana J, Barnes DR, Barrowdale D, Beckmann MW, Behrens S, Benitez J, Bermisheva M, 

Bialkowska K, Blomqvist C, Bogdanova NV, Bojesen SE, Bolla MK, Borg A, Brauch H, Brenner H, Broeks A, Burwinkel B, 

Caldes T, Caligo MA, Campa D, Campbell I, Canzian F, Carter J, Carter BD, Castelao JE, Chang-Claude J, Chanock SJ, 

Christiansen H, Chung WK, Claes KBM, Clarke CL, Collaborators E, Collaborators G-HS, Collaborators GS, Couch FJ, Cox 

A, Cross SS, Czene K, Daly MB, de la Hoya M, Dennis J, Devilee P, Diez O, Dork T, Dunning AM, Dwek M, Eccles DM, 

Ejlertsen B, Ellberg C, Engel C, Eriksson M, Fasching PA, Fletcher O, Flyger H, Friedman E, Frost D, Gabrielson M, Gago-

Dominguez M, Ganz PA, Gapstur SM, Garber J, Garcia-Closas M, Garcia-Saenz JA, Gaudet MM, Giles GG, Glendon G, 

Godwin AK, Goldberg MS, Goldgar DE, Gonzalez-Neira A, Greene MH, Gronwald J, Guenel P, Haiman CA, Hall P, 

Hamann U, He W, Heyworth J, Hogervorst FBL, Hollestelle A, Hoover RN, Hopper JL, Hulick PJ, Humphreys K, Imyanitov 

EN, Investigators A, Investigators H, Investigators B, Isaacs C, Jakimovska M, Jakubowska A, James PA, Janavicius R, 

Jankowitz RC, John EM, Johnson N, Joseph V, Karlan BY, Khusnutdinova E, Kiiski JI, Ko YD, Jones ME, Konstantopoulou I, 

Kristensen VN, Laitman Y, Lambrechts D, Lazaro C, Leslie G, Lester J, Lesueur F, Lindstrom S, Long J, Loud JT, Lubinski J, 

Makalic E, Mannermaa A, Manoochehri M, Margolin S, Maurer T, Mavroudis D, McGuffog L, Meindl A, Menon U, 

Michailidou K, Miller A, Montagna M, Moreno F, Moserle L, Mulligan AM, Nathanson KL, Neuhausen SL, Nevanlinna H, 

Nevelsteen I, Nielsen FC, Nikitina-Zake L, Nussbaum RL, Offit K, Olah E, Olopade OI, Olsson H, Osorio A, Papp J, Park-

Simon TW, Parsons MT, Pedersen IS, Peixoto A, Peterlongo P, Pharoah PDP, Plaseska-Karanfilska D, Poppe B, Presneau 

N, Radice P, Rantala J, Rennert G, Risch HA, Saloustros E, Sanden K, Sawyer EJ, Schmidt MK, Schmutzler RK, Sharma P, 

Shu XO, Simard J, Singer CF, Soucy P, Southey MC, Spinelli JJ, Spurdle AB, Stone J, Swerdlow AJ, Tapper WJ, Taylor JA, 

Teixeira MR, Terry MB, Teule A, Thomassen M, Thone K, Thull DL, Tischkowitz M, Toland AE, Torres D, Truong T, Tung 

N, Vachon CM, van Asperen CJ, van den Ouweland AMW, van Rensburg EJ, Vega A, Viel A, Wang Q, Wappenschmidt B, 

Weitzel JN, Wendt C, Winqvist R, Yang XR, Yannoukakos D, Ziogas A, Kraft P, Antoniou AC, Zheng W, Easton DF, Milne 

RL, Beesley J, Chenevix-Trench G: Nat Commun 2019, 10(1):1741. Impact factor: 11.878.  
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Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified more than 170 breast cancer susceptibility loci. Here we 
hypothesize that some risk-associated variants might act in non-breast tissues, specifically adipose tissue and immune 
cells from blood and spleen. Using expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) reported in these tissues, we identify 26 
previously unreported, likely target genes of overall breast cancer risk variants, and 17 for estrogen receptor (ER)-
negative breast cancer, several with a known immune function. We determine the directional effect of gene 
expression on disease risk measured based on single and multiple eQTL. In addition, using a gene-based test of 
association that considers eQTL from multiple tissues, we identify seven (and four) regions with variants associated 
with overall (and ER-negative) breast cancer risk, which were not reported in previous GWAS. Further investigation of 
the function of the implicated genes in breast and immune cells may provide insights into the etiology of breast 
cancer. 
 
77. Interscalene plexus block and general anesthesia in Brugada syndrome.  
Ferreira MN, Fontes S, Machado H: Saudi J Anaesth 2019, 13(4):371-373. Impact factor: NA.  

Brugada syndrome (BrS) is a channelopathy predisposing to malignant ventricular arrhythmias and sudden cardiac 
death. Perioperative pharmacological and physiological changes may precipitate these events and cardiac dysfunction. 
We report the efficacy and safety interscalene brachial plexus block combined with general anesthesia in a patient 
with BrS. Awake and double-guided interscalene block was performed. After performing the block, general anesthesia 
was induced with fentanyl, propofol and rocuronium and maintained with oxygen-air/sevoflurane mixture. 
Sugammadex was administered for neuromuscular reversal. During perioperative period, the patient remained 
hemodynamically stable with anormal sinus rhythm and no ST segment changes. Hospital discharged occurred 36h 
after surgery without complications. General recommendations include avoidance of increased vagal tone, correction 
of electrolytes disturbances, maintenance of normothermia, normocapnia, adequate analgesia, and an adequately 
deep plane of anesthesia. Interscalene block combined with general anesthesia provided good analgesia, 
hemodynamic and cardiac electric stability. 
 
78. Exercise training impacts cardiac mitochondrial proteome remodeling in murine urothelial carcinoma.  
Ferreira R, Neuparth MJ, Nogueira-Ferreira R, Magalhaes S, Aroso M, Bovolini JA, Lara Santos L, Oliveira P, Vitorino R, 

Moreira-Goncalves D: International journal of molecular sciences 2019, 20(1). Impact factor: 4.183.  

Cardiac dysfunction secondary to cancer may exert a negative impact in patients' tolerance to therapeutics, quality of 
life, and survival. The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential therapeutic effect of exercise training on the 
heart in the setting of cancer, after diagnosis. Thus, the molecular pathways harbored in heart mitochondria from a 
murine model of chemically-induced urothelial carcinoma submitted to 8-weeks of high intensity treadmill exercise 
were characterized using mass spectrometry-based proteomics. Data highlight the protective effects of high intensity 
exercise training in preventing left ventricle diastolic dysfunction, fibrosis, and structural derangement observed in 
tumor-bearing mice. At the mitochondrial level, exercise training counteracted the lower ability to produce ATP 
observed in the heart of animals with urothelial carcinoma and induced the up-regulation of fatty acid oxidation and 
down-regulation of the biological process "cardiac morphogenesis". Taken together, our data support the prescription 
of exercise training after cancer diagnosis for the management of disease-related cardiac dysfunction. 
 
79. The Cyclooxigenase-2 inhibitor parecoxib prevents epidermal dysplasia in HPV16-transgenic mice: efficacy and 

safety observations.  
Ferreira T, Campos S, Silva MG, Ribeiro R, Santos S, Almeida J, Pires MJ, Gil da Costa RM, Cordova C, Nogueira A, 

Neuparth MJ, Medeiros R, Monteiro Bastos M, Gaivao I, Peixoto F, Oliveira MM, Oliveira PA: International journal of 

molecular sciences 2019, 20(16). Impact factor: 4.183.  

Carcinogenesis induced by high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) involves inflammatory phenomena, partially 
mediated by cyclooxigenase-2. In pre-clinical models of HPV-induced cancer, cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors have shown 
significant efficacy, but also considerable toxicity. This study addresses the chemopreventive effect and hepatic 
toxicity of a specific cyclooxigensase-2 inhibitor, parecoxib, in HPV16-transgenic mice. Forty-three 20 weeks-old 
female mice were divided into four groups: I (HPV16(-/-), n = 10, parecoxib-treated); II (HPV16(-/-) n = 11, untreated); 
III (HPV16(+/-), n = 11, parecoxib-treated) and IV (HPV16(+/-), n = 11, untreated). Parecoxib (5.0 mg/kg once daily) or 
vehicle was administered intraperitoneally for 22 consecutive days. Skin lesions were classified histologically. 
Toxicological endpoints included genotoxic parameters, hepatic oxidative stress, transaminases and histology. 
Parecoxib completely prevented the onset of epidermal dysplasia in HPV16(+/-) treated animals (0% versus 64% in 
HPV16(+/-) untreated, p = 0.027). Parecoxib decreases lipid peroxidation (LPO) and superoxide dismutase (SOD) 
activity and increases the GSH:GSSG ratio in HPV16(+/-) treated animals meaning that oxidative stress is lower. 
Parecoxib increased genotoxic stress parameters in wild-type and HPV16-transgenic mice, but didn't modify 
histological or biochemical hepatic parameters. These results indicate that parecoxib has chemopreventive effects 
against HPV16-induced lesions while maintaining an acceptable toxicological profile in this model. 
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80. The FANCM:p.Arg658* truncating variant is associated with risk of triple-negative breast cancer.  
Figlioli G, Bogliolo M, Catucci I, Caleca L, Lasheras SV, Pujol R, Kiiski JI, Muranen TA, Barnes DR, Dennis J, Michailidou K, 

Bolla MK, Leslie G, Aalfs CM, Investigators A, Adank MA, Adlard J, Agata S, Cadoo K, Agnarsson BA, Ahearn T, 

Aittomaki K, Ambrosone CB, Andrews L, Anton-Culver H, Antonenkova NN, Arndt V, Arnold N, Aronson KJ, Arun BK, 

Asseryanis E, Auber B, Auvinen P, Azzollini J, Balmana J, Barkardottir RB, Barrowdale D, Barwell J, Beane Freeman LE, 

Beauparlant CJ, Beckmann MW, Behrens S, Benitez J, Berger R, Bermisheva M, Blanco AM, Blomqvist C, Bogdanova 

NV, Bojesen A, Bojesen SE, Bonanni B, Borg A, Brady AF, Brauch H, Brenner H, Bruning T, Burwinkel B, Buys SS, Caldes 

T, Caliebe A, Caligo MA, Campa D, Campbell IG, Canzian F, Castelao JE, Chang-Claude J, Chanock SJ, Claes KBM, Clarke 

CL, Collavoli A, Conner TA, Cox DG, Cybulski C, Czene K, Daly MB, de la Hoya M, Devilee P, Diez O, Ding YC, Dite GS, 

Ditsch N, Domchek SM, Dorfling CM, Dos-Santos-Silva I, Durda K, Dwek M, Eccles DM, Ekici AB, Eliassen AH, Ellberg C, 

Eriksson M, Evans DG, Fasching PA, Figueroa J, Flyger H, Foulkes WD, Friebel TM, Friedman E, Gabrielson M, Gaddam 

P, Gago-Dominguez M, Gao C, Gapstur SM, Garber J, Garcia-Closas M, Garcia-Saenz JA, Gaudet MM, Gayther SA, 

Collaborators GS, Giles GG, Glendon G, Godwin AK, Goldberg MS, Goldgar DE, Guenel P, Gutierrez-Barrera AM, 

Haeberle L, Haiman CA, Hakansson N, Hall P, Hamann U, Harrington PA, Hein A, Heyworth J, Hillemanns P, Hollestelle 

A, Hopper JL, Hosgood HD, 3rd, Howell A, Hu C, Hulick PJ, Hunter DJ, Imyanitov EN, KconFab, Isaacs C, Jakimovska M, 

Jakubowska A, James P, Janavicius R, Janni W, John EM, Jones ME, Jung A, Kaaks R, Karlan BY, Khusnutdinova E, 

Kitahara CM, Konstantopoulou I, Koutros S, Kraft P, Lambrechts D, Lazaro C, Le Marchand L, Lester J, Lesueur F, 

Lilyquist J, Loud JT, Lu KH, Luben RN, Lubinski J, Mannermaa A, Manoochehri M, Manoukian S, Margolin S, Martens 

JWM, Maurer T, Mavroudis D, Mebirouk N, Meindl A, Menon U, Miller A, Montagna M, Nathanson KL, Neuhausen SL, 

Newman WG, Nguyen-Dumont T, Nielsen FC, Nielsen S, Nikitina-Zake L, Offit K, Olah E, Olopade OI, Olshan AF, Olson 

JE, Olsson H, Osorio A, Ottini L, Peissel B, Peixoto A, Peto J, Plaseska-Karanfilska D, Pocza T, Presneau N, Pujana MA, 

Punie K, Rack B, Rantala J, Rashid MU, Rau-Murthy R, Rennert G, Lejbkowicz F, Rhenius V, Romero A, Rookus MA, Ross 

EA, Rossing M, Rudaitis V, Ruebner M, Saloustros E, Sanden K, Santamarina M, Scheuner MT, Schmutzler RK, Schneider 

M, Scott C, Senter L, Shah M, Sharma P, Shu XO, Simard J, Singer CF, Sohn C, Soucy P, Southey MC, Spinelli JJ, Steele L, 

Stoppa-Lyonnet D, Tapper WJ, Teixeira MR, Terry MB, Thomassen M, Thompson J, Thull DL, Tischkowitz M, Tollenaar R, 

Torres D, Troester MA, Truong T, Tung N, Untch M, Vachon CM, van Rensburg EJ, van Veen EM, Vega A, Viel A, 

Wappenschmidt B, Weitzel JN, Wendt C, Wieme G, Wolk A, Yang XR, Zheng W, Ziogas A, Zorn KK, Dunning AM, Lush M, 

Wang Q, McGuffog L, Parsons MT, Pharoah PDP, Fostira F, Toland AE, Andrulis IL, Ramus SJ, Swerdlow AJ, Greene MH, 

Chung WK, Milne RL, Chenevix-Trench G, Dork T, Schmidt MK, Easton DF, Radice P, Hahnen E, Antoniou AC, Couch FJ, 

Nevanlinna H, Surralles J, Peterlongo P: NPJ breast cancer 2019, 5:38. Impact factor: 6.230.  

Breast cancer is a common disease partially caused by genetic risk factors. Germline pathogenic variants in DNA repair 
genes BRCA1, BRCA2, PALB2, ATM, and CHEK2 are associated with breast cancer risk. FANCM, which encodes for a 
DNA translocase, has been proposed as a breast cancer predisposition gene, with greater effects for the ER-negative 
and triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) subtypes. We tested the three recurrent protein-truncating variants 
FANCM:p.Arg658*, p.Gln1701*, and p.Arg1931* for association with breast cancer risk in 67,112 cases, 53,766 
controls, and 26,662 carriers of pathogenic variants of BRCA1 or BRCA2. These three variants were also studied 
functionally by measuring survival and chromosome fragility in FANCM (-/-) patient-derived immortalized fibroblasts 
treated with diepoxybutane or olaparib. We observed that FANCM:p.Arg658* was associated with increased risk of 
ER-negative disease and TNBC (OR = 2.44, P = 0.034 and OR = 3.79; P = 0.009, respectively). In a country-restricted 
analysis, we confirmed the associations detected for FANCM:p.Arg658* and found that also FANCM:p.Arg1931* was 
associated with ER-negative breast cancer risk (OR = 1.96; P = 0.006). The functional results indicated that all three 
variants were deleterious affecting cell survival and chromosome stability with FANCM:p.Arg658* causing more 
severe phenotypes. In conclusion, we confirmed that the two rare FANCM deleterious variants p.Arg658* and 
p.Arg1931* are risk factors for ER-negative and TNBC subtypes. Overall our data suggest that the effect of truncating 
variants on breast cancer risk may depend on their position in the gene. Cell sensitivity to olaparib exposure, identifies 
a possible therapeutic option to treat FANCM-associated tumors. 
 
81. Gastric endoscopic submucosal dissection: a systematic review and meta-analysis on risk factors for poor short-

term outcomes.  
Figueiroa G, Pimentel-Nunes P, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Libanio D: Eur J Gastroenterol Hepatol 2019, 31(10):1234-1246. Impact 

factor: 2.198.  

OBJECTIVE: Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is now established as the first option to manage early gastric 
neoplasms, but its efficacy may vary according to diverse factors. We aimed to systematically identify risk factors for 
poor short-term outcomes of gastric ESD with the purpose to improve patients' selection and management. 
METHODS: Three online databases (MEDLINE, ISI Web of Knowledge and Scopus) were searched (last search on June 
2018) for poor outcomes of gastric ESD (deep submucosal invasion, piecemeal/incomplete resection, noncurative 
resection and local recurrence). RESULTS: One hundred five studies were included referring to 52.126 ESDs. 
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Undifferentiated histology and upper location (vs lower) were associated with submucosal invasion [odds ratio (OR) = 
2.42 [95% confidence interval (CI), 1.62-3.61] and OR = 3.20 (1.04-9.86), respectively] and deep submucosal invasion 
[OR = 2.98 (2.02-4.39) and OR = 2.35 (1.45-3.81), respectively]. Lesion size greater than 30 mm and ulceration were 
associated with piecemeal resection [OR = 2.78 (1.17-6.60) and OR = 2.76 (1.23, 6.20), respectively]. Lesion size 
greater than 30 mm, ulceration, upper location and fibrosis were risk factors for incomplete resection [OR = 3.83 
(2.68-5.49), OR = 4.06 (1.62-10.16), OR = 3.71 (2.49-5.54) and OR = 4.46 (1.66-11.96), respectively]. A noncurative 
resection was more often observed for lesions located in the upper third of the stomach [OR = 1.49 (1.24-1.79)], 
depressed morphology [OR = 1.49 (1.04-2.12)] and those outside standard criteria [OR = 3.56 (2.31-5.48)]. Older age 
was significantly linked with local recurrence rates [OR = 3.08 (1.13-5.02)]. CONCLUSION: Several risk factors influence 
poor efficacy short-term outcomes of gastric ESD that may be used to inform both patients and health providers about 
the expected efficacy. 
 
82. Canine ovarian gonadoblastoma with dysgerminoma overgrowth: a case study and literature review.  
Flores AR, Lobo J, Nunes F, Rema A, Lopes P, Carvalho L, Bartosch C, Amorim I, Gartner F: Journal of ovarian research 

2019, 12(1):89. Impact factor: 2.469.  

BACKGROUND: Gonadoblastoma (GB) is a rare mixed germ cell-sex cord-stromal tumour, first described in humans, 
commonly found in dysgenetic gonads of intersex patients that have a Y chromosome. However, this entity in not 
recognized in the WHO classification of tumours of genital system of domestic animals. Herein, we describe a case of 
ovarian gonadoblastoma with proliferation of dysgerminoma and sex cord-stromal tumour components, in a 
phenotypically and cytogenetically normal bitch. CASE PRESENTATION: A 17-year-old cross-breed bitch had a firm, 
grey-white multinodular mass in the left ovary. The tumour was submitted to histopathological examination and Y 
chromosome detected through karyotype analysis and PCR studies. Microscopically, the ovary was almost replaced by 
an irregular neoplasm composed of three distinct, intermixed elements: dysgerminoma, mixed germ cell-sex cord-
stromal tumour resembling human GB and a proliferative sex cord-stromal tumour component. The germ cells of 
gonadoblastoma and dysgerminoma components were immunoreactive for c-KIT. Sex cord-stromal cells of 
gonadoblastoma were immunoreactive for alpha-inhibin. The sex cord-stromal tumour was immunoreactive for 
AE1/AE3, occasionally for alpha-inhibin and negative for epithelial membrane antigen (EMA). The karyotype was 78, 
XX and PCR analysis confirmed the absence of the Y chromosome. CONCLUSION: Based on these findings, a diagnosis 
of gonadoblastoma with proliferation of dysgerminoma and sex cord-stromal tumour was made. This is the first case 
of ovarian gonadoblastoma in a female dog. 
 
83. Prevalence of overweight and obesity in Mozambique in 2005 and 2015.  
Fontes F, Damasceno A, Jessen N, Prista A, Silva-Matos C, Padrao P, Lunet N: Public Health Nutr 2019, 22(17):3118-

3126. Impact factor: 2.526.  

OBJECTIVE: The ongoing demographic, nutritional and epidemiological transitions in sub-Saharan Africa highlight the 
importance of monitoring overweight and obesity. We aimed to assess the prevalence of overweight and obesity in 
Mozambique in 2014/2015 and compare the estimates with those obtained in 2005. DESIGN: Cross-sectional study 
conducted in 2014/2015, following the WHO Stepwise Approach to Chronic Disease Risk Factor Surveillance (STEPS). 
Prevalence estimates with 95 % CI were computed for different categories of BMI and abdominal obesity, along with 
age-, education- and income-adjusted OR. The age-standardized prevalence in the age group 25-64 years was 
compared with results from a STEPS survey conducted in 2005. SETTING: Mozambique. PARTICIPANTS: Representative 
sample of the population aged 18-64 years (n 2595). RESULTS: Between 2005 and 2014/2015, the prevalence of 
overweight and obesity increased from 18.3 to 30.5 % (P < 0.001) in women and from 11.7 to 18.2 % (P < 0.001) in 
men. Abdominal obesity increased among women (from 9.4 to 20.4 %, P < 0.001), but there was no significant 
difference among men (1.5 v. 2.1 %, P = 0.395). In 2014/2015, the prevalence of overweight and obesity was more 
than twofold higher in urban areas and in women; in the age group 18-24 years, it was highest in urban women and 
lowest in rural men. CONCLUSIONS: In Mozambique, there was a steep increase in the prevalence of overweight and 
obesity among adults between 2005 and 2014/2015. Overweight and obesity are more prevalent in urban areas and 
among women, already affecting one in five urban women aged 18-24 years. 
 
84. Predicting resistance to endocrine therapy in breast cancer: it's time for epigenetic biomarkers (Review).  
Fontes-Sousa M, Amorim M, Salta S, Palma De Sousa S, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Oncol Rep 2019, 41(3):1431-1438. 

Impact factor: 3.041.  

Notwithstanding the marked progress in breast cancer (BC) management, it still constitutes the most common 
malignancy in women and a major cause of morbidity and mortality, thus remaining a major health issue worldwide. 
Most BC cases are hormone receptor (HR) positive (luminal A or B molecular subtypes) and endocrine treatment (ET) 
is an important therapeutic modality at all disease stages. Nevertheless, despite substantial improvements in BC 
patient outcome, effectiveness of ET is limited, as up to 40% of patients eventually relapse or progress and endocrine 
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resistant BC has a less favorable prognosis and constitutes a therapeutic challenge. The biological mechanisms 
underlying endocrine resistance are, however, still poorly understood. In this review, we focused on data regarding 
the main epigenetic mechanisms associated with the development of endocrine treatedresistant BC described so far, 
including alterations in DNA methylation, noncoding RNAs, chromatin remodeling, posttranslational histone 
modifications and histone variants. Notably, specific epigenetic alterations have been characterized in this subset of 
breast tumors and may be of clinical value for individualized patient management in the future. 
 
85. Inhibitory effect of 5-aminoimidazole-4-carbohydrazonamides derivatives against candida spp. biofilm on 

nanohydroxyapatite substrate.  
Gabriel C, Grenho L, Cerqueira F, Medeiros R, Dias AM, Ribeiro AI, Proenca MF, Fernandes MH, Sousa JC, Monteiro FJ, 

Ferraz MP: Mycopathologia 2019, 184(6):775-786. Impact factor: 2.278.  

Candida can adhere and form biofilm on biomaterials commonly used in medical devices which is a key attribute that 
enhances its ability to cause infections in humans. Furthermore, biomaterial-related infections represent a major 
therapeutic challenge since Candida biofilms are implicated in antifungal therapies failure. The goals of the present 
work were to investigate the effect of three 5-aminoimidazole-4-carbohydrazonamides, namely (Z)-5-amino-1-methyl-
N'-aryl-1H-imidazole-4-carbohydrazonamides [aryl = phenyl (1a), 4-fluorophenyl (1b), 3-fluorophenyl (1c)], on Candida 
albicans and Candida krusei biofilm on nanohydroxyapatite substrate, a well-known bioactive ceramic material. To 
address these goals, both quantitative methods (by cultivable cell numbers) and qualitative evaluation (by scanning 
electron microscopy) were used. Compounds cytocompatibility towards osteoblast-like cells was also evaluated after 
24 h of exposure, through resazurin assay. The three tested compounds displayed a strong inhibitory effect on biofilm 
development of both Candida species as potent in vitro activity against C. albicans sessile cells. Regarding 
cytocompatibility, a concentration-dependent effect was observed. Together, these findings indicated that the potent 
activity of imidazole derivatives on Candida spp. biofilms on nanohydroxyapatite substrate, in particular compound 1c, 
is worth further investigating. 
 
86. The timeline of epigenetic drug discovery: from reality to dreams.  
Ganesan A, Arimondo PB, Rots MG, Jeronimo C, Berdasco M: Clinical epigenetics 2019, 11(1):174. Impact factor: 5.496.  

The flexibility of the epigenome has generated an enticing argument to explore its reversion through pharmacological 
treatments as a strategy to ameliorate disease phenotypes. All three families of epigenetic proteins-readers, writers, 
and erasers-are druggable targets that can be addressed through small-molecule inhibitors. At present, a few drugs 
targeting epigenetic enzymes as well as analogues of epigenetic modifications have been introduced into the clinic use 
(e.g. to treat haematological malignancies), and a wide range of epigenetic-based drugs are undergoing clinical trials. 
Here, we describe the timeline of epigenetic drug discovery and development beginning with the early design based 
solely on phenotypic observations to the state-of-the-art rational epigenetic drug discovery using validated targets. 
Finally, we will highlight some of the major aspects that need further research and discuss the challenges that need to 
be overcome to implement epigenetic drug discovery into clinical management of human disorders. To turn into 
reality, researchers from various disciplines (chemists, biologists, clinicians) need to work together to optimise the 
drug engineering, read-out assays, and clinical trial design. 
 
87. Treating untreatable rectal varices.  
Garrido M, Goncalves B, Ferreira S, Rocha M, Salgado M, Pedroto I: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 26(6):420-424. 

Impact factor: NA.  

Background: Rectal varices are portosystemic collaterals that arise as a complication of portal hypertension. Despite 
their significant prevalence among cirrhotic patients, clinically important bleeding occurs only in a minority. Various 
treatment options are available, with endoscopic therapies being widely used, and both interventional radiology and 
surgery being considered for refractory bleeding rectal varices. Case: We report the case of a 61-year-old male with 
hepatic cirrhosis and bleedingrectal varices refractory to endoscopic therapy, successfully managed with a 
combination of transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) and selective variceal embolization. Conclusions: 
Radiological techniques are effective options for refractory bleeding. Adding embolization to TIPS implantation could 
represent a valid adjunctive measure for haemostasis of recurrent rectal variceal bleeding. 
 
88. Characterization of extrafocal dose influence on the out-of-field dose distribution by monte carlo simulations 

and dose measurements.  
Ghareeb F, Lencart J, Oliveira J, Santos JAM: Health physics 2019, 117(5):489-503. Impact factor: 0.993.  

Out-of-field scattered and transmitted extrafocal radiation may induce secondary cancer in long-term survivors of 
external radiotherapy. Pediatric patients have higher life expectancy and tend to receive higher secondary radiation 
damage due to geometric and biological factors. The goal of this study is to characterize the location and the 
magnitude of extrafocal dose regions in the case of three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy and volumetric arc 
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therapy, to apply this information to clinical treatment cases, and to provide mitigation strategies. Extrafocal dose has 
been investigated in a Varian TrueBeam linac equipped with a high-definition 120 multileaf collimator using different 
physical and virtual phantoms, dose calculation (including Monte Carlo techniques), and dose measurement methods. 
All Monte Carlo calculations showed excellent agreement with measurements. Treatment planning system 
calculations failed to provide reliable results out of the treatment field. Both Monte Carlo calculations and dose 
measurements showed regions with higher dose (extrafocal dose areas) when compared to the background. These 
areas start to be noticeable beyond 11 cm from the isocenter in the direction perpendicular to the multileaf collimator 
leaves' travel direction. Out-of-field extrafocal doses up to 160% of the mean dose transmitted through the closed 
multileaf collimator were registered. Two overlapping components were observed in the extrafocal distribution: the 
first is an almost elliptical blurred dose distribution, and the second is a well-defined rectangular dose distribution. 
Extra precautions should be taken into consideration when treating pediatric patients with a high-definition 120 
multileaf collimator to avoid directing the extrafocal radiation into a radiosensitive organ during external beam 
therapy. 
 
89. 68Ga-PSMA uptake in prostate cancer sciatic nerve metastasis.  
Gouveia PB, Violante LCS, Teixeira RJV, da Silva Trindade Duarte LH: Clinical nuclear medicine 2019, 44(4):e301-e302. 

Impact factor: 6.073.  

Most prostate cancers spread to regional lymph nodes, axial skeleton and lungs. Perineural malignant involvement is 
very rare. We present a Ga-PSMA PET/CT image of a sciatic nerve metastasis in a 65-year-old man with recurrent 
prostate cancer. 
 
90. Long term prognosis of acute pulmonary embolism.  
Guerreiro I, Magalhaes H, Coelho S, Ribeiro A, Ferreira S, Araujo E, Bettencourt P, Lourenco P: European journal of 

internal medicine 2019, 67:84-88. Impact factor: 3.660.  

BACKGROUND: Acute pulmonary embolism (PE) can be fatal if left untreated. Long-term prognosis of acute PE in the 
21st century has not been fully reported. We aimed to determine the long-term prognosis of patients hospitalized 
with acute PE and compare survivalof patients with idiopathic and secondary PE. MATERIALS AND METHODS: We 
retrospectively analysed a cohort of hospitalized patients with acute PE between 2006 and 2013. EXCLUSION 
CRITERIA: <18years, venous embolism of non-pulmonary veins, chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension, and 
presumptive diagnosis without image confirmation. Only patients with a first PE episode were included. End-point: all-
cause mortality. Patients were compared according to PE aetiology: idiopathic, secondary to neoplastic conditions and 
secondary to non-neoplastic conditions. A Cox-regression analysis was used to study the prognostic impact of PE 
aetiology. RESULTS: We studied 872 hospitalized acute PE patients. Median age 70years, 56.9% were women. PE was 
idiopathic in 376 (43.1%), secondary to a neoplastic condition in 284 (32.6%) and secondary to a condition other than 
neoplasia in 212 (24.3%). Patients were followed for a median 25months period and 508 (58.3%) died. Patients with 
PE attributed to a neoplastic condition had the worst survival. Patients with idiopathic PE had a multivariate-adjusted 
HR of mortality of 1.46 (1.08-1.99) during the over 2-year follow-up period when compared to those with acute PE 
attributed to a non-neoplastic condition. CONCLUSIONS: Patients with idiopathic acute PE have an almost 50% higher 
death risk in a median 2-year follow-up period than those with acute PE secondary to a condition other than 
neoplasia. 
 
91. Endoscopic surveillance after surgical or endoscopic resection for colorectal cancer: European Society of 

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) and European Society of Digestive Oncology (ESDO) guideline.  
Hassan C, Wysocki PT, Fuccio L, Seufferlein T, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Brandao C, Regula J, Frazzoni L, Pellise M, Alfieri S, 

Dekker E, Jover R, Rosati G, Senore C, Spada C, Gralnek I, Dumonceau JM, van Hooft JE, van Cutsem E, Ponchon T: 

Endoscopy 2019, 51(3):266-277. Impact factor: 6.381.  

1: We recommend post-surgery endoscopic surveillance for CRC patients after intent-to-cure surgery and appropriate 
oncological treatment for both local and distant disease.Strong recommendation, low quality evidence. 2: We 
recommend a high quality perioperative colonoscopy before surgery for CRC or within 6 months following 
surgery.Strong recommendation, low quality evidence. 3: We recommend performing surveillance colonoscopy 1 year 
after CRC surgery.Strong recommendation, moderate quality evidence. 4: We do not recommend an intensive 
endoscopic surveillance strategy, e. g. annual colonoscopy, because of a lack of proven benefit.Strong 
recommendation, moderate quality evidence. 5: After the first surveillance colonoscopy following CRC surgery, we 
suggest the second colonoscopy should be performed 3 years later, and the third 5 years after the second. If 
additional high risk neoplastic lesions are detected, subsequent surveillance examinations at shorter intervals may be 
considered.Weak recommendation, low quality evidence. 6: After the initial surveillance colonoscopy, we suggest 
halting post-surgery endoscopic surveillance at the age of 80 years, or earlier if life-expectancy is thought to be limited 
by comorbidities.Weak recommendation, low quality evidence. 7: In patients with a low risk pT1 CRC treated by 
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endoscopy with an R0 resection, we suggest the same endoscopic surveillance schedule as for any CRC.Weak 
recommendation, low quality evidence. 
 
92. MSH2 expression and resistance to cisplatin in muscle-invasive bladder cancer: a mix of progress and challenges.  
Henrique R, Nunes SP, Jeronimo C: Eur Urol 2019, 75(2):251-252. Impact factor: 17.298.  

 

93. Results of successive EORTC-CLG 58 881 and 58 951 trials in paediatric T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia 

(ALL).  
Hofmans M, Suciu S, Ferster A, Van Vlierberghe P, Mazingue F, Sirvent N, Costa V, Yakouben K, Paillard C, Uyttebroeck 

A, Plantaz D, Plat G, Simon P, Millot F, Poiree M, van der Werff Ten Bosch J, Piette C, Minckes O, Rohrlich P, Girard S, 

Cave H, Bertrand Y, De Moerloose B: Br J Haematol 2019, 186(5):741-753. Impact factor: 5.206.  

Outcomes in childhood T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (T-ALL) are steadily improving due to intensive therapy. 
Between 1989 and 2008, 599 children with newly diagnosed T-ALL were enrolled in two successive European 
Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer - Children's Leukaemia Group trials (58881 and 58951), both 
based on the Berlin-Frankfurt-Munster protocol and without cranial irradiation. In the latter trial induction 
chemotherapy was intensified. The most important randomizations were Medac Escherichia coli asparaginase versus 
Erwinia asparaginase in trial 58881, and dexamethasone (6 mg/m(2) /day) versus prednisolone (60 mg/m(2) /day) and 
prolonged versus conventional asparaginase duration in trial 58951. 8-year event-free survival (EFS) increased from 
65.1% to 74.0% in trial 58951. Improvement was most profound for patients with white blood cell (WBC) counts <100 
x 10(9) /l and "good responders" to prephase. Medac E. coli asparaginase was associated with longer EFS [hazard ratio 
(HR) 0.54, P = 0.0015] and overall survival (HR 0.51, P = 0.0018). Induction therapy with dexamethasone did not 
improve EFS compared to prednisolone. Remarkably, intensification of central nervous system (CNS)-directed therapy 
in trial 58951 resulted in fewer bone marrow relapses, while the incidence of CNS relapses remained low. In summary, 
we showed that adequate asparaginase therapy, intensified induction treatment and intensification of CNS-directed 
chemotherapy can result in an improvement of outcome in T-ALL patients with good prephase response and initial 
WBC counts <100 x 10(9) /l, representing approximately 50% of T-ALL patients. 
 
94. Resection of pancreatic cancer in Europe and USA: an international large-scale study highlighting large 

variations.  
Huang L, Jansen L, Balavarca Y, Molina-Montes E, Babaei M, van der Geest L, Lemmens V, Van Eycken L, De Schutter H, 

Johannesen TB, Fristrup CW, Mortensen MB, Primic-Zakelj M, Zadnik V, Becker N, Hackert T, Magi M, Cassetti T, 

Sassatelli R, Grutzmann R, Merkel S, Goncalves AF, Bento MJ, Hegyi P, Lakatos G, Szentesi A, Moreau M, van de Velde 

T, Broeks A, Sant M, Minicozzi P, Mazzaferro V, Real FX, Carrato A, Molero X, Besselink MG, Malats N, Buchler MW, 

Schrotz-King P, Brenner H: Gut 2019, 68(1):130-139. Impact factor: 17.943.  

OBJECTIVE: Resection can potentially cure resectable pancreatic cancer (PaC) and significantly prolong survival in 
some patients. This large-scale international study aimed to investigate variations in resection for PaC in Europe and 
USA and determinants for its utilisation. DESIGN: Data from six European population-based cancer registries and the 
US Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program database during 2003-2016 were analysed. Age-standardised 
resection rates for overall and stage I-II PaCs were computed. Associations between resection and demographic and 
clinical parameters were assessed using multivariable logistic regression models. RESULTS: A total of 153 698 records 
were analysed. In population-based registries in 2012-2014, resection rates ranged from 13.2% (Estonia) to 21.2% 
(Slovenia) overall and from 34.8% (Norway) to 68.7% (Denmark) for stage I-II tumours, with great international 
variations. During 2003-2014, resection rates only increased in USA, the Netherlands and Denmark. Resection was 
significantly less frequently performed with more advanced tumour stage (ORs for stage III and IV versus stage I-II 
tumours: 0.05-0.18 and 0.01-0.06 across countries) and increasing age (ORs for patients 70-79 and >/=80 versus those 
<60 years: 0.37-0.63 and 0.03-0.16 across countries). Patients with advanced-stage tumours (stage III-IV: 63.8%-
81.2%) and at older ages (>/=70 years: 52.6%-59.5%) receiving less frequently resection comprised the majority of 
diagnosed cases. Patient performance status, tumour location and size were also associated with resection 
application. CONCLUSION: Rates of PaC resection remain low in Europe and USA with great international variations. 
Further studies are warranted to explore reasons for these variations. 
 
95. Shared heritability and functional enrichment across six solid cancers.  
Jiang X, Finucane HK, Schumacher FR, Schmit SL, Tyrer JP, Han Y, Michailidou K, Lesseur C, Kuchenbaecker KB, Dennis J, 

Conti DV, Casey G, Gaudet MM, Huyghe JR, Albanes D, Aldrich MC, Andrew AS, Andrulis IL, Anton-Culver H, Antoniou 

AC, Antonenkova NN, Arnold SM, Aronson KJ, Arun BK, Bandera EV, Barkardottir RB, Barnes DR, Batra J, Beckmann 

MW, Benitez J, Benlloch S, Berchuck A, Berndt SI, Bickeboller H, Bien SA, Blomqvist C, Boccia S, Bogdanova NV, Bojesen 

SE, Bolla MK, Brauch H, Brenner H, Brenton JD, Brook MN, Brunet J, Brunnstrom H, Buchanan DD, Burwinkel B, Butzow 

R, Cadoni G, Caldes T, Caligo MA, Campbell I, Campbell PT, Cancel-Tassin G, Cannon-Albright L, Campa D, Caporaso N, 
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Carvalho AL, Chan AT, Chang-Claude J, Chanock SJ, Chen C, Christiani DC, Claes KBM, Claessens F, Clements J, Collee 

JM, Correa MC, Couch FJ, Cox A, Cunningham JM, Cybulski C, Czene K, Daly MB, deFazio A, Devilee P, Diez O, Gago-

Dominguez M, Donovan JL, Dork T, Duell EJ, Dunning AM, Dwek M, Eccles DM, Edlund CK, Edwards DRV, Ellberg C, 

Evans DG, Fasching PA, Ferris RL, Liloglou T, Figueiredo JC, Fletcher O, Fortner RT, Fostira F, Franceschi S, Friedman E, 

Gallinger SJ, Ganz PA, Garber J, Garcia-Saenz JA, Gayther SA, Giles GG, Godwin AK, Goldberg MS, Goldgar DE, Goode 

EL, Goodman MT, Goodman G, Grankvist K, Greene MH, Gronberg H, Gronwald J, Guenel P, Hakansson N, Hall P, 

Hamann U, Hamdy FC, Hamilton RJ, Hampe J, Haugen A, Heitz F, Herrero R, Hillemanns P, Hoffmeister M, Hogdall E, 

Hong YC, Hopper JL, Houlston R, Hulick PJ, Hunter DJ, Huntsman DG, Idos G, Imyanitov EN, Ingles SA, Isaacs C, 

Jakubowska A, James P, Jenkins MA, Johansson M, Johansson M, John EM, Joshi AD, Kaneva R, Karlan BY, Kelemen LE, 

Kuhl T, Khaw KT, Khusnutdinova E, Kibel AS, Kiemeney LA, Kim J, Kjaer SK, Knight JA, Kogevinas M, Kote-Jarai Z, Koutros 

S, Kristensen VN, Kupryjanczyk J, Lacko M, Lam S, Lambrechts D, Landi MT, Lazarus P, Le ND, Lee E, Lejbkowicz F, Lenz 

HJ, Leslie G, Lessel D, Lester J, Levine DA, Li L, Li CI, Lindblom A, Lindor NM, Liu G, Loupakis F, Lubinski J, Maehle L, 

Maier C, Mannermaa A, Marchand LL, Margolin S, May T, McGuffog L, Meindl A, Middha P, Miller A, Milne RL, 

MacInnis RJ, Modugno F, Montagna M, Moreno V, Moysich KB, Mucci L, Muir K, Mulligan AM, Nathanson KL, Neal DE, 

Ness AR, Neuhausen SL, Nevanlinna H, Newcomb PA, Newcomb LF, Nielsen FC, Nikitina-Zake L, Nordestgaard BG, 

Nussbaum RL, Offit K, Olah E, Olama AAA, Olopade OI, Olshan AF, Olsson H, Osorio A, Pandha H, Park JY, Pashayan N, 

Parsons MT, Pejovic T, Penney KL, Peters WHM, Phelan CM, Phipps AI, Plaseska-Karanfilska D, Pring M, Prokofyeva D, 

Radice P, Stefansson K, Ramus SJ, Raskin L, Rennert G, Rennert HS, van Rensburg EJ, Riggan MJ, Risch HA, Risch A, 

Roobol MJ, Rosenstein BS, Rossing MA, De Ruyck K, Saloustros E, Sandler DP, Sawyer EJ, Schabath MB, Schleutker J, 

Schmidt MK, Setiawan VW, Shen H, Siegel EM, Sieh W, Singer CF, Slattery ML, Sorensen KD, Southey MC, Spurdle AB, 

Stanford JL, Stevens VL, Stintzing S, Stone J, Sundfeldt K, Sutphen R, Swerdlow AJ, Tajara EH, Tangen CM, Tardon A, 

Taylor JA, Teare MD, Teixeira MR, Terry MB, Terry KL, Thibodeau SN, Thomassen M, Bjorge L, Tischkowitz M, Toland 

AE, Torres D, Townsend PA, Travis RC, Tung N, Tworoger SS, Ulrich CM, Usmani N, Vachon CM, Van Nieuwenhuysen E, 

Vega A, Aguado-Barrera ME, Wang Q, Webb PM, Weinberg CR, Weinstein S, Weissler MC, Weitzel JN, West CML, 

White E, Whittemore AS, Wichmann HE, Wiklund F, Winqvist R, Wolk A, Woll P, Woods M, Wu AH, Wu X, Yannoukakos 

D, Zheng W, Zienolddiny S, Ziogas A, Zorn KK, Lane JM, Saxena R, Thomas D, Hung RJ, Diergaarde B, McKay J, Peters U, 

Hsu L, Garcia-Closas M, Eeles RA, Chenevix-Trench G, Brennan PJ, Haiman CA, Simard J, Easton DF, Gruber SB, Pharoah 

PDP, Price AL, Pasaniuc B, Amos CI, Kraft P, Lindstrom S: Nat Commun 2019, 10(1):431. Impact factor: 11.878.  

Quantifying the genetic correlation between cancers can provide important insights into the mechanisms driving 
cancer etiology. Using genome-wide association study summary statistics across six cancer types based on a total of 
296,215 cases and 301,319 controls of European ancestry, here we estimate the pair-wise genetic correlations 
between breast, colorectal, head/neck, lung, ovary and prostate cancer, and between cancers and 38 other diseases. 
We observed statistically significant genetic correlations between lung and head/neck cancer (rg = 0.57, p = 4.6 x 10(-
8)), breast and ovarian cancer (rg = 0.24, p = 7 x 10(-5)), breast and lung cancer (rg = 0.18, p =1.5 x 10(-6)) and breast 
and colorectal cancer (rg = 0.15, p = 1.1 x 10(-4)). We also found that multiple cancers are genetically correlated with 
non-cancer traits including smoking, psychiatric diseases and metabolic characteristics. Functional enrichment analysis 
revealed a significant excess contribution of conserved and regulatory regions to cancer heritability. Our 
comprehensive analysis of cross-cancer heritability suggests that solid tumors arising across tissues share in part a 
common germline genetic basis. 
 
96. Multiple myeloma in elderly patients-a Portuguese multicentric real-life study.  
Joao C, Bergantim R, Neves M, Chacim S, Afonso C, Barradas J, Bernardo M, Coelho H, Esteves G, Fraga C, Geraldes C, 

Goncalves C, Jorge A, Macedo A, Mendonca T, Moreira A, Roque A, Sarmento AB, Trigo F, Vitoria H, Esteves S, Lucio P: 

Annals of hematology 2019, 98(7):1689-1701. Impact factor: 2.850.  

Patients older than 75 years old with multiple myeloma (MM) have shorter survival and are usually treated differently 
from what features in clinical trials. In this study, the authors characterized the Portuguese population of MM patients 
above 75 years old, treated between 2009 and 2016. We compared the outcomes obtained with bortezomib-based 
protocols (BBP), thalidomide-based protocols (TBP), and chemotherapy (CT) using univariate and multivariate 
controlling for age, performance status, International Staging System score, renal impairment, and number of 
comorbidities. We retrieved data from 386 patients, treated in 12 hospitals. Three hundred thirty-one cases were 
analyzed: 119 patients treated with BBP, 65 with TBP, 147 with CT. Median age was 79 years; CT-treated patients 
were older, had a worse performance status, and have more comorbidities. The median follow-up was 25 months. The 
2-year OS was 58% and the median OS was 29.5 months. Patients treated with BBP had more frequently very good 
partial response (VGPR) or better response, and the subgroup of more fit patients had a significantly longer 
progression-free survival (PFS) and OS. The most frequently grade 3-4 toxicities were hematologic, infectious, and 
neurologic and were significantly lower in TBP and CT groups vs BBP. The most common second line was CT, followed 
by lenalidomide. Patients treated with lenalidomide had a higher probability of VGPR or better and a superior 1-year 
PFS. Despite the limitations of a retrospective study, our cohort represents the reality of older patients with MM in a 
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western country. The hazard of death or progression was higher for old, fit patients treated, in first line, with CT and 
with TBP compared with that of BBP. 
 
97. The complex interplay between metabolic reprogramming and epigenetic alterations in renal cell carcinoma.  
Lameirinhas A, Miranda-Goncalves V, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Genes 2019, 10(4). Impact factor: 3.331.  

Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is the most common malignancy affecting the kidney. Current therapies are mostly curative 
for localized disease, but do not completely preclude recurrence and metastization. Thus, it is imperative to develop 
new therapeutic strategies based on RCC biological properties. Presently, metabolic reprograming and epigenetic 
alterations are recognized cancer hallmarks and their interactions are still in its infancy concerning RCC. In this review, 
we explore RCC biology, highlighting genetic and epigenetic alterations that contribute to metabolic deregulation of 
tumor cells, including high glycolytic phenotype (Warburg effect). Moreover, we critically discuss available data 
concerning epigenetic enzymes' regulation by aberrant metabolite accumulation and their consequences in RCC 
emergence and progression. Finally, we emphasize the clinical relevance of uncovering novel therapeutic targets 
based on epigenetic reprograming by metabolic features to improve treatment and survival of RCC patients. 
 
98. AUGMENT: a phase III study of lenalidomide plus rituximab versus placebo plus rituximab in relapsed or 

refractory indolent lymphoma.  
Leonard JP, Trneny M, Izutsu K, Fowler NH, Hong X, Zhu J, Zhang H, Offner F, Scheliga A, Nowakowski GS, Pinto A, Re F, 

Fogliatto LM, Scheinberg P, Flinn IW, Moreira C, Cabecadas J, Liu D, Kalambakas S, Fustier P, Wu C, Gribben JG, 

Investigators AT: Journal of clinical oncology : official journal of the American Society of Clinical Oncology 2019, 

37(14):1188-1199. Impact factor: 28.245.  

PURPOSE: Patients with indolent non-Hodgkin lymphoma typically respond well to first-line immunochemotherapy. At 
relapse, single-agent rituximab is commonly administered. Data suggest the immunomodulatory agent lenalidomide 
could increase the activity of rituximab. METHODS: A phase III, multicenter, randomized trial of lenalidomide plus 
rituximab versus placebo plus rituximab was conducted in patients with relapsed and/or refractory follicular or 
marginal zone lymphoma. Patients received lenalidomide or placebo for 12 cycles plus rituximab once per week for 4 
weeks in cycle 1 and day 1 of cycles 2 through 5. The primary end point was progression-free survival per independent 
radiology review. RESULTS: A total of 358 patients were randomly assigned to lenalidomide plus rituximab (n = 178) or 
placebo plus rituximab (n = 180). Infections (63% v 49%), neutropenia (58% v 23%), and cutaneous reactions (32% v 
12%) were more common with lenalidomide plus rituximab. Grade 3 or 4 neutropenia (50% v 13%) and leukopenia 
(7% v 2%) were higher with lenalidomide plus rituximab; no other grade 3 or 4 adverse event differed by 5% or more 
between groups. Progression-free survival was significantly improved for lenalidomide plus rituximab versus placebo 
plus rituximab, with a hazard ratio of 0.46 (95% CI, 0.34 to 0.62; P < .001) and median duration of 39.4 months (95% 
CI, 22.9 months to not reached) versus 14.1 months (95% CI, 11.4 to 16.7 months), respectively. CONCLUSION: 
Lenalidomide improved efficacy of rituximab in patients with recurrent indolent lymphoma, with an acceptable safety 
profile. 
 
99. Prospective comparative study of endoscopic submucosal dissection and gastrectomy for early neoplastic 

lesions including patients' perspectives.  
Libanio D, Braga V, Ferraz S, Castro R, Lage J, Pita I, Ribeiro C, Abreu De Sousa J, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes P: 

Endoscopy 2019, 51(1):30-39. Impact factor: 6.381.  

BACKGROUND: There are no prospective studies comparing endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) and gastrectomy, 
especially evaluating patient-reported outcomes. Our aim was to compare the safety and impact on quality of life 
(QoL) of ESD and gastrectomy in patients with early gastric neoplasia. METHODS: This prospective study included 
consecutive patients presenting with early gastric neoplasia in a tertiary center from January 2015 to August 2016. 
Data collection included curative resection, adverse events (AEs), and patient-reported outcomes (questionnaires: 
EORTC QLQ-C30, EORTC STO-22, EQ-5D-5 L, and Assessment of Survivor Concerns) before and after interventions 
(after 1 month, 3 - 6 months, and 1 year). RESULTS: 254 patients with early lesions were included: 153 managed by 
ESD and 101 by gastrectomy, the former being significantly older and with less advanced lesions. Mean procedural 
time and length of stay were significantly higher in the surgery group (164 vs. 72 minutes and 16.3 vs. 3.5 days; P < 
0.001). Complete resection was higher in the surgical group (99 % vs. 90 %; P = 0.02); ESD was curative in 79 % of 
patients. Severe AEs and surgical re-intervention were significantly more frequent in the gastrectomy group (21.8 % 
vs. 7.8 % and 11 % vs. 1 %, respectively). Endoscopic treatment was associated with a positive impact on global health-
related QoL at 1 year (net difference + 9.9; P = 0.006), role function and symptom scales (fatigue, pain, appetite, 
eating restrictions, dysphagia, and body image). Concerns about recurrence did not differ between the groups. 
CONCLUSIONS: In patients with early gastric neoplasia, ESD is safer and is associated with a positive impact on health-
related QoL when compared with gastrectomy, without increasing fear of recurrence and new lesions. 
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100. Identification of a biomarker panel for improvement of prostate cancer diagnosis by volatile metabolic 

profiling of urine.  
Lima AR, Pinto J, Azevedo AI, Barros-Silva D, Jeronimo C, Henrique R, de Lourdes Bastos M, Guedes de Pinho P, 

Carvalho M: Br J Cancer 2019, 121(10):857-868. Impact factor: 5.416.  

BACKGROUND: The lack of sensitive and specific biomarkers for the early detection of prostate cancer (PCa) is a major 
hurdle to improve patient management. METHODS: A metabolomics approach based on GC-MS was used to 
investigate the performance of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in general and, more specifically, volatile carbonyl 
compounds (VCCs) present in urine as potential markers for PCa detection. RESULTS: Results showed that PCa patients 
(n = 40) can be differentiated from cancer-free subjects (n = 42) based on their urinary volatile profile in both VOCs 
and VCCs models, unveiling significant differences in the levels of several metabolites. The models constructed were 
further validated using an external validation set (n = 18 PCa and n = 18 controls) to evaluate sensitivity, specificity and 
accuracy of the urinary volatile profile to discriminate PCa from controls. The VOCs model disclosed 78% sensitivity, 
94% specificity and 86% accuracy, whereas the VCCs model achieved the same sensitivity, a specificity of 100% and an 
accuracy of 89%. Our findings unveil a panel of 6 volatile compounds significantly altered in PCa patients' urine 
samples that was able to identify PCa, with a sensitivity of 89%, specificity of 83%, and accuracy of 86%. 
CONCLUSIONS: It is disclosed a biomarker panel with potential to be used as a non-invasive diagnostic tool for PCa. 
 
101. Quality of reporting in upper gastrointestinal endoscopy: effect of a simple audit intervention.  
Lisboa-Gonçalves P, Libânio D, Marques-Antunes J, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes P: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 

26(1):24-32. Impact factor: NA.  

Background and Aim: In contrast to colonoscopy, there are few studies regarding upper gastrointestinal (UGI) 
endoscopy reporting its quality and ways of improving it. Quality audits are recommended, but their influence on the 
abovementioned quality is not well studied. Our aim was to evaluate the quality of UGI endoscopy reports and assess 
the effect of a simple audit intervention on UGI endoscopy reporting quality. Methods: This was a prospective study in 
a tertiary referral center, including the evaluation of 1,000 consecutive reports of UGI endoscopies before an audit 
intervention and 250 after. The reports were analyzed according to performance measures defined by three 
experienced gastroenterologists. Results: Before the intervention, 51.8% of the incomplete endoscopies did not 
present any justification for its incompleteness and 88.1% of lesions were correctly described. Overall, 64.1% of the 
reports were considered as being of high quality. After the audit intervention, follow-up recommendation (53.4 vs. 
80.8%, p = 0.001), correct lesion description (88.1 vs. 95.8%, p = 0.001), and correct segment description (92.2 vs. 
96.4%, p = 0.020) improved significantly. The rate of unjustified incomplete endoscopies decreased significantly (51.8 
vs. 28.9%, p = 0.010). The high-quality endoscopy rate improved 13.9% after the intervention (p < 0.001). Both 
specialists and residents improved with the audit intervention with a similar percentage of improvement in the high-
quality endoscopy rate (13.9 vs. 13.4%). Conclusions: A simple audit intervention is a good way to improve the quality 
of reporting of UGI endoscopy, independently of degree and experience. Some of the performance measure 
accomplishments may depend on the software used by the endoscopy centers and it should be a priority to optimize 
it. 
 
102. m(6)A RNA modification and its writer/reader VIRMA/YTHDF3 in testicular germ cell tumors: a role in 

seminoma phenotype maintenance.  
Lobo J, Costa AL, Cantante M, Guimaraes R, Lopes P, Antunes L, Braga I, Oliveira J, Pelizzola M, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: 

J Transl Med 2019, 17(1):79. Impact factor: 4.098.  

BACKGROUND: Covalent RNA modifications, such as N-6-methyladenosine (m(6)A), have been associated with various 
biological processes, but their role in cancer remains largely unexplored. m(6)A dynamics depends on specific enzymes 
whose deregulation may also impact in tumorigenesis. Herein, we assessed the differential abundance of m(6)A, its 
writer VIRMA and its reader YTHDF3, in testicular germ cell tumors (TGCTs), looking for clinicopathological correlates. 
METHODS: In silico analysis of TCGA data disclosed altered expression of VIRMA (52%) and YTHDF3 (48%), prompting 
subsequent validation. Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues from 122 TGCTs (2005-2016) were selected. RNA 
extraction, cDNA synthesis and real-time qPCR (Taqman assays) for VIRMA and YTHDF3 were performed, as well as 
immunohistochemistry for VIRMA, YTHDF3 and m(6)A, for staining intensity assessment. Associations between 
categorical variables were assessed using Chi square and Fisher's exact test. Distribution of continuous variables 
between groups was compared using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis tests. Biomarker 
performance was assessed through receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve construction and a cut-off was 
established by Youden's index method. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. RESULTS: In our cohort, VIRMA and 
YTHDF3 mRNA expression levels differed among TGCT subtypes, with Seminomas (SEs) depicting higher levels than 
Non-Seminomatous tumors (NSTs) (p < 0.01 for both). A positive correlation was found between VIRMA and YTHDF3 
expression levels. VIRMA discriminated SEs from NSTs with AUC = 0.85 (Sensitivity 77.3%, Specificity 81.1%, PPV 
71.6%, NPV 85.3%, Accuracy 79.7%). Immunohistochemistry paralleled transcript findings, as patients with strong 
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m(6)A immunostaining intensity depicted significantly higher VIRMA mRNA expression levels and stronger VIRMA 
immunoexpression intensity (p < 0.001 and p < 0.01, respectively). CONCLUSION: Abundance of m(6)A and expression 
of VIRMA/YTHDF3 were different among TGCT subtypes, with higher levels in SEs, suggesting a contribution to SE 
phenotype maintenance. VIRMA and YTHDF3 might cooperate in m(6)A establishment in TGCTs, and their transcript 
levels accurately discriminate between SEs and NSTs, constituting novel candidate biomarkers for patient 
management. 
 
103. Human germ cell tumors are developmental cancers: impact of epigenetics on pathobiology and clinic.  
Lobo J, Gillis AJM, Jeronimo C, Henrique R, Looijenga LHJ: International journal of molecular sciences 2019, 20(2). 

Impact factor: 4.183.  

Current (high throughput omics-based) data support the model that human (malignant) germ cell tumors are not 
initiated by somatic mutations, but, instead through a defined locked epigenetic status, representative of their cell of 
origin. This elegantly explains the role of both genetic susceptibility as well as environmental factors in the 
pathogenesis, referred to as 'genvironment'. Moreover, it could also explain various epidemiological findings, 
including the rising incidence of this type of cancer in Western societies. In addition, it allows for identification of 
clinically relevant and informative biomarkers both for diagnosis and follow-up of individual patients. The current 
status of these findings will be discussed, including the use of high throughput DNA methylation profiling for 
determination of differentially methylated regions (DMRs) as well as chromosomal copy number variation (CNV). 
Finally, the potential value of methylation-specific tumor DNA fragments (i.e., XIST promotor) as well as embryonic 
microRNAs as molecular biomarkers for cancer detection in liquid biopsies will be presented. 
 
104. Identification and validation model for informative liquid biopsy-based microRNA biomarkers: insights from 

germ cell tumor in vitro, in vivo and patient-derived data.  
Lobo J, Gillis AJM, van den Berg A, Dorssers LCJ, Belge G, Dieckmann KP, Roest HP, van der Laan LJW, Gietema J, 

Hamilton RJ, Jeronimo C, Henrique R, Salvatori D, Looijenga LHJ: Cells 2019, 8(12). Impact factor: 5.656.  

Liquid biopsy-based biomarkers, such as microRNAs, represent valuable tools for patient management, but often do 
not make it to integration in the clinic. We aim to explore issues impeding this transition, in the setting of germ cell 
tumors, for which novel biomarkers are needed. We describe a model for identifying and validating clinically relevant 
microRNAs for germ cell tumor patients, using both in vitro, in vivo (mouse model) and patient-derived data. Initial 
wide screening of candidate microRNAs is performed, followed by targeted profiling of potentially relevant 
biomarkers. We demonstrate the relevance of appropriate (negative) controls, experimental conditions 
(proliferation), and issues related to sample origin (serum, plasma, cerebral spinal fluid) and pre-analytical variables 
(hemolysis, contaminants, temperature), all of which could interfere with liquid biopsy-based studies and their 
conclusions. Finally, we show the value of our identification model in a specific scenario, contradicting the presumed 
role of miR-375 as marker of teratoma histology in liquid biopsy setting. Our findings indicate other putative 
microRNAs (miR-885-5p, miR-448 and miR-197-3p) fulfilling this clinical need. The identification model is informative 
to identify the best candidate microRNAs to pursue in a clinical setting. 
 
105. The role of DNA/histone modifying enzymes and chromatin remodeling complexes in testicular germ cell 

tumors.  
Lobo J, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Cancers 2019, 11(1). Impact factor: 6.162.  

It is well established that cancer cells exhibit alterations in chromatin structure and accessibility. Indeed, the 
dysregulation of many protein-coding players with enzymatic activity (DNA and histone-modifying enzymes) and 
chromatin remodelers have been depicted in various tumor models in recent years. Still, little attention has been 
directed towards testicular germ cell tumors (TGCTs)-representing the most common neoplasm among young adult 
Caucasian men-with most studies focusing on exploring the role of DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) and DNA 
demethylases (TETs). TGCTs represent a complex tumor model, associated with developmental and embryogenesis-
related phenomena, and display seldom (cyto)genetic aberrations, leaving room for Epigenetics to explain such 
morphological and clinical diversity. Herein, we have summarized the major findings that were reported in literature 
regarding the dysregulation of DNA/histone-modifying enzymes and chromatin remodelers in TGCTs. Additionally, we 
performed in silico analysis of The Cancer Genome Atlas database to find the most relevant of those players in TGCTs. 
We concluded that several DNA/histone-modifying enzymes and chromatin remodelers may serve as biomarkers for 
subtyping, dictating prognosis and survival, and, possibly, for serving as targets of directed, less toxic therapies. 
 
106. XIST-promoter demethylation as tissue biomarker for testicular germ cell tumors and spermatogenesis quality.  
Lobo J, Nunes SP, Gillis AJM, Barros-Silva D, Miranda-Goncalves V, Berg AVD, Cantante M, Guimaraes R, Henrique R, 

Jeronimo C, Looijenga LHJ: Cancers 2019, 11(9). Impact factor: 6.162.  

BACKGROUND: The event of X chromosome inactivation induced by XIST, which is physiologically observed in females, 
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is retained in testicular germ cell tumors (TGCTs), as a result of a supernumerary X chromosome constitution. X 
chromosome inactivation also occurs in male germline, specifically during spermatogenesis. We aimed to analyze the 
promoter methylation status of XIST in a series of TGCT tissues, representative cell lines, and testicular parenchyma. 
METHODS: Two independent cohorts were included, comprising a total of 413 TGCT samples, four (T)GCT cell lines, 
and 86 testicular parenchyma samples. The relative amount of methylated and demethylated XIST promoter 
fragments was assessed by quantitative methylation-specific PCR (qMSP) and more sensitive high-resolution melting 
(HRM) methylation analyses. RESULTS: Seminomas showed a lower amount of methylated XIST fragments as 
compared to non-seminomas or normal testis (p < 0.0001), allowing for a good discrimination among these groups 
(area under the curve 0.83 and 0.81, respectively). Seminomas showed a significantly higher content of demethylated 
XIST as compared to non-seminomas. The percentage of demethylated XIST fragment in cell lines reflected their 
chromosomal constitution (number of extra X chromosomes). A novel and strong positive correlation between the 
Johnsen's score and XIST demethylation was identified (r = 0.75, p < 0.0001). CONCLUSIONS: The X chromosome 
inactivation event and demethylated XIST promoter are promising biomarkers for TGCTs and for assessing 
spermatogenesis quality. 
 
107. E-cadherin clone 36 nuclear staining dictates adverse disease outcome in lobular breast cancer patients.  
Lobo J, Petronilho S, Newell AH, Coach J, Harlow G, Cruz A, Lopes P, Antunes L, Bai I, Walker E, Henrique R: Modern 

pathology : an official journal of the United States and Canadian Academy of Pathology, Inc 2019, 32(11):1574-1586. 

Impact factor: 6.365.  

Breast cancer is a heterogeneous disease and additional biomarkers for individually predicting patient outcomes are 
needed. Aberrant membrane E-cadherin immunoexpression has been demonstrated in lobular breast cancer. Also, E-
cadherin nuclear staining has been reported, associating with prognosis in various tumors. Here, we explore whether 
membrane or nuclear staining of E-cadherin has the potential to dictate prognosis of patients with lobular breast 
cancer. We selected a cohort of 285 consecutively diagnosed lobular breast cancer patients and performed 
immunohistochemistry for E-cadherin (clones 36, EP700Y, and NCH38) and P-cadherin (clone 56C1) in representative 
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded blocks. All patients were female, HER2-negative and surgically treated in a single 
institution. Survival curves were computed by Kaplan-Meier analysis. Hazard ratios and respective 95% confidence 
intervals were estimated using Cox regression models. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. Nuclear staining for 
E-cadherin clone 36 was frequent (35%), contrarily to other antibodies tested. Negative correlation was found 
between nuclear and membrane E-cadherin clone 36 immunostaining (rs = -0.30, p < 0.001), whereas positive 
correlation was found between membrane immunoexpression of E-cadherin clone 36 and P-cadherin (rs = 0.31, p < 
0.001). Patients with any evidence of E-cadherin clone 36 nuclear immunostaining disclosed significantly worse overall 
survival, disease-specific-survival and disease/progression-free survival (hazard ratio = 2.059, 95% confidence interval 
1.313-3.230; hazard ratio = 1.980, 95% confidence interval 1.121-3.495; and hazard ratio = 2.341, 95% confidence 
interval 1.403-3.905, respectively). Differences in survival were more remarkable when considering nuclear E-cadherin 
immunoexpression in >/=50% tumor cells. Poorer survival was maintained in multivariable analysis, after adjusting for 
age, menopausal and PR status, treatment course, vascular invasion, tumor grade and stage. Our results support the 
use of antibodies against the cytoplasmic domain of E-cadherin, such as clone 36, which may reveal nuclear 
immunostaining and indicate more aggressive clinical course in patients with lobular breast cancer. We hypothesize 
that E-cadherin is cleaved and translocated to nucleus functioning as transcription factor. 
 
108. Detailed characterization of immune cell infiltrate and expression of immune checkpoint molecules PD-

L1/CTLA-4 and MMR proteins in testicular germ cell tumors disclose novel disease biomarkers.  
Lobo J, Rodrigues A, Guimaraes R, Cantante M, Lopes P, Mauricio J, Oliveira J, Jeronimo C, Henrique R: Cancers 2019, 

11(10). Impact factor: 6.162.  

Background: The immune infiltrate plays an important part in testicular germ cell tumors, but it remains scarcely 
studied. We aimed at thoroughly characterizing the immune infiltrate and expression of immune checkpoints PD-
L1/CTLA-4 and mismatch repair (MMR) proteins in these neoplasms, seeking for associations with patient outcome. 
Methods: A total of 162 consecutively diagnosed patients (2005-2018) were included. Immunostaining for PD-L1, 
CTLA-4 and MMR proteins was independently assessed both in immune cells (ICs) and tumor cells (TCs) of primary 
tumors and metastases, and characterization of IC populations was pursued. Results: PD-L1 and CTLA-4 positivity in ICs 
was frequent (85.5% and 96.3%). Patients with absent PD-L1 positive ICs exhibited significantly worse relapse-free 
survival (hazard ratio = 4.481, 95% CI 1.366-14.697, p = 0.013), both in univariable and multivariable analysis. Lower 
CD20 and CD3 IC infiltration in seminomas associated with higher disease stage (p = 0.0216, p = 0.0291). CTLA-4 TC 
intensity was significantly higher in yolk sac tumor, choriocarcinoma and teratoma, while PD-L1 TC positivity was 
significantly more frequent in choriocarcinoma. Both PD-L1 and CTLA-4 immunoexpression in ICs of metastatic 
samples was frequent (100% and 88.2%). MMR proteins were differentially expressed among the different tumor 
subtypes. Conclusions: Immune infiltrate/checkpoints associate with patients' outcome, constituting novel (potentially 
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targetable) disease biomarkers. 
 
109. Interobserver agreement in vascular invasion scoring and the added value of immunohistochemistry for 

vascular markers to predict disease relapse in stage I testicular nonseminomas.  
Lobo J, Stoop H, Gillis AJM, Looijenga LHJ, Oosterhuis W: The American journal of surgical pathology 2019, 

43(12):1711-1719. Impact factor: 6.155.  

Vascular invasion has been identified as an informative risk factor for relapse in stage I testicular nonseminomas, used 
to tailor treatment. We investigated interobserver agreement in vascular invasion reporting and studied the potential 
additional value of immunohistochemistry for vascular markers for predicting relapse. Patients (n=52) with stage I 
testicular nonseminomas undergoing surveillance (1993-2006) were included (median follow-up of 66 mo). Two 
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded blocks with >1 cm tissue and tumor/normal parenchyma interface were stained 
with hematoxylin and eosin and CD31, FVIII, and D2-40. Slides were assessed by 3 independent testicular germ cell 
tumor-dedicated pathologists, and agreement was assessed using Cohen kappa statistic. Sensitivity, specificity, and 
accuracy of vascular invasion scoring in predicting relapse were calculated. Agreement among testicular germ cell 
tumor-dedicated pathologists was moderate (kappa=0.49 to 0.54), as was performance in predicting disease relapse 
(particularly, specificity of 86%). Immunohistochemistry increased overall sensitivity (71%), but decreased specificity 
(71%) in predicting relapse. All patients (n=8) with both blood and lymphatic vascular invasion developed a relapse. In 
multivariable analysis (including age, tumor size, rete testis invasion, and serum tumor markers), only vascular 
invasion had an independent impact in predicting relapse. Assessment of vascular invasion by testicular germ cell 
tumor-dedicated pathologists is good and is clinically meaningful, predicting disease relapse. Immunohistochemistry 
for vascular markers improves sensitivity of detecting disease relapse and allows for the identification of high-risk 
patients with both blood and lymphatic vascular invasion simultaneously, potentially of interest for tailored 
chemotherapy. 
 
110. Refractory immune hemolytic anemia in an immunocompetent infant with cytomegalovirus infection.  
Loureiro B, Batalha S, Rocha E, Maia R, Kjollerstrom P: Pediatr Blood Cancer 2019, 66(8):e27791. Impact factor: 2.486.  

 

111. The critical role of hypoxic microenvironment and epigenetic deregulation in esophageal cancer 

radioresistance.  
Macedo-Silva C, Miranda-Goncalves V, Henrique R, Jeronimo C, Bravo I: Genes 2019, 10(11). Impact factor: 3.331.  

Esophageal cancer (EC) is the seventh most common cancer worldwide and the sixth leading cause of death, according 
to Globocan 2018. Despite efforts made for therapeutic advances, EC remains highly lethal, portending a five-year 
overall survival of just 15-20%. Hence, the discovery of new molecular targets that might improve therapeutic efficacy 
is urgently needed. Due to high proliferative rates and also the limited oxygen and nutrient diffusion in tumors, the 
development of hypoxic regions and consequent activation of hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs) are a common 
characteristic of solid tumors, including EC. Accordingly, HIF-1alpha, involved in cell cycle deregulation, apoptosis, 
angiogenesis induction and proliferation in cancer, constitutes a predictive marker of resistance to radiotherapy (RT). 
Deregulation of epigenetic mechanisms, including aberrant DNA methylation and histone modifications, have 
emerged as critical factors in cancer development and progression. Recently, interactions between epigenetic 
enzymes and HIF-1alpha transcription factors have been reported. Thus, further insight into hypoxia-induced 
epigenetic alterations in EC may allow the identification of novel therapeutic targets and predictive biomarkers, 
impacting on patient survival and quality of life. 
 
112. Molecular assessment of wild populations in the marine realm: Importance of taxonomic, seasonal and habitat 

patterns in environmental monitoring.  
Madeira D, Mendonca V, Madeira C, Gaiteiro C, Vinagre C, Diniz MS: The Science of the total environment 2019, 

654:250-263. Impact factor: 5.589.  

Scientists are currently faced with the challenge of assessing the effects of anthropogenic stressors on aquatic 
ecosystems. Cellular stress response (CSR) biomarkers are ubiquitous and phylogenetically conserved among 
metazoans and have been successfully applied in environmental monitoring but they can also vary according to 
natural biotic and abiotic factors. The reported variability may thus limit the wide application of biomarkers in 
monitoring, imposing the need to identify variability levels in the field. Our aim was to carry out a comprehensive in 
situ assessment of the CSR (heat shock protein 70kDa, ubiquitin, antioxidant enzymes) and oxidative damage (lipid 
peroxidation) in wild populations across marine taxa by collecting fish, crustaceans, mollusks and cnidarians during 
two different seasons (spring and summer) and two habitat types (coast and estuary). CSR end-point patterns were 
different between taxa with mollusks having higher biomarker levels, followed by the cnidarians, while fish and 
crustaceans showed lower biomarker levels. The PCA showed clear clusters related to mobility/sessile traits with 
sessile organisms showing greater levels (>2-fold) of CSR proteins and oxidative damage. Mean intraspecific variability 
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in the CSR measured by the coefficient of variation (% CV) (including data from all seasons and sites) was elevated (35-
94%). Overall, there was a seasonal differentiation in biomarker patterns across taxonomic groups, especially evident 
in fish and cnidarians. A differentiation in biomarker patterns between habitat types was also observed and associated 
with phenotypic plasticity or local adaptation. Overall, specimens collected in the estuary had lower biomarker levels 
when compared to specimens collected in the coast. This work highlights the importance of assessing baseline 
biomarker levels across taxa, seasons and habitats prior to applying biomarker analyses in environmental monitoring. 
Selecting bioindicator species, defining sampling strategies, and identifying confounding factors are crucial preliminary 
steps that ensure the success of biomarkers as powerful tools in biomonitoring. 
 
113. Magalhaes C, Mendes J, Filipe RV, Vardasca R: Skin neoplasms dynamic thermal assessment. In: 2019 IEEE 6th 

Portuguese Meeting on Bioengineering (ENBENG): 22-23 Feb. 2019 2019; 2019: 1-4. Impact factor: NA. 
 
114. Distinguishing melanocytic nevi from melanomas using static and dynamic infrared thermal imaging.  
Magalhaes C, Vardasca R, Rebelo M, Valenca-Filipe R, Ribeiro M, Mendes J: Journal of the European Academy of 

Dermatology and Venereology : JEADV 2019, 33(9):1700-1705. Impact factor: 5.113.  

BACKGROUND: The incidence rates of melanoma have risen to worrying levels over the last decade. Delayed 
diagnosis, due to faults on the detection stage, indicates the necessity of new aiding diagnosis techniques. Since 
metabolic activity is highly connected to neoplasia formation, a detection technique that focuses its results on 
vascular responses, as Infrared thermal (IRT), seems to be a viable option. MATERIALS AND METHODS: Static and 
dynamic (cooling) thermal images of melanoma and melanocytic nevi lesions were collected and analysed to retrieve 
thermal parameters characteristic of this skin lesion types. The steady-state and dynamic variables were tested 
separately with different machine learning classifiers to verify whether the distinction of melanoma and nevi lesions 
was achievable. RESULTS: The differentiation of both types of skin tumours was doable, achieving an accuracy of 
84.2% and a sensitivity of 91.3% with the implementation of a learner based on support vector machines and an input 
vector composed by static variables. CONCLUSION: The use of IRT for skin tumour classification is achievable, but 
some improvement is needed to raise the metrics of sensitivity and specificity. For future work, it is recommended the 
study of dynamic parameters for the classification of other types of skin neoplasia. 
 
115. Peptide receptor radionuclide therapy with (177)Lu-DOTA-TATE as a promising treatment of malignant 

insulinoma: a series of case reports and literature review.  
Magalhaes D, Sampaio IL, Ferreira G, Bogalho P, Martins-Branco D, Santos R, Duarte H: J Endocrinol Invest 2019, 

42(3):249-260. Impact factor: 3.166.  

INTRODUCTION: Insulinomas are a rare type of pancreatic neuroendocrine tumours characterized by insulin 
hypersecretion. They are considered malignant when metastases are present. Traditional therapies often promote 
only temporarily symptomatic relief and may be associated with severe adverse effects. There is scarce experience in 
treating malignant insulinomas with peptide receptors radionuclide therapy (PRRNT). PATIENTS AND METHODS: We 
describe PRRNT results in four patients with inoperable malignant insulinomas with poorly controllable 
hypoglycaemia. All patients received therapy with (177)Lu-DOTA-TATE after conventional therapies failed in 
controlling disease progression and symptoms. The activity administered per cycle was 4.8-7.4 GBq. The interval 
between cycles was 10-16 weeks. Haematology, liver and kidney function tests were performed before treatment 
initiation and 5 and 10 weeks after each cycle. RESULTS: Patient 1 presented significant clinical benefit for 13 months 
after PRRNT, with imaging improvement. Patient 2 obtained reduction of the number and severity of hypoglycaemic 
episodes during 15 months after therapy. Patient 3 is asymptomatic since PRRNT first cycle performed 23 months ago 
and revealed significant imaging improvement. Patient 4 had resolution of hypoglycaemia only 3 days after PRRNT 
first cycle and today, 16 months after therapy, the disease seems to be in remission and the patient maintains 
euglycaemic state. PRRNT was well tolerated, with only hematologic grade 2 toxicity in patient 1 and mild kidney 
toxicity in patient 3. CONCLUSIONS: After the start of (177)Lu-DOTA-TATE all patients achieved hypoglycaemia 
symptomatic control and had evident improvement of their quality of life. Three patients showed imagiological 
improvement suggesting reduced tumour load. 
 
116. Removal of intraductal migrated biliary fully covered self-expandable metal stents: the "SEMS in SEMS" 

technique.  
Marcos P, Bastos P, Patita M, Brandao C: Gastrointest Endosc 2019, 89(6):1259-1260. Impact factor: 7.229.  

 

117. Association of EpsteinBarr virus infection with allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation in patients in 

Portugal.  
Marinho-Dias J, Baldaque I, Pinho-Vaz C, Leite L, Branca R, Campilho F, Campos A, Jr., Medeiros R, Sousa H: Mol Med 

Rep 2019, 19(3):1435-1442. Impact factor: 1.851.  
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The identification of patients at higher risk of developing EpsteinBarr virus (EBV) infection in hematopoietic stem cell 
transplants (HSCT) is useful for the prevention of EBVassociated diseases A prospective observational study was 
developed that included 40 patients (27 male and 13 females, with mean age of 32.2+/-1.5 years old) undergoing 
allogeneicHSCT between January and December 2015. EBV was examined in whole blood samples collected during 
routine procedures at day (D)+30, D +60, +90, D+120, D+150 and D+180 posttransplant. EBV was detected, at least 
once during the followup period in 70.0% of our patients. Results indicated that patients with unrelated donors had 
increased risk of developing EBV infection at D+60 and D+150 (OR=3.9, P=0.058; OR=8.0, P=0.043; respectively). 
Moreover, myeloablative conditioning (OR=4.3, P=0.052), antithymocyte globulin use (OR=12.0, P=0.030) and 
graftvs.host disease (OR=6.7, P=0.032) were associated with EBV infection at D+60, D+150 and D+90, respectively. In 
our series, none of these patients developed posttransplant lymphoproliferative disease. To the best of our 
knowledge, the present study is the first study to report EBV infection in patients undergoing aHSCT from Portugal. 
The study revealed that EBV infection is associated with different factors. These findings provide evidence towards the 
identification of highrisk patients for EBVinfection and associated disease. 
 
118. Marques F, Duarte H, Santos J, Domingues I, Amorim JP, Abreu PH: An iterative oversampling approach for 

ordinal classification. In: Proceedings of the 34th ACM/SIGAPP Symposium on Applied Computing. Limassol, Cyprus: 
Association for Computing Machinery; 2019: 771–774. Impact factor: NA. 
 
119. Allopurinol-induced DRESS complicated by hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis.  
Marques PS, Coelho S, Silva S, Bettencourt P: Gazzetta Medica Italiana 2019, 178(1-2):72-77. Impact factor: NA.  

Drug reaction with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (DRESS) is a rare and severe drug-induced syndrome that has 
been associated with several drugs, namely allopurinol. Although the prognosis of this syndrome is most often benign, 
early detection and withdrawal of the causative drug is essential to reduce morbidity, severe organ involvement and 
mortality. We report a case of a 66-year-old man diagnosed with DRESS syndrome shortly after initiating gout 
treatment with allopurinol who developed a fatal hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis due to Epstein-Barr virus 
reactivation. DRESS syndrome is a rare and possibly fatal condition triggered by commonly used drugs in every day 
practice. Awareness of this condition is fundamental for prompt diagnosis, treatment and avoidance of potentially 
fatal outcomes. 
 
120. Cytocholestasis and hypercalcemia - what's the connection?  
Marques-de-Sa I, Lima S, Brandao JR: Liver international : official journal of the International Association for the Study 

of the Liver 2019, 39(9):1786. Impact factor: 5.542.  

 

121. The National Student Survey: validation in Portuguese medical students.  
Martins MJ, Reis Marques T, Laíns I, Leal I, Pessanha I, Brochado B, Oliveira Santos M, Pinto Teixeira P, Fernandes DH, 

Silva JC, Sampaio FA, Brandão M, Morais I, Laranjinha I, Teixeira N, Fernandes T, Carneiro D, Calvão J, Pratas M, 

Palmela C, Lima A, Pires G, Reis J, Raimundo M, Afonso RR, Costa e Silva M, Quintas C, Rodrigues TM, Coelho NH, 

Ramos SA, Policiano C, Rato C, Faria DC, Lopes A, Rodrigues JR, Ferreira AN, Costeira FS, Marques R, Cordeiro H, 

Richardson JTE: Assessment & Evaluation in Higher Education 2019, 44(1):66-79. Impact factor: 2.473.  

AbstractThe UK National Student Survey (NSS) is a sound and widely used instrument for assessing students? 
academic experiences. We aimed to translate the NSS for Portuguese students and to validate the instrument in a 
sample of medical undergraduates. The research team translated and adapted the NSS for Portuguese students (NSS-
P). The survey was administered on an online platform to 1,256 final-year students at eight Portuguese medical 
schools. A total of 329 medical students (69.9% female) replied to the NSS-P, a response rate of 26.2%. Confirmatory 
factor analysis showed that the original six-factor structure had an adequate fit to the data. Adequate internal 
consistency was observed for all the subscales. Medium to large correlations were found among all the subscale 
scores and between the subscale scores and the students? overall satisfaction. Multiple regression showed that the 
scores on the Teaching, Organization and Management and Personal Development subscales significantly predicted 
the students? overall satisfaction. Approximately 64% of the students reported being satisfied with the quality of their 
courses. Significant differences among the medical schools in their NSS-P scores were found. The NSS-P is a valid and 
reliable measure for assessing medical students? perceptions of academic quality. 
 
122. Metabolomic urine profile: searching for new biomarkers of SDHx-associated pheochromocytomas and 

paragangliomas.  
Martins RG, Goncalves LG, Cunha N, Bugalho MJ: The Journal of clinical endocrinology and metabolism 2019, 

104(11):5467-5477. Impact factor: 5.605.  

CONTEXT: Metabolomic studies of pheochromocytoma and paraganglioma tissue showed a correlation between 
metabolomic profile and presence of SDHx mutations, especially a pronounced increase of succinate. OBJECTIVE: To 
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compare the metabolomic profile of 24-hour urine samples of SDHx mutation carriers with tumors (affected mutation 
carriers), without tumors (asymptomatic mutation carriers), and patients with sporadic pheochromocytomas and 
paragangliomas. METHODS: Proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopic profiling of urine samples and 
metabolomic analysis using pairwise comparisons were complemented by metabolite set enrichment analysis to 
identify meaningful patterns. RESULTS: The urine of the affected SDHx carriers showed substantially lower levels of 
seven metabolites than the urine of asymptomatic mutation carriers (including, succinate and N-acetylaspartate). The 
urine of patients with SDHx-associated tumors presented substantially higher levels of three metabolites compared 
with the urine of patients without mutation; the metabolite set enrichment analysis identified gluconeogenesis, 
pyruvate, and aspartate metabolism as the pathways that most probably explained the differences found. N-
acetylaspartate was the only metabolite the urinary levels of which were significantly different between the three 
groups. CONCLUSIONS: The metabolomic urine profile of the SDHx mutation carriers with tumors is different from 
that of asymptomatic carriers and from that of patients with sporadic neoplasms. Differences are likely to reflect the 
altered mitochondria energy production and pseudohypoxia signature of these tumors. The urinary levels of N-
acetylaspartate and succinate contrast with those reported in tumor tissue, suggesting a defective washout process of 
oncometabolites in association with tumorigenesis. The role of N-acetylaspartate as a tumor marker for these tumors 
merits further investigation. 
 
123. Translocatome: a novel resource for the analysis of protein translocation between cellular organelles.  
Mendik P, Dobronyi L, Hari F, Kerepesi C, Maia-Moco L, Buszlai D, Csermely P, Veres DV: Nucleic acids research 2019, 

47(D1):D495-D505. Impact factor: 11.147.  

Here we present Translocatome, the first dedicated database of human translocating proteins (URL: 
http://translocatome.linkgroup.hu). The core of the Translocatome database is the manually curated data set of 213 
human translocating proteins listing the source of their experimental validation, several details of their translocation 
mechanism, their local compartmentalized interactome, as well as their involvement in signalling pathways and 
disease development. In addition, using the well-established and widely used gradient boosting machine learning tool, 
XGBoost, Translocatome provides translocation probability values for 13 066 human proteins identifying 1133 and 
3268 high- and low-confidence translocating proteins, respectively. The database has user-friendly search options 
with a UniProt autocomplete quick search and advanced search for proteins filtered by their localization, UniProt 
identifiers, translocation likelihood or data complexity. Download options of search results, manually curated and 
predicted translocating protein sets are available on its website. The update of the database is helped by its manual 
curation framework and connection to the previously published ComPPI compartmentalized protein-protein 
interaction database (http://comppi.linkgroup.hu). As shown by the application examples of merlin (NF2) and tumor 
protein 63 (TP63) Translocatome allows a better comprehension of protein translocation as a systems biology 
phenomenon and can be used as a discovery-tool in the protein translocation field. 
 
124. Chronic diarrhea: an unusual clinical presentation of vitamin B12 deficiency?  
Mendonca FM, Leitao MJ, Faria-Costa G, Pires Da Rosa G, Almeida J: Internal and emergency medicine 2019, 

14(3):491-492. Impact factor: 2.335.  

 

125. SCORE risk scale as a prognostic factor after sudden sensorineural hearing loss.  
Menezes AS, Ribeiro D, Lima A, Miranda D, Guimaraes J, Dias L: European archives of oto-rhino-laryngology : official 

journal of the European Federation of Oto-Rhino-Laryngological Societies (EUFOS) : affiliated with the German Society 

for Oto-Rhino-Laryngology - Head and Neck Surgery 2019, 276(10):2739-2745. Impact factor: 1.750.  

INTRODUCTION: Sudden sensorineural hearing loss (SSHL) is an otologic urgency whose treatment is still controversial. 
Its etiology remains largely unknown in most cases and predicting its prognosis is still a challenge. Cardiovascular risk 
factors (CVRF) have been implicated in the etiopathogenesis of this entity. OBJECTIVES: Application of the SCORE 
(Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation) risk scale in patients with SSHL and evaluation of its potential prognostic value 
in recovery in patients with CVRF. MATERIALS AND METHODS: Prospective analysis of patients with SSHL admitted for 
protocol treatment including intravenous corticosteroid therapy associated to weekly intratympanic injection in the 
event of therapeutic failure or severe hearing loss at admission. Demographic, audiometric, clinical and imaging data 
were assessed. The SCORE risk scale was applied and the audiometric recovery was compared among different risk 
groups. RESULTS: Our overall complete and partial recovery rates were 35.9% and 26%, respectively. More than a half 
of our patients had at least one CVRF. Of these, overweight/obesity, hyperlipidemia and hypertension were the most 
common. In our sample, patients with CVRF and higher SCORE risk presented higher PTA at admission and also worse 
hearing outcome, although these results were not statically significant. CONCLUSION: This preliminary study could not 
confirm the validity for SCORE scale for cardiovascular risk assessment in predicting audiometric recovery in patients 
with SSHL with multiple comorbidities. Further research with larger samples are needed to elucidate the etiology of 
SSHL and the exact role of cardiovascular risk factors in the pathophysiology of SSHL. LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: 4. 
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126. A hospital-based cancer registry in Luanda, Angola: the Instituto Angolano de Controlo do Cancer (IACC) Cancer 

registry.  
Miguel F, Bento MJ, de Lacerda GF, Weiderpass E, Santos LL: Infect Agent Cancer 2019, 14:35. Impact factor: 2.470.  

Background: The Instituto Angolano de Controlo do Cancer (IACC) Cancer Registry in Luanda, Angola is the most 
ancient and organized hospital-based cancer registry in Angola and provides data on cancer cases treated in several 
hospital facilities in Luanda. Methods: Newly-diagnosed cancer cases (2012-2016) of IACC were collected. A total of 
6638 malignant neoplasms were recorded. After excluding duplicates, missing data and non-melanoma skin cancers 
cases, a final number of 5609 cancer cases was considered valid for analysis. Results: From 5609 new cases, 2059 were 
males and 3550 females. Of all cases, 9.7% was in children below the age of 15 years. Most of the cases were residents 
from the Luanda district. The five most common cancers for all periods were breast (21.4%), cervix (16.8%), prostate 
(7.1%), non-Hodgkin lymphoma (4.5%) and Kaposi sarcoma (4.3%). For men, 19.3% of the cancers were prostate, 7.5% 
Kaposi sarcoma and 7.5% non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Cancers of the breast and cervix together accounted 60% of all 
cancers in females. Comparison of our data onto the 5 most frequent tumours, by sex, according to GLOBOCAN 2018 
estimations for Angola, highlights the potential deviation from reality that estimates may have and reinforces the 
urgent need to build a truly population-based cancer registry in Luanda. Conclusion: To accomplish that task, it is 
mandatory to implement a more rigorous quality control program at the hospital-based cancer registry at IACC and to 
optimize the network of health institutions that actively working on and contributing to the cancer registry, in Luanda. 
 
127. Comorbidities, age and period of diagnosis influence treatment and outcomes in early breast cancer.  
Minicozzi P, Van Eycken L, Molinie F, Innos K, Guevara M, Marcos-Gragera R, Castro C, Rapiti E, Katalinic A, Torrella A, 

Zagar T, Bielska-Lasota M, Giorgi Rossi P, Larranaga N, Bastos J, Sanchez MJ, Sant M, European HRWGobc: Int J Cancer 

2019, 144(9):2118-2127. Impact factor: 4.982.  

Survival for breast cancer (BC) is lower in eastern than northern/central Europe, and in older than younger women. 
We analysed how comorbidities at diagnosis affected whether selected standard treatments (STs) were given, across 
Europe and over time, also assessing consequences for survival/relapse. We analysed 7581 stage I/IIA cases diagnosed 
in 9 European countries in 2009-2013, and 4 STs: surgery; breast-conserving surgery plus radiotherapy (BCS + RT); 
reconstruction after mastectomy; and prompt treatment (</=6 weeks after diagnosis). Covariate-adjusted models 
estimated odds of receiving STs and risks of death/relapse, according to comorbidities. Pearson's R assessed 
correlations between odds and risks. The z-test assessed the significance of time-trends. Most women received 
surgery: 72% BCS; 24% mastectomy. Mastectomied patients were older with more comorbidities than BCS patients (p 
< 0.001). Women given breast reconstruction (25% of mastectomies) were younger with fewer comorbidities than 
those without reconstruction (p < 0.001). Women treated promptly (45%) were younger than those treated later (p = 
0.001), and more often without comorbidities (p < 0.001). Receiving surgery/BCS + RT correlated strongly (R = -0.9), 
but prompt treatment weakly (R = -0.01/-0.02), with reduced death/relapse risks. The proportion receiving BCS + RT 
increased significantly (p < 0.001) with time in most countries. This appears to be the first analysis of the influence of 
comorbidities on receiving STs, and of consequences for outcomes. Increase in BCS + RT with time is encouraging. 
Although women without comorbidities usually received STs, elderly patients often received non-standard less 
prompt treatments, irrespective of comorbidities, with increased risk of mortality/relapse. All women, particularly the 
elderly, should receive ST wherever possible to maximise the benefits of modern evidence-based treatments. 
 
128. Aspergillus species collected from environmental air samples in Portugal-molecular identification, antifungal 

susceptibility and sequencing of cyp51A gene on A. fumigatus sensu stricto itraconazole resistant.  
Monteiro C, Pinheiro D, Maia M, Faria MA, Lameiras C, Pinto E: Journal of applied microbiology 2019, 126(4):1140-

1148. Impact factor: 2.683.  

AIMS: Aspergillus sp. are ubiquitous saprophytic fungi and their conidia easily inhaled. This is particularly important in 
immunocompromised patients, more susceptible to developing invasive aspergillosis. In addition to A. fumigatus 
sensu stricto, cryptic species, many resistant to antifungal drugs, have been associated with invasive infections, 
making it important to assess their presence and diversity in different environments. Therefore, the aim of this study 
was to assess the presence, diversity and susceptibility to antifungal drugs of airborne fungi. Moreover, in azole-
resistant A. fumigatus sensu stricto isolates the presence of underlying molecular mechanisms of resistance was 
investigated. METHODS AND RESULTS: Eighty-four Aspergillus isolates were collected from the environment air in 
hospitals and the Water Treatment Plant. The use of molecular tools allowed to detect 12 different cryptic species, 
showing a prevalence of 21.4%. The majority of isolates (69.0%) belonged to A. fumigatus complex and 65.4% were A. 
fumigatus sensu stricto. Among these, 21.8% were resistant to itraconazole (ITZ), 38.2% to posaconazole and 87.3% to 
isavuconazole; none of them were resistant to voriconazole or amphotericin B. Sequencing of the cyp51A gene on the 
12 A. fumigatus sensu stricto ITZ-resistant isolates revealed the presence of mutations. CONCLUSION: Our study 
reports a large number of environmental-resistant Aspergillus species, including A. fumigatus sensu stricto that display 
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an important role in invasive fungal infections. None of the environmental isolates showed mutations on cyp51A gene 
related to azole resistance. SIGNIFICANT AND IMPACT OF THE STUDY: This study is the first assessment of molecular 
resistance mechanisms in A. fumigatus sensu stricto environmental isolates, in Portugal. Since TR34/L98H and 
TR46/Y121F/T289A cyp51A mutations were already reported in the clinical setting in Portugal (Monteiro et al. J Glob 
Antimicron Resist 13: 190-191, 2018; Pinto et al. Front Microbiol 9: 1656, 2018), and have been linked to 
environmental route, it is utmost importance to perform surveillance network for azole-resistant A. fumigatus. 
 
129. Changes in employment status up to 5 years after breast cancer diagnosis: A prospective cohort study.  
Monteiro I, Morais S, Costa AR, Lopes-Conceicao L, Araujo N, Fontes F, Dias T, Pereira S, Lunet N: Breast 2019, 48:38-

44. Impact factor: 3.494.  

AIM: To assess how sociodemographic, clinical and treatment characteristics impact employment status five-years 
following a breast cancer diagnosis, and to compare the incidence rate of changes with the general population. 
METHODS: A total of 462 women with incident breast cancer were evaluated before treatment and three- and five-
years later. Adjusted odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (95%CIs) were computed through multinomial 
logistic regression. Data for comparisons were retrieved from the SHARE Project. Incidence rate ratios (IRRs) with 
95%CIs were calculated using Poisson regression. RESULTS: Among the 242 employed women prior to diagnosis, 162 
remained employed, 26 became unemployed, 27 entered early retirement, 14 entered normal retirement and 13 
were on sick leave at five-years. Unemployment increased with age (>/=55 vs<55 years: OR=4.49, 95%CI:1.56-12.92; 
OR=3.40, 95%CI:1.05-10.97at three- and five-years, respectively) and decreased with education (>4 vs</=4 years: 
OR=0.36, 95%CI:0.13-0.97; OR=0.27, 95%CI:0.10-0.71at three- and five-years, respectively). Axillary surgery 
(unemployment at five-years: OR=5.13, 95%CI:1.30-20.27), hormonal therapy (unemployment at three-years: 
OR=0.28, 95%CI:0.10-0.83) and targeted therapy (sick leave at three-years: OR=3.79, 95%CI:1.14-12.63) also 
influenced employment status. Five-years post diagnosis, women with breast cancer had a lower incidence of 
unemployment (IRR=0.51, 95%CI:0.30-0.89) than the general population, while, among older women, there was a 
higher tendency to enter early retirement (IRR=1.72, 95%CI:0.82-3.61). CONCLUSIONS: Although not all women may 
want to pursue or continue a professional life following their breast cancer experience; those who do may benefit 
from social and employer support when returning to work. 
 
130. Epigenetic mechanisms influencing epithelial to mesenchymal transition in bladder cancer.  
Monteiro-Reis S, Lobo J, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: International journal of molecular sciences 2019, 20(2). Impact factor: 

4.183.  

Bladder cancer is one of the most incident neoplasms worldwide, and its treatment remains a significant challenge, 
since the mechanisms underlying disease progression are still poorly understood. The epithelial to mesenchymal 
transition (EMT) has been proven to play an important role in the tumorigenic process, particularly in cancer cell 
invasiveness and metastatic potential. Several studies have reported the importance of epigenetic mechanisms and 
enzymes, which orchestrate them in several features of cancer cells and, specifically, in EMT. In this paper, we discuss 
the epigenetic enzymes, protein-coding and non-coding genes, and mechanisms altered in the EMT process occurring 
in bladder cancer cells, as well as its implications, which allows for improved understanding of bladder cancer biology 
and for the development of novel targeted therapies. 
 
131. Is it "hybrid" or "intermediate"?-more than just a semantic issue in oncocytic renal cell tumors.  
Montezuma D, Jeronimo C, Henrique R: Annals of translational medicine 2019, 7(Suppl 8):S356. Impact factor: 3.689.  

 

132. Breast fine needle aspiration biopsy cytology using the newly proposed IAC Yokohama system for reporting 

breast cytopathology: the experience of a single institution.  
Montezuma D, Malheiros D, Schmitt FC: Acta Cytol 2019, 63(4):274-279. Impact factor: NA.  

Objective: Recently the International Academy of Cytology (IAC) proposed a new reporting system for breast fine 
needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) cytology. We aimed to categorize our samples according to this classification and to 
assess the risk of malignancy (ROM) for each category as well as the diagnostic yield of breast FNAB. Study Design: 
Breast FNAB specimens obtained between January 2007 and December 2017 were reclassified according to the newly 
proposed IAC Yokohama reporting system. The ROM for each category was determined. Diagnostic yield was 
evaluated based on a three-category approach, benign versus malignant. Results: The samples were distributed as 
follows: insufficient material 5.77%, benign 73.38%, atypical 13.74%, suspicious for malignancy 1.57%, and malignant 
5.54%. Of the 3,625 cases collected, 776 (21.4%) had corresponding histology. The respective ROM for each category 
was 4.8% for category 1 (insufficient material), 1.4% for category 2 (benign), 13% for category 3 (atypical), 97.1% for 
category 4 (suspicious for malignancy), and 100% for category 5 (malignant). When only malignant cases were 
considered positive tests, the sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy were 97.56, 100, and 99.11%, 
respectively. Conclusions: Our study is the first to categorize breast FNAB cytology samples according to the proposed 
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IAC reporting system and to evaluate patient outcomes based on this categorization. 
 
133. Understanding the bricks to build better surgical oncology unit at Maputo Central Hospital: prevalent surgical 

cancers and residents knowledge.  
Morais A, Come J, Selemane C, Pires G, Tivane A, Cossa M, Tulsidas S, Antunes L, Costa MJ, Sidat M, Martins MDR, 

Carrilho C, Santos LL: The Pan African medical journal 2019, 32:83. Impact factor: NA.  

Introduction: Cancer is a growing concern in Mozambique. However, the country has limited facilities and few 
oncologists. Surgical oncologists are an unmet need. The aim of this study was to assess residents' knowledge in 
prevalent cancer domains and to identify and characterize prevalent cancers treated by surgery at Maputo Central 
Hospital, the largest hospital in Mozambique. The expectations were that the findings shall inform the development of 
a comprehensive curriculum in surgical oncology fellowship fit for the Hospital. Methods: To identify and characterize 
prevalent cancers, we performed a retrospective analysis of individual cancer patient registries of Maputo Central 
Hospital (MCH), Mozambique. Information was recorded into data collection sheets and analyzed with SPSS((R)) 21. 
To assess MCH residents oncologic knowledge, we invited Twenty-six junior residents (49% of all residents) of 
different specialties to take a 30 item multiple choice written test used elsewhere in previous studies. The test 
focused on the domains of Basis of oncology, Radiotherapy, Pathology, Chemotherapy, Pain management, Surgical 
oncology and Clinical Pathway. The test was administered anonymously and without prior notice. We analyzed the 
overall test and topic performance of residents. Results: The study covered a period of 3 years and 203 patients. The 
most prevalent malignant tumors treated by general and thoracic surgery in MCH cancer registry were esophageal 
(7%), female breast (6.5%) and colorectal cancer (2.8%). Globally these malignancies were diagnosed at an advanced 
stage of the disease and required a multimodal treatment. The mean percent correct score of residents was 37.3%. 
The dimension with the highest percent correct score were clinical management (46%) and surgical oncology (28%) 
showed the lowest correct score. Conclusion: In Maputo, Mozambique esophageal, breast and colorectal cancer were 
the most prevalent malignancies treated, with surgery, by thoracic or general surgery in MCH. The test scores suggest 
that, among residents, the knowledge in oncology needs to be improved, rendering support to the need of a surgical 
oncology training tailored to suit the local needs. Specific training should take into account local cancer prevalence, 
resources, their quality and the support of surgical oncology services with volume and experience. 
 
134. Neuroendocrine differentiation of prostatic adenocarcinoma – an important cause for castration-resistant 

disease recurrence.  
Morais CI, Lobo J, P. BJ, Lobo C, D. GN: Journal of Laboratory Medicine 2019, 43(2):123. Impact factor: 0.389.  

 

135. Another clinical unmet need in liver patients: multidrug resistant bacteria in decompensated cirrhosis.  
Morais R, Liberal R, Santos A, Pita I, Coelho R, Gaspar R, Andrade A, Cardoso H, Rodrigues S, Macedo G: Journal of 

hepatology 2019, 71(4):844-845. Impact factor: 18.946.  

 

136. The contribution of second primary cancers to the mortality of patients with a gastric first primary cancer.  
Morais S, Antunes L, Bento MJ, Lunet N: Eur J Gastroenterol Hepatol 2019, 31(4):471-477. Impact factor: 3.037.  

OBJECTIVES: Gastric first primary cancers (FPCs) have an increased risk of developing second primary cancers (SPCs). 
However, their effect on mortality remains poorly understood. Thus, we aimed to estimate the contribution of SPCs to 
the mortality of gastric FPCs. PATIENTS AND METHODS: A population-based cohort of gastric FPCs diagnosed in 2000-
2006 was followed for SPCs (31 December 2012) and vital status (31 December 2017). SPCs (138 synchronous and 205 
metachronous, </=1 and >1 year after the FPC, respectively) were matched (1 : 3, by sex, 5-year age group, and year 
of FPC diagnosis) with those without an SPC and alive when the corresponding SPC was diagnosed. RESULTS: In 
synchronous SPCs, the hazard ratio (95% confidence interval) for death was 1.07 (0.81-1.40) in males and 0.86 (0.58-
1.28) in females; the corresponding estimates for metachronous SPCs were 1.89 (1.49-2.41) and 2.08 (1.42-3.05). In 
synchronous SPCs, the 10-year cumulative mortality was similar to that of FPCs only; the estimates were higher in lung 
SPCs. The 10-year cumulative mortality was 75.5% in males and 65.5% in females with metachronous SPCs, which is 
more than 20% higher than for FPCs only. CONCLUSION: Among patients with gastric FPCs who survive long enough 
for metachronous SPCs, the latter substantially increases mortality over 10 years, whereas the effect of synchronous 
SPCs is generally smaller. 
 
137. Risk and survival of third primary cancers in a population-based cohort of gastric cancer patients.  
Morais S, Antunes L, Bento MJ, Lunet N: Digestive and liver disease : official journal of the Italian Society of 

Gastroenterology and the Italian Association for the Study of the Liver 2019, 51(4):584-588. Impact factor: 2.198.  

BACKGROUND: The growing number of gastric cancers together with improved survival resulted in an increasing 
population of survivors at risk of multiple primary cancers. AIMS: To estimate the 10-year risk and survival of third 
primary cancers (TPCs) among gastric first primary cancers (FPCs). METHODS: Gastric FPCs from the Portuguese North 
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Region Cancer Registry, diagnosed in 2000-2006 (n=7409), were followed for a TPC (31/12/2012), and for all-cause 
death (31/12/2017). The cumulative incidence of TPCs was estimated. Patients with a TPC were matched (1:1, by sex, 
age group, years between FPC and second primary cancer [SPC] diagnosis, and SPC location) to FPC+SPC patients 
without a TPC. RESULTS: Overall, 25 (0.3% of FPCs and 6.8% of SPCs) TPCs were diagnosed. The most common sites 
were tobacco-related, mainly including digestive organs. Among all FPCs, 10-year cumulative incidence (95% 
confidence interval [CI]) of a TPC was 0.4% (0.2-0.5%) and among SPCs 7.6% (4.4-10.8%). For TPCs, compared to 
matched patients, age-adjusted hazard ratio (95%CI) for death was 1.68 (0.77-3.67). The 10-year cumulative mortality 
of TPCs and matched patients was 92.6% and 67.9%, respectively. CONCLUSIONS: A clustering of tobacco-related 
cancers was observed in TPCs, with a 10-year cumulative incidence of 0.4% among FPCs. TPCs had worse survival than 
patients without a TPC. 
 
138. Second primary cancers and survival in patients with gastric cancer: association with prediagnosis lifestyles.  
Morais S, Castro C, Antunes L, Peleteiro B, Bento MJ, Lunet N: European journal of cancer prevention : the official 

journal of the European Cancer Prevention Organisation (ECP) 2019, 28(3):159-166. Impact factor: 2.330.  

To quantify the association between prediagnosis lifestyles with the risk of second primary cancers (SPCs) and survival 
of patients with gastric first primary cancer (FPC). We recruited 574 gastric patients from two major public hospitals in 
North Portugal (2001-2006). Smoking, alcohol and dietary habits in the year before FPC diagnosis were evaluated. 
Patients were followed up to 31 December 2011 for an SPC and to 31 May 2017 for vital status. Cox proportional 
hazards regression was used to estimate adjusted hazard ratios for incidence of an SPC or death. During follow-up, 
SPCs were diagnosed in five women and 23 men, and 409 patients died, corresponding to an estimated 10-year 
cumulative incidence of 5.2% for SPC and an estimated 15-year cumulative mortality of 72.1%. A significantly higher 
hazard ratio (95% confidence interval) for SPCs was observed in patients reporting a higher consumption of red and 
processed meat versus the lowest third (4.49: 1.31-15.37), and for mortality in those with heavy alcohol intake versus 
never drinkers (1.73: 1.00-2.99) and excess weight versus normal weight (1.31: 1.04-1.65); no other significant 
associations were observed according to prediagnosis lifestyle. Prediagnosis lifestyles may affect the occurrence of an 
SPC and survival among gastric FPC survivors in the long term. 
 
139. Exploring sialyl-Tn expression in microfluidic-isolated circulating tumour cells: a novel biomarker and an 

analytical tool for precision oncology applications.  
Neves M, Azevedo R, Lima L, Oliveira MI, Peixoto A, Ferreira D, Soares J, Fernandes E, Gaiteiro C, Palmeira C, Cotton S, 

Mereiter S, Campos D, Afonso LP, Ribeiro R, Fraga A, Tavares A, Mansinho H, Monteiro E, Videira PA, Freitas PP, Reis 

CA, Santos LL, Dieguez L, Ferreira JA: New biotechnology 2019, 49:77-87. Impact factor: 3.739.  

Circulating tumour cells (CTCs) originating from a primary tumour, lymph nodes and distant metastases hold great 
potential for liquid biopsies by providing a molecular fingerprint for disease dissemination and its temporal evolution 
through the course of disease management. CTC enumeration, classically defined on the basis of surface expression of 
Epithelial Cell Adhesion Molecule (EpCAM) and absence of the pan-leukocyte marker CD45, has been shown to 
correlate with clinical outcome. However, existing approaches introduce bias into the subsets of captured CTCs, which 
may exclude biologically and clinically relevant subpopulations. Here we explore the overexpression of the membrane 
protein O-glycan sialyl-Tn (STn) antigen in advanced bladder and colorectal tumours, but not in blood cells, to propose 
a novel CTC isolation technology. Using a size-based microfluidic device, we show that the majority (>90%) of CTCs 
isolated from the blood of patients with metastatic bladder and colorectal cancers express the STn antigen, supporting 
a link with metastasis. STn(+) CTC counts were significantly higher than EpCAM-based detection in colorectal cancer, 
providing a more efficient cell-surface biomarker for CTC isolation. Exploring this concept, we constructed a glycan 
affinity-based microfluidic device for selective isolation of STn(+) CTCs and propose an enzyme-based strategy for the 
recovery of viable cancer cells for downstream investigations. Finally, clinically relevant cancer biomarkers (transcripts 
and mutations) in bladder and colorectal tumours, were identified in cells isolated by microfluidics, confirming their 
malignant origin and highlighting the potential of this technology in the context of precision oncology. 
 
140. RAD52 functions in homologous recombination and its importance on genomic integrity maintenance and 

cancer therapy.  
Nogueira A, Fernandes M, Catarino R, Medeiros R: Cancers 2019, 11(11). Impact factor: 6.162.  

Genomes are continually subjected to DNA damage whether they are induced from intrinsic physiological processes or 
extrinsic agents. Double-stranded breaks (DSBs) are the most injurious type of DNA damage, being induced by ionizing 
radiation (IR) and cytotoxic agents used in cancer treatment. The failure to repair DSBs can result in aberrant 
chromosomal abnormalities which lead to cancer development. An intricate network of DNA damage signaling 
pathways is usually activated to eliminate these damages and to restore genomic stability. These signaling pathways 
include the activation of cell cycle checkpoints, DNA repair mechanisms, and apoptosis induction, also known as DNA 
damage response (DDR)-mechanisms. Remarkably, the homologous recombination (HR) is the major DSBs repairing 
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pathway, in which RAD52 gene has a crucial repairing role by promoting the annealing of complementary single-
stranded DNA and by stimulating RAD51 recombinase activity. Evidence suggests that variations in RAD52 expression 
can influence HR activity and, subsequently, influence the predisposition and treatment efficacy of cancer. In this 
review, we present several reports in which the down or upregulation of RAD52 seems to be associated with different 
carcinogenic processes. In addition, we discuss RAD52 inhibition in DDR-defective cancers as a possible target to 
improve cancer therapy efficacy. 
 
141. Everolimus resistance in clear cell renal cell carcinoma: miRNA-101 and HIF-2alpha as molecular triggers?  
Nogueira I, Dias F, Morais M, Teixeira AL, Medeiros R: Future oncology (London, England) 2019, 15(20):2361-2370. 

Impact factor: 2.279.  

Aim: The majority of clear cell renal cell carcinoma patients develop resistance to mTOR inhibitors. Materials & 
methods: As an in vitro model four cell lines were used: HKC-8, 786- O, RCC-FG-2 and an everolimus-resistant cell line 
(786-OR) established during this study. The quantification of miRNA-101 and HIF-2alpha mRNA levels was assessed by 
real-time PCR. Results: We observed a significant decrease of miRNA-101 intracellular levels in 786-OR. However, this 
miRNA presented higher extracellular levels. Additionally, we found a significant increase of HIF-2alpha in 786-OR. 
Conclusion: The circulating levels of miRNA-101 may be a potential biomarker of anti-mTOR therapy response and 
resistance prediction. Moreover, the resistance to mTOR inhibitors seems to be related with the overexpression of 
HIF-2alpha. 
 
142. Factors associated with time to breast cancer diagnosis and treatment in unscreened women in Portugal.  
Nouws S, Brandao M, Fontes F, Pereira S, Dias T, Ribeiro AI, Lunet N, Peleteiro B: Women & health 2019, 59(6):601-

614. Impact factor: 1.162.  

Delays in detection, diagnosis and treatment may lead to poorer prognosis in women with breast cancer. We 
quantified time intervals from first detection (FD) to diagnosis (D) and first treatment (FT) and identified associated 
factors. We studied 282 patients diagnosed with breast cancer during 2012 at the Breast Clinic of the Portuguese 
Institute of Oncology in Porto, Portugal using face-to-face interview and medical records. Associations of 
sociodemographic and clinical characteristics with time intervals was computed using adjusted percentage differences 
(adjPD) after logarithmic transformation, odds ratios (adjOR) for comparing the highest and lowest thirds of the 
distribution and 95 percent confidence intervals (CI) for both measures, using linear and logistic regression, 
respectively. The median times between FD and D and FT were 31 and 44 days, respectively. Significantly longer 
periods between FD and D were found in symptomatic women (adjPD = 99.5, 95 percent CI: 37.1, 190.0; adjOR = 3.16, 
95 percent CI: 1.57, 6.33). More advanced stage was associated with shorter intervals between D and FT (adjPD = -
33.8, 95 percent CI: -44.2, -21.5; adjOR = 0.14, 95 percent CI: 0.05, 0.34). Although some differences according to 
clinical characteristics were observed, they did not seem to translate into inequities in access to public healthcare in 
this group of women. 
 
143. Endoscopic submucosal dissection of a large pedunculated gastric lesion: avoiding massive bleeding to achieve 

en bloc resection.  
Nunes G, Libanio D, Castro R, Marques-de-Sa I, Gigliano D, Dinis-Ribeiro M: Endoscopy 2019, 51(12):E404-E405. Impact 

factor: 10.604.  

 

144. Endoscopic biopsies in diagnostic outpatient gastroscopy: more is not always better!  
Nunes G, Marques de Sa I, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes P: Gastrointest Endosc 2019, 90(3):537-538. Impact factor: 

7.229.  

 

145. Subtyping lung cancer using DNA methylation in liquid biopsies.  
Nunes SP, Diniz F, Moreira-Barbosa C, Constancio V, Silva AV, Oliveira J, Soares M, Paulino S, Cunha AL, Rodrigues J, 

Antunes L, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Journal of clinical medicine 2019, 8(9). Impact factor: 5.688.  

BACKGROUND: Lung cancer (LCa) is the most frequently diagnosed and lethal cancer worldwide. Histopathological 
subtyping, which has important therapeutic and prognostic implications, requires material collection through invasive 
procedures, which might be insufficient to enable definitive diagnosis. Aberrant DNA methylation is an early event in 
carcinogenesis, detectable in circulating cell-free DNA (ccfDNA). Herein, we aimed to assess methylation of selected 
genes in ccfDNA from LCa patients and determine its accuracy for tumor subtyping. METHODS: Methylation levels of 
APC, HOXA9, RARbeta2, and RASSF1A were assessed in three independent study groups (study group #1: 152 tissue 
samples; study group #2: 129 plasma samples; study group #3: 28 benign lesions of lung) using quantitative 
methylation-specific PCR. Associations between gene promoter methylation levels and LCa subtypes were evaluated 
using non-parametric tests. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was performed. RESULTS: In study 
group #2, HOXA9 and RASSF1A displayed higher methylation levels in small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) than in non-small-
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cell lung cancer (NSCLC). HOXA9 displayed high sensitivity (63.8%), whereas RASSF1A disclosed high specificity (96.2%) 
for SCLC detection in ccfDNA. Furthermore, HOXA9 methylation levels showed to be higher in squamous cell 
carcinoma in comparison with adenocarcinoma in study group #1. CONCLUSIONS: Methylation level assessments in 
ccfDNA may provide a minimally invasive procedure for LCa subtyping, complementing standard diagnostic 
procedures. 
 
146. Mini-incision living donor nephrectomy and trans-peritoneal laparoscopic nephrectomy: will there be a place 

for new evidence?  
Nunes-Carneiro D, Marques-Pinto A, Braga I, Cabral JF, Almeida M, Cavadas V, de Almeida R, Castro-Henriques A, 

Fraga A, Silva-Ramos M: Transplant Proc 2019, 51(5):1555-1558. Impact factor: 0.950.  

OBJECTIVES: To compare mini-incision donor nephrectomy (MDN) with laparoscopic donor nephrectomy (LDN) 
performed by the same surgical team, regarding short- and long-term outcomes. METHODS: Three hundred and five 
patients, who underwent donor nephrectomy in our institution, through an MDN (n = 141) between January 1998-
November 2011 and LDN (n = 164) since June 2010-December 2017, were compared. RESULTS: The mean operative 
time for MDN (120 +/- 29 minutes) was not significantly different when compared to LDN (113 +/- 34 minutes), but 
when comparing the first 50 LDN and the 50 most recent, we found a reduction in the duration of the procedure. 
Laparoscopic donors had a shorter warm ischemia time (229 seconds vs 310 seconds, P = .01), particularly the 50 most 
recent, hospital stay (4.3 days vs 5.9 days, P < .001), and postoperative complications (P = .03). The incidence of graft 
acute tubular necrosis (ATN) was superior in the MDN (89% vs 25%, P < .001), although there was no significant 
difference regarding first-year serum creatinine (SCr) and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (SCr 1.38 mg/dL vs SCr 1.33 
mg/dL and GFR 63.7 mL/min vs 63.1 mL/min) comparing the 2 groups. Long-term graft survival did not significantly 
differ between groups. There was also no relationship between postoperative ATN events and long-term graft 
function. CONCLUSIONS: With the growing experience of the high-volume centers and with specialized teams, LDN 
could be considered the most suitable technique for living donor nephrectomy with better results in short-term 
results (warm ischemia time, hospital stay, and postoperative complications), without difference in long-term 
outcomes. 
 
147. Which one is the best for living donation: a multiple-artery left kidney nephrectomy or a right kidney 

nephrectomy?  
Nunes-Carneiro D, Marques-Pinto A, Veiga C, Braga I, Cabral JF, Almeida M, Cavadas V, Castro-Henriques A, Almeida R, 

Fraga A, Silva-Ramos M: Transplant Proc 2019, 51(5):1559-1562. Impact factor: 0.950.  

INTRODUCTION: The current approach in living-donor kidney transplant is to preserve the best kidney for the donor 
and harvest the contralateral one. Due to a shorter renal vein and a greater incidence of venous thrombosis, left 
kidneys are more frequently elected. Notwithstanding, arterial anatomy may be complex and thus render the 
transplantation procedure more difficult and prone to complications. OBJECTIVES: To analyze the outcomes after 
multiple-artery left kidney nephrectomy (MALKN) and right kidney nephrectomy (RKN). RESULTS: Seventy-three cases 
were performed from 1999 to 2017 in our institution: 34 MALKN and 39 RKN. The mean operative time was 
significantly longer in MALKN. Warm ischemia time, donor and receptor hospital stay, and postoperative 
complications did not differ between groups. There was a positive correlation between renal arteries' ostia distance in 
MALKN and the duration of warm ischemia period. There was no significant difference in the incidence of acute 
tubular necrosis, first-year variations in serum creatinine, and glomerular filtration rate between groups. Long-term 
graft survival did not significantly differ between groups. Three cases of vein thrombosis after RKN were reported with 
graft loss. CONCLUSION: The safety and efficacy of MALKN does not differ from RKN, although there appears to be a 
higher incidence of vein thrombosis after right kidney transplantation. Despite being technically more demanding, 
particularly in cases with distant artery ostia, MALKN could be a better option than RKN for living donation, expanding 
the available donor pool, although more studies are needed to affirm this conclusion. 
 
148. Oliveira AC, Domingues I, Duarte H, Santos J, Abreu PH: Going back to basics on volumetric segmentation of the 

lungs in CT: a fully image processing based technique. In: Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis: 2019; Cham: 
Springer International Publishing; 2019: 322-334. Impact factor: NA. 
 
149. Measuring health vulnerability: an interdisciplinary indicator applied to mainland Portugal.  
Oliveira GM, Vidal DG, Ferraz MP, Cabeda JM, Pontes M, Maia RL, Calheiros JM, Barreira E: Int J Environ Res Public 

Health 2019, 16(21):4121. Impact factor: 2.468.  

Health promotion and inequality reduction are specific goals of the United Nations 2030 Agenda, which are 
interconnected with several dimensions of life. This work proposes a composite index SEHVI-socioeconomic health 
vulnerability index-to address Portuguese population socioeconomic determinants that affect health outcomes. 
Variables composing SEHVI are aligned with the sustainable development goals considering data and times series 
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availability to enable progress monitoring, and variables adequacy to translate populations' life conditions affecting 
health outcomes. Data for 35 variables and three periods were collected from official national databases. All variables 
are part of one of the groups: Health determinants (social, economic, cultural, and environmental factors) and health 
outcomes (mortality indicators). Variables were standardized and normalized by "Distance to a reference" method 
and then aggregated into the SEHVI formula. Several statistical procedures for validation of SEHVI revealed the 
internal consistency of the index. For all municipalities, SEHVI was calculated and cartographically represented. 
Results were analyzed by statistical tests and compared for three years and territory typologies. SEHVI differences 
were found as a function of population density, suggesting inequalities of communities' life conditions and in 
vulnerability to health. 
 
150. Oliveira J, Esposito A, Santos J: Configuration of volumetric arc radiotherapy simulations using PRIMO software: 

a feasibility study. In: World Congress on Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering 2018: 2019; Singapore: Springer 
Singapore; 2019: 499-503. Impact factor: NA. 
 
151. Phase II, multicenter, single-arm trial of eribulin as first-line therapy for patients with aggressive taxane-

pretreated HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer: the MERIBEL study.  
Ortega V, Anton A, Garau I, Afonso N, Calvo L, Fernandez Y, Martinez-Garcia M, Blanco E, Zamora P, Garcia M, 

Illarramendi JJ, Rodriguez Sanchez CA, Sampayo M, Aguirre E, Perez-Garcia JM, Cortes J, Llombart-Cussac A: Clin Breast 

Cancer 2019, 19(2):105-112. Impact factor: 2.762.  

BACKGROUND: Eribulin has efficacy in patients with progression after >/= 1 chemotherapeutic regimen for metastatic 
breast cancer (MBC). A short disease-free interval (DFI) and previous use of taxanes in the neoadjuvant or adjuvant 
setting have been associated with worse outcomes for patients receiving first-line chemotherapy for HER2-negative 
MBC. The aim of the present trial was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of eribulin as first-line therapy for patients 
with HER2-negative MBC with these poor prognostic factors. PATIENTS AND METHODS: Eribulin monotherapy was 
administered until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity. The principal selection criteria were HER2 negativity 
without previous chemotherapy for MBC, the previous use of taxanes for early-stage breast cancer, and a DFI of < 36 
months (subsequently amended to 48 months). The primary endpoint was the investigator-assessed time to 
progression. The secondary endpoints included overall survival, progression-free survival, objective response rate, 
clinical benefit rate, duration of response, and toxicity profile. A total of 53 patients were enrolled and received >/= 1 
dose of eribulin. RESULTS: The median patient age was 47 years (range, 23-82.8 years). The median DFI was 15.7 
months (range, 0.1-46.4 months). The median investigator-assessed time to progression was 4.1 months (range, 0.2-
27.8 months; 95% confidence interval, 3.2-6.2 months). The objective response and clinical benefit rate was 20.8% 
and 26.4%, respectively. All-grade and grade 3/4 adverse events developed in 96.2% and 69.8% of patients, 
respectively. The most common treatment-related adverse events were neutropenia, leukopenia, alopecia, nausea, 
and anemia. CONCLUSION: Eribulin is effective and safe as first-line therapy for aggressive taxane-pretreated HER2-
negative MBC. 
 
152. Interim results from the IMPACT study: evidence for prostate-specific antigen screening in BRCA2 mutation 

carriers.  
Page EC, Bancroft EK, Brook MN, Assel M, Hassan Al Battat M, Thomas S, Taylor N, Chamberlain A, Pope J, Raghallaigh 

HN, Evans DG, Rothwell J, Maehle L, Grindedal EM, James P, Mascarenhas L, McKinley J, Side L, Thomas T, van Asperen 

C, Vasen H, Kiemeney LA, Ringelberg J, Jensen TD, Osther PJS, Helfand BT, Genova E, Oldenburg RA, Cybulski C, 

Wokolorczyk D, Ong KR, Huber C, Lam J, Taylor L, Salinas M, Feliubadalo L, Oosterwijk JC, van Zelst-Stams W, Cook J, 

Rosario DJ, Domchek S, Powers J, Buys S, O'Toole K, Ausems M, Schmutzler RK, Rhiem K, Izatt L, Tripathi V, Teixeira MR, 

Cardoso M, Foulkes WD, Aprikian A, van Randeraad H, Davidson R, Longmuir M, Ruijs MWG, Helderman van den 

Enden A, Adank M, Williams R, Andrews L, Murphy DG, Halliday D, Walker L, Liljegren A, Carlsson S, Azzabi A, Jobson I, 

Morton C, Shackleton K, Snape K, Hanson H, Harris M, Tischkowitz M, Taylor A, Kirk J, Susman R, Chen-Shtoyerman R, 

Spigelman A, Pachter N, Ahmed M, Ramon YCT, Zgajnar J, Brewer C, Gadea N, Brady AF, van Os T, Gallagher D, 

Johannsson O, Donaldson A, Barwell J, Nicolai N, Friedman E, Obeid E, Greenhalgh L, Murthy V, Copakova L, Saya S, 

McGrath J, Cooke P, Ronlund K, Richardson K, Henderson A, Teo SH, Arun B, Kast K, Dias A, Aaronson NK, Ardern-Jones 

A, Bangma CH, Castro E, Dearnaley D, Eccles DM, Tricker K, Eyfjord J, Falconer A, Foster C, Gronberg H, Hamdy FC, 

Stefansdottir V, Khoo V, Lindeman GJ, Lubinski J, Axcrona K, Mikropoulos C, Mitra A, Moynihan C, Rennert G, Suri M, 

Wilson P, Dudderidge T, Collaborators IS, Offman J, Kote-Jarai Z, Vickers A, Lilja H, Eeles RA: Eur Urol 2019, 76(6):831-

842. Impact factor: 17.298.  

BACKGROUND: Mutations in BRCA2 cause a higher risk of early-onset aggressive prostate cancer (PrCa). The IMPACT 
study is evaluating targeted PrCa screening using prostate-specific-antigen (PSA) in men with germline BRCA1/2 
mutations. OBJECTIVE: To report the utility of PSA screening, PrCa incidence, positive predictive value of PSA, biopsy, 
and tumour characteristics after 3 yr of screening, by BRCA status. DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS: Men aged 
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40-69 yr with a germline pathogenic BRCA1/2 mutation and male controls testing negative for a familial BRCA1/2 
mutation were recruited. Participants underwent PSA screening for 3 yr, and if PSA > 3.0 ng/ml, men were offered 
prostate biopsy. OUTCOME MEASUREMENTS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: PSA levels, PrCa incidence, and tumour 
characteristics were evaluated. Statistical analyses included Poisson regression offset by person-year follow-up, chi-
square tests for proportion t tests for means, and Kruskal-Wallis for medians. RESULTS AND LIMITATIONS: A total of 
3027 patients (2932 unique individuals) were recruited (919 BRCA1 carriers, 709 BRCA1 noncarriers, 902 BRCA2 
carriers, and 497 BRCA2 noncarriers). After 3 yr of screening, 527 men had PSA > 3.0 ng/ml, 357 biopsies were 
performed, and 112 PrCa cases were diagnosed (31 BRCA1 carriers, 19 BRCA1 noncarriers, 47 BRCA2 carriers, and 15 
BRCA2 noncarriers). Higher compliance with biopsy was observed in BRCA2 carriers compared with noncarriers (73% 
vs 60%). Cancer incidence rate per 1000 person years was higher in BRCA2 carriers than in noncarriers (19.4 vs 12.0; p 
= 0.03); BRCA2 carriers were diagnosed at a younger age (61 vs 64 yr; p = 0.04) and were more likely to have clinically 
significant disease than BRCA2 noncarriers (77% vs 40%; p = 0.01). No differences in age or tumour characteristics 
were detected between BRCA1 carriers and BRCA1 noncarriers. The 4 kallikrein marker model discriminated better 
(area under the curve [AUC] = 0.73) for clinically significant cancer at biopsy than PSA alone (AUC = 0.65). 
CONCLUSIONS: After 3 yr of screening, compared with noncarriers, BRCA2 mutation carriers were associated with a 
higher incidence of PrCa, younger age of diagnosis, and clinically significant tumours. Therefore, systematic PSA 
screening is indicated for men with a BRCA2 mutation. Further follow-up is required to assess the role of screening in 
BRCA1 mutation carriers. PATIENT SUMMARY: We demonstrate that after 3 yr of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) 
testing, we detect more serious prostate cancers in men with BRCA2 mutations than in those without these 
mutations. We recommend that male BRCA2 carriers are offered systematic PSA screening. 
 
153. An overview of the bioactive compounds, therapeutic properties and toxic effects of apitoxin.  
Pascoal A, Estevinho MM, Choupina AB, Sousa-Pimenta M, Estevinho LM: Food and chemical toxicology : an 

international journal published for the British Industrial Biological Research Association 2019, 134:110864. Impact 

factor: 3.775.  

 

154. Protein glycosylation and tumor microenvironment alterations driving cancer hallmarks.  
Peixoto A, Relvas-Santos M, Azevedo R, Santos LL, Ferreira JA: Frontiers in oncology 2019, 9:380. Impact factor: 4.137.  

Decades of research have disclosed a plethora of alterations in protein glycosylation that decisively impact in all stages 
of disease and ultimately contribute to more aggressive cell phenotypes. The biosynthesis of cancer-associated 
glycans and its reflection in the glycoproteome is driven by microenvironmental cues and these events act 
synergistically toward disease evolution. Such intricate crosstalk provides the molecular foundations for the activation 
of relevant oncogenic pathways and leads to functional alterations driving invasion and disease dissemination. 
However, it also provides an important source of relevant glyco(neo)epitopes holding tremendous potential for 
clinical intervention. Therefore, we highlight the transversal nature of glycans throughout the currently accepted 
cancer hallmarks, with emphasis on the crosstalk between glycans and the tumor microenvironment stromal 
components. Focus is also set on the pressing need to include glycans and glycoconjugates in comprehensive 
panomics models envisaging molecular-based precision medicine capable of improving patient care. We foresee that 
this may provide the necessary rationale for more comprehensive studies and molecular-based intervention. 
 
155. Cost-utility analysis of genetic polymorphism universal screening in colorectal cancer prevention by detection 

of high-risk individuals.  
Pereira C, Areia M, Dinis-Ribeiro M: Digestive and liver disease : official journal of the Italian Society of 

Gastroenterology and the Italian Association for the Study of the Liver 2019, 51(12):1731-1737. Impact factor: 3.037.  

BACKGROUND: In the past 15 years numerous studies have been published on the involvement of low-penetrance 
susceptibility genes on the risk for developing colorectal cancer (CRC). AIM: To perform an economic analysis of blood 
genetic testing in CRC screening in a population-based nationwide setting using polymorphisms in prostaglandin E2 
pathway genes as proof of concept. METHODS: A cost-utility analysis was performed from a societal perspective in 
Portugal comparing two strategies: blood genetic testing by the age of 40 versus no genetic screening under different 
assumptions of the cost of genetic testing (euro10 and euro30) and expected risk (1.5 to 5-fold). The adopted 
threshold was set at euro44,870 (USD 50,000). The primary outcome was the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 
(ICER) for a base case scenario. RESULTS: Polymorphism genotyping provided cost-utility only under the assumption of 
a 5-fold increased risk in the general population, providing ICERs of euro44,356 and euro30,389 for euro30 and 
euro10 tests, respectively. CONCLUSION: Blood genetic screening for colorectal cancer has cost-utility only under 
specific assumptions of increased CRC risk and conservative cost estimates. Future studies should focus on defining 
genetic profiles because single-gene approaches are very unlikely to be cost-effective considering their modest 
predictive value. 
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156. Hypertension and longevity: role of genetic polymorphisms in renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and 

endothelial nitric oxide synthase.  
Pereira da Silva A, Matos A, Aguiar L, Ramos-Marques N, Ribeiro R, Gil A, Gorjao-Clara J, Bicho M: Molecular and 

cellular biochemistry 2019, 455(1-2):61-71. Impact factor: 2.884.  

Hypertension (HT), a common age-related disorder, is an important risk factor for cardiovascular disease. This study 
aims to identify the prevalence of HT in Portuguese centenarians and evaluate whether gene polymorphisms encoding 
key molecules in blood pressure (BP) regulation are associated with longevity. There were recruited 253 centenarians 
(100.26 +/- 1.98 years) and 268 control subjects (67.51 +/- 3.25 years). Hypertension (ESH/ESC2013 and JNC8) and 
diabetes (WHO) were evaluate. Genetic polymorphisms of renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) and NOS3 
were determined. The prevalence of HT among centenarians was 64.4% and the majority (58.9%) were controlled, 
differing from control group both on frequency (P < 0.001) and on their control (P < 0.001). We found that HT is a risk 
factor for not achieving longevity (OR 2.531, 95% CI 1.688-3.793, P < 0.001), the same for diabetes (OR 5.669 95% CI 
2.966-10.835, P < 0.001), and male gender (OR 2.196, 95% CI 1.493-3.29, P < 0.001). Hypertension, adjusted for 
gender and diabetes, was independent risk factor anti-longevity (OR 2.007, 95% CI 1320-3.052, P = 0.001). The ACE_D 
and NOS3_G alleles were more frequent in centenarians compared to controls (P < 0.001, both cases). ACE_II and 
NOS3_TT genotypes, adjusted for BP, gender and diabetes, increased risk in 3.748 (95% CI 1.887-7.444) and 2.533 
(95% CI 1.483-4.327), respectively, in relation to ACE_DD (P < 0.001) and NOS3_GG (P = 0.001), against longevity. Our 
findings suggest that the prevalence of hypertension was lower in Portuguese centenarians than in the elderly, 
reinforcing the importance of better cardiovascular risk profiles to achieve longevity even in the presence of genetic 
condition. 
 
157. Pereira RC, Santos MS, Rodrigues PP, Abreu PH: MNAR imputation with distributed healthcare data. In: EPIA 

Conference on Artificial Intelligence: 2019; Cham: Springer International Publishing; 2019: 184-195. Impact factor: NA. 
 
158. Higher IL-6 peri-tumoural expression is associated with gastro-intestinal neuroendocrine tumour progression.  
Pereira SS, Pereira R, Santos AP, Costa MM, Morais T, Sampaio P, Machado B, Afonso LP, Henrique R, Monteiro MP: 

Pathology 2019, 51(6):593-599. Impact factor: 3.163.  

An association of well-differentiated gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumours (WD GEP NETs) with metabolic 
syndrome (MetS) was recently described. Yet no molecular mechanisms linking the two conditions are known. This 
study's aim was to identify putative molecular signatures linking WD GEP NETs and MetS to gain further insight into 
potential mechanisms for this association. Patients with WD GEP NETs (n=39), pancreatic (panNET) and gastro-
intestinal (GI-NET), were clinically evaluated for presence of MetS. WD GEP NETs immunohistochemistry staining for 
Forkhead box protein M1 (FOXM1), insulin growth factor 1 receptor (IGF1R), Ki-67 and interleukin 6 (IL-6) was 
performed and quantified by computerised morphometric analysis. FOXM1, Ki-67, IGF1R or IL-6 expression in WD GEP 
NETs was not influenced by the presence of MetS. IL-6 peritumoural expression was higher in GI-NETs of patients with 
low HDL cholesterol (0.018+/-0.005% vs 0.030+/-0.005%, p=0.02). In GI-NETs, a higher IL-6 expression was also 
associated with disease progression (0.026+/-0.004% vs 0.016+/-0.002%, p=0.03). In WD GEP-NETs, MetS did not 
influence FOXM1, IGF1R and IL-6 expression. In GI-NETs, IL-6 expression was influenced by the MetS feature low HDL, 
and positively associated with disease progression. These data suggest that local and systemic inflammatory status 
can potentially modulate GI-NET behaviour. 
 
159. Patient-reported outcomes from the randomized phase III ALEX study of alectinib versus crizotinib in patients 

with ALK-positive non-small-cell lung cancer.  
Perol M, Pavlakis N, Levchenko E, Platania M, Oliveira J, Novello S, Chiari R, Moran T, Mitry E, Nuesch E, Liu T, Balas B, 

Konopa K, Peters S: Lung cancer 2019, 138:79-87. Impact factor: 4.599.  

OBJECTIVES: Alectinib demonstrated superior efficacy and a safety profile that compared favorably with crizotinib in 
treatment-naive ALK+ non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in the phase III ALEX study. We present patient-reported 
outcomes (PROs) from ALEX to assess disease burden, treatment-related symptom tolerability, and health-related 
quality of life (HRQoL) with alectinib versus crizotinib. MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients were randomized to 
receive alectinib 600 mg or crizotinib 250 mg twice daily until disease progression, death, or withdrawal. Pre-specified 
PRO endpoints were: mean change from baseline in symptoms, HRQoL, and functioning; and time to deterioration 
(TTD) in cough, dyspnea, chest pain, arm/shoulder pain, fatigue, and a composite of three symptoms (cough, dyspnea, 
chest pain). PRO data were collected using EORTC QLQ-C30 and LC13 questionnaires. Raw scores were standardized to 
a 0-100-point range, with a >/=10-point score change defined as clinically meaningful. TTD was defined as the time 
from randomization until confirmed clinically meaningful deterioration (i.e., a >/=10-point score change from 
baseline). RESULTS: Baseline completion rates and characteristics were balanced in the PRO-evaluable population 
(alectinib n = 100, 66%; crizotinib n = 97, 64%). On average, alectinib-treated patients reported clinically meaningful 
improvements in lung cancer symptoms for longer than crizotinib-treated patients. Between-treatment differences in 
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lung cancer symptoms tended to favor alectinib from 11.1 months (45 weeks) onwards, around the time of median 
PFS with crizotinib (11.1 months). TTD in lung cancer symptoms was similar between treatment arms, despite longer 
duration of symptom improvement with alectinib; composite symptom endpoint (hazard ratio 1.10 [95% confidence 
interval: 0.72-1.68]). Duration of clinically meaningful improvement in HRQoL was longer with alectinib versus 
crizotinib (Week 88 vs. Week 68, respectively). Better patient-reported tolerability was observed with alectinib versus 
crizotinib on common treatment-related symptoms. CONCLUSION: PRO data support the superior efficacy and 
tolerability of alectinib relative to crizotinib demonstrated in the ALEX study. 
 
160. When a harmless procedure causes a life-threatening problem: a case report of metformin-associated lactic 

acidosis following a colonoscopy.  
Pessoa A, Quintela J, Tavares S, Marques M, Pereira J, Silva D, Pimentel R, Pereira JM: Practical Diabetes 2019, 

36(1):22-24. Impact factor: NA.  

 

161. Reproducibility of lymphovascular space invasion (LVSI) assessment in endometrial cancer.  
Peters EEM, Bartosch C, McCluggage WG, Genestie C, Lax SF, Nout R, Oosting J, Singh N, Smit H, Smit V, Van de Vijver 

KK, Bosse T: Histopathology 2019, 75(1):128-136. Impact factor: 3.294.  

AIMS: Lymphovascular space invasion (LVSI) in endometrial cancer (EC) is an important prognostic variable impacting 
on a patient's individual recurrence risk and adjuvant treatment recommendations. Recent work has shown that 
grading the extent of LVSI further improves its prognostic strength in patients with stage I endometrioid EC. Despite 
this, there is little information on the reproducibility of LVSI assessment in EC. Therefore, we designed a study to 
evaluate interobserver agreement in discriminating true LVSI from LVSI mimics (Phase I) and reproducibility of grading 
extent of LVSI (Phase II). METHODS AND RESULTS: Scanned haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) slides of endometrioid EC 
(EEC) with a predefined possible LVSI focus were hosted on a website and assessed by a panel of six European 
gynaecological pathologists. In Phase I, 48 H&E slides were included for LVSI assessment and in Phase II, 42 H&E slides 
for LVSI grading. Each observer was instructed to apply the criteria for LVSI used in daily practice. The degree of 
agreement was measured using the two-way absolute agreement average-measures intraclass correlation coefficient 
(ICC). Reproducibility of LVSI assessment (ICC = 0.64, P < 0.001) and LVSI grading (ICC = 0.62, P < 0.001) in EEC was 
substantial among the observers. CONCLUSIONS: Given the good reproducibility of LVSI, this study further supports 
the important role of LVSI in decision algorithms for adjuvant treatment. 
 
162. Management of epithelial precancerous conditions and lesions in the stomach (MAPS II): European Society of 

Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE), European Helicobacter and Microbiota Study Group (EHMSG), European Society 

of Pathology (ESP), and Sociedade Portuguesa de Endoscopia Digestiva (SPED) guideline update 2019.  
Pimentel-Nunes P, Libanio D, Marcos-Pinto R, Areia M, Leja M, Esposito G, Garrido M, Kikuste I, Megraud F, Matysiak-

Budnik T, Annibale B, Dumonceau JM, Barros R, Flejou JF, Carneiro F, van Hooft JE, Kuipers EJ, Dinis-Ribeiro M: 

Endoscopy 2019, 51(4):365-388. Impact factor: 6.381.  

Patients with chronic atrophic gastritis or intestinal metaplasia (IM) are at risk for gastric adenocarcinoma. This 
underscores the importance of diagnosis and risk stratification for these patients. High definition endoscopy with 
chromoendoscopy (CE) is better than high definition white-light endoscopy alone for this purpose. Virtual CE can 
guide biopsies for staging atrophic and metaplastic changes and can target neoplastic lesions. Biopsies should be 
taken from at least two topographic sites (antrum and corpus) and labelled in two separate vials. For patients with 
mild to moderate atrophy restricted to the antrum there is no evidence to recommend surveillance. In patients with 
IM at a single location but with a family history of gastric cancer, incomplete IM, or persistent Helicobacter pylori 
gastritis, endoscopic surveillance with CE and guided biopsies may be considered in 3 years. Patients with advanced 
stages of atrophic gastritis should be followed up with a high quality endoscopy every 3 years. In patients with 
dysplasia, in the absence of an endoscopically defined lesion, immediate high quality endoscopic reassessment with 
CE is recommended. Patients with an endoscopically visible lesion harboring low or high grade dysplasia or carcinoma 
should undergo staging and treatment. H. pylori eradication heals nonatrophic chronic gastritis, may lead to 
regression of atrophic gastritis, and reduces the risk of gastric cancer in patients with these conditions, and it is 
recommended. H. pylori eradication is also recommended for patients with neoplasia after endoscopic therapy. In 
intermediate to high risk regions, identification and surveillance of patients with precancerous gastric conditions is 
cost-effective. 
 
163. Curriculum for endoscopic submucosal dissection training in Europe: European Society of Gastrointestinal 

Endoscopy (ESGE) Position Statement.  
Pimentel-Nunes P, Pioche M, Albeniz E, Berr F, Deprez P, Ebigbo A, Dewint P, Haji A, Panarese A, Weusten B, Dekker E, 

East JE, Sanders DS, Johnson G, Arvanitakis M, Ponchon T, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Bisschops R: Endoscopy 2019, 51(10):980-

992. Impact factor: 6.381.  
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There is a need for well-organized comprehensive strategies to achieve good training in ESD. In this context, the 
European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) have developed a European core curriculum for ESD practice 
across Europe with the aim of high quality ESD training. Advanced endoscopy diagnostic practice is advised before 
initiating ESD training. Proficiency in endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) and adverse event management is 
recommended before starting ESD trainingESGE discourages the starting of initial ESD training in humans. Practice on 
animal and/or ex vivo models is useful to gain the basic ESD skills. ESGE recommends performing at least 20 ESD 
procedures in these models before human practice, with the goal of at least eight en bloc complete resections in the 
last 10 training cases, with no perforation. ESGE recommends observation of experts performing ESD in tertiary 
referral centers. Performance of ESD in humans should start on carefully selected lesions, ideally small ( < 30 mm), 
located in the antrum or in the rectum for the first 20 procedures. Beginning human practice in the colon is not 
recommended. ESGE recommends that at least the first 10 human ESD procedures should be done under the 
supervision of an ESD-proficient endoscopist.Endoscopists performing ESD should be able to correctly estimate the 
probability of performing a curative resection based on the characteristics of the lesion and should know the 
benefit/risk relationship of ESD when compared with other therapeutic alternatives. Endoscopists performing ESD 
should know how to interpret the histopathology findings of the ESD specimen, namely the criteria for low risk 
resection ("curative"), local risk resection, and high risk resection ("non-curative"), as well as their implications. ESD 
should be performed only in a setting where early and delayed complications can be managed adequately, namely 
with the possibility of admitting patients to a ward, and access to appropriate emergency surgical teams for the organ 
being treated with ESD. 
 
164. GE – Portuguese Journal of Gastroenterology in 2020: What’s Next?  
Pimentel-Nunes P, Tato Marinho R: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 26(6):385-388. Impact factor: NA.  

 

165. The nonsense mutation MSH2 c.2152C>T shows a founder effect in Portuguese Lynch syndrome families.  
Pinheiro M, Francisco I, Pinto C, Peixoto A, Veiga I, Filipe B, Santos C, Maia S, Silva J, Pinto P, Santos R, Claro I, Lage P, 

Lopes P, Ferreira S, Rosa I, Fonseca R, Rodrigues P, Henrique R, Chaves P, Pereira AD, Brandao C, Albuquerque C, 

Teixeira MR: Genes, chromosomes & cancer 2019, 58(9):657-664. Impact factor: 2.940.  

The mutational spectrum of the MMR genes is highly heterogeneous, but specific mutations are observed at high 
frequencies in well-defined populations or ethnic groups, due to founder effects. The MSH2 mutation c.2152C>T, 
p.(Gln718*), has occasionally been described in Lynch families worldwide, including in Portuguese Lynch syndrome 
families. During genetic testing for Lynch syndrome at the Portuguese Oncology Institutes of Porto and Lisbon, this 
mutation was identified in 28 seemingly unrelated families. In order to evaluate if this alteration is a founder 
mutation, haplotype analysis using microsatellite and SNP markers flanking the MSH2 gene was performed in the 28 
probands and 87 family members. Additionally, the geographic origin of these families was evaluated and the age of 
the mutation estimated. Twelve different haplotypes were phased for 13 out of the 28 families and shared a 
conserved region of approximately 3.6 Mb. Based on the mutation and recombination events observed in the 
microsatellite haplotypes and assuming a generation time of 25 years, the age estimate for the MSH2 mutation was 
273 +/- 64 years. The geographic origins of these families were mostly from the Northern region of Portugal. 
Concluding, these results suggest that the MSH2 c.2152C>T alteration is a founder mutation in Portugal with a 
relatively recent origin. Furthermore, its high proportion indicates that screening for this mutation as a first step, 
together with the previously reported Portuguese founder mutations, may be cost-effective in genetic testing of Lynch 
syndrome suspects of Portuguese ancestry. 
 
166. Pharmacogenomics in epithelial ovarian cancer first-line treatment outcome: validation of GWAS-associated 

NRG3 rs1649942 and BRE rs7572644 variants in an independent cohort.  
Pinto R, Assis J, Nogueira A, Pereira C, Coelho S, Brandao M, Dias J, Alves S, Pereira D, Medeiros R: The 

pharmacogenomics journal 2019, 19(1):25-32. Impact factor: 3.503.  

The identification of predictive biomarkers for the first-line treatment of epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) remains a 
challenge. Although genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified several genetic polymorphisms as 
predictors of EOC clinical outcome, the subsequent validation has not yet been performed. This study aims to validate 
the influence of Neuregulin 3 (NRG3) rs1649942 and Brain and reproductive organ-expressed (TNFRSF1A modulator) 
(BRE) rs7572644 GWAS-identified variants in an independent cohort of EOC patients from the North region of Portugal 
(n = 339) submitted to first-line treatment. Polymorphism genotypes were determined by real-time PCR using 
validated assays. Patients carrying the NRG3 rs1649942 A allele presented a significantly longer overall survival (OS) 
when compared to GG-genotype patients (log-rank test, P = 0.011) in the FIGO IV stage subgroup. No impact was 
observed for early-stage patients or considering disease-free survival (DFS) as an outcome. For FIGO I/II stage patients, 
BRE rs7572644 C allele carriers exhibit a decreased OS (P = 0.014) and DFS (P = 0.032) when compared to TT-
homozygous patients. Furthermore, a Multivariate Cox regression analysis revealed a three-fold increase in the risk of 
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death (HR, 3.09; P = 0.015) and recurrence (HR, 3.33; P = 0.009) for FIGO I/II C allele carriers. No significant impact was 
observed for late-stage patients. The BRE rs7572644 and NRG3 rs1649942 genetic variants were validated in an 
independent cohort of EOC Portuguese patients, particularly in specific subgroups considering FIGO staging. Further 
functional post-GWAS analyses are indispensable to understand the biological mechanisms underlying the observed 
results. 
 
167. Carbon breast granuloma: case report with emphasis in contrast-enhanced spectral mammography findings.  
Pires-Goncalves L, Farinha M, Guimaraes Dos Santos A, Araujo C, Leal C: The breast journal 2019, 25(3):500-501. 

Impact factor: 2.433.  

 

168. Optical diagnosis of diminutive colorectal polyps: aan any old dog learn this new trick?  
Pita I, Pimentel-Nunes P: GE Port J Gastroenterol 2019, 26(5):309-311. Impact factor: NA.  

 

169. Challenges facing radiation oncologists in the management of older cancer patients: consensus of the 

international geriatric radiotherapy group.  
Popescu T, Karlsson U, Vinh-Hung V, Trigo L, Thariat J, Vuong T, Baumert BG, Motta M, Zamagni A, Bonet M, Myint AS, 

Lara PC, Nguyen NP, Arenas M: Cancers 2019, 11(3). Impact factor: 6.162.  

The management of older cancer patients remains difficult because of data paucity. Radiation oncologists need to 
identify potential issues which could affect treatment of those patients. A workshop was organized in Barcelona 
among international radiation oncologists with special interest in the management of older cancer patients on April 
22, 2018. The following consensus was reached: 1. Older cancer patients often faced unconscious discriminating bias 
from cancer specialists and institutions because of their chronological age. 2. Advances in radiotherapy techniques 
have allowed patients with multiple co-morbidities precluding surgery or systemic therapy to achieve potential cure in 
early disease stages. 3. The lack of biomarkers for frailty remains an impediment to future research. 4. Access to 
healthcare insurance and daily transportation remains an issue in many countries; 5. Hypofractionation, 
brachytherapy, or stereotactic techniques may be ideally suited for older cancer patients to minimize transportation 
issues and to improve tolerance to radiotherapy. 6. Patients with locally advanced disease who are mentally and 
physically fit should receive combined therapy for potential cure. 7. The role of systemic therapy alone or combined 
with radiotherapy for frail patients needs to be defined in future clinical trials because of targeted agents or 
immunotherapy may be less toxic compared to conventional chemotherapy. 
 
170. Wireless power transfer endoscopy capsule – CAP4U.  
Puga R, Dinis M, Ferreira J, Pontes L, Lomba E: Health and Technology 2019, 9(1):45-55. Impact factor: NA.  

Endoscopic capsule is a well-known concept that provides minimal invasive assessment of digestive tract. We describe 
the work progresses of a capsule - Cap4U – with the size and shape of a common pill and containing a minute camera. 
The Cap4U is within the novel embedding Wireless Power Transfer System (WPTS). This technology allows the 
transmission of electrical energy from an external power source, such as the electrical power grid or a consuming 
device, without the use of electrical conductor wires. Several techniques architecture used to implements the present 
novel endoscopy system are explained. The specific requirements of image acquisition in one hand and the limitations 
in the size of the Cap4U in the otherhand, as well as, the energy restriction and the electromagnetic interferences 
were considered in the present work in all the technical options carried out. 
 
171. Mendelian randomisation study of height and body mass index as modifiers of ovarian cancer risk in 22,588 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers.  
Qian F, Rookus MA, Leslie G, Risch HA, Greene MH, Aalfs CM, Adank MA, Adlard J, Agnarsson BA, Ahmed M, Aittomaki 

K, Andrulis IL, Arnold N, Arun BK, Ausems M, Azzollini J, Barrowdale D, Barwell J, Benitez J, Bialkowska K, Bonadona V, 

Borde J, Borg A, Bradbury AR, Brunet J, Buys SS, Caldes T, Caligo MA, Campbell I, Carter J, Chiquette J, Chung WK, Claes 

KBM, Collee JM, Collonge-Rame MA, Couch FJ, Daly MB, Delnatte C, Diez O, Domchek SM, Dorfling CM, Eason J, Easton 

DF, Eeles R, Engel C, Evans DG, Faivre L, Feliubadalo L, Foretova L, Friedman E, Frost D, Ganz PA, Garber J, Garcia-

Barberan V, Gehrig A, Glendon G, Godwin AK, Gomez Garcia EB, Hamann U, Hauke J, Hopper JL, Hulick PJ, Imyanitov 

EN, Isaacs C, Izatt L, Jakubowska A, Janavicius R, John EM, Karlan BY, Kets CM, Laitman Y, Lazaro C, Leroux D, Lester J, 

Lesueur F, Loud JT, Lubinski J, Lukomska A, McGuffog L, Mebirouk N, Meijers-Heijboer HEJ, Meindl A, Miller A, 

Montagna M, Mooij TM, Mouret-Fourme E, Nathanson KL, Nehoray B, Neuhausen SL, Nevanlinna H, Nielsen FC, Offit K, 

Olah E, Ong KR, Oosterwijk JC, Ottini L, Parsons MT, Peterlongo P, Pfeiler G, Pradhan N, Radice P, Ramus SJ, Rantala J, 

Rennert G, Robson M, Rodriguez GC, Salani R, Scheuner MT, Schmutzler RK, Shah PD, Side LE, Simard J, Singer CF, 

Steinemann D, Stoppa-Lyonnet D, Tan YY, Teixeira MR, Terry MB, Thomassen M, Tischkowitz M, Tognazzo S, Toland 

AE, Tung N, van Asperen CJ, van Engelen K, van Rensburg EJ, Venat-Bouvet L, Vierstraete J, Wagner G, Walker L, 

Weitzel JN, Yannoukakos D, Investigators KC, Investigators H, Collaborators GS, Collaborators E, Antoniou AC, Goldgar 
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DE, Olopade OI, Chenevix-Trench G, Rebbeck TR, Huo D, Cimba: Br J Cancer 2019, 121(2):180-192. Impact factor: 5.416.  

BACKGROUND: Height and body mass index (BMI) are associated with higher ovarian cancer risk in the general 
population, but whether such associations exist among BRCA1/2 mutation carriers is unknown. METHODS: We applied 
a Mendelian randomisation approach to examine height/BMI with ovarian cancer risk using the Consortium of 
Investigators for the Modifiers of BRCA1/2 (CIMBA) data set, comprising 14,676 BRCA1 and 7912 BRCA2 mutation 
carriers, with 2923 ovarian cancer cases. We created a height genetic score (height-GS) using 586 height-associated 
variants and a BMI genetic score (BMI-GS) using 93 BMI-associated variants. Associations were assessed using 
weighted Cox models. RESULTS: Observed height was not associated with ovarian cancer risk (hazard ratio [HR]: 1.07 
per 10-cm increase in height, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.94-1.23). Height-GS showed similar results (HR = 1.02, 
95% CI: 0.85-1.23). Higher BMI was significantly associated with increased risk in premenopausal women with HR = 
1.25 (95% CI: 1.06-1.48) and HR = 1.59 (95% CI: 1.08-2.33) per 5-kg/m(2) increase in observed and genetically 
determined BMI, respectively. No association was found for postmenopausal women. Interaction between 
menopausal status and BMI was significant (Pinteraction < 0.05). CONCLUSION: Our observation of a positive 
association between BMI and ovarian cancer risk in premenopausal BRCA1/2 mutation carriers is consistent with 
findings in the general population. 
 
172. Height and body mass index as modifiers of breast cancer risk in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers: a mendelian 

randomization study.  
Qian F, Wang S, Mitchell J, McGuffog L, Barrowdale D, Leslie G, Oosterwijk JC, Chung WK, Evans DG, Engel C, Kast K, 

Aalfs CM, Adank MA, Adlard J, Agnarsson BA, Aittomaki K, Alducci E, Andrulis IL, Arun BK, Ausems M, Azzollini J, 

Barouk-Simonet E, Barwell J, Belotti M, Benitez J, Berger A, Borg A, Bradbury AR, Brunet J, Buys SS, Caldes T, Caligo 

MA, Campbell I, Caputo SM, Chiquette J, Claes KBM, Margriet Collee J, Couch FJ, Coupier I, Daly MB, Davidson R, Diez 

O, Domchek SM, Donaldson A, Dorfling CM, Eeles R, Feliubadalo L, Foretova L, Fowler J, Friedman E, Frost D, Ganz PA, 

Garber J, Garcia-Barberan V, Glendon G, Godwin AK, Gomez Garcia EB, Gronwald J, Hahnen E, Hamann U, Henderson 

A, Hendricks CB, Hopper JL, Hulick PJ, Imyanitov EN, Isaacs C, Izatt L, Izquierdo A, Jakubowska A, Kaczmarek K, Kang E, 

Karlan BY, Kets CM, Kim SW, Kim Z, Kwong A, Laitman Y, Lasset C, Hyuk Lee M, Won Lee J, Lee J, Lester J, Lesueur F, 

Loud JT, Lubinski J, Mebirouk N, Meijers-Heijboer HEJ, Meindl A, Miller A, Montagna M, Mooij TM, Morrison PJ, 

Mouret-Fourme E, Nathanson KL, Neuhausen SL, Nevanlinna H, Niederacher D, Nielsen FC, Nussbaum RL, Offit K, Olah 

E, Ong KR, Ottini L, Park SK, Peterlongo P, Pfeiler G, Phelan CM, Poppe B, Pradhan N, Radice P, Ramus SJ, Rantala J, 

Robson M, Rodriguez GC, Schmutzler RK, Hutten Selkirk CG, Shah PD, Simard J, Singer CF, Sokolowska J, Stoppa-

Lyonnet D, Sutter C, Yen Tan Y, Teixeira MR, Teo SH, Terry MB, Thomassen M, Tischkowitz M, Toland AE, Tucker KM, 

Tung N, van Asperen CJ, van Engelen K, van Rensburg EJ, Wang-Gohrke S, Wappenschmidt B, Weitzel JN, Yannoukakos 

D, Collaborators GS, Hebon, Embrace, Greene MH, Rookus MA, Easton DF, Chenevix-Trench G, Antoniou AC, Goldgar 

DE, Olopade OI, Rebbeck TR, Huo D: Journal of the National Cancer Institute 2019, 111(4):350-364. Impact factor: 

10.211.  

BACKGROUND: BRCA1/2 mutations confer high lifetime risk of breast cancer, although other factors may modify this 
risk. Whether height or body mass index (BMI) modifies breast cancer risk in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers remains 
unclear. METHODS: We used Mendelian randomization approaches to evaluate the association of height and BMI on 
breast cancer risk, using data from the Consortium of Investigators of Modifiers of BRCA1/2 with 14 676 BRCA1 and 
7912 BRCA2 mutation carriers, including 11 451 cases of breast cancer. We created a height genetic score using 586 
height-associated variants and a BMI genetic score using 93 BMI-associated variants. We examined both observed and 
genetically determined height and BMI with breast cancer risk using weighted Cox models. All statistical tests were 
two-sided. RESULTS: Observed height was positively associated with breast cancer risk (HR = 1.09 per 10 cm increase, 
95% confidence interval [CI] = 1.0 to 1.17; P = 1.17). Height genetic score was positively associated with breast cancer, 
although this was not statistically significant (per 10 cm increase in genetically predicted height, HR = 1.04, 95% CI = 
0.93 to 1.17; P = .47). Observed BMI was inversely associated with breast cancer risk (per 5 kg/m2 increase, HR = 0.94, 
95% CI = 0.90 to 0.98; P = .007). BMI genetic score was also inversely associated with breast cancer risk (per 5 kg/m2 
increase in genetically predicted BMI, HR = 0.87, 95% CI = 0.76 to 0.98; P = .02). BMI was primarily associated with 
premenopausal breast cancer. CONCLUSION: Height is associated with overall breast cancer and BMI is associated 
with premenopausal breast cancer in BRCA1/2 mutation carriers. Incorporating height and BMI, particularly genetic 
score, into risk assessment may improve cancer management. 
 
173. Definition of immunological nonresponse to antiretroviral therapy: a systematic review.  
Rb-Silva R, Goios A, Kelly C, Teixeira P, Joao C, Horta A, Correia-Neves M: Journal of acquired immune deficiency 

syndromes (1999) 2019, 82(5):452-461. Impact factor: 3.863.  

BACKGROUND: Terms and criteria to classify people living with HIV on antiretroviral therapy who fail to achieve 
satisfactory CD4 T-cell counts are heterogeneous, and need revision and summarization. METHODS: We performed a 
systematic review of PubMed original research articles containing a set of predefined terms, published in English 
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between January 2009 and September 2018. The search retrieved initially 1360 studies, of which 103 were eligible. 
The representative terminology and criteria were extracted and analyzed. RESULTS: Twenty-two terms and 73 criteria 
to define the condition were identified. The most frequent term was "immunological nonresponders" and the most 
frequent criterion was "CD4 T-cell count <350 cells/microL after >/=24 months of virologic suppression." Most criteria 
use CD4 T-cell counts as a surrogate, either as an absolute value before antiretroviral therapy initiation or as a change 
after a defined period of time. Distinct values and time points were used. Only 9 of the 73 criteria were used by more 
than one independent research team. Herein we propose 2 criteria that could help to reach a consensus. 
CONCLUSIONS: The high disparity in terms and criteria here reported precludes data aggregation and progression of 
the knowledge on this condition, because it renders impossible to compare data from different studies. This review 
will foster the discussion of terms and criteria to achieve a consensual definition. 
 
174. Thymic function as a predictor of immune recovery in chronically HIV-infected patients initiating antiretroviral 

therapy.  
Rb-Silva R, Nobrega C, Azevedo C, Athayde E, Canto-Gomes J, Ferreira I, Cheynier R, Yates AJ, Horta A, Correia-Neves 

M: Front Immunol 2019, 10:25. Impact factor: 4.716.  

Poor immunological responders (PIR) are HIV-infected patients with virologic suppression upon antiretroviral therapy 
(ART) but persistently low CD4(+) T cell counts. Early identification of PIR is important given their higher 
morbimortality compared to adequate immune responders (AIR). In this study, 33 patients severely lymphopenic at 
ART onset, were followed for at least 36 months, and classified as PIR or AIR using cluster analysis grounded on their 
CD4(+) T cell count trajectories. Based on a variety of immunological parameters, we built predictive models of 
PIR/AIR outcome using logistic regression. All PIR had CD4(+) T cell counts consistently below 500 cells/muL, while all 
AIR reached this threshold. AIR showed a higher percentage of recent thymic emigrants among CD4(+) T cells; higher 
numbers of sj-TRECs and greater sj/beta TREC ratios; and significant increases in thymic volume from baseline to 12 
months of ART. We identified mathematical models that correctly predicted PIR/AIR outcome after 36 months of 
therapy in 77-87% of the cases, based on observations made until 2-6 months after ART onset. This study highlights 
the importance of thymic activity in the immune recovery of severely lymphopenic patients, and may help to select 
the patients that will benefit from closer follow-up or novel therapeutic approaches. 
 
175. Holistic view of patients with melanoma of the skin: how can health systems create value and achieve better 

clinical outcomes?  
Redondo P, Ribeiro M, Lopes M, Borges M, Goncalves FR: Ecancermedicalscience 2019, 13:959. Impact factor: NA.  

Patients with skin cancer should be treated in healthcare units that ensure holistic and multidisciplinary approaches. 
Current healthcare units, especially those dedicated to cancer care, must evolve to integrated patient-centred 
systems. The current review presents a holistic health services perspective towards managing patients with melanoma 
of the skin, based on a literature search. It includes a detailed discussion on how this could impact on the patient, his 
or her quality of life and on service providers. Data from a multidisciplinary integrated practice unit, specialised in skin 
cancer, were also discussed, namely, for outcomes measurements, access to innovative treatments, value-based 
healthcare, patient centricity and use of integrated systems. Epidemiology data, including disease determinants and 
risk factors, play an important role in defining measures, resources and management of these integrated cancer units. 
To optimise effective care and improve survival outcomes, integrated cancer clinics should comprise, in a patient-
centred way, innovative treatments and technologies, along with continuous training and creation of multidisciplinary 
units of healthcare professionals. Measurement of outcomes, such as clinical, quality of life and cost, is decisive in 
determining affordability and access to the best available state-of-the-art care. Besides, treatment of melanoma has 
significantly improved over recent years, but with increasing costs, which brings a challenging mission to guarantee 
access to treatment and quality care. Value-based healthcare allows the achievement of better health outcomes and 
higher quality services while reducing the costs associated with the full-care cycle. Therefore, current healthcare 
systems should develop in line with health institutions' organisation and culture, increasing adherence to best 
practices and create value. 
 
176. Carcinosarcoma of the uterine cervix: a rare pathological finding originating from mesonephric remnants.  
Ribeiro B, Silva R, Dias R, Patricio V: BMJ case reports 2019, 12(3). Impact factor: NA.  

Carcinosarcoma of the uterine cervix is a very rare tumour that has been described in less than 70 cases in the 
literature. It is less common compared with carcinosarcoma of the uterine corpus and it can have two origins: the 
Mullerian ducts and the mesonephric duct remnants. The association of mesonephric carcinoma with a sarcomatous 
component was reported in only 11 cases, including the following. We describe a case of a 64-year-old woman, 
presenting with vaginal bleeding and a cervical lesion reported as a sarcoma of endometrial stroma in the first biopsy. 
After exclusion of distant disease, she was submitted to radical surgery and the final histopathological examination 
showed a carcinosarcoma of the cervix with mesonephric origin. 
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177. Reliability of Paris classification for superficial neoplastic gastric lesions improves with training and narrow 

band imaging.  
Ribeiro H, Libanio D, Castro R, Ferreira A, Barreiro P, Boal Carvalho P, Capela T, Pimentel-Nunes P, Santos C, Dinis-

Ribeiro M: Endoscopy international open 2019, 7(5):E633-E640. Impact factor: NA.  

Background and study aims Paris Classification is used to classify gastrointestinal superficial neoplastic lesions and to 
predict presence of submucosal invasion. We aimed to evaluate interobserver reliability and agreement for this 
classification among Western endoscopists. Methods A total of 54 superficial gastric lesions were independently 
classified according to Paris classification by eight endoscopists (4 experts and 4 non-experts). Observers were asked 
to classify two sets of images - first, obtained with high-resolution white light (HR-WL) endoscopy and secondly, with 
the same HR-WL images paired with images obtained with high-resolution Narrow Band Imaging (HR-NBI) - HR-WL + 
NBI image group. Results Overall interobserver reliability when asked to classify in I, II or III was good both using HR-
WL images and HR-WL + NBI images (wK of 0.65 and 0.70, respectively). The proportion of agreement for type III 
lesions was 0.48 for HR-WL images increasing to 0.74 in the HR-WL + NBI group. Interobserver reliability for 
identification of a IIc component was only moderate (wK 0,47). NBI improves both sensitivity and interobserver 
reliability among trainees (from wK 0.19 to 0.47). Specificity was higher than sensitivity in predicting submucosal 
invasion. Conclusion Overall, the reliability of Paris classification is moderate to good. Training on this classification or 
its revision and use of technology such as NBI may improve not only reliability and agreement but also accuracy. 
 
178. Epstein-Barr virus is absent in gastric superficial neoplastic lesions.  
Ribeiro J, Malta M, Galaghar A, Afonso LP, Libanio D, Medeiros R, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes P, Sousa H: 

Virchows Archiv : an international journal of pathology 2019, 475(6):757-762. Impact factor: 2.868.  

Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) has been associated with about 9% of all gastric carcinomas, but its role in gastric 
carcinogenesis remains unclear since there is lack of evidence of EBV presence in pre-neoplastic lesions of gastric 
mucosa. This study intends to determine the prevalence of EBV in gastric dysplasia and superficial neoplasia to clarify 
whether EBV infection is an early or late event in gastric cancer development. This retrospective study included a total 
of 242 gastric lesions from 199 consecutive patients who were referred for endoscopic resection. The histological 
classification of lesions includes 137 low- and high-grade dysplasia and 105 superficial carcinomas. EBV infection was 
investigated by EBER-ISH. Results showed that EBV was not detected in any epithelial cells of any case with dysplasia 
or superficial carcinomas, although we observed the presence of a small number of EBV-infected lymphocytes in 2.1% 
of all lesions. These results showed that EBV is not present in gastric dysplasia neither in superficial carcinomas 
suggesting that EBV carcinogenesis is a late event in well/moderately differentiated gastric carcinogenesis. 
 
179. Histological and toxicological evaluation, in rat, of a P-glycoprotein inducer and activator: 1-(propan-2-

ylamino)-4-propoxy-9H-thioxanthen-9-one (TX5).  
Rocha-Pereira C, Silva V, Costa VM, Silva R, Garcia J, Goncalves-Monteiro S, Duarte-Araujo M, Santos-Silva A, Coimbra 

S, Dinis-Oliveira RJ, Lopes C, Silva P, Long S, Sousa E, de Lourdes Bastos M, Remiao F: EXCLI journal 2019, 18:697-722. 

Impact factor: 2.112.  

P-glycoprotein (P-gp) is an ATP-binding cassette transporter involved in the efflux of numerous compounds that 
influences the pharmacokinetics of xenobiotics. It reduces intestinal absorption and exposure of target cells to 
toxicity. Thioxanthones are compounds able to induce and/or activate P-gp in vitro. Particularly, 1-(propan-2-ylamino)-
4-propoxy-9H-thioxanthen-9-one (TX5) behaves as a P-gp inducer and activator in vitro. The aims of this study were: i) 
to perform a histological characterization, by testing a single high dose of TX5 [30 mg/kg, body weight (b.w.), gavage], 
administered to Wistar Han rats, 24 hours after administration; and ii) to perform both a complete histological 
characterization and a preliminary safety evaluation, in distinct target organs, 24 hours after administration of a single 
lower dose of TX5 (10 mg/kg, b.w., gavage) to Wistar Han rats. The results showed a relevant histological toxicity for 
the higher dose of TX5 administered (30 mg/kg, b.w.), manifested by extensive hepatic necrosis and splenic toxicity 
(parenchyma with hyperemia, increased volume of both white and red pulp, increased follicles marginal zone). 
Moreover, in the kidneys, a slight hyperemia and tubular edema were observed in TX5-treated animals, as well as an 
inflammation of the small intestine. On the contrary, for the lower tested dose (10 mg/kg, b.w.), we did not observe 
any relevant histological toxicity in the evaluated organs. Additionally, no significant differences were found in the ATP 
levels between TX5-exposed and control animals in any of the evaluated organs, with the exception of the intestine, 
where ATP levels were significantly higher in TX5-treated rats. Similarly, TX5 caused a significant increase in the ratio 
GSH/GSSG only in the lungs. TX5 (10 mg/kg, b.w.) did not induce any change in any of the hematological and 
biochemical circulating evaluated parameters. However, TX5 was able to significantly reduce the activated partial 
thromboplastin time, without affecting the prothrombin time. The urine biochemical analysis revealed a TX5-
mediated increase in both creatinine and sodium. Taken together, our results show that TX5, at a dose of 10 mg/kg, 
does not induce considerable toxicity in the biological matrices studied. Given this adequate safety profile, TX5 
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becomes a particularly interesting compound for ex vivo and in vivo studies, regarding the potential for induction and 
activation of P-gp at the intestinal barrier. 
 
180. GC-MS metabolomics reveals distinct profiles of low- and high-grade bladder cancer cultured cells.  
Rodrigues D, Pinto J, Araujo AM, Jeronimo C, Henrique R, Bastos ML, Guedes de Pinho P, Carvalho M: Metabolites 

2019, 9(1). Impact factor: 3.303.  

Previous studies have shown that metabolomics can be a useful tool to better understand the mechanisms of 
carcinogenesis; however, alterations in biochemical pathways that lead to bladder cancer (BC) development have 
hitherto not been fully investigated. In this study, gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS)-based 
metabolomics was applied to unveil the metabolic alterations between low-grade and high-grade BC cultured cell 
lines. Multivariable analysis revealed a panel of metabolites responsible for the separation between the two 
tumorigenic cell lines. Significantly lower levels of fatty acids, including myristic, palmitic, and palmitoleic acids, were 
found in high-grade versus low-grade BC cells. Furthermore, significantly altered levels of some amino acids were 
observed between low- and high-grade BC, namely glycine, leucine, methionine, valine, and aspartic acid. This study 
successfully demonstrated the potential of metabolomic analysis to discriminate BC cells according to tumor 
aggressiveness. Moreover, these findings suggest that bladder tumorigenic cell lines of different grades disclose 
distinct metabolic profiles, mainly affecting fatty acid biosynthesis and amino acid metabolism to compensate for 
higher energetic needs. 
 
181. Does every woman presenting with malignant calcifications require a post lumpectomy mammogram?  
Rodrigues-Duarte H, van Nijnatten TJA, Khoury T, Cody H, Jacobs S, Jochelson MS: Breast Cancer Res Treat 2019, 

176(2):401-406. Impact factor: 3.471.  

PURPOSE: Successful breast-conserving surgery (BCS) followed by radiation therapy (XRT) is dependent on complete 
removal of the cancer with clear surgical margins, providing survival rates equivalent to those observed following 
mastectomy. In patients who have cancers presenting with microcalcifications, post lumpectomy mammograms (PLM) 
prior to radiation (XRT) can be performed to ensure that no cancer has been left behind. The purpose of this study was 
to assess the benefit of PLM in patients with malignant breast tumors presenting with microcalcifications. METHODS: 
In this IRB-approved retrospective study, we reviewed medical records for patients with breast cancers presenting 
with microcalcifications who underwent BCS between February 2008 and June 2013. 198 patients who had a PLM 
prior to XRT for cancers presenting with microcalcifications were included. RESULTS: Histopathology of the initial 
lumpectomy revealed invasive carcinoma in 78/198 (39.4%) and DCIS alone in 120/198 (60.6%). 114/198 (58%) 
patients had negative surgical margins. 7/114 (6%) patients with negative margins had positive PLM and re-excisions 
that were positive for malignancy: sensitivity 88%, specificity 95%, PPV 58%, NPV 99%. 84/198 patients had positive 
surgical margins. The diagnostic performance of PLM in this group was: sensitivity 55%, specificity 71%, PPV 66%, NPV 
61%. CONCLUSION: PLM plays an important role in the evaluation of patients undergoing breast conservation for 
breast cancer presenting with microcalcifications. Residual malignancy was detected on positive PLM in 6% of patients 
with negative margins. 
 
182. Double self-expandable metal stent placement in a patient with multifocal colorectal obstruction due to 

advanced gastric cancer: the importance of fluoroscopy.  
Rodrigues-Pinto E, Castro R, Marcos P, Macedo G: VideoGIE 2019, 4(2):81-83. Impact factor: NA.  

 

183. Where should gastric biopsies be performed when areas of intestinal metaplasia are observed?  
Rodriguez-Carrasco M, Libanio D, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Pimentel-Nunes P: Endoscopy international open 2019, 7(12):E1636-

E1639. Impact factor: NA.  

 

184. Infectious complications in head and neck surgery: Porto Oncology Centre retrospective analysis.  
Sa Breda M, Castro Silva J, Monteiro E: Acta otorrinolaringologica espanola 2019, 70(1):6-15. Impact factor: NA.  

OBJECTIVE: To analyze the impact of infectious complications and microbiology in the postoperative period after 
major oncologic neck surgeries. METHODS: A retrospective study conducted in an oncology center, including all the 
consecutive patients who developed infectious complications after major neck cancer surgery, from October 2012 to 
May 2016 (44 months). Among other data, we collected TNM stage, ASA score, body mass index, comorbidities and 
habits, pre and postoperative hemoglobin levels, albumin serum levels, pre-surgical treatments, length of inpatient 
stay, isolated microbiological agents and the recorded complications and mortality rate. RESULTS: In the studied 
period, 761 major neck surgeries were performed. Of these, 96 patients had complications (12.6%). 
Pharyngocutaneous fistula (PCF) was the most frequent complication (56%) and nosocomial pneumonia was the most 
common systemic complication (23%). Pseudomonas aeruginosa was the principal microorganism of the 26 species 
isolated (15%). 12 deaths were registered. Using multiple linear regression we concluded that flap/cutaneous necrosis 
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and PCF were complications with statistical significance that prolonged inpatient stay. The same complications had 
significant relative risk for more than 30 days of hospitalization. CONCLUSION: The postoperative period is critical for 
the successful treatment of head and neck oncology patients. PCF and flap/cutaneous necrosis were the principal 
complications which worsened the outcomes during this critical period. The early recognition and treatment of these 
complications is crucial. 
 
185. Occupational exposure to dust: an underestimated health risk?  
Saleiro S, Rocha L, Bento J, Antunes L, Costa JTD: Jornal brasileiro de pneumologia : publicacao oficial da Sociedade 

Brasileira de Pneumologia e Tisilogia 2019, 45(4):e20170396. Impact factor: 1.371.  

 

186. Disseminated well-differentiated gastro-entero-pancreatic tumors are associated with metabolic syndrome.  
Santos AP, Castro C, Antunes L, Henrique R, Cardoso MH, Monteiro MP: Journal of clinical medicine 2019, 8(9). Impact 

factor: 5.688.  

The association of well-differentiated gastro-entero-pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (WD GEP-NETs) with 
metabolic syndrome (MetS), abdominal obesity, and fasting glucose abnormalities was recently described. The aim of 
this study was to evaluate whether the presence of MetS or any MetS individual component was also influenced by 
GEP-NET characteristics at diagnosis. A cohort of patients with WD GEP-NETs (n = 134), classified according to primary 
tumor location (gastrointestinal or pancreatic), pathological grading (G1 (Ki67 </= 2%) and G2 (>3 </= 20%) (WHO 
2010), disease extension (localized, loco-regional, and metastatic), and presence of hormonal secretion syndrome 
(functioning/non-functioning), was evaluated for the presence of MetS criteria. After adjustment for age and gender, 
the odds of having MetS was significantly higher for patients with WD GEP-NET grade G1 (OR 4.35 95%CI 1.30-14.53) 
and disseminated disease (OR 4.52 95%CI 1.44-14.15). GEP-NET primary tumor location or secretory syndrome did not 
influence the risk for MetS. None of the tumor characteristics evaluated were associated with body mass index, 
fasting plasma glucose category, or any of the individual MetS components. Patients with GEP-NET and MetS depicted 
a higher risk of presenting a lower tumor grade and disseminated disease. The positive association between MetS and 
GEP-NET characteristics further highlights the potential link between the two conditions. 
 
187. Gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasia characterization in Portugal: results from the NETs study 

group of the Portuguese society of endocrinology, diabetes and metabolism.  
Santos AP, Vinagre J, Soares P, Claro I, Sanches AC, Gomes L, Fernandes I, Catarino AL, Preto J, Pereira BD, Marques AP, 

Rodrigues F, Amaral C, Rocha G, Mellidez JC, Simoes H, Lopes JM, Bugalho MJ, On behalf of the Nets Study Group of 

the Portuguese Society of Endocrinology D, Metabolism: International journal of endocrinology 2019, 2019:4518742. 

Impact factor: 2.287.  

Background: The incidence of gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms (GEP-NENs) has been increasing in 
the last five decades, but there is no large-scale data regarding these tumours in Portugal. We conducted a cross-
sectional, multicentric study in main Portuguese centers to evaluate the clinical, pathological, and therapeutic profile 
of GEP-NENs. Methods: From November, 2012, to July, 2014, data from 293 patients diagnosed with GEP-NENs from 
15 centers in Portugal was collected and registered in an online electronic platform. Results: Median age at diagnosis 
was 56.5 (range: 15-87) years with a preponderance of females (54.6%). The most frequent primary sites were the 
pancreas (31.1%), jejunum-ileum (24.2%), stomach (13.7%), and rectum (8.5%). Data regarding hormonal status was 
not available in most patients (82.3%). Stratified by the tumour grade (WHO 2010 classification), we observed 64.0% 
of NET G1, 24.7% of NET G2, and 11.3% of NEC. Poorly differentiated tumours occurred mainly in older patients (p = 
0.017), were larger (p < 0.001), and presented more vascular (p = 0.004) and lymphatic (p = 0.001) invasion. At the 
time of diagnosis, 44.4% of GEP-NENs presented metastatic disease. Surgery (79.6%) and somatostatin analogues 
(30.7%) were the most frequently used therapies of GEP-NENs with reported grading. Conclusion: In general, 
Portuguese patients with GEP-NENs presented similar characteristics to other populations described in the literature. 
This cross-sectional study represents the first step to establish a national database of GEP-NENs that may aid in 
understanding the clinical and epidemiological features of these tumours in Portugal. 
 
188. Dimethylaminoparthenolide reduces the incidence of dysplasia and ameliorates a wasting syndrome in HPV16-

transgenic mice.  
Santos JMO, Moreira-Pais A, Neto T, Peixoto da Silva S, Oliveira PA, Ferreira R, Mendes J, Bastos M, Lopes C, Casaca F, 

Silva S, Sweeney C, Medeiros R, Gil da Costa RM: Drug development research 2019, 80(6):824-830. Impact factor: 

1.742.  

The nuclear factor kappa light chain enhancer of activated B cells (NF-kappaB) has been implicated in the progression 
of cancers induced by high-risk human papillomaviruses (HPV). In cancer patients, NF-kappaB is also thought to drive a 
chronic systemic inflammatory status, leading to cachexia. This study addressed the ability of 
dimethylaminoparthenolide (DMAPT), a water-soluble NF-kappaB inhibitor, to block the development of HPV-induced 
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lesions and wasting syndrome in HPV16-transgenic mice. Mice received DMAPT orally (100 mg/kg/day), once a day, 
for 6 consecutive weeks. Body weight was monitored weekly along with food and water intake. After 6 weeks the 
animals were submitted to a grip strength test and sacrificed for specimen collection. Skin samples were analyzed 
histologically and for expression of NF-kappaB-regulated genes Bcl2 and Bcl2l1. Gastrocnemius muscles were 
weighted and analyzed for expression of NF-kappaB subunits p50, p52, p65, and Rel-B. DMAPT reduced the incidence 
of epidermal dysplasia (18.2% versus 33.3% in HPV16(+/-) untreated mice). This was associated with reduced 
expression of Bcl2 and Bcl2l1 (p = .0003 and p = .0014, respectively) and reduced neutrophilic infiltration (p = .0339). 
Treated mice also showed partially preserved bodyweight and strength, which were independent of the expression 
levels of NF-kappaB subunits in skeletal muscle.These results suggest that NF-kappaB inhibition may be a valid 
strategy against HPV-induced lesions in vivo and warrant further preclinical tests particularly in the set of combination 
therapies. In addition, the data may support the use of DMAPT to prevent wasting syndrome. 
 
189. Fight against cancer in Portuguese-speaking African countries: echoes from the last cancer meetings.  
Santos LL, Spencer HB, Miguel F, Tulsidás S, Rodrigues B, Lopes LV: Infectious Agents and Cancer 2019, 14(1):6. Impact 

factor: 2.470.  

Portuguese-speaking countries in Africa include Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde, São Tomé and 
Principe. These countries belong to an interstate organization known as PALOP. In June 2018, PALOP organized a 
cancer meeting in Praia, Cape Verde, entitled ‘Quality in cancer care, optimization of cancer units, cancer education 
and training.’ This meeting was supported by faculty from the African Organization for Research and Training in 
Cancer (AORTIC) and was dedicated to the improvement of cancer care in PALOP countries. The burden of non-
communicable diseases, which includes cancer, is increasing rapidly in these countries. During this meeting, a plan was 
developed to guide the future strategic actions in this community. The main points of action include to increase access 
to cancer care, boost HPV and hepatitis B vaccination, improve access to cancer treatment, including radiotherapy and 
palliative care, amongst others. Efforts will be made to ensure the participation of all of these countries at PALOP 
meetings, including Equatorial Guinea, a potential new member. 
 
190. Generating synthetic missing data: a review by missing mechanism.  
Santos MS, Pereira RC, Costa AF, Soares JP, Santos J, Abreu PH: IEEE Access 2019, 7:11651-11667. Impact factor: 4.098.  

The performance evaluation of imputation algorithms often involves the generation of missing values. Missing values 
can be inserted in only one feature (univariate configuration) or in several features (multivariate configuration) at 
different percentages (missing rates) and according to distinct missing mechanisms, namely, missing completely at 
random, missing at random, and missing not at random. Since the missing data generation process defines the basis 
for the imputation experiments (configuration, missing rate, and missing mechanism), it is essential that it is 
appropriately applied; otherwise, conclusions derived from ill-defined setups may be invalid. The goal of this paper is 
to review the different approaches to synthetic missing data generation found in the literature and discuss their 
practical details, elaborating on their strengths and weaknesses. Our analysis revealed that creating missing at random 
and missing not at random scenarios in datasets comprising qualitative features is the most challenging issue in the 
related work and, therefore, should be the focus of future work in the field. 
 
191. Dietary supplementation with the red seaweed porphyra umbilicalis protects against DNA damage and Pre-

malignant dysplastic skin lesions in HPV-transgenic mice.  
Santos S, Ferreira T, Almeida J, Pires MJ, Colaco A, Lemos S, Gil da Costa RM, Medeiros R, Bastos M, Neuparth MJ, 

Abreu H, Pereira R, Pacheco M, Gaivao I, Rosa E, Oliveira PA: Marine drugs 2019, 17(11). Impact factor: 3.772.  

Some diet profiles are associated with the risk of developing cancer; however, some nutrients show protective effects. 
Porphyra umbilicalis is widely consumed, having a balanced nutritional profile; however, its potential for cancer 
chemoprevention still needs comprehensive studies. In this study, we incorporated P. umbilicalis into the diet of mice 
transgenic for the human papillomavirus type 16 (HPV16), which spontaneously develop pre-malignant and malignant 
lesions, and determined whether this seaweed was able to block lesion development. Forty-four 20-week-old HPV(+/-) 
and HPV(-/-) mice were fed either a base diet or a diet supplemented with 10% seaweed. At the end of the study, skin 
samples were examined to classify HPV16-induced lesions. The liver was also screened for potential toxic effects of 
the seaweed. Blood was used to study toxicological parameters and to perform comet and micronucleus genotoxicity 
tests. P. umbilicalis significantly reduced the incidence of pre-malignant dysplastic lesions, completely abrogating 
them in the chest skin. These results suggest that P. umbilicalis dietary supplementation has the potential to block the 
development of pre-malignant skin lesions and indicate its antigenotoxic activity against HPV-induced DNA damage. 
Further studies are needed to establish the seaweed as a functional food and clarify the mechanisms whereby this 
seaweed blocks multistep carcinogenesis induced by HPV. 
 
192. IMRT national audit in Portugal.  
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Santos T, Lopes MC, Gershkevitsh E, Vinagre F, Faria D, Carita L, Pontes M, Vieira S, Poli E, Faustino S, Ribeiro F, 

Trindade M, Ponte F, Marcelino C, Batista C, Oliveira S, Figueira R, Lencart J, Diaz EG, Jacob K, Brás S, Pirraco R, 

Izewska J: Physica Medica 2019, 65:128-136. Impact factor: 2.532.  

Purpose The IAEA newly developed “end-to-end” audit methodology for on-site verification of IMRT dose delivery has 
been carried out in Portugal in 2018. The main goal was to evaluate the physical aspects of the head and neck (H&N) 
cancer IMRT treatments. This paper presents the national results. Methods All institutions performing IMRT 
treatments in Portugal, 20 out of 24, have voluntarily participated in this audit. Following the adopted methodology, a 
Shoulder, Head and Neck End-to-End phantom (SHANE) – that mimics an H&N region, underwent all steps of an IMRT 
treatment, according to the local practices. The measurements using an ionization chamber placed inside the SHANE 
phantom at four reference locations (three in PTVs and one in the spinal cord) and an EBT3 film positioned in a 
coronal plane were compared with calculated doses. FilmQA Pro software was used for film analysis. Results For 
ionization chamber measurements, the percent difference was within the specified tolerances of ±5% for PTVs and 
±7% for the spinal cord in all participating institutions. Considering film analysis, gamma passing rates were on average 
96.9%±2.9% for a criterion of 3%/3 mm, 20% threshold, all above the acceptance limit of 90%. Conclusions The 
national results of the H&N IMRT audit showed a compliance between the planned and the delivered doses within the 
specified tolerances, confirming no major reasons for concern. At the same time the audit identified factors that 
contributed to increased uncertainties in the IMRT dose delivery in some institutions resulting in recommendations 
for quality improvement. 
 
193. Fulvestrant plus vistusertib vs fulvestrant plus everolimus vs fulvestrant alone for women with hormone 

receptor–positive metastatic breast cancer: the MANTA phase 2 randomized clinical trial.  
Schmid P, Zaiss M, Harper-Wynne C, Ferreira M, Dubey S, Chan S, Makris A, Nemsadze G, Brunt AM, Kuemmel S, Ruiz I, 

Perelló A, Kendall A, Brown J, Kristeleit H, Conibear J, Saura C, Grenier J, Máhr K, Schenker M, Sohn J, Lee KS, Shepherd 

CJ, Oelmann E, Sarker S-J, Prendergast A, Marosics P, Moosa A, Lawrence C, Coetzee C, Mousa K, Cortés J: JAMA 

oncology 2019, 5(11):1556-1563. Impact factor: 22.416.  

Randomized clinical trials have demonstrated a substantial benefit of adding everolimus to endocrine therapy. 
Everolimus inhibits the mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) complex but not mTORC2, which can set 
off an activating feedback loop via mTORC2. Vistusertib, a dual inhibitor of mTORC1 and mTORC2, has demonstrated 
broad activity in preclinical breast cancer models, showing superior activity to everolimus.To evaluate the safety and 
efficacy of vistusertib in combination with fulvestrant compared with fulvestrant alone or fulvestrant plus everolimus 
in postmenopausal women with estrogen receptor–positive advanced or metastatic breast cancer.The MANTA trial is 
an open-label, phase 2 randomized clinical trial in which 333 patients with estrogen receptor–positive breast cancer 
progressing after prior aromatase inhibitor treatment underwent randomization (2:3:3:2) between April 1, 2014, and 
October 24, 2016, at 88 sites in 9 countries: 67 patients were assigned to receive fulvestrant, 103 fulvestrant plus 
vistusertib daily, 98 fulvestrant plus vistusertib intermittently, and 65 fulvestrant plus everolimus. Treatment was 
continued until disease progression, development of unacceptable toxic effects, or withdrawal of consent. Analysis 
was performed on an intention-to-treat basis.Fulvestrant alone or in combination with vistusertib (continuous or 
intermittent dosing schedules) or everolimus.The primary end point was progression-free survival (PFS).Among the 
333 women in the study (median age, 63 years [range, 56-70 years]), median PFS was 5.4 months (95% CI, 3.5-9.2 
months) with fulvestrant, 7.6 months (95% CI, 5.9-9.4 months) with fulvestrant plus daily vistusertib, 8.0 months (95% 
CI, 5.6-9.9 months) with fulvestrant plus intermittent vistusertib, and 12.3 months (95% CI, 7.7-15.7 months) with 
fulvestrant plus everolimus. There was no significant difference in PFS between those receiving fulvestrant plus daily 
or intermittent vistusertib and fulvestrant alone (hazard ratio, 0.88 [95% CI, 0.63-1.24]; P = .46; and hazard ratio, 0.79 
[95% CI, 0.55-1.12]; P = .16).The combination of fulvestrant plus everolimus demonstrated significantly longer PFS 
compared with fulvestrant plus vistusertib or fulvestrant alone. The trial failed to demonstrate a benefit of adding the 
dual mTORC1 and mTORC2 inhibitor vistusertib to fulvestrant.ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02216786 and EudraCT 
number: 2013-002403-34. 
 
194. Clinical ultrasound in the management of polytraumatized patients in the daily practice of the 

anesthesiologist.  
Segura-Grau E, Afonso A: Revista espanola de anestesiologia y reanimacion 2019, 66(8):434-438. Impact factor: NA.  

Ultrasound has an important role in the diagnosis and prognosis of polytrauma patients. We describe a case of a 52-
year-old man with hemodynamic instability and multiple injuries. Abdominal ultrasound evaluation was positive for 
hemoperitoneum, so an exploratory laparotomy was performed. During the intraoperative period, lung ultrasound 
was used to exclude traumatic lung injury. In the right lung, lung ultrasound suggested the presence of pneumothorax, 
and in the left a subpleural consolidation. Subsequently, a computed tomography was performed, confirming the 
sonographic findings. On the fourth admission day, he underwent surgical correction of a left hip fracture. A type 2 
quadratus lumborum block (ultrasound-guided) was performed before surgical incision. The procedure was 
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uneventful. The patient remained hemodynamically stable, without indirect signs of pain. This case shows that 
ultrasound-guided examination plays a crucial role in the management of polytrauma patients. It was a fundamental 
diagnostic tool in the initial evaluation, and was also used during surgery. 
 
195. Cancer in Santiago Island, Cape Verde: data from the Hospital Agostinho Neto Cancer Registry (2017-2018).  
Silva ET, Spencer HB, Costa V, Goncalves AF, Castro C, Bento MJ, Barbosa C, Santos LL: Ecancermedicalscience 2019, 

13:995. Impact factor: NA.  

This report describes the cancer cases that occurred between 2017 and 2018 in Santiago Island, Cape Verde, according 
to the Hospital Agostinho Neto Cancer Registry. The five most common cancers were prostate, breast, stomach, cervix 
and oesophageal in order of frequency. There are no national data. Therefore, it is essential to create the conditions 
for the establishment of Cape Verde's population-based cancer registry as quickly as possible. 
 
196. Silva G, Domingues I, Duarte H, Santos JAM: Automatic generation of lymphoma post-treatment PETs using 

conditional-GANs. In: 2019 Digital Image Computing: Techniques and Applications (DICTA): 2-4 Dec. 2019 2019; 2019: 
1-6. Impact factor: NA. 
 
197. Hepatopulmonary fistula in a colorectal cancer patient.  
Silva MJ, Almeida Costa N, Dias S, Sousa MJ, Fragoso M: Case reports in hepatology 2019, 2019:1475209. Impact 

factor: NA.  

Cancer patients with liver metastasis may be candidates for liver surgery and local interventional techniques as part of 
their treatment. Although rare in this setting, hepatopulmonary fistula has been described as a possible complication. 
The clinical picture may be atypical, and, without specific treatment, it usually has a dismal prognosis. As locoregional 
treatments (whether interventional or surgical techniques) in liver neoplasms are being more frequently used we 
need to include this entity as a possible differential diagnosis of local liver treatment complications. 
 
198. 1,2-dihydroxyxanthone: effect on A375-C5 melanoma cell growth associated with interference with THP-1 

human macrophage activity.  
Silva V, Cerqueira F, Nazareth N, Medeiros R, Sarmento A, Sousa E, Pinto M: Pharmaceuticals 2019, 12(2). Impact 

factor: NA.  

Xanthones have been suggested as prospective candidates for cancer treatment. 1,2- dihydroxyxanthone (1,2-DHX) is 
known to interfere with the growth of several cancer cell lines. We investigated the effects of 1,2-DHX on the growth 
of the A375-C5 melanoma cell line and THP-1 human macrophage activity. 1,2-DHX showed a moderate growth 
inhibition of A375-C5 melanoma cells (concentration that causes a 50% inhibition of cell growth (GI50) = 55.0 +/- 2.3 
microM), but strongly interfered with THP-1 human macrophage activity. Supernatants from lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-
stimulated THP-1 macrophage cultures exposed to 1,2-DHX significantly increased growth inhibition of A375-C5 cells, 
when compared to supernatants from untreated LPS-stimulated macrophages or to direct treatment with 1,2-DHX 
only. 1,2-DHX decreased THP-1 secretion of interleukin-1beta (IL-1beta) and interleukin-10 (IL-10), but stimulated 
tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha) and transforming growth factor-beta1 (TGF-beta1) production. This xanthone 
also inhibited nitric oxide (NO) production by RAW 264.7 murine macrophages, possibly through inhibition of 
inducible NO synthase production. In conclusion, these findings suggest a potential impact of 1,2-DHX in melanoma 
treatment, not only due to a direct effect on cancer cells but also by modulation of macrophage activity. 
 
199. Inhalation of bacterial cellulose nanofibrils triggers an inflammatory response and changes lung tissue 

morphology of mice.  
Silva-Carvalho R, Silva JP, Ferreirinha P, Leitao AF, Andrade FK, Gil da Costa RM, Cristelo C, Rosa MF, Vilanova M, Gama 

FM: Toxicological research 2019, 35(1):45-63. Impact factor: NA.  

In view of the growing industrial use of Bacterial cellulose (BC), and taking into account that it might become airborne 
and be inhaled after industrial processing, assessing its potential pulmonary toxic effects assumes high relevance. In 
this work, the murine model was used to assess the effects of exposure to respirable BC nanofibrils (nBC), obtained by 
disintegration of BC produced by Komagataeibacter hansenii. Murine bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMMPhi) 
were treated with different doses of nBC (0.02 and 0.2 mg/mL, respectively 1 and 10 mug of fibrils) in absence or 
presence of 0.2% Carboxymethyl Cellulose (nBCMC). Furthermore, mice were instilled intratracheally with nBC or 
nBCMC at different concentrations and at different time-points and analyzed up to 6 months after treatments. 
Microcrystaline Avicel-plus(R) CM 2159, a plant-derived cellulose, was used for comparison. Markers of cellular 
damage (lactate dehydrogenase release and total protein) and oxidative stress (hydrogen peroxidase, reduced 
glutathione, lipid peroxidation and glutathione peroxidase activity) as well presence of inflammatory cells were 
evaluated in brochoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluids. Histological analysis of lungs, heart and liver tissues was also 
performed. BAL analysis showed that exposure to nBCMC or CMC did not induce major alterations in the assessed 
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markers of cell damage, oxidative stress or inflammatory cell numbers in BAL fluid over time, even following 
cumulative treatments. Avicel-plus(R) CM 2159 significantly increased LDH release, detected 3 months after 4 weekly 
administrations. However, histological results revealed a chronic inflammatory response and tissue alterations, being 
hypertrophy of pulmonary arteries (observed 3 months after nBCMC treatment) of particular concern. These 
histological alterations remained after 6 months in animals treated with nBC, possibly due to foreign body reaction 
and the organism's inability to remove the fibers. Overall, despite being a safe and biocompatible biomaterial, BC-
derived nanofibrils inhalation may lead to lung pathology and pose significant health risks. 
 
200. Genetic counselling and testing of susceptibility genes for therapeutic decision-making in breast cancer-an 

European consensus statement and expert recommendations.  
Singer CF, Balmana J, Burki N, Delaloge S, Filieri ME, Gerdes AM, Grindedal EM, Han S, Johansson O, Kaufman B, Krajc 

M, Loman N, Olah E, Paluch-Shimon S, Plavetic ND, Pohlodek K, Rhiem K, Teixeira M, Evans DG: European journal of 

cancer (Oxford, England : 1990) 2019, 106:54-60. Impact factor: 6.680.  

An international panel of experts representing 17 European countries and Israel convened to discuss current needs 
and future developments in BRCA testing and counselling and to issue consensus recommendations. The experts 
agreed that, with the increasing availability of high-throughput testing platforms and the registration of poly-ADP-
ribose-polymerase inhibitors, the need for genetic counselling and testing will rapidly increase in the near future. 
Consequently, the already existing shortage of genetic counsellors is expected to worsen and to compromise the 
quality of care particularly in individuals and families with suspected or proven hereditary breast or ovarian cancer. 
Increasing educational efforts within the breast cancer caregiver community may alleviate this limitation by enabling 
all involved specialities to perform genetic counselling. In the therapeutic setting, for patients with a clinical suspicion 
of genetic susceptibility and if the results may have an immediate impact on the therapeutic strategy, the majority 
voted that BRCA1/2 testing should be performed after histological diagnosis of breast cancer, regardless of oestrogen 
receptor and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) status. Experts also agreed that, in the predictive and 
therapeutic setting, genetic testing should be limited to individuals with a personal or family history suggestive of a 
BRCA1/2 pathogenic variant and should also include high-risk actionable genes beyond BRCA1/2. Of high-risk 
actionable genes, all pathological variants (i.e. class IV and V) should be reported; class III variants of unknown 
significance, should be reported provided that the current lack of clinical utility of the variant is expressly stated. 
Genetic counselling should always address the possibility that already tested individuals might be re-contacted in case 
new information on a particular variant results in a re-classification. 
 
201. International validation of the revised European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer head and 

neck cancer module, the EORTC QLQ-HN43: phase IV.  
Singer S, Amdal CD, Hammerlid E, Tomaszewska IM, Castro Silva J, Mehanna H, Santos M, Inhestern J, Brannan C, 

Yarom N, Fullerton A, Pinto M, Arraras JI, Kiyota N, Bonomo P, Sherman AC, Baumann I, Galalae R, Fernandez Gonzalez 

L, Nicolatou-Galitis O, Abdel-Hafeez Z, Raber-Durlacher J, Schmalz C, Zotti P, Boehm A, Hofmeister D, Krejovic Trivic S, 

Loo S, Chie WC, Bjordal K, Brokstad Herlofson B, Gregoire V, Licitra L, Life EQo, the EH, Neck Cancer G: Head & neck 

2019, 41(6):1725-1737. Impact factor: 2.442.  

BACKGROUND: We validated the new European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life 
Head and Neck Module (EORTC QLQ-HN43). METHODS: We enrolled 812 patients with head and neck cancer from 18 
countries. Group 1 completed the questionnaire before therapy, and 3 and 6 months later. In group 2 (survivors), we 
determined test-retest reliability using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). Internal consistency was assessed using 
Cronbach's Alpha, the scale structure with confirmatory factor analysis, and discriminant validity with known-group 
comparisons. RESULTS: Cronbach's alpha was >0.70 in 10 of the 12 multi-item scales. All standardized factor loadings 
exceeded 0.40. The ICC was >0.70 in all but two scales. Differences in scale scores between known-groups were >10 
points in 17 of the 19 scales. Sensitivity to change was found to be sufficient in 18 scales. CONCLUSIONS: Evidence 
supports the reliability and validity of the EORTC QLQ-HN43 as a measure of quality of life. 
 
202. Nanotechnology-based siRNA delivery strategies for metastatic colorectal cancer therapy.  
Sousa AR, Oliveira AV, Oliveira MJ, Sarmento B: International journal of pharmaceutics 2019, 568:118530. Impact 

factor: 4.213.  

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cause of cancer-related death in the world, mainly due to distant 
metastases events. The metastatic CRC (mCRC) stages are resistant to the therapeutic recommended. Therefore, it 
urges the development of more efficient strategies to impair the disease. Small interfering RNA (siRNA) is a well-
known silencing tool with impact on targeted cancer therapy, even though in vivo challenges difficult its clinical 
application. Here, multiple solutions to overcome the extracellular and intracellular barriers encountered by 
intravenous delivery of siRNA are discussed. Moreover, it is emphasized the association of siRNA with nanoparticles to 
enable the long-term release and to counteract the toxicity issues of siRNA. Particular attention is paid on the 
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potential of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) nanoparticles for systemic siRNA delivery in mCRC. Despite of being 
less used so far due to technological difficulties, multiple strategies to successfully encapsulate siRNA into PLGA 
nanocarriers are summarized. 
 
203. The efficacy of the ganglion impar block in perineal and pelvic cancer pain.  
Sousa Correia J, Silva M, Castro C, Miranda L, Agrelo A: Supportive care in cancer : official journal of the Multinational 

Association of Supportive Care in Cancer 2019, 27(11):4327-4330. Impact factor: 2.754.  

BACKGROUND: Visceral pain conducted by sympathetic fibers with pelvic and perineal origin can be treated using 
ganglion impar (GIB) or Walters' block in a simple and effective manner. This article aims to evaluate the effectiveness, 
security, and performance difficulty of GIB in patients with pelvic and perineal oncological pain. METHODS: A 
retrospective study between January 2016 and August 2017. Patients with poorly controlled pelvic oncological pain 
and patients experimenting opioid side effects in which GIB was performed ambulatory were included. Prognostic GIB 
was performed, under echographic and fluoroscopic control, with local anesthetic and corticoid. The neurolytic block 
was performed under fluoroscopic guidance. The technique was performed by the same anesthetist with pain 
management competence. For statistical analysis, Microsoft Excel 2013(R) and IBM SPSS Statistics version 22.0 were 
used. RESULTS: Fifteen patients were included. One patient was excluded. A statistical significant basal pain score 
reduction was observed ((median of the verbal numerical scale (VNS) 7 (p25 = 7; p75 = 8)) compared with 72 h median 
VNS 4 ((p25 = 3; p75 = 5.3) p = 0.001, and 3 months (median VNS 4 (p25 = 3, p75 = 7)) p = 0.003 after the procedure. 
Regarding morphine consumption, a statistically significant reduction was observed 3 months after GIB performance 
(p = 0.012). DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION: GIB is a safe and easy-to-perform technique achieving satisfactory and 
statistically significant results, regarding pain control improvement and opioid consumption reduction in patients 
which meet selection criteria. Prospective, randomized studies with more patients are needed for further conclusions. 
 
204. A systematic review of factors affecting quality of life after postmastectomy breast reconstruction in women 

with breast cancer.  
Sousa H, Castro S, Abreu J, Pereira MG: Psycho-oncology 2019, 28(11):2107-2118. Impact factor: 3.430.  

OBJECTIVE: The aim of this study is to present a broader perspective of factors affecting the quality of life after 
postmastectomy breast reconstruction in women with breast cancer by considering these patients' self-reported 
outcomes. METHODS: The search was performed from 29 March to 19 April 2019, on the following databases: 
PsycInfo; Web of Science Core Collection, Current Contents Connect, Derwent Innovations Index, KCI-Korean Journal 
Database, Russian Science Citation Index, SciELO Citation Index, and MEDLINE. The studies were included if they 
identified factors affecting self-reported quality of life after breast reconstruction, in women with breast cancer. 
RESULTS: One hundred and twenty-two records were identified. After quality assessment, 44 studies were included 
for qualitative synthesis. This review comprised a total of 16 683 women who underwent breast reconstruction. The 
results identified a broad collection of 32 empirically based variables associated with several domains of quality of life. 
These variables were grouped into four categories: (a) surgical, (b) clinical, (c) psychosocial, and (d) sociodemographic 
variables. CONCLUSIONS: This systematic review goes beyond surgical factors of morbidity and uses patient-reported 
outcomes to scope wider issues that influence quality of life, such as psychosocial and sociodemographic variables. It 
sustains the need to adopt a more holistic approach and advises the consideration of preoperative psychosocial 
factors to better understand these patients' quality of life after breast reconstruction and to implement future 
preventive measures. 
 
205. High-risk human papillomavirus genotype distribution in the northern region of Portugal: data from regional 

cervical cancer screening program.  
Sousa H, Tavares A, Campos C, Marinho-Dias J, Brito M, Medeiros R, Baldaque I, Lobo C, Leca L, Monteiro P, Tavares F, 

Henrique R: Papillomavirus research (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 2019, 8:100179. Impact factor: NA.  

High-Risk Human papillomavirus (HR-HPV) full genotyping methods have been described as of great potential use in 
epidemiology and preventive strategies, including cervical cancer screening and HPV vaccination. We characterized 
the prevalence and distribution of HR-HPV genotypes in cervico-vaginal samples obtained from the Regional Cervical 
Cancer Screening Program from the Northern Region of Portugal. HR-HPV genotyping was performed using Anyplex II 
HPV-HR Detection kit in 105,458 women enrolled between August 2016 and December 2017. HR-HPVs were detected 
in 10,665 women (10.2%) with a prevalence ranging from 6.2 to 17.1% depending on age, and from 8.7 to 10.7% 
depending on geographical location. Multiple infections with two or more HR-HPVs were detected in 2736 (25.7%) of 
HR-HPV women ranging from 16.5 to 31.0% depending on age. Amongst HR-HPV positive women, HPV-16 (17.5%), 
HPV-39 (16.7%), HPV-31 (15.0%), HPV-68 (13.2%), HPV-52 (10.7%) and HPV-51 (10.6%) were the most common 
genotypes in our population, being HPV-16 more frequent in women aged from 30 to 45 years and HPV-39 in 50-65 
years. Results also show that HPV16/18 are present in 22.1% and HPV16/18/31/33/45/52/58 in 47.6% of HR-HPV 
positive women. This is the largest study on HR-HPV genotyping for Cervical Cancer Screening in European populations 
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and provides critical data for program management and vaccine policy. 
 
206. Juvenile nasopharyngeal angiofibroma: a retrospective study of 27 cases in the ENT department of IPO-PORTO.  
Sousa S, Patrao F, Pereira G, Monteiro E: Clinical otolaryngology : official journal of ENT-UK ; official journal of 

Netherlands Society for Oto-Rhino-Laryngology & Cervico-Facial Surgery 2019, 44(3):456-460. Impact factor: 2.377.  

 

207. (68)Ga-DOTANOC and (18)F-FDG PET/CT in metastatic medullary thyroid carcinoma: novel correlations with 

tumoral biomarkers.  
Souteiro P, Gouveia P, Ferreira G, Belo S, Costa C, Carvalho D, Duarte H, Sampaio IL: Endocrine 2019, 64(2):322-329. 

Impact factor: 3.296.  

OBJECTIVE: Metastatic disease is common in medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC) and it is usually detected by raising 
calcitonin and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) levels. Nuclear medicine imaging has an important role in lesion 
identification/characterisation. We aim to compare (68)Ga-DOTANOC PET/CT and (18)F-FDG PET/CT performance and 
to explore the correlations between tumoral markers and functional imaging. METHODS: This a retrospective cross-
sectional study including 13 patients with MTC and high calcitonin/CEA levels that underwent both (68)Ga-DOTANOC 
PET/CT and (18)F-FDG PET/CT. RESULTS: (68)Ga-DOTANOC PET/CT identified MTC metastases in 2twopatients that 
were (18)F-FDG-negative (sensitivity of 69.2% vs. 53.9%, respectively). (68)Ga-DOTANOC PET/CT also detected a 
higher number of lesions than (18)F-FDG PET/CT in seven patients, with only one patient showing the opposite 
pattern. Both differences lacked statistical significance (p = 0.50 and p = 0.86, respectively) but (68)Ga-DOTANOC 
PET/CT better performance allowed changes in patients' management. (68)Ga-positive/(18)F-FDG-negative patients 
were the ones with the lowest calcitonin doubling time and presented a CEA doubling time >24 months, while the 
patient with more (18)F-FDG-positive lesions was the one with the highest CEA/calcitonin ratio. The number of lesions 
found in (68)Ga-DOTANOC PET/CT were correlated with calcitonin levels (r = 0.73; p < 0.01) but not with CEA ones (r = 
0.42; p = 0.15). The number of (18)F-FDG hypermetabolic focus were correlated with CEA levels (r = 0.60; p < 0.05) but 
not with calcitonin (r = 0.48; p = 0.09). CONCLUSIONS: This is the first study to describe a positive correlation between 
(68)Ga-positive lesions and calcitonin levels and between (18)F-FDG-positivity and CEA levels. Tumoral markers 
pattern in metastatic MTC could help clinicians to decide which exam to perform first. 
 
208. Performance measures for small-bowel endoscopy: a European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) 

Quality Improvement Initiative.  
Spada C, McNamara D, Despott EJ, Adler S, Cash BD, Fernandez-Urien I, Ivekovic H, Keuchel M, McAlindon M, Saurin JC, 

Panter S, Bellisario C, Minozzi S, Senore C, Bennett C, Bretthauer M, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Domagk D, Hassan C, Kaminski 

MF, Rees CJ, Valori R, Bisschops R, Rutter MD: United European gastroenterology journal 2019, 7(5):614-641. Impact 

factor: 3.453.  

The European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) together with the United European Gastroenterology 
(UEG) recently developed a short list of performance measures for small-bowel endoscopy (i.e. small-bowel capsule 
endoscopy and device-assisted enteroscopy) with the final goal of providing endoscopy services across Europe with a 
tool for quality improvement. Six key performance measures both for small-bowel capsule endoscopy and for device-
assisted enteroscopy were selected for inclusion, with the intention being that practice at both a service and 
endoscopist level should be evaluated against them. Other performance measures were considered to be less 
relevant, based on an assessment of their overall importance, scientific acceptability, and feasibility. Unlike lower and 
upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, for which performance measures had already been identified, this is the first time 
small-bowel endoscopy quality measures have been proposed. 
 
209. Performance measures for small-bowel endoscopy: a European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) 

Quality Improvement Initiative.  
Spada C, McNamara D, Despott EJ, Adler S, Cash BD, Fernandez-Urien I, Ivekovic H, Keuchel M, McAlindon M, Saurin JC, 

Panter S, Bellisario C, Minozzi S, Senore C, Bennett C, Bretthauer M, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Domagk D, Hassan C, Kaminski 

MF, Rees CJ, Valori R, Bisschops R, Rutter MD: Endoscopy 2019, 51(6):574-598. Impact factor: 6.381.  

The European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) together with the United European Gastroenterology 
(UEG) recently developed a short list of performance measures for small-bowel endoscopy (i. e. small-bowel capsule 
endoscopy and device-assisted enteroscopy) with the final goal of providing endoscopy services across Europe with a 
tool for quality improvement. Six key performance measures for both small-bowel capsule endoscopy and for device-
assisted enteroscopy were selected for inclusion, with the intention being that practice at both a service and 
endoscopist level should be evaluated against them. Other performance measures were considered to be less 
relevant, based on an assessment of their overall importance, scientific acceptability, and feasibility. Unlike lower and 
upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, where performance measures had already been identified, this is the first time that 
small-bowel endoscopy quality measures have been proposed. 
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210. How I inspect the stomach.  
Tajiri H, Dinis-Ribeiro M: Gastrointest Endosc 2019, 89(6):1106-1108. Impact factor: 7.229.  

 

211. How I inspect the stomach.  
Tajiri H, Dinis-Ribeiro M: Endoscopy 2019, 51(6):571-573. Impact factor: 6.381.  

 

212. Successful treatment of refractory chylous ascites due to follicular lymphoma with very low-dose radiotherapy.  
Tavares M, Ramalheira S, Chacim S, Henrique R, Oliveira A, Mariz JM: Reports of practical oncology and radiotherapy : 

journal of Greatpoland Cancer Center in Poznan and Polish Society of Radiation Oncology 2019, 24(4):344-346. Impact 

factor: NA.  

Chylous ascites is an extremely rare complication of lymphoma. Here, we discuss the case of a patient presenting with 
refractory chylous ascites due to a massive retroperitoneal follicular lymphoma, staged as IVB. The patient was 
unresponsive to chemoimmunotherapy, which prompted us to consider alternative treatment strategies. Low-dose 
radiotherapy was initiated and resulted in a marked decrease of the lymphadenopathy and complete regression of the 
peritoneal fluid. Low-dose radiotherapy represents a well-tolerated, highly effective treatment and should remain an 
important modality in cases of follicular lymphoma-associated chylous ascites. 
 
213. [Opioids for cancer pain and its use under particular conditions: a narrative review].  
Vieira C, Bras M, Fragoso M: Acta Med Port 2019, 32(5):388-399. Impact factor: 0.581.  

INTRODUCTION: All health professionals should be aware of the importance of evaluating pain - fifth vital sign- in 
cancer patients. Peripheral and central acting analgesics are widely used to treat moderate to severe pain, particularly 
cancer pain. Many guidelines have addressed this issue. However, real life patients' have other problems and 
comorbidities that may raise doubts when prescribing. MATERIAL AND METHODS: Authors made a literature search, 
trying to clarify same specific situations: loss of oral route, renal impairment (hemodialysis), hepatic impairment, 
frequent opiod interactions and the availability of short-acting formulations. RESULTS: The following medicines were 
included in this analysis: the natural opiates (morphine and codeine), their synthetic and semisynthetic derivatives 
(hydromorphone, oxycodone, and fentanyl), the partial agonist buprenorphine and finally tramadol and tapentadol. 
Transdermal systems are only available for buprenorphine and fentanyl. In hepatic impairment, fentanyl is safe, but 
with the exception of codeine and tramadol; other opioids should be used with caution. In renal failure: fentanyl, 
hydromorphone, and tapentadol are safe. Morphine should be avoided; other opioids should be used with caution. In 
hemodialysis, buprenorphine, fentanyl, hydromorphone and tramadol (at doses up to 200 mg/day) may be used. 
DISCUSSION: Failure to recognize the impact of various situations described throughout this work, including the 
bioavailability due to loss of oral route, due to pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of the various drugs, either 
in the context of the impaired metabolism or excretion, or in due to pharmacological interactions, conditions a serious 
risk of subtreatment of pain and consequent impact in terms of quality of life. CONCLUSION: Opioid prescription is 
safe and effective, even in moderate to severe comorbidities such as renal and hepatic impairment and in patients 
with no oral route available. In this case, as when considering pharmacological interactions, an individualized 
therapeutic plan is the best solution and the patient should be assessed regularly. Unadjusted doses may relate to bad 
pain control and a higher prevalence of adverse events. 
 
214. Pain prevalence and treatment in patients with metastatic bone disease.  
Vieira C, Fragoso M, Pereira D, Medeiros R: Oncol Lett 2019, 17(3):3362-3370. Impact factor: 1.871.  

The accomplishment of successful pain treatment requires evaluation, characterization and quantification. The 
present study characterized pain and survival in a cohort of patients with cancer with bone metastasis who were 
treated with intravenous bisphosphonates. A total of 84 patients self-completed the Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) and 36-
Item Short Form Survey (SF-36), between November 2010 and March 2011 with a 5-year survival follow-up as a 
surrogate marker of cancer burden. The median age was 62 years old (34-85), 64% of patients were female and 58% of 
these females had breast cancer. In the population, self-reported pain was 91.6%, with 29 patients (34.5%) reporting 
severe pain (score 7-10). Among these patients, only 13 (44.8%) presented a similar report to that of their clinical files 
and 5 were undergoing treatment with strong opioids (17.2%). A total of 45 patients (46%) had not been prescribed 
analgesic drugs, of these patients, 32 were treated with a weak opioid, and 13 with a strong opioid. An association 
was observed between pain records and the prescribed analgesic (P=0.031). BPI maximum pain and overall survival 
data were analyzed, and a significant association was identified between male patients presenting severe pain and 
decreased survival (P=0.004). Male survival was associated with severe pain, which is consistent with other data. The 
results revealed a skeletal-related events (SRE)-free survival (time elapsed from diagnosis of the first bone metastasis 
to the first SRE) of 9 months (4.39-13.73, 95% CI) with a statistically significant difference between subgroups of time 
since diagnosis of bone metastasis (P=0.005). The added value of the present study is the suggestion that complete 
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and accurate pain narratives are mandatory and may contribute to the optimization of analgesia, and may help to 
increase survival rates. Optimal pain management for patients with cancer remains an urgent requirement. 
 
215. The history of cancer pain and bone-targeted agents: 10 most commonly asked questions.  
Vieira CMP, Fragoso M, Ferreira M, Pereira FF, Pereira D, Medeiros R: Cancer management and research 2019, 11:37-

46. Impact factor: 2.243.  

The prevalence of pain and skeletal complications of metastatic bone disease is high and an important factor, which 
contributes to decreased quality of life and low survival rate. Bone-targeted agents are well-established therapies to 
reduce the skeletal-related events in patients with bone metastasis. However, the analgesic effect of these 
medications is still controversial. The objective of this review is to summarize the existing evidence about the use of 
bone-targeted agents in the treatment of metastatic bone pain, trying to answer to the 10 most commonly asked 
questions in this matter. To achieve this goal, authors did a research of reviews published between January 2001 and 
January 2018, using the terms MeSH: "cancer pain" and bisphosphonates. The source used was the PubMed (NLM) 
database. The search yielded 36 reviews, but only 16 met the inclusion criteria. Even with the introduction of a new 
class of drugs, bisphosphonates and specially zoledronic acid are the most commonly used drugs in most oncology 
centers. Bisphosphonates and denosumab appear to be beneficial in preventing skeletal morbidity but their analgesic 
role and impact on quality of life and survival are not so well established. 
 
216. Pain polymorphisms and opioids: an evidence based review.  
Vieira CMP, Fragoso RM, Pereira D, Medeiros R: Mol Med Rep 2019, 19(3):1423-1434. Impact factor: 1.851.  

Despite the various different candidate genetic polymorphisms of potential clinical relevance, there is not enough 
understanding of the interindividual variability in analgesic administration. The cytochrome P450 2D6 (CYP2D6) 
genotype is thought to be one of the most studied. The aim of the present evidencebased review was to determine if 
there is now sufficient evidence to make clinical recommendations based on a specific genomic profile. The data 
sources utilized were as follows: PubMed (NLM) database, Evidence Based Medicine Guidelines and Google. Research 
on clinical guidance standards, systematic reviews, metaanalyses and clinical trials, published prior to January 2018, 
were evaluated in English, using the MeSH terms 'cancer pain', 'polymorphism', 'genetic' and 'gene polymorphism'. To 
assess the level of evidence, the Strength of Recommendation Taxonomy of the American Family Physician was 
applied. From the initial search, 12 systematic reviews and/or metaanalyses, 5 clinical trials and 10 guidelines were 
selected. The results indicated that genetic variation of microopioid receptor 1 (OPRM1) may contribute to 
interindividual differences in morphine consumption with recommendation grade A for OPRM A118G single 
nucleotide polymorphism (rs1799971). Polymorphisms associated with the metabolization process of morphine and 
other opioid drugs are very relevant in opioid titration and ethnic subgroup differences which have to be taken into 
account (particularly, for the recommendation grade A for the CYP2D6 polymorphism). In human studies, the 
catecholOmethyl transferase (COMT) genotype affects the efficacy of opioids in acute and chronic pain under 
different settings, with recommendation grade B to the COMT single nucleotide polymorphism rs4680 (Val/Met). 
Finally, polymorphisms of the ATPbinding cassette family of efflux transporters were highlighted. Consistent data on 
pain polymorphisms is now widely available; however, these results have had very little impact on clinical guidelines 
and daily oncologist practice. Persisting pain, side effects of grade 3 (NCICTCAE v4.0) and breakthrough pain with 
more than 4 episodes/day should be considered the criteria for pain multidisciplinary team discussions and for 
polymorphism screening. 
 
217. Histone variant MacroH2A1 is downregulated in prostate cancer and influences malignant cell phenotype.  
Vieira-Silva TS, Monteiro-Reis S, Barros-Silva D, Ramalho-Carvalho J, Graca I, Carneiro I, Martins AT, Oliveira J, Antunes 

L, Hurtado-Bages S, Buschbeck M, Henrique R, Jeronimo C: Cancer cell international 2019, 19:112. Impact factor: 

3.439.  

Background: Prostate cancer (PCa), a major cause of cancer-related morbidity and mortality worldwide and mostly 
asymptomatic at earliest stages, is characterized by disruption of genetic and epigenetic balance. A better 
understanding of how those mechanisms orchestrate disease might improve diagnostic and prognostic tools, allowing 
for improvements in treatment efficacy. Replacement of canonical histones, an epigenetic mechanism, is highly 
conserved among species and altered expression of histones variants (e.g., MacroH2A1) has been associated with 
tumorigenesis. H2AFY gene encodes two isoforms of H2A histone variant MacroH2A1: MacroH2A1.1 and 
MacroH2A1.2. Specifically, MacroH2A1.1 isoform inhibits cell proliferation and promotes cellular differentiation. 
Because the contribution of this histone variant to carcinogenesis has been reported in several cancer types, but not 
for PCa, we aimed to investigate the contribution of MacroH2A1 for prostate carcinogenesis. Methods: MacroH2A1, 
MacroH2A1.1 and MacroH2A1.2 isoforms and the corresponding splicing regulators transcript levels were evaluated 
by RT-qPCR, in a tissue cohort composed by PCa, prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) and normal prostate cases. 
Knockdown for MacroH2A1 and MacroH2A1.1 was performed through lentiviral transduction in DU145 cells, and 
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MacroH2A1.1 overexpression was achieved in LNCaP cells by plasmid transfection, followed by functional assays. 
Biological and/or experimental replicates were performed when necessary, and specific statistical tests were applied 
to perform data analysis. Results: MacroH2A1.1 transcript levels were downregulated in PIN and primary PCa 
compared to normal prostate tissues. The same was found for QKI, a MacroH2A1.1's splicing regulator. Moreover, 
lower MacroH2A1.1 and QKI expression levels associated with less differentiated tumors (Gleason score >/= 7). 
Interestingly, MacroH2A1.1, but more impressively DDX17 (AUC = 0.93; p < 0.0001) and QKI (AUC = 0.94; p < 0.0001), 
accurately discriminated cancerous from noncancerous prostate tissues. Furthermore, in PCa cell lines, total 
MacroH2A1 knockdown augmented malignant features, whereas MacroH2A1.1 overexpression impressively 
attenuated the malignant phenotype. Conclusions: Overall, our data, derived from primary PCa tissues and cell lines, 
anticipate a tumor suppressive role for MacroH2A1, particularly for the MacroH2A1.1 isoform, in prostate 
carcinogenesis. 
 
218. Increasing incidence of colorectal cancer in young adults in Europe over the last 25 years.  
Vuik FE, Nieuwenburg SA, Bardou M, Lansdorp-Vogelaar I, Dinis-Ribeiro M, Bento MJ, Zadnik V, Pellise M, Esteban L, 

Kaminski MF, Suchanek S, Ngo O, Majek O, Leja M, Kuipers EJ, Spaander MC: Gut 2019, 68(10):1820-1826. Impact 

factor: 17.943.  

OBJECTIVE: The incidence of colorectal cancer (CRC) declines among subjects aged 50 years and above. An opposite 
trend appears among younger adults. In Europe, data on CRC incidence among younger adults are lacking. We 
therefore aimed to analyse European trends in CRC incidence and mortality in subjects younger than 50 years. 
DESIGN: Data on age-related CRC incidence and mortality between 1990 and 2016 were retrieved from national and 
regional cancer registries. Trends were analysed by Joinpoint regression and expressed as annual percent change. 
RESULTS: We retrieved data on 143.7 million people aged 20-49 years from 20 European countries. Of them, 187 918 
(0.13%) were diagnosed with CRC. On average, CRC incidence increased with 7.9% per year among subjects aged 20-
29 years from 2004 to 2016. The increase in the age group of 30-39 years was 4.9% per year from 2005 to 2016, the 
increase in the age group of 40-49 years was 1.6% per year from 2004 to 2016. This increase started earliest in 
subjects aged 20-29 years, and 10-20 years later in those aged 30-39 and 40-49 years. This is consistent with an age-
cohort phenomenon. Although in most European countries the CRC incidence had risen, some heterogeneity was 
found between countries. CRC mortality did not significantly change among the youngest adults, but decreased with 
1.1%per year between 1990 and 2016 and 2.4% per year between 1990 and 2009 among those aged 30-39 years and 
40-49 years, respectively. CONCLUSION: CRC incidence rises among young adults in Europe. The cause for this trend 
needs to be elucidated. Clinicians should be aware of this trend. If the trend continues, screening guidelines may need 
to be reconsidered. 
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